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Introduction

This book is about the role and potential of using digital technology in designing
teaching and learning tasks in the mathematics classroom. Digital technology has
opened up different new educational spaces for the mathematics classroom in the
past few decades and, as technology is constantly evolving, novel ideas and
approaches are brewing to enrich these spaces with diverse didactical flavors. A key
issue is always how technology can, or cannot, play epistemic and pedagogic roles
in the mathematics classroom. The main purpose of this book is to explore math-
ematics task design when digital technology is part of the teaching and learning
environment. What features of the technology used can be capitalized upon to
design tasks that transform learners’ experiential knowledge, gained from using the
technology, into conceptual mathematical knowledge? When do digital environ-
ments actually bring an essential (educationally speaking) new dimension to
classroom activities? What are some pragmatic and semiotic values of the tech-
nology used? These are some of the concerns addressed in the book by expert
scholars in this area of research in mathematics education.

Task Design in Mathematics Education and the Growing
Interest for Task Design with Digital Technology

More than a decade ago Sierpinska (2003) identified task design as a core research
area in mathematics education. She commented that research reports rarely gave
sufficient details about tasks for them to be used by someone else in the same way.
At the time, few studies justified task choice or identified what features of a task
were essential and what features were irrelevant. A growing body of research
grounded within different theories, such as the Adaptive Control of Thought
learning theory (e.g., Anderson and Schunn 2000), the Theory of Variation applied
to teaching and learning (e.g., Runesson 2005), or learning from worked-out
examples (e.g., Renkl 2005), suggested that seemingly minor differences in tasks
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can have significant effects on learning. A growing scientific interest in task design
is shown by the hosting, in 2008, of a Topic Study Group (TSG) by the
International Congress on Mathematics Education (ICME) entitled Research and
development in task design and analysis (http://tsg.icme11.org/tsg/show/35) where
participants were given the opportunity to experience various tasks, and compare
and critique design principles. A number of issues started to emerge. For example,
Schoenfeld (2009) advised on the utility of having more communication between
designers and researchers, in order to bridge educational research and design.
A volume of the Handbook of Mathematics Teacher Education was devoted to
issues regarding the relationship between teacher education and task design (Tirosh
and Wood 2009). A particular issue treated in this context is the role and use of
tasks for teacher education purposes, which has recently received particular atten-
tion also in a triple special issue of the Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education
(volume 10, 46) edited by Mason, Watson and Zaslavsky, and in a book edited by
Zaslavsky and Sullivan (2011).

The interest in task design in mathematics education has grown more and more,
culminating in specific conferences entirely devoted to the topic, including ICMI
Study 22. This study “was initiated to produce an up-to-date summary of relevant
research about task design in mathematics education and to develop new insights
and new areas of relevant knowledge and study.” (Watson and Ohtani 2015, p. 3) In
the study, task design was described as follows.

The design and use of tasks for pedagogic purposes is at the core of mathematics education
(Artigue and Perrin-Glorian 1991). Tasks generate activity which affords opportunity to
encounter mathematical concepts, ideas, strategies, and also to use and develop mathe-
matical thinking and modes of enquiry. Teaching includes the selection, modification,
design, sequencing, installation, observation and evaluation of tasks. This work is often
undertaken by using a textbook and/or other resources designed by outsiders. (Margolinas
2013, p. 12)

Growing attention has been devoted to tasks that specifically make use of digital
technology in the mathematics classroom, since the use of tools and manipulatives
in the classroom has been a common pedagogical practice. Drjvers (2012) argued
that there are three key factors decisive and crucial to promote or hinder the suc-
cessful integration of digital technology in mathematics education: the role of the
teacher, the educational context, and design. Design is intended not only as the
design of the digital technology involved but also as the design of corresponding
tasks and activities, and as the design of lessons and teaching in general. Moreover,
the scholar argues that emphasis should also be put on the priority of pedagogical
and didactical considerations as main guidelines and design heuristics over tech-
nology’s limitations and properties related to its affordances and constraints.

The design of tasks that make use of digital technology was also discussed in
one of the theme chapters in the ICMI Study 22 book (Watson and Ohtani 2015),
Designing Mathematics Tasks: The Role of Tools, where a tool-based task in the
mathematics classroom was described as follows.

viii Introduction
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Tools are broadly interpreted as physical or virtual artifacts that have potential to enhance
mathematical understanding. A tool-based task is seen as a teacher/researcher design
aiming to be a thing to do or act on in order for students to activate an interactive tool-based
environment where teacher, students, and resources mutually enrich each other in pro-
ducing mathematical experiences. In this connection, this type of task design rests heavily
on a complex relationship between tool mediation, teaching and learning, and mathematical
knowledge. (Leung and Bolite-Frant 2015, p. 192)

In that chapter, five tool-based mathematics task design heuristics are proposed to
serve as guiding posts to conceptualize mathematics task design in which physical
concrete and/or digital tools play central roles in pedagogical activities. This book
builds on the existing research on task design in the context of digital technology,
exploring some of its potential and pitfalls.

Roles and Potential of Digital Technology in Mathematics
Education

This book explores theories and practices of designing mathematics education tasks
within what we will call Dynamic and Interactive Mathematics Learning
Environments (DIMLEs), coined by Karadag et al. (2011). Rather than showing
“how” tasks can be designed using a chosen digital tool, the emphasis of the dis-
cussion is on the role and potential of digital pedagogical environments in
designing and implementing tasks for the mathematics classroom. Design is seen as
the creation of a plan to construct something. It usually starts with some assump-
tions from which a plan is devised or conjured to achieve some given intended
purposes. Different pedagogical or theoretical orientations (the assumptions) and
different choices of tools frame pedagogical task design differently. A theme of
great interest, which can be studied by contrasting and comparing such framing
choices, and which is explored within the chapters of this book, is how different
types of task design converge or diverge with respect to the nature and acquisition
of mathematical knowledge.

If a role is considered a function assumed or a part played by a person or thing in
a particular situation, and potential considered what is possible in terms of gaining
knowledge, the role played by a DIMLE in the mathematics classroom can be
multifaceted, and multiple tools can be orchestrated to foster mathematical expe-
riences for the learners. The role of the DIMLE and of tools within it depends on
how tasks involving their use are designed and implemented. Meaningful tasks in a
DIMLE should capitalize on the affordances, encouraging learners to engage in
purposeful and, possibly, non-prescriptive mathematical activities. A challenge in
digital task design is to conceive tasks that can extend and amplify pedagogical
features present in non-digital environments. For example, an affordance of many
DIMLEs is to provide different types of feedback; this can be exploited to establish
connections or forms of communication between the learners, the teachers and
mathematical knowledge. The potential of a DIMLE can be interpreted with respect
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to different pedagogical intentions: a procedural pedagogical intention that focuses
on routine practices for using certain features of the DIMLE, or on establishing
algorithmic procedures to generate (desired) results; a conceptual pedagogical in-
tention that enables learners to engage in exploring and conceptualizing mathe-
matics. A DIMLE designed with potential to bring about specific the mathematical
knowledge may still fail to do so, because whether a DIMLE provides potential or
pitfalls for the learners is also very closely related to choices made by the teacher.
Indeed, the teacher’s pedagogical orientation and mathematical beliefs are key
factors in determining how s/he designs and implements tasks developed within the
DIMLE. Knowledge/meaning gaps may exist between digital-based mathematical
discourses and the intended mathematical content. Potential can become a pitfall or
vice versa depending on the ways in which the teacher handles this gap.
Inappropriate expectations of the teacher pertaining to a digital tool’s potential may
turn the digital tool into a pitfall for the learners. Thus, the role and potential of
using digital technologies in designing mathematics education tasks are intertwined
in a dynamic epistemic complex where mathematical knowledge, pedagogy, and
skills are meshed together.

This book, focusing on task design within DMILEs, expands and extends the
discussion of the task design theme Tools and Representations in ICMI Study 22
(Margolinas 2013; Watson and Ohtani 2015). In the next section, an overview
of the structure and the chapters of the book are presented to summarize how the
above ideas are threaded together.

Specific Contents of the Book

The chapters in this book explore task design in DIMLEs from multiple perspec-
tives. The authors of each chapter, who are expert scholars in this area of research in
mathematics education, employ diverse theoretical dispositions and DIMLEs with
different degrees of sophistication in expounding their ideas. The purpose of this
book is not to compare and say which DIMLEs are “more conducive” to mathe-
matical learning, whatever that might mean. Whether a (digital) tool is pedagogi-
cally significant depends on how the tool is being designed for use in the classroom
and how the teachers and students can or cannot actually use it to create meaningful
mathematical discourses. The focus of the book is mainly on searching for and
ascertaining viable digital tool-based task design approaches for students to engage
meaningfully in mathematical experiences. Concerns for the interested readers may
lie in the pitfall or potential of tool-based pedagogy and in the “ontological con-
nection” between tools and mathematical knowledge. These issues are addressed,
enriching current research literature on task design and on the use of technology in
mathematics education, and outlining new research scenarios. The book is divided
into four parts that, more specifically, address: (1) theories used to frame and guide
digital task design in general; (2) specific kinds of tasks designed for a same type of
DIMLE, dynamic geometry environments; (3) design features of five specific
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DIMLEs, emphasizing how these features come into play in tasks designed within
them; (4) additional issues in digital task design, such as how “variation” principles
can be integrated into a digital intervention, how the notions of “feedback” and
“discrepancy” can help gain insight into potential and pitfalls of using virtual
realizations of physical artifacts, how task design can authentically reflect on the
role of digital technologies in solving problems situated in the work place or in
daily life.

Part I is mainly about theories. Chapter “Exploring Techno-Pedagogic Task
Design in the Mathematics Classroom” explores the idea of techno-pedagogic
design in the mathematics classroom. The concept of Mathematics Digital
Boundary Object is introduced to stress the role and function of digital technology
as a translator and discourse generator between different participants in the math-
ematics classroom. Task design follows an epistemic nested sequence (Leung 2011)
where students’ routine algorithmic actions progressively evolve into tool-based
situated discourses. The teacher’s knowledge plays a critical role in anticipating
knowledge/meaning gaps between digital-based mathematical discourses and the
intended mathematical content. Chapter “Revisiting Theory for the Design of
Tasks: Special Considerations for Digital Environments” discusses Brousseau’s
notions of ‘modes of production’ to describe the different types of dialectic inter-
actions between students and the milieu, and of ‘ontogenic, didactical and episte-
mological obstacles’ to guide the design of tasks in digital environments (Brousseau
1997). The distinction between ‘actual reality’ and ‘virtual reality’ is expounded
using Noss, Healy and Hoyles’ (1997) terminologies ‘pragmatic/empirical’ and
‘mathematical/systematic’. A digital graphing environment is used as a context to
illustrate these theoretical constructs. Chapter “Task Design Potential of Using an
Interactive Whiteboard for Implementing Inquiry-Based Learning in Mathematics”
makes use of Chevallard’s Anthropological Theory of Didactic (Chevallard 1992)
which is based on the postulate that a student learns by autonomous adaptation or
confrontation in interaction with a milieu. It further frames inquiry-based learning
within a milieu through three consecutive processes: mesogenesis, topogenesis, and
chronogenesis (Chevallard 2011). As an example, the Interactive White Board is
chosen as the milieu for the discussion. Chapter “Designing Technology that
Enables Task Design” addresses the question of how technology has been designed
to enable task design through interviews with four developers of DIMLEs, carried
out with the aim of fostering mathematical learning. Questions ranged from more
general ones concerning the purposes and challenges faced in designing the envi-
ronments to more specific aspects concerning task design, such as the management
of processes of instrumental genesis and how feedback is provided. Crucial design
aspects of the DIMLEs to be conserved and further developed are disclosed in the
interviews. Such aspects include maintaining an appropriate balance between
flexibility and constraint as well as addressing issues such as the way in which the
environment responds to students’ actions.

Part II discusses the design of three different kinds of tasks in a particular type of
DIMLE, Dynamic Geometry Environments (DGEs): tasks for geometry assess-
ment, tasks fostering indirect argumentation in Euclidean geometry and tasks in
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which a real artifact is modeled. Chapter “Designing Assessment Tasks in a
Dynamic Geometry Environment” explores designing assessment tasks in DGEs,
taking into account how feedback provided by the DGE involves a new dynamic of
action/interaction during assessment. This chapter draws on previous work on task
design in DGEs (in particular by Laborde 2001) to suggest a framework for
identifying and designing different types of assessment tasks according to the
specific goals of the teacher. These types of tasks are exemplified using tasks
designed for the iPad-based multi-touch Sketchpad Explorer. The DGE assessment
tasks presented evaluate different kinds of competencies including digital tools as a
main and essential component of the problem-solving process. The authors argue
that in order for technology to be a valid part of formal assessment, tasks should
assess not only what students know in mathematics, but also what students can do
with the technology, like make and test conjectures and, more broadly, students’
technological competencies. Chapter “Designing Non-constructability Tasks in a
Dynamic Geometry Environment” discusses about the potential offered by specific
tasks designed in a DGE leading to production of indirect arguments and proof by
contradiction. The main objective is to elaborate on the potentials of designing
problems of non-constructability in a DGE with respect to fostering processes of
indirect argumentation. The crux of this type of task design is to elicit cognitive
conflict through a visual anomaly that to be explained leads students to resort to
Euclidean geometry. Using the idea of figural concept (Fischbein 1993) as a
“harmony” between a figural and conceptual component, an anomaly can be
thought of as a break between the two components (figural and conceptual). It may
be possible to restore the harmony within the figural concept by dragging to make a
certain configuration vanish or degenerate, or by re-interpreting the figure obtained,
rectifying the anomaly. Chapter “The Planimeter as a Real and Virtual Instrument
that Mediates an Infinitesimal Approach to Area” focuses on task design involving
the digital realization of a model of a specific artifact: the planimeter. The
planimeter is a professional tool used for measuring areas of flat regular or irregular
shapes. In a teaching experiment, a concrete planimeter and a virtual model built
through the DIMLE GeoGebra are used to mediate an infinitesimal approach to
area. The planimeter virtualization is displayed to introduce new mathematical
knowledge through the construction and the exploration of real situations with the
employment of technological tools. The notions of semiotic mediation and didactic
cycle by Bartolini Bussi and Mariotti (2008) are used as theoretical framing
ingredients in the design of the planimeter tasks.

Part III introduces design features of five specific DIMLEs, providing analyses
of examples of tasks designed within each of them. Chapter “Engagement with
Interactive Diagrams: The Role Played by Resources and Constraints” establishes
theoretical foundations of digital task design for student–textbook–teacher inter-
actions, in particular for analyzing how the designed features of the Interactive
Diagrams (IDs) function in actual interaction processes. A semiotic framework is
proposed characterized by three types of IDs’ functions that address a variety of
learning and teaching settings: presentational, orientational, and organizational. The
chapter summarizes major design decisions about resources and constraints of
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interactive texts according to various semiotic functions and the role of the designed
constraints and resources of the IDs in processes of engagement with interactive
texts. Students’ engagements with different types of ID are presented to elaborate
the theoretical discussion. Chapter “Everybody Counts: Designing Tasks for
TouchCounts” introduces the open-ended multi-touch app called Touch Counts
(Sinclair and Jackiw 2011) which provides unconventional engagement with the
introductory concept of a number and number operations for young children. This
chapter describes a series of tasks that have been specifically designed to take
advantage of the affordances of TouchCounts. These tasks are analyzed in terms
of their novel potential for supporting the development of number, as well as the
different functions they draw on in terms of how children are invited to count,
operate, and attend to both the ordinal and the cardinal dimensions of number.
A guiding feature in the task design is to allow feedback obtained through direct
manipulation to serve as evaluation feedback. The authors present and analyze a
series of tasks designed and implemented for these two sub-environments in
TouchCounts, one for enumerating and the other for operating. The analyses
highlight the pragmatic/epistemic values of the tasks, suggesting that the pragmatic
value of a task is almost always equivalent to the completion of the task itself, while
the epistemic value of each task usually depends strongly on the children’s exe-
cution of certain bodily actions. Chapter “Designing Innovative Learning Activities
to Face Difficulties in Algebra of Dyscalculic Students: Exploiting the
Functionalities of AlNuSet” presents the DIMLE AlNuSet (Algebra of Numerical
Sets), a dynamic algebra environment, designed for students of lower and upper
secondary school. Its main function is to afford semiotic multi-representations for
algebraic notions such as variable, unknown, algebraic expression, equation, and
solution of an equation. The task design focused upon within the chapter deals with
how tasks within AlNuSet can be used to promote meaning making in students with
low achievement in mathematics, or even diagnosed with Developmental
Dyscalculia (DD), including adult learners. The author reports on a case study with
a 26-year old DD student. This case study shows that AlNuSet tasks can indeed
support the construction of algebraic notions using especially the visual non-verbal
and kinaesthetic channels of access to information. Furthermore, the discussion
shows how dynamicity is key in the task design, as it fosters students’ construction
of algebraic meanings and their perception of relations between expressions, also
compensating for weak memorization skills when solving algebraic tasks. Chapter
“What Can You Infer from This Example? Applications of Online, Rich-Media
Tasks for Enhancing Pre-service Teachers’ Knowledge of the Roles of Examples in
Proving” introduces the online interactive digital platform LessonSketch. The
chapter reports and elaborates on the LessonSketch design of a rich-media task
“What can you infer from this example?” that addressed pre-service teachers’
content and pedagogical knowledge of the status of examples in proving. The focus
is on the theoretical and empirical considerations that guided the task design aimed
at providing rich learning opportunities for the pre-service teachers to enhance their
content and pedagogical knowledge of the interplay between examples and proving,
and address some of the challenges involved in the task implementation. The task
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involves multiple aspects of the environment and use of data collected from actual
students represented through scenarios of non-descript cartoon characters.
Buchbinder and Zaslavsky’s (2009) framework for describing the status of exam-
ples in proving is used as the theoretical basis for task design; moreover, the authors
present an emergent framework for designing tasks in digital environments for
pre-service teachers. Such framework proposes a systematic approach to combining
theoretical grounds, empirically tested design features and advanced technological
tools through the process of design-research with the aim of creating instructional
tasks that address prospective teachers’ content and pedagogical knowledge for
engaging students in proving.

Part IV collects chapters that discuss a variety of issues in digital task design for
mathematics education. Chapter “Supporting Variation in Task Design Through the
Use of Technology” describes a digital intervention aimed at fostering algebraic
expertise that was built on three principles: crises, feedback, and fading. The
principles are retrospectively scrutinized through the Theory of Variation, con-
cluding that the principles share several elements with the patterns of variation:
contrast, generalization, separation, and fusion (Marton et al. 2004). The integration
of these principles into a digital intervention suggests that technology has affor-
dances with respect to task design with variation. The principles are demonstrated
by discussing a sequence of tasks involving quadratic formulas designed in a
DIMLE called Digital Mathematical Environment (DME, http://www.fi.uu.nl/dwo/
en). Chapter “Feedback and Discrepancies of a Physical Toolkit and a Digital
Toolkit: Opportunities and Pitfalls for Mediating the Concept of Rotational
Symmetry” presents analyses of excerpts of lessons from a lesson study where
tool-based tasks were designed to teach the concept of rotational symmetry in
Grade 5. The instrumentational approach and the theory of semiotic mediation are
used as the theoretical frameworks to analyze and compare the excerpts of a lesson
using a tailor-made physical tool and of a lesson using PowerPoint (a digital tool).
The discussion focuses on the opportunities and pitfalls that these two tools, given
the same tasks assigned, offer and on how the tasks could have and did (or could not
or did not) exploit the semiotic potential of the tool used to solve them. In par-
ticular, the notions of feedback and discrepancy are theorized and hypothesized in
the context of designing and implementing tool-based mathematics tasks. Chapter
“Designing for Mathematical Applications and Modelling Tasks in Technology
Rich Environments” touches on the important issue of how task design can
authentically reflect on the role of digital technologies in solving problems situated
in the work place or in daily life. The chapter draws on data sourced from a research
and development project that investigated the use of digital technologies in teaching
and learning mathematical modeling and applications. Six principles for designing
effective modeling tasks are identified; and the instantiation of these principles
within classroom practice is illustrated through a classroom vignette. The chapter
further reflects on the research needed to further develop understanding of the role
of technology in designing mathematical modeling tasks. Chapter “Designing
Interactive Dynamic Technology Activities to Support the Development of
Conceptual Understanding” discusses how DIMLEs can foster task design for
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active and transformative learning to support the development of conceptual
understanding in mathematics. The author argues how digital task design should
follow the experiential learning cycle: concrete experience, reflective observation,
abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation in order to create opportu-
nities for students to engage in mathematical discussions. The Building Concepts
software is used as a DIMLE illustrating task design rationales for different fun-
damental mathematical concepts such as fractions, ratios, proportional relations,
expressions, and equations. Design guidelines and principles for building concepts
activities are proposed and supported with a number of examples. Chapter
“Tensions in the Design of Mathematical Technological Environments: Tools and
Tasks for the Teaching of Linear Functions” begins by describing a longitudinal
study and its theoretical framework that resulted in a rubric to inform the design of
tasks that privilege the exploration of mathematical variants and invariants. This
rubric is then used as a construct for the post-priori analysis of two tasks intro-
ducing the concept of linear functions through the use of different technologies.
Conclusions are drawn highlighting subtle tensions that relate to the mathematical
knowledge at stake and to the design principles of the underlying technology and
task.

Allen Leung
Anna Baccaglini-Frank
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Part I
Theoretical Considerations



Exploring Techno-Pedagogic Task Design
in the Mathematics Classroom

Allen Leung

Suppose every instrument could by command or by anticipation
of need execute its function on its own; suppose (like the
carvings of Daedalus or the figurines of Hephaestus which, the
poet says, could take on a life of their own) that spindles could
weave of their own accord, and plectra strike the strings of
zithers by themselves; then craftsmen would have no need of
hand-work, and masters have no need of slaves

—Aristotle

Abstract This chapter explores task design in Dynamic and Interactive
Mathematics Learning Environments. Teacher knowledge and pedagogical digital
tool are discussed under the ideas of Mathematics Digital Task Design Knowledge
and Mathematical Digital Boundary Object. Leung’s (ZDM-The International
Journal on Mathematics Education, 43, 325–336, 2011) techno-pedagogic task
design is revisited and refined with respect to these two ideas. A GeoGebra applet
on exploring the meaning of convergent sequence is used to illustrated features of
techno-pedagogic task design.

Keywords Task design � Digital-based task � Boundary object � Teacher
knowledge

1 Introduction

Aristotle, who was a realist, probably was dreaming of the day of automata when
human designs and controls machines to take over all manual labor. And indeed,
since Aristotle, the developments of human civilization have been successfully
flourishing in this direction. When human society is gearing toward a technocratic
orientation, we might ask the question to what extent technology can replace
knowledge? What kind of role does human “handiworks” play in knowledge for-
mation? What are worthy to know? In mathematics education, when the classroom
is immersed in a technology-rich teaching and learning environment, what kind of
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mathematics do we want our students to learn, and how do teachers make use of
technology to design the teaching of “worthy” mathematics?

Design teaching and learning tasks in the mathematics classroom is a major
pedagogical activity. Generally speaking a mathematics teaching/learning task asks
students to do something mathematical in the classroom and this doing should lead
students to experience, in the broadest sense, mathematics. In particular, a tool-
based task can be described as follows:

A teacher/researcher design aiming to be a thing to do or act on in order for students to
activate an interactive tool-based environment where teacher, students, and resources
mutually enrich each other in producing mathematical experiences (Leung and Bolite-Frant
2015, p. 192).

The word “design” carries a meaning of accomplishing goals in a particular
environment satisfying a set of requirements or subject to a set of constraints; it is a
strategic approach (roadmap) towards achieving a certain expectation. Design
necessarily creates boundary; a structure or framework on which meaning and
knowledge can grow. Mathematics task design can be thought of as designing
activities situated in pedagogical environments that provide boundaries within
which students engage in doing mathematics leading to construction of mathe-
matical knowledge. A boundary differentiates and thus creates a contrasting
experience which may lead to discernment of differences and invariants. Tool
(technology), along with their usages in the context of teaching and learning, is a
means to create pedagogical boundaries. For example, in older days abacus-like
tools were used as an instrument for calculation. Embedded in a Chinese abacus is a
manual-driven structure (finger movement patterns constrained on a set of beads in
a preset frame) under which arithmetic operations can be performed. This preset
boundary enables creation of mnemonic chant formulas synchronizing with finger
motions to move the beads and perform calculations. For abacus-based arithmetic,
the mnemonic chant formulas for moving the abacus beads form a situated system
of mathematical abstraction. Designing teaching and learning tasks based on these
mnemonic chant formulas in order to explore their relationships with traditional
arithmetic operations in school curriculum should be fruitful in finding deeper
mathematical and pedagogical meaning for number.

What kind of mathematical knowledge can be accessed through the use of tools
and technology? Noss and Hoyles (1996), while reflecting on the traditional
approach to abstraction where mathematical concepts are “de-contextualized”, saw
abstraction “as a process of connection rather than ascension” (p. 48) and used
webbing to refer to

the presence of a structure that learners can draw up and reconstruct for support – in ways
that they can choose as appropriate for their struggle to construct meaning for some
mathematics (p. 108).

With this they introduced the notion of situated abstraction to describe “how
learners construct mathematical ideas by drawing on the webbing of a particular
setting which, in turn, shapes the way the ideas are expressed” (p. 122) Thus a
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(mathematical) abstract concept can be thought of as a generalized image that one
can “draw out” from a situated setting. This is the meaning of the Chinese word “抽
象chōu xiàng” (which literally means “take out the image”) that stands for
abstraction. With respect to tools, situated abstraction has been described as

an orienting framework to describe and explore how interaction with semiotic tools shapes
the development of mathematical meanings and in turn is shaped by the conceptions and
social context of the students (Hoyles and Noss 2009, p. 131).

In a research on designing for mathematical abstraction in the context of an ICT
(Information Communication Technology) environment, Pratt and Noss (2010)
explored heuristic in designing for abstraction that required “the intentional blurring
of the key mathematical concepts with the tools whose use might foster the con-
struction of that abstraction.” (p. 95) Intentional blurring of the boundary between
technology and mathematical concepts opens up a pedagogical space in which
technology-based task design can flourish. Blurring implies uncertainty and inac-
curacy, capitalizing this discrepancy potential embedded in an ICT tool is a task
design heuristic that can creates learning opportunities conducive to discernment of
critical aspects of abstract mathematical concepts. Discrepancy potential of a tool is
defined as

a pedagogical space generated by (i) feedback due to the nature of the tool or design of the
task that possibly deviates from the intended mathematical concept or (ii) uncertainty
created due to the nature of the tool or design of the task that requires the tool users to make
decisions (Leung and Bolite-Frant 2015, p. 212).

These ideas on the potentialities of (digital) tool in the construction of mathe-
matical knowledge set up a background to explore techno-pedagogic task design in
the mathematics classroom. Leung (2011) gave a description of techno-pedagogic
task design as follows:

Task design that focuses on pedagogical processes in which learners are empowered with
amplified abilities to explore, re-construct (or re-invent) and explain mathematical concepts
using tools embedded in a technology-rich environment (p. 327).

In this chapter, this description will be explored and refined further in terms of
teacher (as task designer) knowledge, an idea of mathematics digital boundary
object and a nested epistemic sequence.

2 Teacher (as Task Designer) Knowledge

Teacher knowledge plays a key role in pedagogical task design for the mathematics
classroom. This knowledge is a complex construct composing of interactions
among different knowledge domains. For examples, Mishra and Koehler (2006,
2009) proposed a theoretical concept that built on Shulman’s (1986) idea of
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) by merging a technological knowledge
domain with the pedagogical knowledge domain and content knowledge domain.

Exploring Techno-Pedagogic Task Design … 5



These three domains ‘interplay’ at the intersection which Mishra and Koehler
termed Technological, Pedagogical And Content Knowledge (TPACK)

Underlying truly meaningful and deeply skilled teaching with technology, TPACK is
different from knowledge of all three concepts individually. Instead, TPACK is the basis of
effective teaching with technology, requiring an understanding of the representation of
concepts using technologies; pedagogical techniques that use technologies in constructive
ways to teach content; knowledge of what makes concepts difficult or easy to learn and how
technology can help redress some of the problems that students face; knowledge of stu-
dents’ prior knowledge and theories of epistemology; and knowledge of how technologies
can be used to build on existing knowledge to develop new epistemologies or strengthen
old ones (Koehler and Mishra 2009, p. 66).

This is a complex interplay where mathematical knowledge, technology and
epistemology (pedagogy) fuse together into a fluid state with flexible boundary. The
degree of fluidity of this kind of integrated knowledge depends very much on the
teachers themselves. Crisan, Lerman, and Winbourne, in their explorative research
on the interplays between content knowledge, pedagogy and ICT exhibited by
secondary school mathematics teachers in UK, proposed the idea of teacher’s own
personal ICT pedagogical construct to conceptualise mathematics teachers’ incor-
poration of ICT into their classroom practices:

Learning to teach with ICT is a process. It demands doing and practice … the teachers
developed their own ‘expertise’ with ICT, which we call here personal ICT pedagogical
construct, consisting of conceptions of how the ICT tools and resources at their disposal
benefited their teaching of mathematics and their pupils’ understanding and learning of
mathematics (Crisan et al. 2007, p. 33).

Tapan (2003) claimed that in order to prepare mathematics teachers for
technology-rich classroom, one must take into account all aspects of teaching,
specifically, the four types of knowledge: mathematical knowledge, knowledge
about the artifact, didactic knowledge of mathematics, and didactic knowledge
about the artifact. Teacher must masters the use of technology for a mathematical
activity and instruments technology for organizing learning (Laborde 2007).
Furthermore, teachers’ own learning experience with digital tools is a critical
process in the formation of their technology-integrated knowledge. Teachers must
experience for themselves, as learners, the potentials and pitfalls of digital tool in
the learning of mathematics, thus gain knowledge about how students can learn
mathematics in various digital environments.

Thus mathematics teacher as a task designer needs to possess a kind of plastic
(personal) knowledge that is an integration of many knowledge dimensions. Figure 1
depicts a knowledge intersection among four broad knowledge domains which
suggests an integrated Mathematics Digital Task Design Knowledge (MDTDK).

Teachers as task designers shape their own MDTDK according to their expe-
riences on the four knowledge domains and in particular, on how these domains
interact with each other. Different digital artifacts used for different mathematics
topics could result in different task designs. Therefore, MDTDK is plastic in the
sense that it should not be a rigid knowledge structure and is susceptible to change
as the interactions among the four knowledge domains evolve. Furthermore, it
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could also be a situated institutional knowledge that is culturally bounded, that is;
rather than just a personal knowledge, MDTDK can be shaped by a mathematics
community of practice. In this connection, the next section explores the concept of
boundary object.

3 Mathematics Digital Boundary Object

Star and Griesemar (1989), while addressing the tension created between divergent
viewpoints and the need for generalizable findings in scientific work, proposed the
concept of boundary object as a means to offer translations among the heteroge-
neous groups of actor (e.g. amateur, professional, institutional) engaged in the
scientific inquiry process.

Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the
constraints of several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common
identity across sites. They are weakly structured in common use, and become strongly
structured in individual-site use. These objects may be abstract or concrete. They have
different meanings in different social worlds but their structure is common enough to more
than one world to make them recognizable, a means of translation. The creation and
management of boundary objects is a key process in developing and maintaining coherence
across intersecting social worlds (Star and Griesemer 1989, p. 393).

A major function of a boundary object is to mediate among different interpre-
tations and viewpoints to reconcile meanings and maintain coherence. In this sense,
MDTDK can act like a boundary object for the four knowledge domains.

Pedagogical

Knowledge

Mathematics Content 

Knowledge 

Digital Technological 

Knowledge

Knowledge about 

the Digital 

Artifact Used

MDTDK

Fig. 1 An integrated plastic Mathematics Digital Task Design Knowledge (MDTDK) that
teachers need to possess for digital tool-based mathematics task design
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A digital tool can be regarded as boundary object that translates experience and
expression between different types of mathematical worlds. A mathematical world,
for example, can be

1. a social community where the participants engage in mathematical activities (for
example, a class of students, a group of teachers), or

2. a body of conventionally established or/and institutionalized mathematical
knowledge (for example, formal axiomatic Euclidean geometry, a mathematics
curriculum), or

3. a body of experiential mathematical knowledge (for example, mathematical
knowledge based on the use of concrete physical manipulatives like an abacus,
mathematical usage/application in different contexts, mathematical practices in
workplace), etc.

Digital tool has the potential to create “virtually real” objects and representations
that could open up multi-interpretations of mathematical knowledge. In particular, it
can act as a regulatory balance between the pragmatic and epistemic dimensions in
mathematical knowledge acquisition: learning the mathematics while using the
digital tool.

Mathematics Digital Boundary Object (MDBO) is a digital artifact that can bridge between
different mathematical worlds making use of the virtual immediate reality created by the
artifact.

“Bridge” here refers to the digital artifact’s actual potential to create a (transitory
and temporal) situated discourse through which the inhabitants of different math-
ematical worlds can communicate. Of course, a MDBO can create its own math-
ematical world. Some examples of type of MDBO are: calculating and measuring
digital tools, Dynamic Geometrical Environment (DGE), digital library or museum,
Computer Algebra System (CAS), interactive applets for specific mathematics
topics, digital sensory enhancement or extension apparatus, digital tools that affords
creation of alternative mathematical experiences. Task design using digital tool to
teach and learn mathematics can be thought of as the designing of pedagogical
paths (trajectories) to create MDBO-based situated discourses that can reconcile
meanings and maintain coherence between mathematical worlds.

3.1 Features of MDBO

What characterize and what are some pedagogical features of a MDBO? As a
boundary object, MDBO’s primary function is to mediate and to translate. In Leung
and Bolite-Frant (2015), five task design heuristics for tool-based mathematics task
design were discussed: strategic feedback and mediation, instrumental/pragmatic-
semiotic/epistemic continuum, boundary between mathematical and pedagogical
fidelity, discrepancy potential and multiplicity (pp. 219–221). These heuristics are
different aspects in tool-based mediation processes for mathematic teaching and
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learning. Therefore, from the perspective of task design, MDBO should support
these heuristics.

Feedback is a key opening up mediation processes. MDBO should act like a
communication device that makes possible interactive feedbacks and mediation
between different mathematical worlds (e.g. the learners and the body of mathe-
matical knowledge to be learnt). For example, a learner using DGE can dynamically
visualize his/her mental images of geometrical objects such that s/he can reason the
correctness (mediate by dynamic feedback tool like dragging) of the mental images
with respect to the Euclidean world embedded in DGE.

MDBO can be designed or used strategically to allow shifting of attention
between mathematical skill and concept, and between pedagogy and mathematical
content. As a boundary object, MDBO possesses a “duality” (a blurring of the
boundary between different domains) that allows passages to connect different
knowledge domains with a minimal losing of the fidelity of each domain. As a
MDBO, a robust square constructed in DGE is a figural concept (cf. Fischbein
1993) that possesses a dual nature where visual perceptions harmonized with
logical constraints, and construction skills are cognate with rigorous mathematical
definitions. DGE as a MDBO is an interpreter between the phenomenal geometrical
world and the axiomatic geometrical world. Knowledge gap exists in interpretation.
In tool-based mathematics task design, this knowledge gap can be seen as a dis-
crepancy potential. As a medium that negotiates between mathematical worlds,
MDBO should allow pedagogical opportunities for open interpretations on how to
relate phenomena in the two worlds. The existence of knowledge gap due to the
nature of design of a particular MDBO provides such opportunities where learners
need to make mathematical sense out of uncertain experiences produced by a
MDBO. Soft construction in DGE is an example where discrepancy potential of a
dragging tool (dragging in this case) can be used to bring about geometrical con-
jecture formation. A learner drags and traces a movable point of a DGE figure to
maintain a given condition and in doing so a wriggling uncertain trajectory of the
point is being traced out. The learner makes sense of the geometry of the trajectory
and proposes a conjecture about the figure and the given condition.

Simultaneity and co-variation play key role in learning and discernment (cf.
Marton 2015). As a boundary object that translate mathematical meaning, if a
MDBO supports multi-representations, then meaning can be deepened in a
multi-facet way. In a Dynamic and Interactive Mathematics Learning Environments
like GeoGebra, multi-windows (e.g. 2-D DGE, 3-D DGE, Spreadsheet) can be
presented together on the same screen. The same mathematical idea is represented
in each window and elements in these windows can be constructed to co-vary
together while a variable is taking different values in certain window. This kind of
multiplicity offers mathematical idea/concept diverse communicable
expressions/translations that are amiable to different mathematical worlds.

Exploring Techno-Pedagogic Task Design … 9



3.2 An Example of MDBO

In Cheng and Leung (2015), a dynamic applet created in GeoGebra was designed to
study student exploration of the concept of the limit of a sequence. It can be
conceived as a MDBO that mediates between two mathematical worlds: the world
where students engage in explorative activity on developing (personal) under-
standing the concept of the limit of a sequence and the formal mathematical world
with a rigorous e − N definition of a sequence approaching to the limit L:

8e[ 0; 9N 2 N such that for all n[N; an � Lj j\e

A dynamic (e, N) ruler was designed in this MDBO to facilitate formation of
situated discourses which bridge between students’ perceptions on how N and e can
be related and the rigid (e, N) relationship stated in the definition.

Figure 2 is a snapshot of the applet for the sequence an = Exp (−0.05) (1 + sin
n). The (e, N) ruler is a draggable rectangular strip that opens “ad infinitum” to the
right rigidly attached to a point L. L can be dragged freely, hence the whole (e,
N) ruler, to anywhere on the sketch and the width of the ruler is controlled by an e-
slider. The horizontal dotted half-line starts from L and continues to the right splits
the open-ended ruler into two equal halves. The dotted line perpendicular to the x-
axis through L is attached to the ruler and its intersection with the x-axis is denoted

A draggable open - ended rectangular strip - the ( )
ruler 

ε, N

Fig. 2 A snapshot of the GeoGebra dynamic applet (henceforth it will be called the Applet) for
the sequence an ¼ Expð�0:05nÞð1þ sin nÞ
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by N. An a-slider controls the number of sequence terms to appear in the applet.
Press, hold (the Shift button), scroll and drag activate the zoom mode, the moving
of the whole applet and the scaling of the x, y-axes.

The (e, N) ruler is a visual interpretation of the inequality an � Lj j\e. The
dynamic width of the ruler is determined by choices of e, the left vertical end of the
ruler marks the location (existence) of possible N’s, and the right open end of the
ruler captures the meaning of “for all n > N”. Students are free to choose the e
value, and to locate N by moving the ruler. Thus the dependency between e and
N was not embedded in the dynamism by design intention, rather the (e,
N) dependency should be a critical discernment that students need to be aware of
under properly guided task design. There are at least two possible operational
procedures to guide the use of the (e, N) ruler:

P1 Choose an e, then move the strip (hence the N value) so that all the sequence
points to the right of N fall inside the strip.

P2 Move the strip (hence the N value) to a desired position, then choose an e so
that all the sequence points to the right of N all fall inside the strip.

A critical discernment is that when the sequence under studied converges, both
P1 and P2 work for any e and N always; but when the sequence diverges, P1 and P2
might or might not work for any e and N. The pedagogical content of the applet thus
lies on building up enough epistemic experience (via situated discourses) for stu-
dents to contrast the behaviours of different sequence types using the (e, N) ruler,
hence to decide whether P1 or P2 would ascertain convergence which gives hint to
the e and N dependency (ibid., pp. 191–192). How the features described in the
Sect. 3 of this MDBO can be manifested would depend on how tasks are being
designed to guide student to explore the meaning of the convergence (or diver-
gence) of sequence. In the next section, a possible task design for this MDBO will
be discussed. The design rationale behind this applet was to instrument feedback,
uncertainty, simultaneous attention and co-variation that are conducive to dis-
cernment to bring about an epistemic connection between skill and concept.

4 A Nested Epistemic Task Design Sequence

As mentioned in the Introduction, Leung (2011) gave a description of
techno-pedagogic task design. The technology-rich environment mentioned in the
description refers to a teaching and learning environment where teachers and stu-
dents can access to (different) technological resources (e.g. digital tools, Internet,
concrete pedagogical tools, etc.) that can amplified students’ abilities to experience,
explore, (re)construct, (re)invent and explain mathematical ideas/concepts. With the
use of an appropriately chosen tool, learning happens as a process where routine
algorithmic actions using the tool can be evolved or transformed into internalized
cognitive activities. In this connection, Leung proposed a nested sequence of
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epistemic modes to guide tool-based task design (ibid.). It consisted of three nested
modes in a cognitive expansion order: Establishing Practices (P), Critical
Discernment (CD) and Establishing Situated Discourses (SD). Each mode pro-
gressively expands and merges into the next one as the learner’s cognitive ability is
cumulatively strengthened with respect to using the tool to do mathematics.
Figure 3 is a modified diagrammatic representation of the nested sequence pre-
sented in Leung (2011). The ideas of routine discourse in P, judgement and insight
in CD and creative act in SD are added in this new version. These modes are
signposts to mark learning with tools as an expanding progression in which cre-
ativity can be born out of well-developed routine practices using a chosen tool. The
epistemic potential of the tool is triggered by task design which embeds learning
opportunities requiring mathematical judgement, reasoning and insight.

4.1 A Design Example

For illustration, the GeoGebra applet presented in Sect. 3.2 is used as the Dynamic
and Interactive Mathematics Learning Environment. This applet was designed to
empower learners with amplified abilities to explore, construct (invent) and explain
the meaning of sequence convergence. The nested sequence of epistemic modes
could frame a task design sequence using the following design guide.

Establishing Practices (P). Start with simple convergent sequences and ask stu-
dents to practice the following:

Fig. 3 A modified
diagrammatic representation
of the nested epistemic
sequence presented in Leung
(2011) for task design in a
digital environment. The
progressive greyscale
represents the consecutive
gradual inclusion and
deepening in meaning of the
previous mode
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1. Drag the (e, N) ruler to different positions and change the two sliders’ values in
order to “trap” the “tail” of the sequence inside the (e, N) ruler

2. Zoom in and out to observe different parts of the sequence and discuss how the
sequence behave with respect to the (e, N) ruler as a is getting larger and larger

3. Discuss the meaning of L, N and make guesses on their values
4. Discuss possible relationships among the values e, N, L and a
5. Device possible procedures on how to use the (e, N) ruler to verify that a

sequence converges

These activities aim to develop in the student operational routines to use the
applet and to cultivate a visual dynamic sense of sequence convergence that
depends on various inter-related parameters.

Critical Discernment (CD). Give students different types of divergent sequences
(without telling students that they diverge) and ask students to explore the
following:

6. Try the procedures devised in 5 above on these sequences and discuss how
effective these procedures are to determine the behaviours of these sequences

7. Refine the (e, N) ruler procedures to cater for all types of sequences

These more cognitive oriented activities aim to create disturbances (or uncer-
tainty) to the operational routines developed in (P) thus forcing students to re-exam
their procedures and to discover critical aspects (relations between e and N) of the
concept of convergent sequences

Situated Discourses (SD). Use the sequences in (P) and (CD), ask students to
engage in a tool-based discourse:

8. Use the (e, N) ruler to discuss necessarily and sufficient conditions for a
sequence to converge to a limit L

9. Write down a (e, N) ruler-based definition for sequence convergence

This is where students engage in mathematical discourse based on the use of the
applet. Students should develop mathematical definitions, conjectures and argu-
ments to explain the phenomena they produced in the applet.

With respect to other theoretical orientations, this design can be regarded as an
instrumental genesis process (cf. Trouche 2005) of the (e, N) ruler where a tool is
transformed into a personal cognitive instrument, or as a semiotic mediation process
(cf. Bartolini and Mariotti 2008) where the (e, N) ruler acts as a semiotic sign
(artifact) that mediates between different types of mathematical meaning.

4.2 Knowledge Gap

There could be a knowledge gap between the student produced tool-based dis-
courses and the formal mathematics discourse (in this case the rigorous
e − N definition of a sequence converges to the limit L). That is, the student
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produced definitions of sequence convergence may look different, even incorrect,
from the teacher expected definition. The existence of this knowledge/meaning gap
has important pedagogical significant in task design. In particular, the “width” of
this gap can be seen as a measure on how “effective” was the tool-based task
designed and implemented. Teacher engaging with students in a didactical dis-
course to “narrow” this gap should be part of the intended pedagogical process in
the task design. This knowledge gap can also be thought of as a “boundary”
produced by the MDBO (the applet); that is, a boundary produced by a boundary
object. The applet translates experience/expression between student’s perceptual
mathematical world and the world of formal abstract mathematics. In any transla-
tion, there are gap and discrepancy as there are aspects in the two worlds that cannot
be translated “perfectly”. This knowledge/meaning gap opens up opportunities or
pitfalls where the MDBO can be a medium conducive for learning or an obstacle
preventing learning to progress. Teachers should be sensitive to the existence of this
gap while designing and implementing MDBO tasks. As mentioned, the
student-produce discourses may contain unexpected “disturbances” which con-
tribute to this gap. This is where teachers’ MDTDK play a significant role to open
up didactical discussion to treat the cognitive conflicts produced by this gap.

5 Techno-Pedagogic Task Design Revisited

To summarize the above discussion, the techno-pedagogic task design proposed in
Leung (2011) is revised as follows:

A techno-pedagogic task design is a task design that focuses on pedagogical processes in
which learners are empowered by MDBO in a Dynamic and Interactive Mathematics
Learning Environment with amplified abilities to explore, re-construct (or re-invent) and
explain mathematical concepts. The design could follow an epistemic nested sequence
where students’ routine algorithmic actions using the MDBO progressively evolve or
transform into tool-based situated discourses. Teacher’s MDTDK plays a significant role in
the task design (1) to anticipate a knowledge/meaning gap between the MDBO-based
mathematical discourse and the intended mathematical content (2) to open up didactical
discourse with students bridging the gap between the student-produced tool-based dis-
course and the intended mathematical content.

Aristotle’s dream of automaton does not verse well in this type of digital-based
epistemology. The Master (Teacher) is a key participant in the process of students’
knowledge acquisition. In this respect, a (mathematical) digital tool can also be
thought of as a boundary object between the teacher and the students, acting as a
communicator (or a translator) between the teacher’s mathematical world and the
student’s mathematical world. In this sense, techno-pedagogic task design is a
pedagogical design of a digital boundary object and using it to bring about math-
ematical meaning(s).
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5.1 Potential and Pitfall

Any tool-based task design has potential and pitfall. A digital tool’s pedagogical
potential for one teacher may be is a pitfall for another teacher. Teacher’s design
and treatment of the gap between the student-produced tool-based discourse and the
intended mathematical content determine the pedagogical “value” of MDBO. The
degree of plasticity of a teacher’s Mathematics Digital Task Design Knowledge
(MDTDK) is a key factor to determine this pedagogical value. On the one hand, the
more a teacher is willing to blend different knowledge domains, the more likely
alternative mathematical discourses (even meanings) will emerge; however, the
teacher would then have less control on fixing intended mathematical meaning. On
the other hand, a digital tool for a teacher can be designed and used as a powerful
medium to support rigid mathematical knowledge. Either ways or any way in
between is a teacher’s choice.

In brief, techno-pedagogic task design is about designing meaningful entan-
glements between digital tools and mathematical knowledge. Its potential and
pitfall can be interpreted as values relative to the knowledge possessed by the
teachers and the students. A key idea in techno-pedagogic task design is partici-
pation in mathematical knowledge formation using digital tools strategically as
extensions of teachers’ and students’ sensual and cognitive abilities. It has a
materialistic and dynamic orientation towards the nature of mathematical knowl-
edge that could open up alternative mathematics pedagogy.
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Revisiting Theory for the Design of Tasks:
Special Considerations for Digital
Environments

Marie Joubert

Abstract Teachers should and do design tasks for the mathematics classroom, with
specific mathematical learning as the objective. Completing the tasks should require
students to engage in dialectics of action, formulation and validation (Brousseau in
Theory of didactical situations in mathematics : didactique des mathematiques,
Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1997) and to move between the
pragmatic/empirical field and the mathematical/systematic field (Noss et al. in
Educational Studies in Mathematics, 33(2), 203–233, 1997). In the classroom, stu-
dents act within a milieu, and where computers are part of this milieu, particular
considerations with respect to task design include questions about the mathematics
the student does and themathematics the computer does, and the role offeedback from
the computer. Whilst taking into account the role of the computer, the design of tasks
can also be guided by theoretical constructs related to obstacles of various kinds;
ontogenic, didactical and epistemological (Brousseau in Theory of didactical situa-
tions in mathematics : didactique des mathematiques, Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic
Publishers, 1997), and, whereas the first two should be avoided, the third should be
encouraged. An example of a task taken from empirical research in an ordinary
classroom is used to illustrate some of these ideas, also demonstrating how difficult
and complex it is formany teachers to design tasks that use computer software inways
that provoke the sort of student activity that would be likely to lead to mathematical
learning. Implications for teacher professional development are discussed.
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1 Introduction

This chapter outlines a theoretical approach to task design, where a ‘task’ is taken to
mean what the teachers ask the students to do (Christiansen and Walther 1986;
Joubert 2007; Monaghan and Trouche 2016). Activity is taken to mean what the
students actually do and the focus is on tasks for digital environments. Although
digital environments can change classrooms in significant ways, the theoretical
approach described here is equally applicable in all mathematics classrooms.

The chapter is underpinned by three key assumptions. The first is that teachers
should and do design or redesign tasks for their mathematics classrooms (Hoyles
et al. 2013; Watson et al. 2013) and that tasks are adapted and tweaked by teachers
to suit each context in which they give the task to students. The second assumption
is that teachers want the tasks they set to provoke mathematical learning and have
some understanding of the relationship between the task and the intended learning.
This may seem obvious, but, as Brousseau (1997) argues, the detail of the intended
learning is frequently not sufficiently well understood by teachers and as Watson
et al. (2013), state:

A distinct mathematical contribution can be made in understanding whether and how doing
tasks, of whatever kind, enables conceptual learning (p. 10).

The third assumption is that students in mathematics classrooms do no more than is
necessary to complete the task (Sierpinska 2004). The implication of these
assumptions, taken together, is that teachers should have a clear idea of the sorts of
activity their designed tasks will force the students to engage in and the mathe-
matics they will learn by doing so, as well as factors that might hinder or prevent
this activity taking place.

Digital technologies have the potential to contribute in significant ways to
learning in mathematics, but designing tasks that use digital technologies well is
complex and difficult (Joubert 2007; Laborde and Sträßer 2010) at least partly
because of the ability of the computer to ‘do’ some mathematics and to provide
mathematically relevant feedback. Importantly, the theoretical underpinnings of
good task design are no less relevant when digital technologies are brought into the
picture.

The chapter begins with a discussion of students’ mathematical activity, out-
lining the sorts of activity that might lead to mathematical learning; this is the kind
of activity a task for mathematical learning should provoke. It goes on to discuss
tools in the mathematics classroom, with a focus on computer software, empha-
sising how complex it is to really understand the role and potential of the software.
The chapter then turns to the notion of obstacles, suggesting that some obstacles
should be avoided because they get in the way of learning and some should be
encouraged because they require students to engage in the sorts of activity that
might lead to mathematical learning (as discussed previously). Obstacles provide a
framework for the analysis of tasks, allowing us to predict likely student activity
and hence mathematical learning. The chapter goes on to analyse of a
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teacher-designed task in which students work on computers. This has two purposes:
first it illustrates the ideas outlined in the chapter and second it emphasises the
importance of understanding the role and potential of digital technologies within
classroom mathematics tasks. Finally the implications are discussed.

2 Students’ Activity

Given the assumption that tasks in the mathematics classroom are designed to bring
about student activity that might lead to mathematical learning, it seems important
to understand how students engage with a task and what mathematical learning
might look like. Of course, students come to a task with different backgrounds and
the prior learning of students has been shown to be a key ingredient in determining
how they react to different situations, as argued in detail by Roschelle (1997).

When students engage in a task, they tend to operate under a ‘law of economy’
Sierpinska (2004) and they find the easiest and shortest way to complete the task.
Hillel (1992) explains that for many students, it is the end rather than the means that
is important. and Mavrikis et al. suggest that ‘students are inevitably focused on
task completion, bypassing any need to mobilize structural reasoning or algebraic
generalization’ (2013, p. 2). However, as Brousseau (op. cit.) suggests, it is perhaps
more likely that valuable and genuine mathematical learning will take place when
students are invested in, and committed to, a problem situation. He contrasts this
sort of motivation, mathematical motivation, with didactical motivation, where the
student aims to solve the problem because this is what they were asked to do.

In completing the task, the students interact with the milieu, or the environment.
In the case of tasks within digital environments, an important element of the milieu
will be the device used, such as the computer, smartphone, tablet or graphical
calculator. Together with the device, software ranging from networking capability,
to generic software such as web browsers and spreadsheet packages, to
mathematics-specific software such as computer-algebra systems (CAS) will be
used. The interactions between the student and the milieu can be conceptualised as a
dialogue between the student (or group of students) and the feedback from the
milieu (Brousseau 1997). The importance of feedback should not be underesti-
mated; as pointed out by Balacheff (1990):

The pupils’ behaviour and the type of control the pupils exert on the solution they produce
strongly depend on the feedback given during the situation. If there is no feedback, then the
pupils’ cognitive activity is different from what it could be in a situation in which the falsity
of the solution could have serious consequences (p. 260).

In the context of task design for digital environments, feedback from the milieu
can be particularly powerful and important (see, for example, Bokhove and Drijvers
2010). Understanding what form the dialogue between the students and the milieu
might take is crucial.
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2.1 The Modes of Production

Brousseau (1997) uses the notion of ‘modes of production’ to describe the different
types of dialectic interactions between students and the milieu; he suggests that as
they work through a mathematical task, they will engage in all or some of the
dialectics of action, formulation and validation. These are explained below.

2.1.1 Dialectic of Action

A dialectic of action involves the student constructing an initial solution to the
problem straight away, informed by her current knowledge and using strategies that
‘are, in a way, propositions confirmed or invalidated by experimentation in a sort of
dialogue with the situation’ (ibid, p. 9). For example, suppose the mathematical task
a student is given requires them to produce a graph, perhaps on a graphing cal-
culator, in a web-based graphing environment or in a specific graphing software
package. If the student knows how to do this, and types the equation in, and the
graph is produced on a big or small screen, this would be a dialectic of action. There
may be an argument that, in some cases, the feedback from the milieu seems to have
little or no role. However, as Brousseau argues, the student can be seen to be
anticipating the results of her choices or strategies, and in this sense the milieu
provides feedback, which can perhaps be seen as unrequested and as expected; it
does not require the student to adapt her strategies. In the example given above, for
example, the student would expect a graph to appear on the screen. She does not
have to adapt her strategy. On the other hand, feedback may occur from time to
time as the student works. For example, students may use a computer-based
homework package, such as ‘Mathspace’ to check answers as they go along, or they
may check answers to exercises in the back of the textbook or they could use
self-checking methods such as multiplying out factorised functions. Very com-
monly, the teacher provides feedback either by checking the students’ work as she
walks around the classroom or by going through answers in a whole-class dis-
cussion. In these cases, the dialectical nature of the student interactions is clearer,
and the feedback from the milieu can be seen as requested and as ‘a positive or
negative sanction relative to her action’ (Brousseau 1997).

Whereas a negative sanction could encourage the students to formulate new
strategies, it may also result in students simply trying something different but not
using the feedback to inform the guess; this approach is sometimes called a trial and
error approach (and is different to a trial and improvement approach which, it is
argued below, requires some formulation). However, it is also possible that,
although the task presents some mathematical challenges to the student (in other
words she does not know exactly what to do and how to do it), she will choose to
engage only in dialectics of action, perhaps by inventing easier ways to solve
problems or perhaps by adopting a trial and error approach, which can be seen as
didactically motivated rather than mathematically motivated (Sutherland 2007). It is
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possible that all dialectics between the student and the milieu in a given didactical
situation are dialectics of action; if, for example, the student knows what to do and
how to do it in order to complete the task. This would mean that, although she
completes the task, she does not need to extend her mathematical knowledge or
understanding to do so; ‘simple familiarity, even active familiarity … never suffices
to provoke a mathematization’ (Brousseau 1997, p. 211). To a large extent this can
be seen to depend on the demands of the task which in turn depends on the
student’s previous knowledge and understanding, as argued above.

2.1.2 Dialectic of Formulation

On the other hand, some action dialectics are necessary within any didactical
situation; and the suggestion is that it is when the action dialectics are motivated by
the mathematics rather than the didactics, these actions may lead to a sequence of
mathematical dialectical interactions which could include the development of
hypotheses, alternative strategies, justifications and proofs, as described below. As
suggested above, dialectics of formulation occur when students meet a difficulty or
problem as they engage in mathematical activity; Brousseau explains that when a
solution to a problem is inappropriate, the situation should feed back to the students
in some way, perhaps by providing a new situation. The means that the student may
become conscious of her strategies and begin to make suggestions. Brousseau
includes in this category ‘classifying orders, questions etc. …’ (p. 61). He goes on
to say that in these communications students do not ‘expect to be contradicted or
called upon to verify … information’ (p. 61). Formulations necessarily include
communication and have an explicit social dimension (Balacheff 1990) such as
detailed descriptions and designations of phenomena, statements of properties or
relationships, using and developing a language of a formal system. In making these
formulations the students construct and acquire explicit models and language,
which, as Christiansen and Walther (1986) argue, serves to make the learner
conscious of strategies: ‘actions become conscious for the learner’ (p. 268).

A key activity in mathematics classrooms, and very often seen in classrooms
where digital technologies are used, is ‘noticing’. In the context of research where
digital technologies are used, Martin and Pirie (2003) provide an example. In their
research, the teacher gives the students a printed sheet of a number of equations and
asks them ‘to see what they can notice and find out about the graphs in relation to
the printed equations’ (p. 176). When the didactical intention is that the student
should make some observations, or to notice, it is likely that the students will begin
to formulate choices; noticing requires the student to make conscious choices about
what to notice, which aspects to attend to, which to suppress (Mason 1989) and
how to express and articulate these. Whereas students can notice while remaining in
action dialectics, noticing can also lead to conjecturing and engaging more in
formulation dialectics.

Feedback has a variety of roles in formulation dialectics and can come from
other people or from other elements of the milieu. As with action dialectics, the
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feedback can be immediate or delayed. For example, in the context of Brousseau’s
example game ‘The Race to 20’, feedback would be delayed until the effect of the
chosen strategy can be seen (whether the student wins or not). Clearly, digital
technologies are able to provide unique, usually immediate, feedback and this is
discussed later in the chapter.

In the discussion above, the possibility of trial and error cycles of student
behaviour was proposed. In these trial and error dialectics, the role of the feedback
was seen to be only to inform the student that the strategy she had tried was
incorrect. However, depending on the nature of the problem, it is possible that the
feedback may also provide some clue for the student about how to improve her
strategy and she may formulate a new strategy; this ‘trial and improvement’ or ‘trial
and refinement’ approach is described by Sutherland (2007). She includes some
cautionary remarks about the value of such approaches, arguing that, in some cases,
trial and improvement may lead to a correct answer but perhaps not to the intended
learning.

2.1.3 Dialectic of Validation

Both action and formulation involve manipulating ‘moves in the game’ or math-
ematical objects; validation however involves manipulating ‘statements about the
moves’ (Sierpinska 2000, p. 6). Validation therefore takes place when an interaction
intentionally includes an element of proof, theorem or explanation and is treated
thus by the interaction partner, which could be the teacher, called the ‘interlocutor’
by Brousseau: ‘this means that the interlocutor must be able to provide feedback…’
(Brousseau 1997, p. 16). Brousseau argues that this interaction should be seen as a
dialectic; this, he suggests, is due to the presence of the interlocutor. Examples of
dialectics of validation include justification (perhaps of a procedure, a word, a
language or a model), organising theoretical notions, ‘axiomization’ (ibid, p. 216),
and a range of proofs.

Brousseau, while suggesting that all three modes of production are ‘expected
from students’, (ibid, p. 62) argues that it is through situations of validation that
genuine mathematical activities take place in the classroom. Romberg and Kaput
(1999) echo Brousseau’s sentiments in their vision of mathematics worth teaching:
“Students will develop the habit of making and evaluating conjectures and of
constructing, following and judging valid arguments” (p. 7). Brousseau suggests
that situations of validation do not occur very often and are unlikely to occur
spontaneously and it is probable that validation will not take place unless it is
explicitly called for. “In order to obtain the latter [validation], one must organize a
new type of didactical situation.” (ibid, p. 13) The implication from Brousseau’s
‘interlocutor’ (above) is that this interlocutor provides feedback. It is in discussion
with this interlocutor that the individual develops his or her arguments; it is unlikely
that feedback will come from any source in the milieu other than classmates or the
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teacher because of the need to convince someone else. Clearly, the teacher’s role is
crucial in encouraging students to engage in dialectics of formulation and partic-
ularly validation.

2.2 The Pragmatic/Empirical Field
and the Mathematical/Systematic Field

It can be that the mathematical activity of the students relates only to the physical or
concrete characteristics of the mathematical objects they work with. On the other
hand, students may relate their activity to mathematical notions underpinning the
objects. For example, on the one hand students may construct a tangent to a circle
by rotating a straight line so that it touches the circle, and on the other hand they
may use the geometrical property that the tangent is perpendicular to the radius to
construct the tangent (Laborde et al. 2004).

A range of mathematics education theorists from a variety of theoretical back-
grounds describe these different ways of working in different contexts; for Laborde
(1998) the distinction is between ‘spatio-graphical’ and ‘theoretical’ and for Sfard
(2000) it is between ‘actual reality’ and ‘virtual reality’. While the varying theo-
retical perspectives imply variations on these ideas, the point for all of them is that it
is useful to make the distinction and this chapter uses Noss et al. (1997) termi-
nology ‘pragmatic/empirical’ and ‘mathematical/systematic’. In addition to the
perceived need to distinguish between the ‘pragmatic/empirical’ and ‘mathematical/
systematic’ fields, there seems to be a consensus that a transition between the two
fields is required for mathematical learning to take place (Dörfler 2000; Laborde
1998; Mason 1989; Sfard 2000). Brousseau, for example, describes different types
of proofs, including contingent and experimental proofs and proofs by exhaustion.
These, he suggests, relate to implicit models students hold and therefore they are
likely to take place in the pragmatic/empirical field discussed above and not relate
explicitly to theoretical mathematical knowledge. However, for ‘mathematization’
to take place, according to Brousseau, mathematical proofs which relate to the
theoretical mathematics involved in the situation, are required. Similarly, Mariotti
(2000) claims that the solution of geometry problems requires continuous moves
between the two fields and Laborde (op. cit.) suggests that there is a need for
interactions between images and concepts.

The implication, in terms of the relationship between the students’ dialectics
(particularly of formulation and validation), and student learning is that, where these
dialectics remain in the pragmatic/empirical field, mathematical learning will be
limited; however, transitions into the mathematical/systematic field are likely to
lead to mathematical learning. This discussion about student activity has made
frequent reference to the milieu. It now turns to a key component of the milieu; the
tools used in the classroom.
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3 Tools (Especially Digital Tools) in the Mathematics
Classroom

It can be argued that mathematical activity, like all human activity, is mediated by
tools (Vygotsky 1980). In the mathematics classroom, some tools are designed
specifically for the teaching and learning of mathematics (Sutherland 2007) such as
Dienes blocks or Cuisenaire rods, and can be seen to embody specific mathematical
concepts. Other tools, such as matchsticks and mirrors are also frequently used in
practical classroom work. These differ from those designed specifically for the
teaching and learning of mathematics in that they do not embody mathematical
concepts in the same way. The literature suggests that there is often an expectation
or belief that these tools will support mathematical learning but that the effective
use of tools is more complex and difficult than it first seems (McNeil and Jarvin
2007; Orton and Frobisher 1996; Pimm 1995; Resnick 1984; Sutherland 2007).
Pimm (1995), for example, warns that objects cannot offer mathematical experience
or understanding in themselves, particularly when the students direct all their
attention to manipulating the equipment: ‘Pupils may end up just manipulating the
equipment’ (p. 13). McNeil and Jarvin (2007) go further, suggesting that the use of
such tools can actually hinder mathematical learning, stating that recent studies
“have suggested that manipulatives may not only be ineffective, but also detri-
mental to learning and performance in some cases” (ibid, p. 312).

The point is that the introduction of all tools into the classroom is a complex
issue and their use does not guarantee the desired mathematical learning, and that,
as argued convincingly by Sutherland (op. cit.), it is important for teachers to
understand the potential and the limitations of the tools and be clear about the role
of the tool in the mathematical activity. It can be argued that this is particularly true
for computer software, which has an ‘intrinsically cognitive character’ (Balacheff
and Kaput 1996, p. 469) which means first that for some software used in the
teaching and learning of mathematics, the software can perform some mathematical
processes or ‘do the mathematics’ (Bokhove and Drijvers 2010; Hoyles and Noss
2003; Sutherland 2007) for the user and second that it can provide mathematically
relevant feedback for the user (Bokhove and Drijvers 2011; Granberg and Olsson
2015).

In addition, the feedback is ‘quick and essentially unlimited…at ‘no cost’’ (Hillel
1992, p. 205). As argued above, built into the tools specifically designed for
teaching and learning mathematics, is a set of epistemological assumptions. In the
case of software, these assumptions are likely to be considerably more complex
than with non-digital tools, because of the ability of the software to do (some of) the
mathematics and to provide feedback.
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3.1 Computers Can Do the Mathematics

The ability of software to perform mathematical operations may have the potential
to make a significant contribution to the teaching and learning of mathematics. For
example, its use can enable mathematical experiences which, for example, allow
students to focus on patterns, to construct multiple representations and to interpret
representations (Ainley and Pratt 2002; Balacheff and Kaput 1996; Condie and
Munro 2007; Ruthven et al. 2004; Sutherland 2007). However, as Love et al.
(1995) caution, it is common for students to avoid the mathematical ideas intended
to be the focus of study by using the software in unintended ways.

It was argued above that teachers should be clear about the mathematics their
students should do as they complete a task that has been set for them. When
computers are used, however, working this out can be difficult, because much of the
mathematics curriculum is directed towards the learning of techniques, such as
finding areas of shapes, making calculations and plotting graphs. Completing the
technique is frequently seen as the end point of the task (Love et al. 1995; Schwarz
and Hershkowitz 2001). As Hoyles et al. put it, ‘digital representations change the
epistemological map’ (2013, p. 1058). If computers are able to do the ‘work’ for the
students, then what is the work of the students?

Monaghan and Trouche (2016) illustrate this idea. They contrast two tasks. In
the first, students are required to sketch a cubic graph: y = x3 – x2 + 2x – 1. In the
second, students are given three graphs of quadratic functions and asked to reflect
them in the x-axis. Monaghan and Trouche discuss the fact that, for the first task,
using a computer graphing package renders the task trivial but doing the task using
pencil and paper would be more difficult; for the second using the same software
would probably present a considerable challenge whereas the pencil and paper
approach would probably not be difficult.

Working out the intended mathematical processing to be performed by each of
the computer and the students relates to what the software is able to do and what
opportunities it offers the students in terms of doing mathematics. It is perhaps the
relationship between these that is particularly important; as Nevile et al. (1995)
suggest, it is important to look ‘at the software’ in tandem with looking ‘through the
software’ (ibid, p. 157). To understand this relationship, it is perhaps useful to think
in terms of the ‘epistemological domain of validity’ of the software which ‘refers to
the knowledge and the relation to knowledge which is allowed by a piece of
software’ (Balacheff and Sutherland 1994, p. 138).

In a well-known example, Balacheff and Sutherland (1994) explain this notion;
they compare the software Logo and Cabri in terms of what epistemological
opportunities they offer students engaged in constructing a parallelogram. They
point out that the environments differ significantly in terms of the mathematical
concepts students need to mobilise in order to make the construction. To create a
parallelogram in Logo, students need to use knowledge about the equality in length
of opposite sides and about the relationship between internal and external angles. In
Cabri, however, to construct the parallelogram, they need to understand that the
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parallelogram is completely determined either by one point and two directions or by
three points. While it may be necessary for teachers to understand these relation-
ships, it is sometimes very difficult, because of the complexity of much of the
software available for use in mathematics classrooms (Bokhove and Drijvers 2010).
Sutherland (2007) argues this case convincingly, suggesting that ‘many of these
tools are so powerful, have so much potential, that it is difficult for teachers to know
where to get started’ (p. 68). What this means is that, if the potential of the tool is
not thoroughly analysed, then it is difficult for teachers to work out what mathe-
matics it does and hence what mathematics they want the students to do.

The ability of software to do the mathematics also opens possibilities for tasks in
which students are able to work inductively, from the products of the software’s
mathematical processing, to develop conjectures and theories. It can perhaps be
argued that this is a more natural way to learn than the traditional deductive
approaches in classrooms. However, as Goldenberg (1988) suggests, these
approaches should be carefully thought out:

Put simply, a wrong theory is the most likely result of the casual introduction of an
inductive learning experience … into a curriculum that is not otherwise designed to make
use of the questions such an experience raises (p. 144).

In these cases, an understanding of the way the feedback offered by the envi-
ronment can support inductive working may also be very important in encouraging
students to develop and test their theories. An understanding of feedback is perhaps
crucially important in both these situations and more generally when computers are
used.

3.2 Feedback

In the example about creating parallelograms in Logo and Cabri above, Balacheff
and Sutherland also compare the feedback from the two environments. In both
environments, the students use the computer feedback to make a decision about
whether they have constructed what they intended to construct. In both cases, they
are able to determine whether they are correct or not by looking at the feedback on
the screen. However, the Cabri environment offers more; students are able to test
the correctness of their parallelogram more thoroughly by making sure that it resists
manipulation (dragging).

This highlights the important role played by the feedback and raises questions
about the role of feedback in computer based learning environments (see also, for
example, Bokhove and Drijvers 2012; Granberg and Olsson 2015; Monaghan and
Trouche 2016). The general conception of computer feedback seems to be that it is
beneficial in teaching and learning mathematics (e.g. Becta 2004). Feedback pro-
vides opportunities ‘to quickly test ideas, to observe invariants … and, generally, to
be bolder about making generalisations’ (Hillel 1992, p. 205). Further, there is
evidence (e.g. Hillel 1992) that with the quick availability of feedback, students are
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likely to engage with problems for longer, and with more persistence. However,
there is also considerable evidence to suggest that the effect of feedback needs
careful analysis. Säljö (1999), in his discussion about feedback, suggests that ‘it can
provoke active reflection on the part of the learner who has to consider alternatives,
manage concepts and representations and so on…’ (p. 154). The degree to which
the reflection provoked by the feedback is active, however, can perhaps be seen to
be, in part at least, dependent on the kind of feedback given by the software; as
Balacheff and Sutherland (1994) point out in their example above, the feedback
given by Logo provides a more fragile basis for students to decide whether the
parallelogram they have constructed is indeed the one they intended to construct,
whereas in Cabri the feedback can be seen to provide a more robust basis for such a
decision.

Students sometimes interpret feedback in unexpected ways, which may have a
negative or distracting impact on developing the understandings the teacher
intended (Hoyles and Noss 2003; Sutherland 2007), and which may lead to the
development of strategies which are at odds with the intended learning, such as trial
and error, trial and improvement and ‘intellectual passivity’ (Hillel 1992, p. 217).
This point is clearly made by Säljö:

…what technologies provide are experiences, but they do not guarantee a specific inter-
pretation of these experiences that would amount to learning what was intended. (1999,
p. 158)

The important point, perhaps, is that students do not always use feedback in the
ways in which it is intended and, further, teachers tend to overestimate students’
ability to use this feedback (Laborde 2002).

Feedback from the computer can be seen to have a major influence on students’
modes of production; action, formulation and validation. For example, as described
by Noss et al. (1997) students used a microworld to test a prediction about the
number of matchsticks in a given sequence. The feedback from the computer
allowed them to evaluate their prediction; negative feedback led to further sug-
gestions and, later, positive feedback led to the conclusion of the task. In these
cases, the feedback can be seen as the ‘dialectical partner’ in the milieu in situations
of formulation (and sometimes action). However, when the feedback allows the
students to test a prediction, the students may not make the transition to the
mathematical/systematic field, which, as argued above, is necessary for learning
mathematics. In terms of Brousseau’s modes of production, the feedback from the
computer could be seen to ‘validate’ the students’ predictions, and therefore the
students do not need to engage in the dialectics of validation.

In the example quoted above, the students can be seen to have some expectations
about the feedback. It is possible, however, that they have no expectations, and the
feedback takes the role of ‘oracle’ (Sutherland and Balacheff 1999) in scenarios
where the students explore. For example, Olivero (2003) describes how students,
working with figures in Cabri, use ‘wandering dragging’ which she describes as
‘moving the basic points on the screen randomly in order to discover configurations
or regularities in the figures’ (p. 98). The students did not seem to have any
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expectations about what would happen; they used the feedback to tell them. This
exploring activity, which can be seen as an action dialectic, however, is not pro-
ductive mathematically, unless it is accompanied by more focused explorations
(which would include ‘guided dragging’ Olivero 2003), in which conjectures are
made and tested (formulation dialectics) and include transitions between the
pragmatic/empirical field and the mathematical/systematic field (which may lead to
validations) (op cit). Further considerations on feedback provided by dynamic
geometry environments can be found in Chapters “Designing Assessment Tasks in
a Dynamic Geometry Environment”, “Designing Non-constructability Tasks in a
Dynamic Geometry Environment” and “The Planimeter as a Real and Virtual
Instrument that Mediates an Infinitesimal Approach to Area” of this book.

Computer feedback can be seen, to a greater or lesser extent, as complementing
the teacher’s role. Balacheff and Kaput (1996) use the notion of the ‘didactic
directiveness’ (p. 483) of feedback. They suggest that microworlds (such as
dynamic geometry software) and tutoring systems represent two extremes of
didactic directiveness; microworlds offer environments in which students can
explore freely but tutoring systems give ‘strong guiding feedback’ (p. 484). What is
useful about this way of conceptualising feedback is that it relates directly to the
intended role of the software and to the degree to which teachers can devolve a
problem to the students (in the sense of Brousseau). This highlights the importance
of taking into account the contribution of the software as a ‘third player’ in the
didactical situation; without it, the teacher is completely in charge of the degree of
devolution to the students, whereas now the computer has some influence as well.

4 Designing Tasks

This chapter has set out a theoretical framing of the relationship between student
activity in the mathematics classroom and mathematical learning. This theoretical
position suggests that student activity that includes dialectics of action, formulation
and validation with some movement between the pragmatic/empirical field and the
mathematical/systematic field is desirable. However, as pointed out above, the
assumption is that the students’ agenda is to complete the task (they are not con-
cerned about dialectics or movement between fields); and as a result a task should
be designed to require the mathematical thinking and reasoning that are ‘strictly
necessary and sufficient to complete the task’ (Sierpinska 2000, p. 12 italics in the
original) also forcing dialectics of action, formulation and validation and movement
between the pragmatic/empirical and mathematical/systematic fields. This notion is
discussed in detail by Brousseau, who thinks in terms of the need for students to
adapt strategies in order to reach target knowledge; and he suggests that they will
not do so unless the task forces them to do so.
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4.1 Obstacles

Such an adaptation may take place, Brousseau suggests, if the students encounter
and overcome ‘obstacles’ as they work through the task. He describes an obstacle
as:

a previous piece of knowledge which was once interesting and successful but which is now
revealed as false or simply unadapted (p. 82).

Obstacles can take a variety of forms; Brousseau, for example, identifies obstacles
of ontogenic origin, of didactical origin and of epistemological origin. The first of
these relates to the ‘student’s limitations’ (p. 86), and can also be described as
‘developmental’ limitations (Swan 2006). For example, the lack of prior learning
can be seen as an obstacle to completing the task because the student is in some way
not ready for the mathematics required to complete the task (Love and Mason
1992).

Obstacles of didactical origin ‘seem to depend on a choice or a project in an
educational system’ (Brousseau 1997, p. 86) and are seen as obstacles for the
students because of ill thought out presentation of subject matter, or ‘the result of
narrow or faulty instruction’ (Harel and Sowder 2005, p. 34). The example
Brousseau provides is of the way in which decimal numbers are taught by con-
vention in French elementary schools and Harel and Sowder give the example of
the didactical practice of teaching students to look for ‘key words’ in mathematics
problems (such as ‘altogether’ signals that addition is required).

Both ontogenic and didactical obstacles can be seen to inhibit mathematical
learning, and should and can be avoided (Brousseau 1997; Harel and Sowder
2005). The third type of obstacle, however, the epistemological obstacle, should not
be avoided and is, in fact, key to the design of good tasks. Brousseau’s episte-
mological obstacles are perhaps most clearly explained by Balacheff (1990, p. 264)
who discusses how mathematical concepts are learnt through their use as tools in
the process of problem solving with some content; this content is supported by the
students’ prior knowledge. However, although the old knowledge is a necessary
basis for the content, it may cause problems for the students as they work through
the problem; in other words it becomes an obstacle which causes the students to
stumble. If, in order to overcome the obstacle, the students are required to construct
the meaning of the new piece of knowledge, then this obstacle is an epistemological
obstacle. Brousseau provides examples: (a + b)2 = a2 + b2; 0.a = a, (0.2)2 = 0.4.
Harel and Sowder (2005) suggest that ‘MMB’ (multiplication makes bigger) can
often be seen as an epistemological obstacle.

It is also not always easy to distinguish between didactical and epistemological
obstacles. For example, as Harel and Sowder (2005) suggest, many obstacles have
elements of both. They provide examples and place them on a set of axes labelled
‘epistemological obstacle’ and ‘didactical obstacle’ as shown in Fig. 1 (taken from
their diagram on p. 47).
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The important thing about this idea is that the design of tasks needs to take these
dimensions into account, in order to minimise the effects of didactical obstacles.
Equally, an analysis of tasks should take both dimensions of obstacles into account
and should be grounded in whatever is known about the prior learning and
development of the students who complete the task.

The idea of obstacles is useful in thinking about relating the way a task is set up
to the mathematical activity of the students, and in particular to the dialectics of
action, formulation and validation. As students work on tasks, there will be stages
when they know what to do and they do it; this is a dialectic of action. If they
encounter an obstacle, however, they will be forced to change their approach and
will develop new strategies, make suggestions to one another, conjecture and test;
these are dialectics of formulation. If the obstacle has an epistemological dimension,
then these formulations will be related to the intended learning.

The section below illustrates these ideas by analysing a task designed by a
classroom teacher. The analysis brings together the expected student dialectics and
movement between fields, the role of the computer and the obstacles discussed in
this section. The example is given not as a ‘good’ example, as will be discussed
later, but in order to provide something concrete to demonstrate not only the
theoretical ideas above but also how complex it can be to design a computer-based
task for the classroom.

Fig. 1 Examples of obstacles as combinations of epistemological and didactical
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5 An Example: Noticing

In my doctoral research, for which the overall aim was to explore how computers
are used in ordinary mathematics classrooms, I observed a sequence of five or six
lessons taught by four different teachers. All lessons were designed completely by
the teachers themselves. In many lessons computers were used by the students.
A careful analysis of all the tasks used in the computer-based lessons, framed by the
notion of obstacles outlined above, reveals how the tasks were unlikely to provoke
mathematical thinking. Although the students engaged with the task and did as they
were asked, they were seldom encouraged to develop the sorts of reasoning that
might be evidenced by the formulation and testing of hypotheses or by validation of
these hypotheses.

I use one of the case studies to illustrate: an a priori analysis of a task given
within the case study provides insight, perhaps, into the hypothetical learning tra-
jectory of the students (Margolinas and Drijvers 2015).

The research took place in 2004 in an English classroom, with a class of about
twenty students, of about 12 years of age. The task they were asked to complete had
a number of questions. In each question the students were asked to use graphing
software to draw a set of straight line graphs of the form y = mx + c (or, in the last
question, y = c + mx) and then write down what they noticed.

5.1 Intended Learning

The teacher’s explicit learning intentions were that the students should make a
connection between the graphs and their equations. The sorts of ‘connections’ it
seems the teacher wanted the students to make were: to notice that the y-intercept is
the same as the c value in the equation, to notice that there is a relationship between
the m value and the gradient, perhaps that a bigger m yields a steeper graph or that
graphs sloping one way have a positive m and those sloping the other way have a
negative m value. In other words, she wanted them to move between the
pragmatic/empirical and the mathematical/systematic fields.

The questions in the task had three parts: drawing the graphs and noticing (which
includes finding the language needed to articulate features noticed) then reporting
what had been noticed. A priori, drawing the graphs can be seen as a dialectic of
action, with some limited feedback from the milieu as discussed below. Noticing
might involve dialectics of formulation, with students making suggestions and
perhaps hypothesising. However, there is nothing in the task that requires the
students to engage in dialectics of validation.

To complete the task, the students needed first to construct a set of graphs using
the software. In this task, creating the graphs can be seen as easy; the students had
been given the equations of the graphs they were required to draw and all they
needed to do was to type them in and press the Enter key. The graph is
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automatically drawn on the screen by the software. To create more graphs on the
same page, the students only had to repeat the process.

The students had been told that they would be working on straight line graphs; it
is likely that their expectations were that the on-screen graphs drawn would be
straight lines. It is unlikely that the lines they produced would not be straight lines
because to get a curved graph using this software the user has to use (for example)
the ‘squared’ or ‘cubed’ key, which is a deliberate choice (so it is unlikely to
happen by mistake), so unless they made a typing or copying error, the graphs will
be as intended by the teacher. The task did not call for any discussion of the
difference and similarities between the equations of the graphs, and nor did it call
for any predictions about what the graphs might look like.

Next the students needed to write down ‘what they noticed’ about the set of
graphs. Writing down ‘what you notice’ can be seen to have two distinct parts
(which may take place simultaneously); the first is the noticing and the second is the
writing down.

The question on the worksheet was ‘Write down what you notice about the set of
graphs’. The suggestion is that the way the question was phrased suggests a focus
on the set of graphs, which may encourage working in the visual field alone
because by looking students are able to notice many similarities and differences
between the lines. The stated objective, however, was concerned with connecting
individual graphs to their equations which would require transitions between the
visual and theoretical fields. Having sets of graphs on the screen could therefore be
seen to be a didactical obstacle, which may confuse the students and inhibit their
learning. The fact that the students did not plot points to obtain the graphs could
also be seen as a didactical obstacle because it means that they did not need to think
about the equation, apart from typing it in.

5.1.1 Set 1

The first set of functions, taking the form y = x + c, were: y = x, y = x + 1, y =
x + 4, y = x – 2 and y = x – 3. They were produced on the screen as shown in
Fig. 2. Each equation below the graph page is a different colour and the lines drawn
on the graph page are each the same colour as the corresponding equation.

When the graphs are produced using the software, the students may notice that
each of the five lines is a different colour, corresponding to the text colour in the
box below. They may also notice other things: that the blue and black graphs are
close together, that all the lines run from the bottom left towards the top right, that
the blue and black lines are the same distance apart as the purple and green lines,
and so on.

It is likely that the teacher wanted the students to notice that the graphs are
parallel. Difficulties involved in noticing the parallel-ness can be seen as an epis-
temological obstacle, but it does not, in itself, address the learning intentions of the
task unless students realise that the fact of being parallel means that something is
the same about the graphs, and then to look at the equations and notice that the
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m value is the same. However, here m is 1, so it is implied rather than being written
down. It could be that the students notice that the graphs are parallel, but that they
overcome the obstacles required to connect this parallel-ness to the (absent) m value
is much less likely. Without the experience of this sort of work and with very little
experience in working with straight line graphs, the suggestion is that these are
ontogenic and didactical obstacles.

The teacher may also have hoped that the students would notice some con-
nection between the intercepts and the value of c, perhaps that the y-intercept is
equal to the value of c or that the x-intercept is the same as -c. This, however,
assumes the prior knowledge and understanding that intercepts may be important,
but it may be that the students did not have this prior knowledge.

It also requires a different way of looking at the graphs; instead of looking at
what is the same about all the graphs, the students would need to focus on an
individual line, read off the value of the intercept, note the colour of the line, find
the equation in the same colour and notice that the c value in that equation is the
same as the intercept. They would then need to hypothesise that the intercept is the
same as the c value, and go and check that this is so for the other graph-equation
pairs. Although this process may seem complex, it is, I suggest, not beyond the
ability of the students, but I also suggest that it is more unlikely than noticing that
the graphs are parallel.

Fig. 2 Graphs for Question 1
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5.1.2 Set 2

The second set of equations are of the form y = mx, where m is positive, and are
shown in Fig. 3. Where in the previous question the m value is kept the same, here
the m value varies but the c value is kept the same. The assumption is that the
teacher thought that, by keeping one of the two variables in the equation constant,
the students’ attention would shift to the other.

In each of these functions, the c value in the equation y = mx + c is zero, and
therefore not included in the equation. Even though the students may notice that the
lines all go through the origin, to link the value of this point to the absent c value
would probably be more difficult and unlikely; this presents a didactical obstacle to
their learning.

A second observation the students may make is that the lines are in the first and
third quadrants (sloping from bottom left to top right). The teacher may have hoped
that they would link this positive gradient to the positive m value in the equations
but the suggestion is that, particularly with no negative m values with which to
make a comparison, it is unlikely that the students would make the link.

The third observation the students may make is that the steeper the graph is, the
higher the value of m is. This last observation is presumably what the teacher
wanted them to notice, but it would require the students to have a language for
steepness and to compare individual graphs by first noticing that one is steeper than
another, then identifying which equation goes with which graph and then observing
that the m value in the steeper graph is greater than the m value in the less steep
graph. The suggestion is that, with all the graphs already on the screen, the students

Fig. 3 Graphs for Question 2
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would be unlikely to pick out individual lines, compare them and then find the
equations. Further, with the question requiring them to notice things about the set of
graphs, it is probably more likely that they would focus on the whole set, looking
for what is the same about the lines rather than picking out individual lines.

Three further sets of graphs were given; again the students were required to draw
them and then ‘notice’. Overall, the intended learning for the task can be seen as
learning to make the transition between the visual and theoretical fields (here
between the graphical field and the algebraic) and hence to work out the connec-
tions between the graphical and algebraic representations of linear functions.
However, there was no mechanism built into the task to encourage this way of
working (such as making and a testing a prediction or conjecture, dialectics of
formulation) and, further, having a whole set of graphs on the screen may have
inhibited these transitions, as suggested above.

5.2 Discussion of the Task

This chapter is about the design of tasks, so the ways in which the students
responded to the task are not discussed here. Suffice it to say that they responded
very much in the way that is predicted by the analysis above. The interventions of
the teacher are perhaps more relevant as she provided some further explanations
and questioning during the lesson, thus in some way tweaking the design of the
task. Both the teacher and the students reported that, for them, it had been a
successful lesson. Certainly the students were engaged throughout and appeared to
be working, but as the analysis predicts, their mathematical learning was very
limited.

The example given above is not necessarily a badly designed task; as the dis-
cussion emphasised, the ontogenic obstacles got in the way of the students’
learning, because they had very little prior knowledge about straight line graphs and
it seems they did not have the experience to know that they should make con-
nections between the equations of the graphs and what they looked like on the
screen. However, students with some experience of working with graphs of straight
lines may have benefited more in terms of mathematical learning.

On the other hand, it could be argued that the task is also not well designed, both
in terms of the dialectics in which the students are forced to engage and movement
between the pragmatic/empirical field and the mathematical/systematic field. As
pointed out above, there is no requirement for students to engage in dialectics of
validation. Also as discussed, there is nothing in the task that requires the students
to move between fields by making connections between a graph and its equation.

The software is (almost) necessary to the task. It could be argued that in this
case, its power is that it can produce on-screen graphs very quickly, doing some of
the mathematics that students otherwise would have done and allowing them the
time to look for patterns and connections. This exploits its ability to do the
mathematics, but there is little in the way the task was designed that exploits the
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potential of the feedback from the software. It is perhaps not difficult to think of
better ways the computer’s power could have been used. One approach, as
implicitly suggested above, might be to require the students to predict the shape of
the graph before it is drawn by the computer, also justifying their predictions to
their partners. This would overcome some of the didactical obstacles discussed
above such as the difficulties of focusing on a graph rather than the set of graphs. It
would further have encouraged dialectics of formulation and, importantly,
validation.

More recent popular software, such as GeoGebra, could be used for a similar
task. Commonly modern software for graphing includes functionality such as
sliders, which allow users to change values incrementally. If GeoGebra had been
used by this teacher with this class, the teacher may have designed the task dif-
ferently to enable exploration of what changes and what stays the same as ‘m’ and
‘c’ are changed. However, improving the design of the task is not the point.

The point is that using computers in everyday or ordinary classrooms is perhaps
not yet well enough understood by teachers, as I found in my research. For
example, other tasks observed within the study suffered from similar difficulties. In
particular, they did not capitalise on the potential of the computer to enable students
to develop and test conjectures. Instead, there was an emphasis on the computer
performing mathematical processes, leaving little mathematics for the students to
perform. On the other hand, however, the teachers and the students seemed to think
that the lessons were successful, and so did I to some extent. Students were actively
engaged with the tasks they had been assigned and appeared to ‘learn’ what the
teachers intended, although in fact this mathematical learning was limited by both
the tasks and the teachers’ interventions. It seems that we all fell into the trap
described by Schoenfeld (1988) in his ‘disasters of well taught mathematics
courses’; the appearance of a successful mathematics lesson may be deceptive and it
is not enough for students to be engaged in activities which look like mathematics
unless they are learning mathematics (this is the purpose of mathematics teaching).
It was through the careful analysis of the likely and actual mathematical activity of
the students that shortcomings were revealed, particularly in terms of the students’
mathematical learning.

6 Conclusion

The theoretical background for task design outlined in this chapter is probably
already clearly understood by teachers and task designers, although sometimes
tacitly. Making the theory explicit, however, might have value in providing a
sort-of tick list against which designers of tasks can evaluate their tasks. For
example, does the task force students to engage in dialectics of formulation and
validation? Does it require the students to move between the visual and abstract
fields? Crucially, what mathematics will the students learn?
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The focus of this book is the use of digital technologies in mathematics task
design; this chapter argues that the introduction of computers adds significant
complexity to the work of task design, illustrating the point with the use of an
example taken from empirical research. The tick list might now include questions
such as ‘What mathematics will the student do and what mathematics will the
computer do?’ and ‘What is the role of feedback from the computer, and in which
ways might this affect the dialectics between the student and the milieu?’ This
suggests that teachers need to analyse the likely and actual student activity as they
work through the task. This sort of analysis is complex, particularly when com-
puters are introduced into the milieu, and teachers often do not have the time and
resources to develop the tools to help them make these analyses. This, perhaps, is a
key role for the teacher professional development required for the effective
embedding of computers in mathematics classrooms.

The arguments developed in this chapter imply that this professional develop-
ment should include a focus on the intended mathematical learning of the students,
the route the students might take through the task (and of the computer’s role in
determining the route), of the computer’s feedback and the students’ possible
responses to the feedback. Importantly, it needs to raise awareness of the potential
and role of the computer, emphasising the need to be clear about what mathematics
the computer is intended to do, what mathematics the students are intended to do. It
needs to make explicit the need to encourage dialectics of all three aspects, action,
formulation and validation, in both the pragmatic/empirical and mathematical/
systematic fields. Finally it should address the sorts of epistemological obstacles
that can be built into the task to promote the learning of students and discuss the
potential didactical obstacles that can be prevented. This sort of professional
development will help teachers design tasks to exploit the power of computer
software and, crucially, to plan their own interventions accordingly.
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Task Design Potential of Using
an Interactive Whiteboard
for Implementing Inquiry-Based Learning
in Mathematics

Floriane Wozniak

Abstract This chapter explores the role and potential of using an Interactive
Whiteboard (IWB) for inquiry-based learning. A case study on how a French school
teacher uses an interactive whiteboard is presented, illustrating how an IWB
expands the milieu (Brousseau in Theory of didactical situations in mathematics.
Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1997) of the learning situation and the collective part of the
class investigation and suggests a mesogenesis-topogenesis-chronogenesis heuristic
for digital pedagogical task design.

Keywords Interactive whiteboard � Inquiry-based learning

1 Introduction

This chapter proposes a theoretical perspective on task design, by illustrating, a
case-study where the Interactive WhiteBoard (IWB) is integrated into a French
primary school (10 and 11 years old) and used to discuss theoretical underpinnings
of inquiry-based learning. This research study was set up to investigate teachers’
practices in proposing and solving a mathematical modelling problem. The purpose
of this chapter is to analyse how teachers’ use of an IWB encourages or not the
implementation of inquiry-based learning in the classroom. More specifically, the
chapter attempts to explore the following questions: What might the role and
potential of an IWB for inquiry-based learning be? What new dimensions might an
IWB bring about in class activities in the context of inquiry-based learning?

In the first part I review theoretical backgrounds for using an IWB and
inquiry-based learning. In the second part I present a case study of a teacher who
employed an IWB to carry out inquiry-based learning during a mathematical
modelling class. In the last parts I will discuss aspects of IWB inquiry-base task
design.
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2 Theoretical Background

2.1 The IWB and Teaching Practices

The IWB was massively introduced in the UK in order to change the teachers’
practices towards greater interactivity between students and their teacher.
Consequently many British studies have been conducted on teaching practices in
connection with the IWB. Miller et al. (2005) identified three stages of development
in the effective use of the IWB1:

• Supported didactic: The teacher makes some use of the IAW but only as a visual
support to the lesson and not as an integral tool to conceptual development.
There is little interactivity, student involvement or discussion.

• Interactive: The teacher makes some use of the potential of the IAW to stimulate
students’ responses from time to time in the lesson and to demonstrate some
concepts. Elements of lessons challenge students to think, by the use of a variety
of verbal, visual and aesthetic stimuli.

• Enhanced interactive: This approach is a progression from the previous stage,
marked by a change of thinking on the part of teachers. They now seek to use
the technology as an integral part of most lessons, and look to integrate concept
and cognitive development in a way that exploits the interactive capacity of the
technology. These teachers are aware of the techniques available, are fluent in
their use and structure lessons so that there is considerable opportunity for
students to respond to IAW stimuli—as individuals, pairs or groups—with
enhanced interactive learning. The IAW is used as a means of prompting dis-
cussion, explaining processes and developing hypotheses or structures; these are
then tested by varied application. A wide variety of materials are used including
‘home-grown’ and internet resources and IAW specific and commercial soft-
ware (p. 4).

However, Smith et al. (2006) observed that the most common use of the IWB
remains as a tool for projecting content and

traditional patterns of whole class interaction persist despite the emphasis on interactive
whole class teaching in the national strategies and the introduction of IWBs in the English
primary school classroom (p. 455).

A requirement for taking advantage of the potential of the IWB is to change teacher
behaviour: the teacher-instructor who shows the knowledge to be learned must
become a teacher-go-between who organizes the meeting between students and
knowledge to be learnt. Miller et al. (2008) suggested a new pedagogy for using the
IWB which they termed at the board, on the desk, in the head:

1Miller et al. used the abbreviation IAW instead of IWB.
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A typical lesson will have students interacting with the teacher, the IWB and with each
other and would involve some of the similar features found in lessons that are typified by
the approach of Swan (2005) (p. 3)

This pedagogy aims at leading teachers to question the differences in information
processing when the students work on the desk, at the IWB or in “their head”. Thus
teachers turn their attention to their own practices for improving their understanding
on how IWBs can improve learning.

Chevallard (2002a), in the Anthropological Theory of the Didactic, postulates
the existence of a close link between mathematical knowledge, mathematical
organizations (used by the class and the conditions created by the teacher) and
didactical organizations (for using this mathematical knowledge). Thus, the type of
teaching activities based on this linkage proposed to students will affect the type of
the IWB usages employed. In this chapter, the context for this linkage is a math-
ematical modelling activity which requires an inquiry-based learning approach.

2.2 Inquiry-Based Learning

The use of inquiry-based learning in science education is a long-standing con-
structivist pedagogic tradition after John Dewey, Jerome Bruner, Jean Piaget and
Lev Vygotsky. Even if there are some differences between the pragmatic philos-
ophy of Dewey and the rationalist philosophy of Bachelard (Artigue and Blomhoj
2013), inquiry-based learning is a pedagogic embodiment of a Bacherlard-like
vision of sciences:

First of all we must know how to state problems. Whatever one might say, in the scientific
life, problems do not arise by themselves. It is precisely this sense of problem that gives the
mark of the true scientific mind. For a scientific mind, all knowledge is an answer to a
question. Without a question, there cannot be scientific knowledge. Nothing goes without
saying. Nothing is given. Everything is built. (Bachelard, 1934; p. 17, my translation).

Minner et al. (2010), who synthesised research about the effect on students’
learning through inquiry-based science education, noted:

The term inquiry has figured prominently in science education, yet it refers to at least three
distinct categories of activities—what scientists do (e.g., conducting investigations using
scientific methods), how students learn (e.g., actively inquiring through thinking and doing
into a phenomenon or problem, often mirroring the processes used by scientists), and a
pedagogical approach that teachers employ (e.g., designing or using curricula that allow for
extended investigations) (p. 476).

In France, inquiry-based learning appears in curricula of science teaching as a
teaching method based on “seven essential moments” (BOEN No 5 special issue of
August 25, 2005):

(1) Choice of a problem by the teacher;
(2) Appropriation of the problem by the students;
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(3) Formulation of conjectures, explanatory hypothesis, possible protocols;
(4) Investigation or the resolution of the problem by students;
(5) Argued exchange on students’ proposals;
(6) Acquirement and the structuration of knowledge;
(7) Operationalization of knowledge.

Inquiry-based learning is not only looking for a solution to a problem, it is also a
pedagogic approach where inquiry is at the basis of learning. Thus at the end of
primary school, the personal skills booklet, introduced on June 14th 2010, attests
students’ capacity to “practice an inquiry-based method: observe, inquire; handle
and experiment, formulate a hypothesis and test it, argue; try several pathways of
solution” [my translation].

In this chapter I am interested in the role and potential of using an IWB for the
implementation of inquiry-based learning in mathematics classroom. What features
of the IWB can be used in the context of inquiry-based task design? First of all,
criteria that can be used to determine whether inquiry-based learning has been well
implemented in a teaching situation are needed.

2.3 Criteria for Implementation of Inquiry-Based Learning

The Anthropological Theory of the Didactic (Chevallard 2006), like the Theory of
Didactical Situations (Brousseau 1997), is based on a postulate: a student learns by
adaptation in interaction with a milieu. The solution of the studied problem is
produced via a student’s autonomous confrontation with this milieu. Chevallard
(2011) suggested studying milieu through three processes: mesogenesis, topogen-
esis and chronogenesis. Mesogenesis, the genesis of the milieu, is the process by
which the milieu of a situation is produced, developed and enriched. Topogenesis,
the genesis of the positions, is the process by which the duties of the teacher and
students in a teaching situation are allocated; that is, how the activity is divided
between the teacher and the students. Chronogenesis, the genesis of the didactic
time, is the process by which the temporality of knowledge acquisition is modified.
These three processes form criteria for implementation of inquiry-based learning.

The aim of inquiry-based learning is to search for answers for a given question.
Chevallard (2002b) described the process of studying a question through a 5-step
cycle:

(1) Observation of already existing resources
(2) Experimental and theoretical analysis of these initial resources
(3) Assessment of these resources
(4) Development of the final answer
(5) Justification and illustration of the answer produced

The function of resources for studying the inquiry process is crucial and Chevallard
(2006) differentiates media and milieu as two types of resource. A media is defined
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as “any social system pretending to inform some segment of the population or some
group of people about the natural or social world” and a milieu is defined as “any
system that, as far as the question that you address to it is concerned, is devoid of
intentions and therefore behaves like a fragment of nature—a system that intends
neither to please or to displease you nor to defeat you of your hopes” (ibid, p. 29).
Media and milieu are distinguishable from one another by the didactical intent
concerning the acquisition of information. Media is a resource produced with the
intention of providing information about something for someone. For instance, the
texts in scientific literature are media for a physicist who is searching for existing
information about the phenomenon under study. Milieu is a system of objects that
produces feedback without any didactic intention towards students. For instance, an
experimental process may be used as a milieu for studying a physical phenomenon.

When initially approaching a problem, the first action is to look for different
media to find whether the answer, or part of the answer, already exists.
Documentary research, experiments, observations are then used to create a milieu to
test and validate the information provided by these media. The dialectic between
media and milieu (Chevallard 2006) is the didactical dynamics that puts to the test
the resources to produce the materials from which the answer is developed. Thus,
for instance, the outcome of a survey on the Internet (Ladage and Chevallard 2011;
Chevallard and Wozniak 2013) is based on a dual assessment of the reliability level
and reception quality of the information provided by a media: “Is it right?” and “Do
I understand?” respectively. Accumulation and testing of resources contribute to the
validation of the produced answer and the construction of a milieu is fed by the
validation of information provided by the consulted media. Thus milieus providing
feedback to media may combine and evolve into a larger milieu of the problem
situation.

The mesogenesis criterion: the milieu of a problem situation is constructed out of
the dialectic between media and milieus. In inquiry-based learning, the purpose is to
learn how to produce an answer to a problem. Students must find their own ways to
validate the information provided by the media. Therefore the teacher must remain
in the background. This means that the role of the students in the learning process
should grow individually and collectively whereas the teacher is in an assistant
position.

The topogenesis criterion: the teacher remains in the background leaving the
individual students and the whole class to develop key roles in constructing the
milieu from which the answer is developed. Since the milieu is constructed and
organized by the class, the issue of controlling the time for doing it becomes crucial.
Because of time constraints due to the demand of the curriculum, the teacher
sometimes reduces the role of the students in the topogenesis process in order to
“move the course onwards.” In inquiry-based learning, it is important for the tea-
cher to modify the didactical time allowing students to complete the inquiry
process.

The chronogenesis criterion: the teacher gives enough time for students to
complete the inquiry process.
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Under these theoretical elements, a list of questions can be drawn to evaluate the
implementation of inquiry-based learning:

• Mesogenesis: What is the milieu made of? Did the milieu evolve during the
inquiry process? Has the dialectic of media and milieus been used? How has the
answer to the problem been validated?

• Topogenesis: How and by whom is the milieu made? What are the roles of the
teacher and students in building the answer to the problem?

• Chronogenesis: How has the teacher managed the time of the inquiry process?
Does s/he shorten the time of the inquiry process?

3 A Case Study on Teachers’ Use of an IWB

Wozniak (2012) examined teaching practices and their effects on students’ learning
during a sequence of problem-based lessons. In the study, teachers were given a
larger degree of freedom to design their teaching sequence. In one case, the teacher
used an IWB as a tool in the classroom to carry out a sequence of inquiry-based
mathematics lessons.

3.1 The Problem

The problem to be solved was introduced by a photo. Figure 1 is a scaled-down
version of the original 16.1 cm by 12 cm photo distributed to the students.

This kind of problem is called a Fermi Problem:

Enrico Fermi (1901–1954), who in 1938 won the Nobel Prize for physics for his work on
nuclear processes, was known by his students for posing open problems that could only be
solved by giving a reasonable estimate. Fermi problems such as how many piano tuners are
there in Chicago? share the characteristic that the initial answer of the problem solver is that
the problem could not possibly be solved without recourse to further reference material.
(Peter-Koop 2004, p. 457)

These problems, based on real world situations, are characterized by a problem
statement that does not include numbers and whose solution relies on a modelling
activity. Amongst the Fermi problems, the problem of the Giant is of the “Pictorial
Problems or Picture Mathematics” type (Herget and Torres-Skoumal 2007) where
information required to answer the question must be extracted from a photo or
picture.
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3.2 Description of the Case Study

The teacher designed five lessons for a total length of 4 h. During the first lesson
(45 min), students were given freedom to conduct individual inquiry starting with
three questions:

1. In your opinion, how tall is the Giant?
2. Explain how you obtained this result.
3. What elements are missing to calculate the Giant’s height?

Some students asked the teacher about the accuracy level of the answer (in par-
ticular whether the answer is an integer or a decimal number). The teacher wrote on
the IWB the numerical answers given by the students for the first question and on a
paperboard the information that the students would like to know to solve the
problem. The teacher ended the lesson with the remark “I’ll look at what you have
written on your documents and we will try to see among all the elements that are
there, what is useful and what is useless” [my translation].

The teacher started the second lesson (1 h and 5 min) by showing a selection of
four student productions from the previous lesson. The goal was to “compare these
solutions with what we lack and try to see how each of these four solutions attempted
to circumvent what we needed” [my translation]. One production was a mere opinion
“for me it is 12 m”, the other three solutions were of the same type as what the

This photo was taken at an amusement park in England. The 
leg of a Giant is partly visible. What is roughly the height of 
the Giant?

Fig. 1 The problem of the Giant [my translation]
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teacher had in mind. The height of the Giant is calculated by multiplying the
foot-length (as measured in the photo) of the Giant by a coefficient k. Afterwards a
collective discussion was initiated on identifying the essential elements needed to
solve the problem by considering the list set out at the end of the first lesson.
Homework was given for the next session: a survey on the heights of adults.

The third lesson (55 min) began with a discussion on the three necessary ele-
ments to produce the answer to the problem: the heights of humans, the foot-length
of the boot, Giants are human-like (similar in proportion). Then the teacher col-
lected the results of the investigation on the “average height of a person” and the
class discussed how each student collected and produced this information. Students
measured their foot-lengths and their heights. They then established the number of
transfer of their foot-length to their bodies to determine their heights. The data thus
obtained was collected in a spreadsheet projected on the IWB. Using the
Spreadsheet, the students verified that the ratio (height/foot-length) was between 5
and 6. A final discussion started around how to determine the ratio k by transfer, its
validation by calculation and the usefulness of knowing k to solve the problem.
Afterwards, the teacher gave students homework for the next session: a survey to
determine the ratio (height/foot-length) to verify whether the ratio they found was
the same for an adult.

In the fourth lesson (1 h and 2 min), the teacher collected the results of the
investigation about the relationship k = height/foot-length. A discussion was car-
ried out on the differences between the measurements made on students and adults
and the technique that could be used to calculate the height of the Giant. The
teacher concluded “A child is not a miniature adult”. The students made a final
individual research structured by three questions:

1. In your opinion, how tall is the Giant?
2. Explain how you reached this result.
3. Explain what enabled you to find the height of the Giant.

Numerical answers were collected on the IWB followed by a discussion focussing
on the comparison with the students’ answers from the first session.

In the fifth and final lesson, students summarized their findings and wrote in their
notebooks the solution obtained.

To assess the implementation of inquiry-based learning in the sequence of les-
sons described above, in the following section I apply the three criteria discussed in
Sect. 2.3 on the students’ construction of the answer to the Giant problem.

3.3 Mesogenesis, Topogenis, Chronogenesis

Regarding mesogenesis, the milieu is gradually enriched during the lessons through
the survey after lesson 2 and the two data collections on the ratios foot-length to
student heights and foot-length to adult height (lessons 3 and 4). To carry out the
investigation on the average height of a person, students interviewed their parents
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and grandparents. Furthermore, some students consulted a website, used the heights
of football players or consulted a book. The sharing of different information allowed
the implementation of the dialectic of media and milieus. There was a document
found on the website of the INSEE (National Institute for Statistics and Economical
Studies) which allowed the teacher to validate students’ answers:

I went on the internet and I went to the INSEE. […] And there is such a study there… Here
it is: the currently reported size of men of age 18 to 65 is 1.75 m and the average size of
women is 1.63 m. It was you Lisa who found this. You have found the same thing, you
have found it in a book. In my case, I am basing [my information] on a study, therefore, on
data collected by the INSEE. So if you wish so, do you agree to take 1.75 m? [my
translation]

Regarding topogenesis, the teacher guided the lessons by explicitly asking
students to perform certain tasks leading gradually to the solution. During lesson 2,
a student put forward the idea that a relationship could exist between the size of the
shoe and the height of a man. The teacher then organized debates and allowed time
in the classroom to make sure that the ideas were well discussed by the whole class.
He did not express judgements on the ideas but instead he asked this student to
continue the investigation:

Can you look that up for next time? You’ll tell us if there is a link between the foot-size of a
person and his/her height. I let you take care of it. [my translation].

Similarly, after the first data collection (lesson 3), the teacher suggested to the
students that the ratio may not be the same for an adult. After a class discussion, the
teacher concluded:

Is the same ratio found for an adult? It will be your job for the next lesson. You will do a
survey at home. You will try to complete the table with one or two adults. Man or Woman?
[my translation]

The milieu is constructed by the class under teacher’s management and guidance.
The teacher was well aware of the mathematics involved as he said during the post
lesson interview:

Some students let themselves get carried away by the class without understanding why we
were looking for the average height of an adult or why the search for a potential invariance
of the human body proportions could be important [my translation].

The teacher plays a key role in the study: he helps the students clarify the problem
and identify relevant data, organize the comparison of students’ answers, coordinate
the collective reflection and commission the writing. He indeed used an
inquiry-based method in the sense of Dewey.

Regarding chronogenesis, the teacher organized the lessons to be implemented
over a longer than usual, but acceptable, duration. In particular he delayed con-
clusive sharing to allow students to make judgements on their productions first.
This drove the lesson in a certain direction. Furthermore, he assigned outside
classroom data collection and documentation research activities, and used skilful
questioning techniques in collective discussions to guide the students’ thoughts.
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The milieu for this lesson sequence was made out of ample resources and was
being constructed constantly during the lessons. The teacher organized discussions
among students until agreeable answers were reached. In this way, the dialectic of
media and milieus was pedagogically and fruitfully realized.

4 Discussion on Inquiry-Based IWB Task Design

4.1 Roles and Functions of the IWB

The teacher used the IWB in every lesson and it was a tool that students were
comfortable using to conduct surveys or to collect data. The IWB was placed near
the teacher’s desk and the black board of the classroom to facilitate its use as a
classroom tool and students had no difficulty getting their numerical data in the
IWB spreadsheet suggesting that they were familiar with using it in the classroom.
Rather than just enhancing presentation, the IWB enriched the milieu with respect
to sustaining communication in the class and fostering interactivity. Thus, the IWB
digitally enhanced collective communication and interactivity.

The IWB was obviously used as a display tool. The Fermi Problem photo was
presented using the IWB in lesson 1. Students’ procedures were presented and
discussed collectively at the IWB before individual work was started (lesson 2).
Furthermore the teacher used the IWB to validate the students’ research and to
gather numerical data on a spreadsheet for computational checking, and to justify
the choice of the average size of a man via the Internet (lesson 3).

The IWB was used as a “guardian of collective memory” (lesson 4). Throughout
the collaborative lesson sequence, the IWB was a digital environment conducive to
producing a collective answer by facilitating the analysis of students’ proposals,
validating data, keeping track of intermediate results and creating a space to syn-
thesize. The teacher played an important mediating role between the IWB and the
students, guiding their investigation with skill and flexibility. It was the teacher who
proposed to study the morphology of adults since students did not seem to be aware
that there may be physical differences between a child and an adult.

Thus with respect to a mathematical modelling classroom, an IWB can be used
as a modelling tool conducive to the struction and formation of solution discourses.
Mediation using the IWB can facilitate a constructive implementation of the
inquiry-based learning.

4.2 Inquiry-Based IWB Task Design Considerations

Studies have been conducted on using IWBs to support the paradigm shift from a
transmissive pedagogy to a pedagogy that focuses on interaction between students
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and the teacher. Classroom integration of IWBs requires understanding of how the
IWB can afford pedagogy. Thus instead of focusing attention on the technology
itself, the focus should be on the teachers’ pedagogical practices. Wood and
Ashfield (2008) made the following observation:

While initially this study intended to focus upon the way in which the IWB could support
whole-class interactive teaching, it became increasingly apparent that the teacher’s inter-
pretation of whole-class interactive teaching itself was the primary factor in developing
materials and opportunities for children to engage with their own method. In terms of
creative teaching, it is essentially the teacher who determines what resource to use and how
it will be utilised (ibid, p. 94)

From the above, it seems essential that the teacher uses the IWB as an environment
enabling an answer built collectively.

From the point of view of mesogenesis, the IWB clearly enriched the milieu and
could be used as a “window on the world”, for example when the teacher showed a
document from the INSEE website through it. It is uncommon in France that a
teacher valorises a student’s idea and conducts an Internet query. French teachers
usually claim strong reservations about this practice. The IWB provides teachers
with a dynamic writing window with access to knowledge beyond the classroom.
Teachers should design activities making use of the IWB’s features to create a
milieu made up of multi-digital resources like photos, maps, software (e.g.
spreadsheets, dynamic geometry software), and documental research. An IWB is an
effective platform (milieu) to design activities based on sharing that could facilitate
the implementation of the dialectic of media and milieus.

From the point of view of topogenesis, the IWB “memorizes” the displays and
processes numerical data. A “collective space of student work” can thus be formed
where the dialectic between media and milieus takes place by comparing the dif-
ferent student contributions. Teachers should design autonomous activities for
students to search and to share under the IWB platform. Teachers may take the role
of mediators who guide and organize student-student discussions within the col-
lective space produced by the IWB.

From the point of view of chronogenesis, the IWB “escalates the efficiency” to
collect and compare student work and thus speeds up the formation of solution
discourse. The teacher should design activities allowing students how to access
previous IWB captured data. The task design should make use of the IWB also as a
storage space of the class to foster a progressive built up collective answer space to
the problem. An IWB task should also be designed to manage the class memory.

4.3 Inquiry-Based Digital Task Design Activity Sequence

I have considered how a teacher made use of an IWB for the implementation of
inquiry-based learning for solving a modelling problem. What is observed in an
IWB classroom is a decreased individual topogenesis for the benefit of increased
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mesogenesis. By “memorizing” the class activities, the IWB naturally becomes a
digital environment for collaborative study. The IWB creates conditions for the
establishment of a collective pedagogy and an enrichment of the milieu. For
instance, the use of the Internet on the IWB offers simultaneous multiple windows
to facilitate inquiry based learning: search engines, translation services, dictionaries,
encyclopedias, institutional sites, calculators, dynamic geometry software, spread-
sheets, etc. The IWB case study described above confirms an observation of Wood
and Ashfield (2008):

This research seems to indicate that it is the skill and the professional knowledge of the
teacher who mediates the interaction, and facilitates the development of students’ creative
answers at the interface of technology, which is critical to the enhancement of the
whole-class teaching and method processes (p. 84).

The IWB is an example of a digital environment that can store and compute
students’ data to form a collective sample space for students’ autonomous learning.
Metagenesis, topogenesis and chronogenesis can be regarded as a heuristic triplet
for pedagogical digital task design. These features combined suggest that for digital
inquiry-based modelling task design, collective interactivity and simultaneous
multiplicity should play a dominant role. The case study discussed in this chapter is
an example to support such a task design approach. Task design in digital envi-
ronment like IWB could make use of these two features to organize the classroom
dynamic among mesogenesis, topogenesis and chronogenesis.

Base on the theoretical considerations discussed in Sect. 2, I would like to end
the chapter by proposing criteria about the inquiry-based digital tasks design.

1. Activity criterion: The activity is based on solving a problem and a digital
environment (IWB in the case of this chapter) is used to promote a collective
study by data sharing.

2. Mesogenesis criterion: Students solve the problem by accessing to (digital)
ressources and the digital environment is used to implement the dialectic of
media and milieus in order to (1) produce an initial milieu of the problem
situation by exploring existing (digital) resources; (2) develop the milieu by
going deeper into the problem situation via experimental or theoretical analysis
of these initial resources; and from this assessment result form a milieu that can
provide possible explanations for the problem situation; (3) produce and justify
the final answer to the problem situation via formulation of conjectures,
explanatory hypothesis and possibly protocols and in this way the solution is
validated by students’ argumentation and discussion. For example, the IWB
features facilitate literature survey and add real value by using resources like
photos, maps or suitable digital tools (spreadsheet, dynamic geometry software,
for example) for controlling the gradual shaping of the mathematical solution to
the problem.

3. Topogenesis criterion: The students are autonomous and the teacher encourages
students to contact directly with the digital environment (for example, the IWB
environment) for gathering and incorporating data and ressources. The teacher is
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a study director who organizes discussions between students and does not
impose himself as a mediator between the IWB and the students.

4. Chronogenesis criterion: The didactic time governs the temporality of knowl-
edge acquisition using the IWB preseres the students’ previous works. Thus, the
IWB is the memory container of the class that progressively builds a collective
solution to the problem.

These activity criteria serve as a guideline to design inquiry-based digital tasks
where collective study is essential and investigation is the motor of learning. The
genesis of a digital-based (collective) milieu for a problem situation and the ease to
shift attention between different resources are key factors enabling students to
explore and formulate different possible solutions for a real-life problem situation.
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Designing Technology that Enables
Task Design

Kate Mackrell and Christian Bokhove

Abstract Although there is considerable interest in the use of technology in
mathematics teaching and learning, there has been little focus within mathematics
education on the design of the technology itself, or on how technology design might
facilitate task design. In this chapter, we address the question of how technology
has been designed to enable task design through interviews with four developers of
technology environments designed to facilitate the learning of mathematics.
Questions ranged from more general ones concerning the purposes and challenges
faced in designing the environments to more specific aspects concerned with task
design, such as the management of instrumental genesis and the provision of
feedback. We found that all designers are facing technical challenges due to rapid
hardware and software changes which make it important to identify the crucial
aspects of the technology to conserve and develop. Such aspects include main-
taining an appropriate balance between flexibility and constraint as well as
addressing issues such as the way in which the environment responds to student
actions.

Keywords Task � Design � Designers

1 Introduction

In the introduction to the substantial section on the use of technology in the Third
International Handbook of Mathematics Education (Leung 2013), a number of
significant questions are raised, ranging from the impact of technology on the
school curriculum to issues of equity. However, tasks are only mentioned twice and
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the issue of the design of technology is not raised at all. The aim of this book as a
whole is to affirm the importance of considering task design with technology, and
this chapter will look at the specific question of what is needed from technology to
enable task design.

Our experience working with the designers of two particular educational soft-
ware environments, Cabri and the Digital Mathematics Environment (DME), has
given us an awareness of some of the pedagogical ideals and issues influencing the
development of these environments. We are also aware that there is a huge range of
other programs that offer far fewer possibilities for task design, and hence felt that it
is important to further explore and elucidate some of the design decisions that have
been made through interviewing the designers of the above environments, together
with two other designers.

We begin this chapter with a brief literature review, followed by a rationale for
our choice of technology environments to explore. We then present a series of
questions together with responses given by the designers, and some tentative
conclusions and directions for further research.

Beyond a commitment to listening carefully to our participants and transparency
regarding our questions and assumptions, we have deliberately not adopted a
particular theoretical framework in order to interpret our findings, but have hope-
fully enabled the designers to speak for themselves in a way that will provoke
further interest and enquiry.

2 Literature Review

There is currently increasing interest in the design of the technology used in
teaching and learning mathematics. As Jackiw (designer of Geometer’s Sketchpad
and one of the designers of TouchCounts) identifies:

Design certainly acts as the first doorway and first doorkeeper to any deeper curricular or
epistemological innovation an educational technology might offer. For it is not at the
structural level, but rather on the surface—at the designed interface—that users interact
with technologies, that meanings are negotiated; that cognitive, psychological, educational
and social transformation may, or may not, occur (Butler et al. 2009, p. 432).

There is extensive literature on the design of technology for learning from the
standpoint of technology design, incorporating areas such as interface design. Of
particular relevance for mathematics education is the work of Rabardel (2002), who
introduced the well-known idea of instrumental genesis, in which an artifact
becomes an instrument as the user develops schemes of use. Another lesser-known
concept of Rabardel’s is the dimension of operative transparency of an artifact,
which has at one of its poles the “black box” in which the artifact’s technical system
is invisible, so that the person for whom the artifact is an instrument feels that they
are acting directly on the environment. At the other pole is the “glass box” in which
the artifact is visible and comprehensible to the user. Operative transparency has to
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do with the transparency of the artifact as appropriate to user action and information
needs. For example, a learning situation, or a situation in which the artifact may
break down, requires greater visibility.

There is substantially less literature with regard to designing for mathematics
learning. An early set of design principles is given by Beeson (1998) in considering
the design of an algebraic learning environment. Many of these are specific to
facilitating the solving of algebraic equations, but several, such as mathematical
correctness, the user making decisions about actions, and the provision of scaf-
folding when required, are relevant to general mathematics learning environments.
Sedig and Sumner (2006) also incorporate considerations of relevance to mathe-
matics, giving a characterization of possible interactions with visual mathematical
representations (geometric structures, graphs, and diagrams) in terms of common
characteristics, goals, intended benefits, and features. Mor and Winter (2007),
working from a design-based research perspective that draws heavily on research in
mathematics education, review a number of current projects based on design pat-
terns, which are methods for solving recurrent problems which describe the prob-
lem and the context in which the method is applicable, but do not include precise
directives. An example is the model-view-controller pattern, in which a model
(internal storage of e.g. data), view (the way in which the data is displayed) and
controller (the means by which the data are manipulated) are encapsulated sepa-
rately. This was used in the design of the ToonTalk programming language. They
also stress the importance of participatory design. Bokhove and Drijvers (2010)
developed a comprehensive framework for the evaluation of technology used in
teaching algebra, with criteria, which may also be considered as design principles,
divided into those relevant to the mathematics (e.g. “the tool is mathematically
sound and faithful to the underlying mathematical properties”), the use of the tool
(e.g. “the tool is easy to use for a student”), assessment (e.g. “the tool caters for
several types of feedback”) and general features (e.g. “the stability and performance
of the tool”). Mackrell (2011, 2012) explored a number of the design decisions
taken in different dynamic geometry programs in the context of a task exploring the
relationship between the radius and area of a circle and showed that subtle differ-
ences in the design of the interface and affordances of the programs could signif-
icantly affect the outcomes when performing the task.

However, apart from Sangwin and Grove (2006) who discuss the design of an
algebraic system that enables teachers to create their own questions, we have been
unable to locate any research that looks specifically at the ways in which technology
design may facilitate task design in general. This chapter is hence an initial
exploration of this question in which we identify possibilities that may form the
basis for further research.
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3 Technology Environments for Task Design

We deliberately define “task” as loosely as possible, as the focus of a learner’s
activity. This may arise from a demand made of the learner by a teacher, from a
resource such as a textbook or an app, or may be generated by the learner herself.
A mathematical task is simply a task which involves mathematics, even if the
mathematics is not the focus of the task for the learner. Different task designers
working within a particular task design environment are likely to elaborate this
definition further in response to their own purposes. In particular, different task
designers will have different views on what constitutes an effective task.

In this chapter, we begin the process of identifying the ways in which technology
can be designed in order to facilitate task design by interviewing the designers of a
number of programs. As there are a huge number of programs which may be used
to present mathematical tasks to students, we made a number of choices to limit the
programs we considered.

Our first choice was to focus on technology that provides an environment within
which the student acts and gets feedback on their actions rather than technology,
such as a calculator,1 which acts primarily as a tool for action within a
non-technological environment, as we feel that designing feedback is an important
part of task design.

Our second choice was that, while we recognize that generic tools such as
spreadsheets can be very rich environments for task design, we confined ourselves
to technology that has been specifically designed for mathematics education. One
reason for this choice is that mathematics educators are likely to be able to have
more impact on the design of such software than on the design of more generic
software. Another reason is that most generic software is a tool for doing, designed
for efficiency rather than for facilitating learning. An example of the distinction is
the Autograph “slow plot” feature, where the graph of a function is drawn slowly
and may be stopped at any time to enable the teacher to ask questions. Another
example is the Sketchpad dilation tool, where each object defining a dilation (center
and scale factor) must be defined separately, which is time-consuming but focuses
student awareness on what is required to perform a dilation.

The third choice was to not consider software which has significant deviations
from conventionally accepted mathematical norms. Mackrell (2011) points out, for
example that in one particular dynamic geometry program, the label for a segment
is also used as a variable which represents its length, which can lead to issues with
the understanding of the concept of variable.

We are also committed to the view that task design should potentially involve all
who participate in the teaching and learning processes:

1We note however that many highly complex graphical calculators such as the TI-Nspire do
provide environments.
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• The person or people engaged in the task (e.g. school student, or research
mathematician)

• A person or people directly facilitating those engaged in the task (e.g. teacher)
• “Outsiders”, who are people not directly engaged in the performance of the task

(e.g. textbook author, or app creator)

This means that we were not interested in systems in which task design was only
accessible to the “outside” designer, with teachers and students always being pre-
sented with set tasks. Enabling student task design can take the form of providing
open-ended tasks where students can choose the direction that they take, or the form
of asking students to pose their own questions which can be explored within the
technology environment.2 We were hence only interested in systems that enabled
open-ended tasks and allowed students to pose and investigate their own questions.

The first two environments we will consider have deliberately been created in
order to provide a range of possibilities for task design across the mathematics
curriculum and, while fitting the criteria above, also are the ones we have personally
used most extensively for task design. Both of these environments provide a task
design environment, in which the task is designed, and a separate task environment,
in which the task is performed.

3.1 The Digital Mathematics Environment

Peter Boon is the chief designer of this environment. At the beginning of the
millennium, the Freudenthal Institute already had a rich library of applets (see
Bokhove et al. 2006). The first version of the DME, in which the applets were
embedded in an environment that stored the work that students did with them, was
created in response to requests from teachers (including the second author of this
chapter, in the Galois and Sage project3). This, however, caused a new feature
request to emerge: authorability. An authoring layer was implemented gradually,
first incorporating algebra applets and then other applets. The DME is now a digital
learning and assessment environment for mathematics in secondary and higher
education, in which “interactive teaching methods and feedback play a central
role”. Students can work at any time on modules that have been selected for them
and receive feedback on their answers. Teachers can view the students’ work and
adapt modules and activities to meet the needs of the class. DME is currently being
extended with further components, or “widgets”, in particular in the MC squared
project in which Bokhove is involved.

2Students may also act as “teachers” in e.g. designing tasks for younger students.
3See bokhove.net/galois-and-sage-projects/.
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3.2 Cabri

Jean-Marie Laborde is the chief designer of this environment. Cabri was one of the
two original dynamic geometry environments (the other being Geometer’s
Sketchpad) created in the late 1980’s to enable exploration of Euclidean geometry
by taking advantage of the first graphical user interface created by Xerox for the
Star Machine. This type of interface was later widely popularized by Apple with the
Macintosh and the mouse. Later versions of Cabri added graphing (Cabri II and II
Plus) and 3D geometry features (Cabri 3D). However, until the development of the
new Cabri (originally named Cabri Elem, but now shortened to just Cabri),
beginning in 2007, Cabri was seen as a microworld: an environment for student
mathematical exploration and construction, rather than an environment in which
students could be constrained to perform structured tasks. The new Cabri has
additional features for number and algebra and also a range of options for task
designers to control the behavior of objects. In the design of the new Cabri, the idea
was not to create two separate environments, but instead to create one common
environment, presenting different levels of possibilities to different users
(author-teacher-student). Mackrell has worked with Cabri since 1992 and is cur-
rently engaged in the Number Stories project at CEMSE, University of Chicago,
developing activities involving real-world interactive problem-solving.

We decided to consider in addition two environments which focus on handling
data, as this is an area in task design which was neglected in the ICMI—22 study,
represented by only one out of the fourteen papers in the technology section. The
chosen environments, Fathom, with chief designer Bill Finzer, and Data Workshop,
with chief designer Jim Flanders, do not have separate task and task design envi-
ronments, but are otherwise very different: Fathom focuses on data analysis, while
Data Workshop focuses on experiment design in order to collect or generate data.
They are also at very different stages of development: Fathom was developed in the
mid-1990s, and, owing to the shift to web-based technology, and despite being
widely known and used, will not be further developed. Data Workshop is still in the
process of development and is not yet publicly available. This gave us the
opportunity to compare issues arising in the ongoing development of software with
issues faced in initial design.

4 Questions and Responses

The lack of research in this area was a major issue in identifying appropriate
questions to ask; hence many of our questions arose from our own experience. We
aimed to be comprehensive; however, in retrospect, our choice of questions was not
unproblematic. We are hence giving our questions verbatim in order to facilitate
criticism.
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Our first three questions were designed to explore the purposes, aspects iden-
tified as most important, and challenges faced in designing the different environ-
ments, without particular reference to task design. Our further questions focused on
various aspects of task design. The rationale for each of these questions is given in
its introduction. The questions were given to each of the designers in advance of the
interview. Interviews, which lasted about an hour, were conducted in person with
Laborde and Boon, and online with Flanders and Finzer, and responses were
recorded and transcribed or summarized. Transcriptions and ultimately the content
of this chapter were also sent to each participant for approval.

1. What is the main purpose of this environment?

It was clear from the clarity and depth of all the responses that Beeson’s (1998)
hypothesis that the starting point for the design of any technology is a clear
statement of its purpose was corroborated.

Both Flanders and Finzer stressed that their software was designed primarily for
students, as learning environments. They each gave the main focus within handling
data that their software was designed to address: Fathom to enable students to get
into the flow of working with and understanding data, and Data Workshop to
facilitate the design of experiments for students new to experimental design in order
to collect their own data. Fathom additionally has facilities for data visualization,
although Tinkerplots, (published by the same company originally and designed for
younger learners) focuses on this area. Data Workshop additionally has data gen-
eration and data analysis options.

Both designers gave a justification for their purpose. Flanders is concerned that
data analysis is being pushed out of the early elementary curriculum in the U.S. and
that most online statistics technology focuses on looking at other people’s data.
Data Workshop, in contrast, enables students to learn about experiment design and
implementation. Finzer situated the importance of the software in a broader context:
“all significant problems that we face in this world require people who understand
about how to work with data to reach solutions”.

Neither Laborde nor Boon mentioned specific curriculum areas, and both
mentioned the needs of designers and learners. DME is described as “an online
platform for designing and using rich interactive content for mathematics.” The new
Cabri is designed partly to better address teacher needs by making it easier to use
the technology through providing content that they can change and adapt to student
needs. However, there is also an emphasis on the learner; the earlier Cabri envi-
ronment has been further developed, with the aim of immersing the user in the
world of mathematics, with no barrier between what they are doing and what is
happening on the screen. There are similarities here with Finzer’s aim of “drawing
students into data so that they don’t just see Fathom as a tool, but they see it as a
way into understanding data”.
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2. What are the most important aspects of this environment?

The answers here were closely linked with the purposes identified for the envi-
ronments. Flanders elaborated on the means by which Data Workshop would
achieve its purpose: by requiring students to focus on the nature of variables,
defining their type and measures before being able to enter any data, with the
consequence that clean data is produced and the software can suggest appropriate
representations and disallow inappropriate representations. In addition he elabo-
rated that the environment gives students ways to generate their own data through
simulation as well as survey design and implementation.

In contrast, Finzer, who focused on the nature of the user experience, stated that
Fathom is “all about reaching in and touching stuff”, with direct manipulation,
dynamic linking, drag and drop of attributes and the “scraping” of data from html.
“You can just reach into the graph and drag your data or change the axes and click
on something in a table” without changing mode or shifting to a different page, and
the use of dialogue boxes is minimized. “Fathom also gives the user a sense of
further possibilities, from the depth of the data but also from its rich facilities:
formulas, units, meters, experiments, census micro-data…” He also mentioned “a
consistent model for simulation of sampling and collecting measures”.

Laborde also focused on the user experience: Cabri aims to be as efficient, easy,
and natural as possible, so that what the user sees happening when they act on any
part of the environment is what they expect—constrained by the mathematics
underlying the environment. Objects are acted on flexibly and directly rather than
through command lines. In this way unexpected implications of the mathematics
may be revealed. He also stressed the mathematical fidelity of Cabri: “if you expect
something that is contradictory to mathematics it will never be realized by the
environment”.

Boon elaborated on the affordances of DME, focusing on the needs of both the
end users and the task designers (teachers and authors). One key feature is the fact
that student work is stored and that the environment therefore serves as a “Learning
Management System” (LMS) in which teachers can see the work students have
done. Boon elaborates that in recent projects such as “MC squared” emphasis has
been on extending the existing capabilities with learning analytics features.
However, to allow teachers to tailor content to their own needs, the DME also
provides features for designing and authoring rich interactive content. In Boon’s
view “interactive” implies that the system should react to user inputs. Boon
specifically mentioned the importance of allowing for both open-ended and more
closed tasks; both approaches have their place in the learning process and Boon
thinks it is imperative that an environment provides a rich toolbox to cater for
different teaching approaches. In Boon’s words: “In the DME we try to support the
learning process as a whole. At least we try to: digital curriculum as ambition.”
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3. What have been the most challenging issues faced in developing the
environment?

A major challenge faced by all developers apart from Finzer was responding to the
need to shift to an online environment. For Fathom, the decision has been made to
merely maintain it as desktop software until it is no longer feasible to upgrade it to
new operating systems. Finzer is instead working on a new project, CODAP, an
NSF funded open-source online data analysis platform, designed for curriculum
developers who have as part of their goal getting students to work with data which
will incorporate many of the ideas developed in designing Fathom.

For the new software, Data Workshop, the challenge has been to find a suffi-
ciently dynamic programming environment that works within a browser; Silverlight
has been chosen. Although tablet computers offer new opportunities such as
handwriting recognition, Cabri and DME require that code be rewritten in html5, a
lengthy and costly process. Laborde also expressed particular frustration at the huge
amount of time spent keeping Cabri working with new operating systems for the
Mac and for Windows.

Finzer and Flanders both mentioned user expectations as challenges. With Data
Workshop, teachers have expressed concerns that, without the facility to misrep-
resent data, it was difficult to consider what data representations were appropriate.
Finzer identified the tension between responding to the users who wanted particular
new features and keeping the interface uncluttered, particularly important in light of
the challenge of making learning to use Fathom depend on discovery rather than
help systems. When Fathom 2 was developed, the choice was made to put most of
the software development effort into improving usability.

Finzer also mentioned two specific design challenges: deciding how to represent
data (and then convince people that the representation chosen was a good idea), and
how to design the formula editor, identified as “the least loved part of Fathom.”

Implementing the DME authoring layer for a wide range of existing applets
proved to be a big challenge, according to Boon, and meant the whole architecture
of the DME had to be revised. The challenge continues, as further components are
added.

The next questions focused more specifically on the facilitation of task design.

4. Task design environment versus task environment

This question arose out of our experience with Cabri and DME, which each have
authoring environments and was aimed at clarifying the structure of the environ-
ment as a whole for designing and performing tasks.

We define the task design environment as the environment within which the task is
designed and created. The task environment is the environment within which the
task is performed. These might be very different, as when a programmer uses Flash
to write an applet, or they might be identical, as with Logo, when a student is
designing and then performing their own task.
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Describe the relationship between the task design environment and the task
environment.

We knew in advance that Fathom and Data Workshop do not have specific
authoring environments. However, the responses concerning these two environ-
ments were unexpectedly rich.

In describing Data Workshop, Flanders made a distinction that we were not
expecting:

For surveys, the task design environment is where students/teachers think about what
information they want to gather, what questions do that, and what types of responses are
amenable to further analysis. The task environment has two parts: (a) getting participants to
take the survey (simplest approach is a URL that they respond to online) and (b) analysis of
the results in the Workbench.

For simulations, the design and task environments are together, but not identical.
Simulations are chosen from a menu in the Workbench and then the student gets to modify
the parameters of the simulation (e.g., number of coins to be tossed, number of tosses, etc.).
Then the computer performs the task of the simulation followed by some limited options for
the students to change representations of the results, compare different simulations, and
so on.

Finzer made the following important distinction:

You don’t design activities in Fathom. You design activities that use Fathom.

Fathom deliberately does not have a separate authoring mode: as in Logo the task
design and task doing environments are identical. However, documents may be
created so that students do not start from scratch: the developer uses the environ-
ment to go through what the student is going to go through to know what that
experience is like and to lower the obstacles that may be found. For example, a
document might be created that contains a collection of data and also some text, a
table, or a graph or slider as a minimal scaffold in order to help students get started.

The task environment in Cabri is called the student environment. There are two
task design environments: the author environment, with full access to all features of
the software, in which the student environment is customized, and the teacher
environment, where the student environment may be modified according to the
options provided by the task author. Laborde came back to his main concern about
the ease of use of Cabri:

The aim is that the task environment is as natural as possible, with nothing to learn in order
to use it. You simply perform what you want in the environment and the environment is
smart enough to react to your expectations mathematically.

The task design environment is at a completely different level of creation and use, where
many aspects do not feel as natural, and hence require a step for anybody who would like to
create a task in this environment. Unlike mathematics, with shared notation, ways of
representation, concepts, etc., which feel “natural” to the community, there is no standard
for such an environment. For instance, unlike many environments, Cabri does not have a
timeline. Time is stopped and started by means of an hourglass and variables that depend on
the time can be reset. This is not a metaphor which comes from the everyday world, and
hence some people have difficulties with the hourglass.
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In response to the question, Boon clearly sees a separation between the task design
environment and the task environment. The authoring/task design environment is
available to teachers with editing rights; students can then perform these tasks in the
task environment. Boon also commented on how task design tools could be useful
to students: see question 9 for further detail.

5. Features of technology to enable tasks

This question aimed at identifying some of the ways in which the technology could
provide a framework within which tasks could be performed. Mackrell (2015) had
found the categorisation of possibilities given below (which to a large extent
coincide with the categories considered by Bokhove and Drijvers 2010) fruitful in
the discussion of affordances for the provision of formative feedback:

Stacey and Wiliam (2013, p. 722) together with Mackrell (2015) identify that in a
technological environment there are new possibilities for the way in which

• tasks are presented to students
• students operate in responding to the task
• evidence generated by students is identified
• students are given feedback (Mackrell 2015)
• evidence is accumulated across tasks

In what ways does this environment incorporate these possibilities? Are there other
possibilities that are incorporated?

However, the question did not give rise to the elaborations of each type of
possibility that we had hoped for. This was particularly problematic with regard to
feedback.

Flanders stated: “It appears that another possibility for the list is that students
define the tasks (e.g., they create the problem a survey is intended to study, design
the survey, then get data and analyze it).”

Finzer stated flatly that “As far as I can understand your question I would say
that Fathom does not incorporate these possibilities.” This was because at the time
Fathom was developed (coming out first in 1998) such capabilities were less
prevalent and more likely to be separate from the tool. When asked specifically
about feedback, he mentioned the “trivial” sense in which the appearance and
behavior of objects that are constructed is feedback, “but it’s not feedback in the
sense of ‘you’re getting closer to the answer’ or ‘have you thought about such and
such’”. Typically, students would print out their work and give it to the teacher, or
email it, in which case the teacher could manipulate it. In contrast, in CODAP
students generate a stream of events which will eventually provide feedback to the
student and teacher because it is possible to identify what the student is doing.

Boon identified that all the possibilities were present. The DME presents tasks
consisting of several components, some allowing student input. For example, text
components are static, while algebra or geometry components are interactive. As
mentioned in response to question 2, LMS features enable studentwork to be stored and
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hence teachers may identify evidence generated by students. Depending on the inter-
activity of the component, feedback, some of which is authorable, can be given to the
student, and currently some limited evidence across tasks can be reported. It is hoped
that in the future some learning analytics features will augment these possibilities.

Laborde’s response mentioned the devolution of the problem, a key concept in
French didactique. Here responsibility for solving a problem is transferred from the
teacher to the students so that students, instead of trying to work out what the
teacher is intending to teach, engage with the mathematical knowledge that is at
stake in the problem (Brousseau and Warfield 1999).

The multipage structure of Cabri makes this easier. On one page the problem, such as
creating the tangent to a circle, or constructing the missing wheel for a car, can be solved
and presented to the student to show that a solution exists. This page would show a circle
with a movable point through which a line passes that is always tangent to the curve, or a
car where the wheel remains the correct size and moves with the car, but would not show
how the solution was achieved. On a second page the student can be asked to solve the
problem for themselves.

He also mentioned feedback. The new Cabri offers tools for the task designer to be
able to evaluate and make decisions about the way in which the environment will
respond according to what the student has been doing on a given page.

6. Technology for learning versus technology for doing

We have mentioned our decision to focus on technology designed for learning
rather than doing. However, we recognize that in practice technology needs to do
both. Our next question was hence the following:

Technology can be designed to get a job done or to facilitate learning (or both).
These different purposes create a tension: if the aim, for example, is to create a
cube, then a tool that enables the user to create a cube in three clicks is efficient and
(with adequate documentation) easy to use. However, if the aim is to facilitate
learning about a cube, then this tool may be too easy to use. The learner might be
better off given only a choice of more primitive tools. On the other hand, once the
learner understands cubes, the efficient tool is good for using cubes to create more
complex structures.
To what extent can the tension between doing and learning be addressed in this
environment?

Flanders referred again to issues with teacher expectations: Data Workshop
constrains students to define and represent data accurately, and teachers had
expressed concerns that these constraints could get in the way of learning. His view
was that it was more valuable for beginning students to see accurate models. Once
they understood these, they would have a reference system for evaluating less
accurate models. He felt that most statistics software allowed the students to make
both sensible and nonsensical representations from the beginning, meaning that
students needed to rely on a teacher or other source outside the software in order to
decide on the best representation.
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Fathom was designed to explore this tension in some aspects of the program but
not others. As its companion program, Tinkerplots, was designed to build up
representations of data from primitives, the decision was made that Fathom would
simply give the student a choice of possible graphs, which would then appear. In
contrast, in data analysis some options were provided for learning and others for
simply “doing”. An example is least-squares fitting. The line of best fit can be found
by showing the squares of residuals and dragging a movable line to minimize their
sum, but a menu item is also provided that adds the least squares line to a
scatterplot.

A particular issue was whether to provide such an item for non-linear least squares – we felt
that giving the student a button-push way of doing an exponential fit meant losing the
opportunity to experience dragging a slider and seeing the curve go through the points well
or less well. We did implement this in version 2, but students still had to decide whether to
attempt to fit a particular curve or whether to use the log form. We did not want the
technology making inappropriate decisions for students, or decisions that it was important
for students to grapple with.

Laborde discussed the tension between too many and too few tools:

Having a large number of tools is a problem because too many tools means that people will
lose sight of how they work. We try to have a balance between the two, looking at what is
crucial and what isn’t in order to have a very limited number of tools but powerful tools,
versatile tools, tools that can be used in different ways. For example, I was against having a
square tool in the first Cabri, but this has turned out to be quite useful and is implemented in
the new Cabri.

Another important aspect of Cabri is that the task designer, with complete control
over which tools are available in the task environment, can choose to make
available tools appropriate to the learning and doing required of the task, and can
create and make available new tools. This type of control is not possible in Data
Workshop or Fathom.

The tension between doing and learning is described as a “very important fea-
ture” by Boon. In the DME Algebra Arrows component, for example, normally the
system acts as a “function machine” and does the calculations. However, this can
also be customized by the task designer to ask the student to fill in the answer. The
contrast between two 3D solids components, both of which involve constructing the
polygon that results when a cuboid is intersected by a plane, is another example.
With one, the user clicks to create three points on the edges of the cuboid, and the
polygon is automatically constructed. With the other, the user must use geometric
tools such as parallel lines to construct the polygon. It is Boon’s view that both
tools are valuable at their own level. The task of authoring and designing a learning
path is seen as “selecting the proper tools”.

7. Degree of open-endedness

We knew that open-ended tasks were entirely possible with the software we were
considering, but were interested in whether the degree of open-endedness could be
varied. We were also aware of the difficulty of giving feedback to open-ended tasks
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in a technology environment (Mavrikis and Gutierrez-Santos (2010). The next
question was hence

To what extent is it possible to create tasks with varying degrees of open-ended-
ness? How possible is it to give feedback to open-ended activities?

Flanders and Finzer unsurprisingly both affirmed the possibility of open-ended
tasks. Finzer’s elaboration was of interest, however; though most people working
on the project had a constructivist orientation (with a tendency to prefer open-ended
tasks), Fathom was designed to be pedagogically neutral and able to be used in a
wide variety of modes. He was aware of tasks that had been developed using
Fathom that were tightly directed, but felt that even such tasks could be opened up.

It’s easy to come up with activities that are open-ended, with all the data in the world
available and all kinds of simulations able to be produced. An activity can start out being
closed and “follow these steps” mode, but it’s easy to open it up, gradually or suddenly, and
say okay now take this further yourself. One of the joys of developing activities that use
data is that there’s no end to it and that real questions pop out of it.

Part of your job as a curriculum developer or teacher is to get students to tune in to what
might pop out. You want students to feel they can try to figure out for themselves what’s
going on there; is that little blip noise, or part of the pattern, or did something special
happen?

However, as Finzer stated in an earlier question, Fathom has no facility for giving
feedback on open-ended tasks. In Data Workshop, however, the problem of feed-
back has been considered. Representations of data in the form of summary statis-
tics, charts and graphs could be seen as feedback, and feedback from other people
could be facilitated by the ability for students and teachers to access each other’s
survey designs and results.

Laborde saw no limitation to the open-ended tasks that could be created, and
connected this to the original vision of Cabri as a microworld. He felt that one of the
strengths of the new Cabri was that tasks could be constrained more than in earlier
versions, through constraining the way objects could be moved or changed and
making available only the tools decided by the task designer.

It seems contradictory to the spirit of open-ended systems but if we want to maximize what
is happening during one hour we have to control what can happen a little bit.

He was well aware of the issues involved in giving feedback:

Giving feedback on open-ended activities is very complex, as it involves analyzing student
activity. It’s extremely difficult to construct a model of the behavior of an expert in the
domain in an open-ended environment, and for a novice you also have to take into account
misconceptions, mistakes, lack of knowledge, lack of knowledge of the tools, and lack of
knowledge of the environment. If an environment currently claims to give feedback on
open-ended activities, a question is whether the environment is as open-ended as claimed.

Boon had already emphasized that he saw an equal role for both open and closed
tasks, with the task designer able to decide on the task progression. Within the
DME, feedback exists at different levels. Boon gave the example of feedback on
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constructions in the component “Building Blocks”: “every mouse-click shows what
the consequences are, for example dragging the mouse or rotating.” This is very
similar to Laborde’s emphasis on direct manipulation feedback. Boon sees the value
of this more implicit feedback on student strategy in that students have to make
their own interpretations. Similarly to Laborde, he also acknowledged the difficulty
of giving explicit feedback in such situations. In contrast, predictable mistakes
could be caught through the verification of an answer box or text.

8. Instrumental Genesis

Instrumental genesis, the process by which an artifact becomes an instrument for
the user, is a huge issue in any use of technology. It is one of the main aspects of the
conceptual framework used by Bokhove and Drijvers (2010) in evaluating digital
tools used for algebra education. Any task designer must consider whether the
learner already has or how they can acquire the awareness of the tools required to
perform the task, and we were hence concerned about the ways in which the
different environments we are considering here could facilitate this process.

For the user, the potential instrument is the entire artifact: hardware, software
environment, and software tools. To ensure that we included the software envi-
ronment as part of the artifact to be instrumented, our question asked about both the
tools and the environment.

How can instrumental genesis (the process by which the learner becomes familiar
with the environment and learns how to use its tools) be controlled or managed in
the task environment?

Finzer and Flanders had very different approaches to instrumental genesis, with
Flanders relying on making available on the web getting started guides, FAQs,
information manuals and also example tasks with sample data, which might ulti-
mately supplant the user manual and serve as a sort of curriculum guide. In contrast,
Finzer’s main approach was to make the required skills assimilable enough so that
in the process of doing an activity involving data the students could learn about
features such as sliders or data entry.

We wanted to convince teachers that people could just plunge in and learn to use the
software in the process of learning something else.

He also pioneered the development of a large number of one-minute videos to
show features of the software which were embedded in the help system. Sample
Fathom documents were also mentioned as useful.

Laborde distinguished between the task design level and the level of doing the
task in considering instrumental genesis.

At the level of task design people need to get used to the tools that can be used to create the
task but at the level of doing the task we try to let people interact with the mathematical
objects, not with the environment.

This reflects his concern with making the environment as transparent as possible.
He also mentioned the principle of consistency, for example making tool use as
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consistent as possible to minimize the learning required to use a tool. It is also
possible for the task designer to create and embed short videos in the Cabri envi-
ronment which, on request, show the students how to do specific actions or use
specific tools.

Boon focused on the way in which task sequences could be designed to facilitate
instrumental genesis, with the ability to introduce components slowly and with
scaffolding, and only as necessary to the learning process. He gave the example of a
learning sequence in which one element was a manual which showed how to use a
particular component. He stated that one of the decisions involved in task design is
whether it is worth learning to use the tool in order to perform the task, and stressed
that task design can feature a combination of learning the tool and learning the
mathematical content. This is similar to Finzer’s approach, in which performing a
task can involve both.

It is worth noting that, although both Fathom and Cabri provide specific features
such as videos to help learners come to grips with the software, Finzer and Laborde
are primarily concerned with minimizing the need for instrumental genesis for the
learner through the design of the task environment itself, while in contrast Flanders
and Boon focus on the features that can be used to facilitate instrumental genesis.

9. The task designers

For the final question, we returned to one of our fundamental issues: is task design
possible for all who use the environment?

In what ways is it possible for students or teachers to engage in the task design
process in this environment?

Flanders and Finzer essentially answered this question in their consideration of
open-ended tasks for Data Workshop and Fathom; both students and teachers were
expected to design their own tasks. Flanders also mentioned survey and data
sharing features which allow students to build on other students’ designs. For Cabri
and DME the question was also whether teachers and students had access to the
task design environment. Both had means of giving teachers access to this envi-
ronment and both Laborde and Boon felt that student access was an interesting
possibility that should be promoted. In Cabri, students may be given arbitrarily
many of the geometric and arithmetical tools available in the task design envi-
ronment; however, the ability to program actions is not available.

Boon acknowledged that the tools in the task design environment are also useful
for students. Particularly for open-ended tasks, students could be asked to create a
task and report or document it themselves, rather than just performing the task
designed by the teacher. The implication is that students should also be able to
design; Boon likes this possibility, but sees it as a challenge from a software point
of view. Some steps have been taken; for example answer boxes now allow options
such as. Eventually, Boon would like to make a large set of the existing tools
available in the editor for students; the boundary between task design environment
and task environment will become more and more blurred.
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5 Conclusion

Let us return to our original question: how can technology design facilitate task
design? Our results indicate the urgency of this question. Most of the designers
mentioned technical challenges in implementing their ideas in desktop environ-
ments, and the current shifts to online and touchscreen devices add further chal-
lenges. While certainly opening up many opportunities for new approaches to the
use of technology in teaching mathematics (see Sinclair and Heyd-Metzuyanim
2014; Ladel and Kortenkamp 2014 for examples of innovative touchscreen appli-
cations for learning about number) the changes, including changes to desktop
operating systems, necessitate the expensive and time-consuming process of
rewriting code. It is hence important to identify what is most crucial to keep and
what is most crucial to develop further.

One of the themes to emerge from our results is that of flexibility: the importance
of providing a variety of features and tools, and enabling choices on the part of the
task designer. One important area of choice is the degree of open-endedness of a
task. Another is the possible variation in operative transparency; the ability to
provide tools that perform the mathematics for the student or to ask the student to
use more primitive tools to develop an understanding of the mathematics.

A rather different theme is that of constraint. Despite offering a large amount of
flexibility to task designers, each of the programs has a number of constraints. Some
constraints are due to the stage of development of the software: both DME and
Cabri are adding new features to broaden the range of curriculum that can be
effectively addressed. However, some constraints are choices on the part of the
designers of the programs; Fathom and Data Workshop choose to focus on par-
ticular curriculum areas. A major tension is created by the demand for new or
different features on the part of users. The designers (in particular Laborde and
Finzer) are aware of the way in which too many tools may complicate the interface
and make using the software more difficult. Another constraint is the extent to
which the student can be a task designer. All the designers see this as valuable, and
all enable open-ended tasks. However, both DME and Cabri normally ask students
to work in a task environment without access to all the tools available to the task
designer. Another constraint is the mathematical fidelity of the software. Only
Laborde and Flanders commented on this (Laborde valuing it very highly), but it
may well be a constraint taken for granted by the other designers.

Another theme is the importance of the design of the task environment. Some of
this is under the control of the task designer, in particular in Cabri and DME, but
much of it is due to the designers of the programs themselves. One aspect of this is
the way in which the environment reacts to user actions. Boon, Finzer and Laborde
each comment on this type of feedback and see it as highly important. Another
aspect is the intent to minimize the need for instrumental genesis, stressed by
Laborde and Finzer in particular. Unfortunately, there is a common perception that
instrumental genesis is inevitably complex (see Hegedus 2010) for a recent elab-
oration of instrumental genesis in which the complexity of the process is assumed)
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and that this complexity does not depend on the complexity of the artifact. These
designers are challenging this perception. Another important aspect of instrumental
genesis is the provision of features to familiarize learners with aspects of the pro-
grams such as documentation, sample documents, and videos. Both DME and Cabri
have specific features to enable task designers to develop their own means of
introducing new tools or other aspects of the program.

Another theme is the features required. Apart from Laborde, each of the
designers mentioned a number of features and affordances when discussing the
most important aspects of the environment. Such features included the specific tools
and actions available to the student, but also features for task design, such as the
way in which student work can be stored, in particular for DME.

6 Further Research

We have conducted preliminary interviews with the designers of four programs
which can be used for task design using technology in mathematics education. We
are now in a position to ask more specific questions in order to elaborate further.
One area for further elaboration would be the role of specific features in task design.
We would in particular like to consider the way in which feedback can be provided.

Sequences of activities were mentioned by Boon in connection with instrumental
genesis and by Laborde in connection with devolution of the task to the student.
The extent to which Data Workshop and Fathom allow for sequences of activities
was not explored, and in general the purposes of and means of creating sequences
of activities in the different programs could be elaborated further.

Another area for future research would be the influence of theory upon the
design of the programs. Although we did not ask about this specifically, both Finzer
and Laborde made reference to theoretical frameworks that influenced their design
(constructivism and the theory of didactic situations), but we did not seek to
elaborate on this.

In conclusion, although we found many differences in approach, each of the
designers we interviewed were deeply interested in creating programs that would
enhance the learning of mathematics in the best ways possible, both through fea-
tures for learners and also features for task designers.
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Designing Assessment Tasks in a Dynamic
Geometry Environment

Marta Venturini and Nathalie Sinclair

Abstract Despite the widespread use of Dynamic Geometry Environments
(DGEs) in mathematics classrooms, they feature very little in most teachers’
assessment practices. Indeed, many researchers have acknowledged the lack of
research on how DGEs can and should be used in the context of assessment, and on
how the learning that is developed through the use of DGEs in mathematics can be
evaluated. Digital technologies include a range of mathematical and technological
competencies that are not assessed in a paper-and-pencil environment. Moreover,
the feedback provided by DGEs involves a whole new dynamic of
action/interaction during assessment. This paper draws on previous work on task
design in DGEs to provide a framework for identifying and designing different
types of assessment tasks according to the specific goals of the teacher. These types
of tasks will be exemplified using tasks designed by the first author for the
iPad-based, multi-touch Sketchpad Explorer.

Keywords Dynamic geometry � Digital technologies � Formative assessment �
Feedback � Circle geometry � Task design

1 Task Design in a DGE

In recent years, there has been growing attention to the importance of task design in
mathematics education, as evidenced by the 22nd ICMI Study on Task Design in
Mathematics Education. Of particular interest to this chapter is the research on task
design in the context of digital technologies, especially in terms of how it might
relate to assessment. We are interested not only in how task design might be
affected by the use of DGEs, but also in what particular constraints and affordances
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might be involved in developing and using such tasks in assessment situations. We
therefore begin by summarising some of the research around task design as well as
DGE-based task design. We then adapt the constructs that emerge from the sum-
marised literature to the context of student assessment by showing some examples
of DGE-based assessment tasks designed for Sketchpad Explorer. The description
of these tasks is followed by an analysis of the mathematical and technological
competencies that they are designed to assess, and of the role that the DGE assumes
in the tasks. Finally, we examine the opportunities and limitations of DGE-based
assessment. Our primary goal is to explore the way that task design can be carried
out in order to enable the use digital technologies as part of teachers’ assessment
practices.

1.1 On Mathematical Tasks and Task Design

Joubert (2013) points out that “the literature distinguishes three main task types:
exercises (or routine problems), problems and investigations” (p. 69). She also
observes that these types of task can be distinguished by their goals, and also by the
context and the prior learning of the students. We are going to describe these types
of task, as well as their relevance to the particular context of DGEs:

• Repetitive exercises (or routine problems) include processes like giving results,
using well-known procedures and stating concepts. These practices have little in
common with most uses of DGEs. However, Thomas and Lin (2013) observe
that “other tasks that do have well known by-hand techniques can quickly
assume the character of procedural tasks when digital technology is used”, for
example constructing objects in a paper-and-pencil context could be considered
as an exercise, but in a DGE there is a change of technique, and students have
the possibility to test the validity of their construction (Laborde 2001).

• The ‘Problem’ category includes many kinds of tasks: exemplifying definitions,
creating counter-examples, solving single-stage and multi-stage problems,
deciding between two possibilities. A DGE is the ideal environment for rea-
soning and trying to solve problems, even with trial-and-error techniques,
because students can ‘make experiments’ with the tools, test their conjectures
and come up with counter-examples.

• Investigations include digital tasks help students reason in activities like
exploring, discovering, proving properties and finding invariance. Many stu-
dents struggle during this kind of activity in a paper-and-pencil context. In a
DGE, processes such as guessing, pattern-seeking, making connections, pre-
dicting, hypothesising and proving, are supported by the tools and the possi-
bilities of the software (visualisation, dragging, calculation, etc.) (Mariotti
2006). ‘Noticing’, intended as developing conjectures based on observations
and testing the conjectures, is seen as a key formulation activity in a DGE:
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An important implication of the computer’s ability to ‘do the mathematics’ is in the
opportunities which can be developed for the students to work inductively rather than
deductively as is more usual in mathematics classrooms” (Joubert 2013, p. 73).

Moreover, Joubert states that in an investigation task “students should move
between the pragmatic/empirical field and the mathematical/systematic field in
order to reach the goal of the task” (p. 75).

As with the word ‘task’, the word ‘design’ can involve a wide range of materials
(necessary instruments, task sequences, list of misconceptions that could emerge),
actions (ways of working, whole lesson sequences, teachers’ reactions to possible
students’ actions) and verbal interventions (things that the teacher might say,
answers to possible students’ comments or questions). Sometimes the design of the
task includes pedagogic advice for the teachers on effective choices. Therefore, task
design can look like a script for a drama with designers as scriptwriters, teacher and
students as actors, but while the teacher knows the lines, the students have
improvise (though teachers can usefully improvise as well, as Zazkis et al. 2013
have suggested).

If digital technologies are involved, the design of the task includes also tools,
colours, figures, movement, visualization and much more. Laborde (2001) states
that, “the context (and in particular a technological context) deeply affects the task
carried out by the student” (p. 292), while Thomas and Lin (2013) point out that:

One of the central issues in the use of technology is the design and implementation of tasks
that will encourage the learning and understanding of mathematics, and in particular
mathematical thinking (p. 109).

Sinclair (2003) investigated the benefits and limitations of using pre-constructed,
web-based, dynamic geometry sketches. She analysed the relationship between the
activities and the development of geometric thinking skills, and the connection
between the design of the materials, and the exploration process. She highlighted
particular characteristics that a task designed in a DGE should have depending on
the aim of the task, and provided some hints to design the sketches in order to
address the questions and the tools: “When a question aims to focus student
attention, the sketch must provide the visual stimulus. It must draw attention
through colour, motion, and markings” (p. 312).

Especially in an exploration task, if students should be concentrated on a par-
ticular aspect of the task, then the sketch should include some clues through
movements or buttons that let the students know where the core of the problem is.

When a statement prompts action, such as asking students to drag, observe or deduce, the
sketch must contain the necessary provisions. It must provide affordances so that the
student can take the required steps (p. 312).

If students need to follow some steps in order to carry out the task, the sketch
should provide the crucial information to guide them along the path. The task
should give students the hints to foster the mathematical reasoning through buttons,
tools and dynamic objects.
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Questions that invite exploration are open-ended. In order to explore uncharted territory, the
student requires a sketch that allows options. Thus, when a question invites exploration, the
sketch must provide alternate paths (p. 312).

The options for the students could be provided by a choice among different tools
or buttons, which offer different possibilities of action, in order to foster students’
exploration.

A question can surprise—which may lead to further exploration; however, the teacher is not
necessarily there to correct any misinterpretation. Thus, the sketch must support experi-
mentation to unmask the confusion. It must be flexible enough to help students examine
cases, yet constrained enough to prevent frustration (p. 312).

In an assessment situation, students are not monitored by the teachers, thus if the
sketch shows something unexpected, it should also include the information to figure
out the explanation for the ‘surprise’. Students need to feel comfortable enough to
explore the environment, but also intrigued by some unpredicted situations. The
sketch must contain the necessary information and tools to test any correct or
incorrect hypothesis that could emerge.

Questions that check understanding are important parts of any learning situation. In the
study tasks, the checking involved students looking together for the answer. Study results
showed that the sketch aided the process of peer-interactions by providing a shared image
for students to consider and discuss (p. 312).

Multi-touch technology (such as Sketchpad Explorer) allows students not only to
share the screen of the tablet, but also to use their fingers simultaneously on the
sketch. They can work together in an exploration activity, but also check their
understanding through the communication of their reasoning among peers on the
same screen (Ng and Sinclair 2015).

Sinclair (2003) underlines the importance of the decisions made about the design
of the tasks in a DGE, because they “have the potential to support or impede the
development of exploration strategies and geometric thinking skills” (p. 313). She
concludes by affirming that, “through the materials we may be able to improve the
context in which students learn the mathematics of dynamic geometry” (p. 313).

2 Different Types of Assessment Tasks

Laborde (2001) describes a case study on teachers designing tasks for a DGE, it
analyses every task considering the choices made by the teachers with respect to the
following aspects:

• the place of the task in the mathematics curriculum
• the role that teachers assigned to the DGE in the tasks
• the creation of new tasks linked to technology, which means what degree of

change has the task designed for the DGE compared to the paper-and-pencil
context.
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In her research, Laborde identified four different categories of tasks that were
used to drive the teachers’ tasks. As part of a larger research project, we have been
working on designing DGE-based tasks that could be used in assessment situations.
We have decided to follow Sinclair’s (2003) guidelines, but we also wanted to
better understand the affordances and constraints of the different types of tasks
described by Laborde (2001). Our particular context relates to basic theorems in
Circle Geometry (aimed at students of about 14 years old in the British Columbia
curriculum) using Sketchpad Explorer. Here we describe DGE-based assessment
tasks designed by the first author, one for each category of Laborde (2001).

2.1 Tasks in Which the DGE Facilitates the Material
Aspects of the Task

This category includes the tasks in which the DGE is used mainly as facilitating
material aspects of the task while not changing it conceptually. The difference lies
in the drawing facilities offered by the DGE. The solution strategies of both tasks
(DGE and paper-and-pencil) do not differ deeply. In these tasks the digital tech-
nology could help solve the problem, but it is not part of the solution of the task.

2.1.1 The Counter-Example

If you think this statement is true, make a drawing to represent it; if you think it’s
not, create a counterexample.
The centre of any circle is the intersection of the perpendicular bisectors of any two
chords in the circle.

This sketch is particularly subtle, because there is only one example that does not
satisfy the statement: when the two chords are parallel (Fig. 1). A deep under-
standing of the theorem is necessary in order to answer the question correctly.

Students know exactly what to do, because they have to choose one of the two
options: drawing a diagram as example, or a diagram as counter-example. The task,
following Sinclair’s (2003) indications, prompts students’ reflection and action
through the tools. The sketch contains the necessary tools to draw the diagram
students choose to draw, it helps students reflect through the geometrical objects
they can drag around the screen, trying different positions for the chords on the
circle.

This task belongs to the first category of Laborde (2001), because Sketchpad
facilitates the material aspects of the task in making the drawing. The task is not
changed conceptually compared with a paper-and-pencil environment. The solution
strategies of both tasks do not differ significantly: the only difference could be that
students can move the chords all around the circle, and they can accidentally find
the case in which the two chords are parallel.
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2.2 Tasks in Which the DGE Facilitates the Mathematical
Task

In these tasks the DGE is supposed to facilitate the mathematical task, which is
considered as unchanged. The role of DGE is to help students make conjectures
about the relations using the drag mode. It is not really used as a tool for solving a
task, it is used as a visual amplifier in the task of identifying properties, thus the
“visual power of technology is used, but mainly for seeing and conjecturing and not
for experimenting, in order better to understand the mathematical situation”
(p. 289).

2.2.1 The Dog

In this task, Sketchpad acts as a visual amplifier for students as they explore the
situation by dragging the dog around the screen (Fig. 2). Sketchpad allows students
to see where the dog can go within the constraints set by the rope and offers visual
cues into the problem’s solution that would be difficult to obtain through
paper-and-pencil alone. Students can drag the dog around the screen and notice the
limits of where it can go without the rope breaking.

Fig. 1 The counter-example
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To gain a better sense of the bounds imposed by the rope, students can press the
button ‘Tracing the rope’, so that the rope leaves behind a trace of all its locations as
they drag the dog (Fig. 3). Pressing the buttons ‘circle 1’, ‘circle 2’, and ‘circle 3’
students view three circles, whose location and size they can change simply by

Fig. 2 The dog

Fig. 3 Tracing the rope
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dragging them. They are supposed to position the circles so that they represent the
bounds imposed by the rope. Thinking about the radii of the circles and their
placement may help students determine the area where the dog can roam.

Following Sinclair’s (2003) suggestion, the sketch focuses students’ attention on
spatial reasoning trough the visual stimulus of the dog roaming around the house
and the colored trace left by the rope. The representation of the rope breaking when
the dog is going too far or inside the house is a clear image for students’ under-
standing. They see immediately where the problem is, but they still have some
difficulties in representing the area with the three circles, and in finding the exact
number of the area.

This task belongs to the second category of Laborde (2001), because the
mathematical task is considered unchanged, but the DGE facilitates it: Sketchpad is
used as a visual amplifier in the task of solving the problem.

2.3 Tasks Modified When Given in a DGE

Within this category, the DGE is supposed to modify the solving strategies of the
task due to the use of some of its tools and to the possibility that the task might be
rendered more difficult.

2.3.1 The Right Triangle

For this task, students are supposed to know that if a central angle and an inscribed
angle of a circle are subtended by the same chord and on the same side of the chord,
then the central angle is twice the inscribed angle (Fig. 4). In this sketch students do
not have the measurement tool for the angles, so they have to explain how to obtain
a right triangle inscribed in a circle depending on the position of the points. The

Fig. 4 The right triangle
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three vertices of the triangle are constructed on the circle: students can drag the
points only on the circle.

In this task, the aim is to focus student attention on the invariance of the measure
of the inscribed angle when the subscribed arc is the same, thus the sketch provides
the visual stimulus through the motion of the points along the circle. As suggested
in Sinclair (2003), the sketch contains the necessary provisions to prompt action,
since the task asks students to drag and observe.

This sketch belongs to the third category of Laborde (2001), because the task is
modified in Sketchpad, compared to a paper-and-pencil context: the solving strategy
is different, because students have to drag the points on the circle so that the triangle
ABC is right. In this example the mediating function of the drag mode is used as a
search mode to find the right triangle. Students need to know the property, and to
notice that in a right triangle inscribed in a circle the hypotenuse is the diameter, but
the task in Sketchpad actually requires more mathematical knowledge: students can
move the third point around the circle, thus they have to know that wherever they
decide to place it, the triangle will be right, and this is something that students
usually find difficult to put into action.

2.4 Tasks Only Existing in a DGE

In this category, the task itself takes its meaning or its “raison d’être” from the
DGE, in particular from the drag mode which preserves geometrical relations; it
necessitates reasoning and knowledge. Such tasks require identifying geometrical
properties as spatial invariants in the drag mode and possibly performing experi-
ments with the tools of the DGE on the diagram. The identification of underlying
properties is not easy and constitutes the question. These are tasks in which the
environment allows efficient strategies that are not possible in a paper-and-pencil
context, or tasks that are raised by the digital technology, which means tasks that
can be carried out only in a DGE. Typically, these tasks appear in two forms:

– ‘Black box’ situations: students have to explore a certain environment, and find
properties or relations in order to reconstruct a dynamic diagram; the invariance
properties here become remarkable rather than routine phenomena, because they
are tools for identifying the ‘hidden construction’.

– Prediction tasks: students have to predict the behaviour of a certain
system/construction. As Laborde (2001) states, the DGE “allows a confrontation
between what is predicted and what is observed” (p. 305).

2.4.1 The Ball

In this sketch, students are supposed to explore the situation pressing the button
‘Rotate the ball’, and observe what happens (Fig. 5). They have to find the right
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initial position for the stick, so that the ball hits the tree after one rotation of the
stick. It is quite reasonable to expect that students will try to rotate the ball until
they find the solution, but then they need to explain why that one is the correct
position. At this point, they will use the tools to try to explain the solution, and they
will find that the trajectory of the ball is the tangent to the circle whose centre is the
point ‘you’, and radius is the length of the stick (Fig. 6).

In this task, students are invited to explore the situation, thus following Sinclair
(2003), the sketch provides different tools and allows options. This question can
also surprise students, since some of them could expect the ball going along a
circular path after the stick has stopped. Students could try different configurations
for the path of the ball with the tools, and then test them. This sketch supports
experimentation, since the student can select different tools and try different actions
with them.

The task belongs to the fourth category of Laborde (2001), because it can exist
only in a DGE, and it takes its meaning from it. Students have to guess where the
ball is going when the stick stops, and they can check their answer with the button.
Then, they have to find the ‘hidden construction’ of the situation using the tools
provided. This task requires reasoning and knowledge: students need to know that a
tangent to a circle is perpendicular to the radius at the point of tangency. They have
to identify the geometrical properties as spatial invariants in the drag mode, because
as long as they drag the stick, the trajectory of the ball is always tangent to the
radius of the circle, and they can perform experiments with the provided tools on
the diagram. The identification of the underlying property that the trajectory of the
ball is the tangent is not easy and constitutes the question, because they have to
reconstruct the dynamic diagram of the simulation.

Fig. 5 The ball
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2.5 Evaluating the Tasks

In the tasks illustrated above, we described the ways in which they follow Sinclair’s
suggestion in the design of the sketch depending on the aim of the task. Is there
something that makes a task better than another one? A good task is composed by a
good question and a good design. We contend that the task on the Counter-Example
is a good question, because it asks students to think about a property of the circle
they are supposed to know, to see if they are able to find an exception, or if the
property is always correct. The sketch aims to make students reflect through the
tools, but since there are not pre-constructed diagrams, students would have to draw
the diagram that represents the property or the diagram that represents the exception
to the property. In this context the digital technology does not have an essential
role, because students could draw a diagram also with paper and pencil, without
using the tools of the DGE.

The task with the dog makes students reflect on an image of a dog roaming
around a house. In order to find the area of the surface where the dog can go without
breaking the rope, students need firstly to figure out where the dog is allowed to go,
and then to represent that surface with geometrical shapes with known area. Since
all the sketches are related to circle geometry, and this task in particular offers three
circles as tools to find the area, then it is easy for students to recognize that they

Fig. 6 The tangent
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need to use circles to represent the area. However, it is not immediately clear where
to place the three circles; also, finding the exact number of the area is not a simple
request, because students need to add and subtract portions of the circles. Here we
have a good questions and a good design, and the aim of the design is helping
students exploring the situation with a dynamic representation of the problem.

The task on the triangle asks students to think about a particular case of a general
property. The question is quite simple, but is formulated in a way that does not
imply the direct connection to the property of the central angles and the inscribed
angles subtended by the same arc. The DGE has a fundamental role, since the
questions prompt students to drag the points on the circle. The task could be seen
also as an exploration task for students who do not remember the property, they
could drag the vertex on the circle and find the invariance of the right inscribed
angle when the other two points are the end points of a diameter.

The ball task is definitely a good question and the DGE is the core of the
problem: the movement and the tools are the key elements of the sketch. There may
be some doubt as to whether it is an assessment question or not. It is an exploration
task where students are asked to investigate the situation and explain a certain
behaviour of the sketch using a property of the circle. This task evaluates the
‘noticing’, and the problem solving competence, since students need to observe and
to make conjectures. It also evaluates the technological competence of exploring
with the tools, and using them to draw the dynamic diagram that represents the
hidden construction of the situation.

2.6 Comparison and Discussion

Categorizing the tasks following Laborde’s scheme draws attention to the meanings
teachers might give to digital technologies, as well as to mathematics. If a teacher
wants to use digital technologies to help students in their usual work, they would
prefer to use tasks of the first and second category; if a teacher wants ‘solving tasks
in a DGE’ to be a fundamental part of the activity, and a competence to be
evaluated, then they would design tasks of the third and fourth category. If teachers
do not want to change the meaning of the tasks compared to a paper-and-pencil
context, then they would use tasks of the first and second category; if they would
like their students to develop different strategies for problem solving, they would
prefer tasks of the third category; if teachers value prediction and exploration tasks,
they would design tasks belonging to the fourth category.

Teachers may choose to evaluate only the mathematical competencies needed to
answer the task, or to evaluate also the technological competencies required to carry
out the task in a DGE. A teacher might thus choose tasks of the first category if
he/she wants students to be able to use the tools in a DGE to solve the task, but their
use is not part of the evaluation. Tasks of the second category would be chosen by
teachers who wish to use the DGE to help their students solve problems they
struggle with, problems that students do not understand, or that are difficult to be
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represented. Tasks belonging to the third category would be designed by teachers
who expect their students to be able to use the tools to show different solving
strategies. Finally, the fourth category would be preferred by teachers who want
their students to feel confident observing, solving problems and making conjectures
in a DGE.

Teachers could associate tasks to situations: they would use tasks of the first and
second category for formal assessment, and they would prefer tasks of the third and
fourth category for informal assessment, like classroom activities. Sometimes
digital technologies would be optional; other times they would be necessary to
complete the task. Sometimes the DGE can be a tool to help students, other times it
would be a fundamental part of the assessment. Laborde (2001) observes that
teachers did not frequently design tasks with prediction situations for conjecturing
and proving. The situation would probably be exacerbated in an assessment situ-
ation, where “knowledge” may be valued over “performance,” as Madison (2006)
suggests:

Mathematics faculty members are accustomed to formulating learning goals in terms of
mathematical knowledge rather than in terms of student performance in using mathematics.
This creates tension between testing what students know and testing for what students can
do. Since judging student performance is usually far more complex than testing for specific
content knowledge (p. 6).

In Table 1, we summarise the mathematical and technological competencies that
could be evaluated for each of the tasks described above.

We note that the same task could be an exploration for one person and an
exercise or application of a well-known property for another. The competencies that
a task aims to evaluate could be different for different classes or students; only
familiarity with students and their ‘history of learning’ can allow a teacher to design
a task that evaluates the competencies that he/she wants to test.

3 Task Design in a DGE for Student Assessment

Designing tasks for assessment, especially in a DGE, depends on the kind of
assessment being used, as well as on the ideas and practices being assessed.

Teachers usually use the term formative assessment to indicate the comments
and prompts they provide to the students during an activity in class, for example
when they are solving a task. Students use these suggestions to improve their work
and modifying their knowledge. In this chapter, formative assessment is used as in
the definition of Taras (2010):

Summative Assessmentþ Feedback ¼ Formative Assessment:
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In this ‘equation’, summative assessment is the evaluation of student under-
standing, knowledge and competence; it becomes formative assessment when
teachers give comments (feedback) on student performance in relation to their
learning goals. This feedback should be used to “update, change and improve the
work” (Taras 2010, p. 3) both of the teacher and of the students.

Table 1 Mathematical and technological competencies

Tasks Mathematical competencies Technological competencies

The
counter-example

Correct use of examples in proving
or refuting conjectures;
generalizing theorems and finding
exceptions; applying mathematical
reasoning; constructing
mathematical representations

Making a draw with the tools;
appropriate use of the instruments;
selecting and using technological
tools to construct a diagram

The dog Exploring; problem solving;
applying mathematical reasoning;
pattern-seeking; ability of
converting a diagram in algebraic
operations; connecting
mathematical ideas to everyday
experiences

Exploring the situation with the
tools; appropriate use of the
instruments; ability to use
effectively digital technologies in
mathematics to solve unfamiliar
problems and make rational
conjectures; developing
visualization skills to assist in
processing information

The right
triangle

Reading a diagram; explaining the
mathematical reasoning with own
words; using a property in a
particular example; stating
concepts; generalizing; proving;
‘noticing’

Dragging objects to find
invariance; dragging to test the
‘stability’ of a property as along
they are working on a diagram;
developing visualization skills to
assist in processing information

The ball Understanding what is going on
(interpreting the situation);
exploring; predicting; finding
invariance and properties; problem
solving; making assumptions;
using a property in a particular
context; developing and apply new
mathematical knowledge through
problem solving; explaining the
mathematical reasoning with own
words; generalizing; proving;
guessing; pattern-seeking; making
connections; ‘noticing’; connecting
mathematical ideas to everyday
experiences, and to other
disciplines

Exploring the situation; ‘make
experiments’ with the tools;
trial-and-error techniques;
selecting and using appropriately
technological tools; interpreting
the ‘behaviour’ of a construction to
make inferences and deductions
about it; using the tools to test the
validity of conjectures; ability to
use effectively digital technologies
in mathematics to solve unfamiliar
problems and make rational
conjectures; developing
visualization skills to assist in
processing information
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3.1 Assessment with Digital Technologies

Educators and teachers affirm that digital technologies could help students in some
mathematics learning goals that are difficult to reach, such as problem solving,
reasoning, making deductions and conjectures, and conceptual understanding. If a
teacher’s goal is to support students to learn to use digital technologies for pur-
poseful mathematical activity, then they should find a way to assess this compe-
tence; otherwise students will not see how to effectively use them in mathematics as
a learning goal:

If a teacher encourages students to make extensive use of tools in a course but does not
allow their use on the end-of-course test, are students being given the opportunity to show
what they learned with the use of such tools? (Sangwin et al. 2010, p. 229).

Drijvers et al. (2010) explain that one of the themes that served to frame the 17th
ICMI Study, Mathematics Education and Technology—Rethinking the Terrain was
on assessing mathematics with and through digital technologies, and on balancing
use of mental, paper-and-pencil, and digital tools in both assessment and teaching
activities. This question was formulated as follows:

How can the assessment of students’ mathematical learning be designed to take into
account the integration of digital technologies and the ways that digital technologies might
have been used in the learning of mathematics? (p. 82).

However, these authors observe that much of the question remains open:

An explicit discussion of how to take into account those different uses for assessment
purposes, or how to develop assessment methods that evaluate the learning that is devel-
oped through the use of digital technologies, is not included, and remains an area that
requires still much research (p. 85).

If students are accustomed to using digital technologies in the learning of
mathematics, then they will be comfortable in being assessed in the same way. On
the other hand, “it is difficult to integrate a given tool into assessment before having
integrated it into the corresponding teaching” (Trouche 2005, p. 31).

3.2 Designing Assessment Tasks

In an assessment situation, a task is an activity for the students, which is proposed
by the teacher in order to verify the learning and the understanding of some specific
mathematical concept(s) or practice(s). Both in classroom activity, and in test sit-
uations, the goal for the student is to answer questions in order to complete the task.
For the teacher these two goals are significantly different: in the first situation, the
aim of the task is to foster the understanding of a new mathematical concept, and
promote learning, while in the second one the goal is to evaluate student knowledge
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and competence. Therefore, it seems reasonable to infer that the design of such
tasks will be different.

In the proceedings of the 22nd ICMI Study, several articles dealt with designing
tasks to support student learning, such as Job and Schneider (2013), who note that:
“teachers, researchers and the mathematical community in general have an interest
in designing tasks to help students acquire mathematical knowledge” (p. 203), and
Thomas and Lin (2013), who point specifically to this in the concept of digital
environments: “many educators promote digital technology as having a role to play
in helping students to develop mathematical thinking” (p. 109).

In most of the tasks teachers are a fundamental part of the activity: teachers
usually introduce the task, explain the situation and give prompts while students are
going along the activity. However, in an assessment situation, teachers usually play
a very different role. This will affect task design because it changes the participation
of the teacher. The task should be ‘self-consistent’ in that students should be able to
solve the task by themselves, without the teacher’s intervention. In a formative
assessment situation, the design of the tasks often excludes interactions among the
teacher and the students (this is not always the case, as in the Ontario provincial
exam initiative of 2002, where assessment occurred over a three day period and
where teachers had specific roles in introducing and guiding the students’ work). In
this situation, the teacher acts as the designer, the students as the actors, and there is
no script. Students have to show what they learned and understood by themselves.

In such a context, therefore, some of the characteristics of an assessment task
should look as follows (adapted from Savard et al. 2013):

• The goal of the task should be explicitly communicated in the instructions of the
task.

• The text of the task should be very short, clear, and it should contain simple
words and expressions that the students are familiar with.

• All the instructions and the necessary information should be provided in the
text.

• The task should provide all the instruments and the tools that the teacher wants
to incorporate.

• If it is an exploration task, it should include an intriguing element, which would
foster students’ investigation.

3.3 Technology Feedback in the Assessment

Laborde et al. (2006) observe that feedback through technology offers a great deal
of opportunity for new ways of understanding mathematics, because feedback from
student interactions with digital tools could have a strong impact on their mathe-
matical understandings and practices. It can be used so that tasks take advantage of
the computer’s potential to provoke situations of validation as well as action and
formulation (Joubert 2013, p. 75). Moreover, Olive et al. (2010) affirm that,
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“feedback provided by computational tools can shift the focus of the student from
micro-procedures (that the tool performs) towards macro-procedures that involve
higher-level cognitive processes” (p. 167).

However, students sometimes interpret feedback from the computer in unex-
pected ways. During the mathematics lesson the teacher can intervene to ‘put the
students back on the path’, but in a formative assessment situation the teacher
wouldn’t be there, students should figure out their way by themselves. In a class-
room activity, when students’ reasoning is not correct, technology feedback gives
evidence that the solution is inadequate showing a sort of inconsistency, or pro-
viding a new situation, students can also refine their thinking iteratively as they
design, rather than at the end of the design process (Laborde et al. 2006). Moreover,
“research on the role of feedback provided by technological tools suggests that
learning is most likely to occur when the feedback is unexpected” (Olive et al.
2010, p. 167).

During formative assessment, technology feedback is limited, just as is the
teachers’ role, in order to avoid the possibility that students try to guess the answer
or to solve the problem without thinking. If the teacher’s goal is to assess the
students’ investigation competence, the digital technologies can take on the role of
the teacher (Sinclair and Jackiw 2010), because they are not supposed to intervene:
the feedback of technology should be sufficient in giving students what they need to
find the solution, and it should foster exploration.

Trouche (2005) observes that sometimes “the objective of assessment seems to
be to bypass the calculator’s existence” (p. 31). It is important that teachers
establish the aim of the assessment, and the specific competencies they want to test,
taking into account the use of the digital tools: they should have a clear idea of the
mathematics the computer will do and the mathematics the students will do in order
to avoid digital tools taking the role of the students.

3.4 The Role of Digital Technologies in Assessment

In her paper entitled “Using computers in classroom mathematical tasks: revisiting
theory to develop recommendations for the design of tasks” (p. 69), Joubert
highlights the importance of paying attention to the intended mathematical learning
of students as they work through the task, adapting their strategies as they negotiate
epistemological obstacles.

In the same way, in formative assessment, teachers need to know what mathe-
matical and technological competencies they want to evaluate while they are using
a DGE to assess their students’ understanding, because, as Joubert points out:

The fact that software can perform some of the mathematical processes can be confusing; if
the computer does the mathematics, what learning is there for the students to do? (p. 71).
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The fact that digital tools carry out some mathematics procedures should not be a
disadvantage: teachers can assess particular mathematical concepts knowing that
the computer does some of the mathematics while students do some other mathe-
matics, which could be more meaningful than calculating a product, drawing a
graph, or computing an area. Moreover, teachers have the opportunity to design
tasks that enable certain mathematical thinking that is not accessible with
paper-and-pencil tasks, as Olive et al. (2010) observe:

Several researchers have focused on the importance of task design (e.g. Sinclair 2003;
Laborde 2001) in technological environments. They argue for designing tasks that are
transformed by the technology, leading to new mathematical practices (e.g. modeling
real-life phenomena, making deductions based on observations), rather than tasks that could
be just as easily completed without the technology (p. 167).

This ‘new’ kind of tasks could really “engage students in a mathematical practice
that is empowering, meaningful, and coherent” (Caron and Steinke 2005, p. 4).
Keeping in mind that designers should pay attention to avoid making the task too
easy through the technology feedback:

Changes that make it easier for the student to complete the task may have the effect of
undermining the designers’ intentions, and reinforcing students’ attention of completion
(of the task) as the priority (Ainley and Margolinas 2013, p. 151).

Some tasks lose their meaning if digital tools are used, because technology could
prevent some elementary learning processes, or could reduce mathematics to an
experimental practice. There is also the risk that a task in a DGE might suffer from
constraints of the technology, which may limit the students’ exploration space, such
as requirements for input formats and styles, and pre-designed tools that may
incorporate too much guidance. Careful consideration is required in order to design
tasks for the purposes of assessment, in order to give students the opportunity to
express their knowledge and to show their competencies.

Based on the research carried out with DGEs, these are some mathematical and
technological competencies that can support the use of a DGE in formative
assessment:

1. Communicating in order to express their understanding. Through the ‘actions’
that students do in a DGE teachers can see their reasoning and recognize pos-
sible misconceptions:

Even without sophisticated constructions, a student’s simple action of manipulating a
dynamic figure can already be a meaningful mode to demonstrate their understanding of
geometric concepts (Sangwin et al. 2010, p. 235).

Through the different possibilities of answer recording that digital technologies
offer, students can explain their mathematical understanding using tools like
screenshot, script and recording voice or video while they are working in a DGE.
These instruments allow teachers to see broader aspects of student thinking: “by
studying a student’s script, a teacher can infer ways that the student is thinking
about the object or procedure” (Wilson 2008, p. 417).
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2. Connecting mathematical ideas to other concepts in mathematics, to everyday
experiences, and to other disciplines. Through the measure and the simulation
tools of a DGE, students can study and model real life phenomena, since the
ease with which students can represent, explore and manipulate data with these
tools allows them to use technology to solve interesting problems (Olive et al.
2010, p. 168).

3. Generalizing properties or theorems. In a DGE the process of generalizing is
fostered by the drag mode, because students can test the ‘stability’ of a property
as along they are working on a diagram. Anthony (2013) gives examples of ‘soft
constructions’, which are constructions in a DGE where the action of dragging is
not intended to verify some properties, but part of the construction itself:

Through dragging, the general can emerge from the specific by searching empirically for
the locus of figures fulfilling the given conditions. Soft constructions offer a transition from
an empirical approach to a theoretical approach in solving a geometry problem (p. 91).

4. Exploring, finding invariance and properties. In a DGE students can explore a
domain in order to find invariance and relationships among objects, or the laws
that drive a certain construction. Students need to know how to interpret an
answer or a non-answer from a machine in order to make inferences and
deductions, for example how a certain construction behaves as long as students
are using the drag mode. Anthony (2013) affirms that “a task in soft construction
could foster operative apprehension” (p. 95), interpreting Duval’s ‘operative
apprehension’ as the following:

Operative apprehension of a mathematical concept or problem in DGE is the insights into
the concept or the solution of the problem revealed by operating on a pre-designed figure in
the environment through dragging (Anthony 2013, p. 91).

5. Developing and apply new mathematical knowledge through problem solving.
In a DGE students can put forward conjectures and predictions, and test their
validity or functionality. If a teacher wants to assess students’ ability to use
effectively digital technologies in mathematics to solve unfamiliar problems and
make rational conjectures, then students can also continue learning (new
mathematical concepts) while they are taking a test through technology
feedback.

6. Developing mathematical reasoning. Mathematical reasoning doesn’t consist in
doing calculations and improving practical skills, in a DGE students can focus
on concepts, and consequences, leaving the symbolic and numerical computa-
tion to the tool: “expressive tools (such as DGEs) assist students in the move
from action and visualization to conjectures and reasoning” (Olive et al. 2010,
p. 167).

7. Selecting and using technological tools for solving problems. Students need to
choose the right tools in a DGE and use them in an appropriate way to carry out
the task.
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8. Developing visualization skills to assist in processing information, making
connections, and solving problems. Through the visualization affordance of a
DGE, students can observe objects, graphs, and phenomena, and make deduc-
tions or inferences about them; moreover, students have the possibility to
visualize abstract mathematical concepts in a DGE:

Students can model, experiment, and test their emerging mathematical understandings
using dynamic visualization software in many mathematical domains (Olive et al. 2010,
p. 166).

4 Concluding Remarks

Having assessment tasks that evaluate different kinds of competencies, and that
include digital tools as a main and essential component of the problem-solving
process, helps students understand the value of using digital technologies in
mathematics. The goals of assessment would need to change in order for the use of
digital technologies in formative assessment to be warranted. In order for tech-
nology to be a valid part of formal assessment, a teacher would want to assess not
only what students know, but what students can do with the technology, like make
and test conjectures. A teacher would also need to value technological competen-
cies, because students would require these in order to carry out explorations. And, a
teacher would want to identify or create exploratory problems, such as ‘black box’
and prediction tasks. Such problems would be warranted if assessment is seen as an
opportunity for learning, so that students continue to learn during the assessment
through the activity feedback of the technology.

While many teachers value technology competencies and mathematical pro-
cesses—as evidenced in Venturini (2015)—the challenge of designing tasks for
student assessment remains an important barrier. Designing and implementing tasks
requires time, mathematical knowledge as well as technical knowledge of the
software. Moreover, the development of technology is very fast, and it is difficult to
keep up with the newest enhancements of digital tools in mathematics education.
One of the goals of this chapter has been to provide exemplars of the kinds of tasks
that might be useful in an assessment situation, and thus move the research field
forward so that researchers and teachers might find more fruitful ways of designing
and sharing suitable, technology-based tasks.
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Designing Non-constructability Tasks
in a Dynamic Geometry Environment

Anna Baccaglini-Frank, Samuele Antonini, Allen Leung
and Maria Alessandra Mariotti

Abstract This chapter highlights specific design features of tasks proposed in a
Dynamic Geometry Environment (DGE) that can foster the production of indirect
argumentations and proof by contradiction. We introduce the notion of open con-
struction problem and describe the design of two types of problems, analysing their
potential a priori, with the goal of elaborating on the potentials of designing problems in
a DGE with respect to fostering processes of indirect argumentation. Specifically, we
aim at showing how particular open construction problems, that we refer to as non-
constructability problems, are expected to make indirect argumentations emerge.

Keywords Dynamic geometry environment � Indirect argumentation �
Non-constructability problems � Proof by contradiction

1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the potential offered by specific tasks designed in a Dynamic
Geometry Environment (DGE) of leading to the production of indirect argumen-
tations and eventually to proof by contradiction. We will attempt to highlight the
specific design features that characterize these tasks. We start by introducing two
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main aspects, emerging from previous studies: open problems, and open con-
struction problems in particular, and explorations in a DGE. Then we characterize
the design of two types of open construction problems and analyse their potential a
priori. The main objective of this chapter is to elaborate on the potentials of
designing problems of non-constructability in a DGE with respect to fostering
processes of indirect argumentation. Such problems, indeed, withhold potential for
fostering the emergence of argumentations referring to logical dependency between
constructed properties and derived properties. Specifically, we aim at showing how
non-constructability problems are expected to make indirect argumentations
emerge. Our discussion is consistent with classical results coming from previous
studies where the dragging strategies were described (Healy 2000; Hölzl 2001;
Leung and Lopez-Real 2002; Arzarello et al. 2002), but aims at elaborating on them
to support the didactic hypothesis that designing and solving non-constructability
DGE tasks may offer a rich context for introducing proof by contradiction.

2 Indirect Argumentation

Studies in mathematics education have revealed students’ specific difficulties with
proof by contradiction (Thompson 1996; Antonini and Mariotti, 2008, 2006;
Antonini 2004), at every school level. However, on the other hand, some studies
underline that students spontaneously produce argumentations with a structure that
is very similar to that of a proof by contradiction:

The indirect proof is a very common activity (‘Peter is at home since otherwise the door
would not be locked’). A child who is left to himself with a problem, starts to reason
spontaneously ‘… if it were not so, it would happen that…’ (Freudenthal 1973, p. 629).

With the term “indirect argumentation” we intend, in line with Freudenthal, argu-
mentations that are developed starting from the negation of what is to be supported.
That is, for example,1 of the type “…if it were not so, it would happen that…”. The
transition from indirect argumentation to a (direct or indirect) proof is beyond the
scope of the analyses included.

Freudenthal concludes that “before the indirect proof is exhibited, it should have
been experienced by the pupil” (Freudenthal 1973, p. 629) and, along the same
lines, Thompson writes:

If such indirect proofs are encouraged and handled informally, then when students study the
topic more formally, teachers will be in a position to develop links between this informal
language and the more formal indirect-proof structure (Thompson 1996, p. 480).

1For a more articulated and refined analysis of argumentation supporting mathematical impossi-
bility see Antonini (2010).
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Assuming this last hypothesis proposed by Thompson, in this chapter we pro-
pose and analyse tasks that have the aim of fostering the production of indirect
argumentations in Euclidean Geometry.

3 Open Construction Problems

The term ‘open problem’ is common in the mathematics education literature (Arsac
1999) to express a task that poses a question without revealing or suggesting the
expected answer. When assigned an open problem, students are faced with a sit-
uation in which there are no precise instructions, but rather they are left free to
explore the situation and make their own conclusions. Frequently reaching a
solution involves processes of generation of conditionality after a mental and/or
physical exploration of the problematic situation (Mariotti et al. 1997). In the
literature, open problems have frequently been characterized by the presence of an
explicit request to produce a conjecture (e.g., Boero et al. 1996; Olivero 2000;
Arzarello et al. 2002; Boero et al. 2007). In these cases we will use the terminology
conjecturing open problem (as in Baccaglini-Frank 2010, p. 84).

In Geometry, a conjecturing open problem can take the following form, as
described in Mogetta et al. (1999):

The statement is short, and does not suggest any particular solution method or the solution
itself. It usually consists of a simple description of a configuration and a generic request for
a statement about relationships between elements of the configuration or properties of the
configuration (ibid, pp. 91–92).

Typically, when solving an open problem, the student must first advance one (or
more) conjecture(s), as a culmination of what is referred to as the exploration phase
or conjecturing phase (Baccaglini-Frank and Mariotti 2010), and then s/he is
expected to engage in a proving phase that results in a proof supporting the vali-
dation of the conjecture (whether it turns out to be true or false). We will consider
tasks that make use of conjecturing open problems that inquire about the con-
structability of a certain figure. Therefore we need to preliminarily discuss con-
struction problems.

3.1 Construction Problems

Construction problems constitute the core of classic Euclidean Geometry. The use
of specific artifacts, i.e. ruler and compass, can be considered at the origin of the set
of axioms defining the theoretical system of Euclid’s Elements.

As stated by Heath (1956, in Arzarello et al. 2012),
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Euclidean Geometry is often referred to as ‘straight-edge and compass geometry’, because
of the centrality of construction problems in Euclid’s work. Since antiquity geometrical
constructions have had a fundamental theoretical importance in the Greek tradition (ibid,
p. 98).

Accordingly, any geometrical construction corresponds to a theorem, which means
that there is a proof that validates the construction procedure that solves the cor-
responding construction problem. As a matter of fact, the relationship between
construction and theorems is very complex, and such complexity is witnessed by
the discussions by the classical commentators of Euclid’s Elements (Heath 1956,
p. 124 et seq.). Proclus distinguished between problems and theorems, “the former
embracing the generation, division, subtraction or addition of figures, and generally
the changes which are brought about in them, the latter exhibiting the essential
attributes of each.” (Proclus, quoted by Heath, ibid, p. 125). While the ‘theoretical’
character of geometric constructions made them similar to theorems, the specificity
of construction problems, as open problems, seemed to reclaim the need to maintain
the distinction between the two types of statements. The distinction was to be
further underlined by the expressions that Euclid put at the end respectively of a
theorem and of a problem: in the case of a Theorem he wrote “that which was
required to prove” and in the case of a construction he wrote “that which was
required to do” (ibid, p. 126). However, the substantial unity of the Euclidean
statements led some authors to use a unique term for both types of statements. In
some of the later editions of the Elements we can find the term “Proposition”
referring to any statement of the theory, followed or not by the specification of the
theorem or by a problem (see for instance, Cametti 1755; Legendre 1802).

Thus in classic Euclidean Geometry the theoretical nature of a geometrical
construction is clearly stated, in spite of the apparent practical objective, i.e. the
accomplishment of a drawing following a certain construction procedure. We note
that the “non-constructability” of a figure may become manifest in fundamentally
two different ways: a figure may be non-constructible with certain (predefined)
theoretical tools, mostly straightedge and compass; or non-constructability may
derive from the non-existence of the figure of which one requires the construction,
that is, from the contradiction that follows once its existence is assumed.
Historically, there are many examples of the first case such as the trisection of an
angle, doubling a cube or squaring the circle. The problems of constructability with
straightedge and compass were solved definitively in the XIX Century with tools
developed in analytic geometry and through algebraic extensions. The second case
of non-constructability does not depend on the tools used to accomplish the con-
struction because it is a consequence of the theoretical non-existence of the object.
The latter is the context we will be working in throughout this chapter.
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3.2 Conjecturing Open Problems of Constructability
and Non-constructability

In this chapter we will be working with construction problems that involve the
formulation of a conjecture, so they are conjecturing open construction problems.
From the point of view of design, the main aspect we are interested in discussing
here, it is useful to distinguish two subtypes within these problems based on
whether the construction is or is not actually possible in Euclidean Geometry. If the
construction is possible we will speak of constructability problems, while if the
construction is not possible, of non-constructability problems. Clearly the solver
initially does not know whether the construction problem s/he is addressing is a
constructability or non-constructability problem, while the designer does.

We will be working, in particular, with non-constructability problems of two
types: one in which the solver is asked whether a figure with described properties is
constructible or not, and in either case s/he is required to provide an argumentation;
second one in which steps of the construction of a figure are given and the solver is
asked what kinds of figures of a specific type (e.g., of quadrilaterals) can/cannot the
figure become, providing conjectures and argumentations in each case. In either
case, the solver will probably attempt to construct the suggested or hypothesized
figure. The solution can be provided either producing the construction procedure
and its validation according the theory available (in this case Euclidean Geometry),
or proving the fact that no construction procedure can be exhibited. This latter case,
because of its very nature, may lead to an indirect argumentation, sowing seeds that
may lead to a proof by contradiction. As a matter of fact a non-constructability
statement expresses the fact that it is impossible to display a valid procedure for
constructing a certain figure.

4 The DGE Dragging Phenomenon

Literature over the last 20 years has been filled with examples of how a DGE can be
used for the exploration of open problems, and, more in general, in exploratory
learning (e.g., Yerushalmy et al. 1993; Di Sessa et al. 1995). In particular, research
has shown that a DGE impacts students’ approach to investigating open problems
in Euclidean Geometry, contributing particularly to students’ reasoning during the
conjecturing phase of open problem activities (e.g., Leher and Chazan 1998;
Mariotti 2000; Arzarello et al. 2002; Leung 2008; Leung et al. 2013). The dynamic
nature of the exploration in open problems is particularly evident in a DGE.
Any DGE figure that has been constructed using specific primitives can be acted
upon through dragging hence determining the phenomenon of moving figures.
A Dragging Exploration Principle was proposed (Leung et al. 2013) to epitomize
the DGE dragging phenomenon:
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During dragging, a figure maintains all the properties according to which it was constructed
and all the consequences that the construction properties entail within the axiomatic world
of Euclidean geometry (ibid, p. 458).

The perception of a moving figure in a DGE is the phenomenon on the screen
that something about the figure changes while something is preserved under
dragging. What is preserved under dragging (the invariant) becomes the identity of
the object/figure in contrast with what changes that determines its variation and
consequently its movement. “Dynamic geometry exteriorizes the duality
invariant/variable in a tangible way by means of motion in the space of the plane.”
(Laborde 2005, p. 22). The invariants correspond to the properties that are pre-
served and allow the user to recognize the sequence of images as the same figure in
movement. Perceiving and interpreting the interplay between variation and
invariants under dragging is the core of the process of discernment in DGE whereby
we recognize quite different objects as belonging to the same category (Leung
2008; Leung et al. 2013; Mariotti 2014).

In a DGE, it is possible to distinguish between two kinds of invariants appearing
simultaneously as a dynamic-figure is acted upon and therefore “moves”. First there
are the invariants determined by the geometrical relations defined by the commands
used to construct the figure which are called direct invariants. Second there are the
invariants that are derived (indirect invariants) as a consequence within the theory
of Euclidean Geometry (Laborde and Sträßer 1990). The relationship of depen-
dency between these two types of invariants constitutes a crucial point in the
process of exploration in a DGE, and the experience of dragging constructed figures
allows the user to interpret what appears on the screen in terms of logical conse-
quence between geometrical properties; in particular, derived invariants will be
interpreted in terms of consequences of the direct invariants. Familiarity with
explorations in a DGE will mean for a user to have high confidence of this kind of
interpretation of images and transformations of images on the screen.

Solving constructability and non-constructability problems in a DGE presents
specific visual features. Drawings realized with a straightedge and compass and
theorems validating a construction statement have specific counterparts in a DGE.
This can be described in terms of visual theorems (Davis, 1993).

Briefly, a visual theorem is the graphical or visual output from a computer program—
usually one of a family of such outputs—which the eye organizes into a coherent, iden-
tifiable whole and which is able to inspire mathematical questions of a traditional nature or
which contributes in some way to our understanding or enrichment of some mathematical
or real world situation (ibid, p. 333).

It [visual theorem] is the passage from the mathematical iteration to the perceived figure
grasped and intuited in all its stateable and unstateable visual complexities (ibid, p. 339).

Therefore a dynamic visual moving figure in a DGE stands for an interesting
epistemic aspect of experimental mathematics where both a visual and theoretical
dimensions are present. This duality has been discussed, for example, by Leung and
Lopez-Real (2002):
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During any dragging episode, the boundary between exploring new geometrical situations
and justifying a theorem is a blurred one …. The holistic nature of the dynamic visual
representation in DGE allows variation in meaning when a DGE entity is observed (via
dragging) from different points of view. Hence the dragging modality can be interpreted as
a kind of “random access” to different cognitive modes (making conjecture, formulating
proof) in the mind of the person who is interacting with DGE. This duality in interpretation
in DGE … facilitates the acquisition of deeper insight into the task at hand that could lead
to further generalization (ibid, p. 159).

Thus the user is let free to explore the possibility of realizing the requested prop-
erties. Different possible situations may occur leading to different possible explo-
ration processes or strategies. As discussed by Sinclair and Robutti (2013), dynamic
figures can be interpreted in two fundamentally different ways: one according to
which the dynamic figure constitutes a “whole” whose behaviour is analysed all
together; and a second way according to which the figure constitutes a (very large
and discrete) set of static “examples”. The authors remarked on how

It is still unclear whether learners somehow naturally see the draggable diagrams as a series of
examples or as one continuously changing object, and whether this depends on their previous
exposure to the static geometric discourse of the typical classroom […] (ibid, p. 574).

The second modality described may be more present in explorations of
non-constructability problems. Now let us consider a conjecturing open construction
problem in a DGE that consists in asking to realize an image with a required set of
properties. First let us look at the case in which a (robust2) construction is possible.
The order of construction of the required properties may be important, in that it may
not be possible to invert the order of robust construction of the properties and still
reach the desired figure. For example, constructing a parallelogram with a right angle
is not possible starting from a robust parallelogram. Instead, the solver needs to first
construct a right angle and from there proceed to define the three other vertices and
two sides of the parallelogram. So the possibility of realizing a figure with specific
properties may be subordinated to selecting a certain order of construction of the
properties. If the user starts with a robust parallelogram and then tries to impose a right
angle in one of its vertices, all s/he can obtain is the right angle as a soft property.

In the case of impossibility of the construction, no matter in what order the
solver chooses to construct the properties, s/he will not be able to generate a figure
with the desired properties. However, the choice of which property to start con-
structing robustly may heavily influence the exploration. This issue is touched upon
in the paper by Baccaglini-Frank et al. (2013) and will be further elaborated on in
the present chapter, as it is key in capturing aspects of the didactical potential of the
types of activities proposed in explorative learning contexts. Let us analyse
examples of two paradigmatic types of tasks for non-constructability problems. We
will give an a priori analysis of possible solution processes showing how indirect
argumentations might emerge.

2The terminology “robust” and “soft” comes from Healy (2000) and refers to the fact that certain
properties are or are not invariant under dragging.
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5 Two Types of Non-constructability Task

5.1 Type One

The first type of non-constructability task can be given in the following form:

Is it possible to construct a figure of type X with properties Y1, Y2, … Yn? If so
construct it robustly. If not explain why not.

Here “figure of type X” indicates a class of figures such as triangles, quadri-
laterals, etc., and Yi are properties of figures in Euclidean Geometry.

5.1.1 Example Task 1a

The task is formulated as follows: “Is it possible to construct a triangle with two
perpendicular angle bisectors? If so, provide steps for a construction. If not, explain
why not.” The answer to the question posed by the problem is “No. A triangle with
two perpendicular angle bisectors cannot be constructed”.

Figure 1 depicts a robust construction of the triangle with soft angle bisectors.
A proof by contradiction might go along the following lines (refer to Fig. 1).

On the one hand, let \CDA be right and CD be the bisector of \BCA and AD
the bisector of \CAB. Then, passing to the angle measures,
1
2m\BCA + 1

2m\BAC = 90�, so m\BCA + m\BAC = 180�. On the other hand,
m\BCA + m\BAC \180� because ∠BCA and ∠BAC are two angles of a tri-
angle. Therefore, we have a contradiction, that is the conjunction between a
proposition and its negation.

In a DGE the solver can choose to construct and reason in one of two funda-
mentally different ways as follows.

Fig. 1 Possible attempt at
constructing a suitable
triangle
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(1) Construct the angle bisectors meeting at a right angle first, then construct the
angles of which these are the bisectors and drag to try to “close” the triangle
(see Fig. 2).

The solver drags the base points, but his/her attempt at constructing the triangle
fails. At this point s/he may ask him/herself why s/he cannot close the triangle. S/he
could discover that two sides of the triangle are parallel and so it is possible to
construct other figures (like parallelograms, rhombuses …) but it is not possible to
obtain a triangle. S/he could also continue to look for a particular configuration that
satisfies the requirements and produce degenerate figures making the sides overlap
in a single segment. The problem could move to accepting or not the obtained
figure as in Fig. 2 as a triangle. If the solver accepts it as a triangle, what was
requested has been constructed; otherwise s/he may conclude that the only way to
obtain the requested figure is to make it degenerate, therefore excluding all together
the possibility of constructing a triangle. In this second case, the argumentation
supporting the conclusion may take an indirect form.

(2) Construct the triangle first, then the angle bisectors, and drag to force the angle
at their intersection to become right (objective-property) (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Possible construction
with robust angle bisectors
intersecting at a robust right
angle. One could drag to see if
it is possible to make the lines
AC′ and CA′ intersect to close
the triangle

Fig. 3 Possible construction
with a robust triangle and
angle bisectors, but soft
perpendicularity. One could
drag to force the angle at the
intersection to become right
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The exploration leads to observing that it seems possible to make the angle a
right angle, without however obtaining a single soft instantiation of this property.
To check whether the angle is right, the solver may construct an additional element,
for example the perpendicular line to the bisector CF through D or s/he might
activate the measure of the angle. The fact that the angle can get closer and closer to
a right angle can lead the student to thinking that a construction is in fact possible.
This can lead him/her to trying to understand what the triangle should be like, and
therefore it can lead to assuming that the figure is already properly constructed and
searching for hypothetical additional properties to add to it (a typical process of
analysis in Euclidean Geometry) in order to obtain a robust version of the desired
figure. Starting from the assumption of having constructed the figure could lead to
an argumentation like “if the triangle had perpendicular bisectors, then…” leading
to indirect argumentations that can end in a contradiction or, at least, in properties
that are unacceptable for the solver.

Different argumentations could be developed starting from the properties of the
bisectors of the triangle, reaching a consequence that comes into conflict with the
request of being perpendicular. For example, one can reach a conclusion that the
angle between the bisectors has to be strictly greater than a right angle. Finally,
theoretical considerations and the observation of the configurations emerging
through dragging can lead to particular cases in which the properties are satisfied,
but this happens only in degenerate cases in which the triangle collapses into a
segment. Although obtaining the contradiction from a theoretical point of view is
sufficient to prove that the triangle does not exist, from a cognitive point of view,
we could have the necessity to see the consequence of the proposition
m\BCA + m\BAC = 180� which implies that sides BC and BA either coincide or
are parallel. Then either B does not exist and so the initial triangle does not exist, or
A, B, and C must be collinear, and so again the triangle cannot exist in a
non-degenerate form. In other words, a determining difference of how this situation
may be seen is how the figure degenerates. In one case the triangle can be seen to
degenerate, breaking into an open figure (when BC and BA are seen as becoming
parallel, see Mariotti and Antonini 2009), or it can be perceived as turning into a
single line (for example, BC and BA are seen as collapsing onto the same line).

5.1.2 Example Task 1b

Task 1a can be given in a slightly different form: “Is it possible to construct a
triangle with two perpendicular external angle bisectors? If so, provide steps for a
construction. If not, explain why not.” The answer to the question posed by the
problem is “No. A triangle with two perpendicular external angle bisectors cannot
be constructed”.

Figure 4 depicts a robust construction of the triangle with soft external angle
bisectors. A proof by contradiction might go along the following lines (refer to
Fig. 4). Let \ADC be right and AD be the bisector of the external angle of the
triangle in A(a), and CD be the bisector of the external angle of the triangle in C(c).
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Then, passing to the angle measures, c ¼ 180��aþ\ABC. Considering the sum of
the internal angles of triangle ACD,

1
2
a +

180� � aþ\ABC
2

¼ 180� � \ADC
1
2
aþ 180� � aþ\ABC

2
¼ 180� � 90�

a
2
þ 90� � a

2
þ \ABC

2
¼ 90�

\ABC
2

¼ 0�:

Therefore, we have a contradiction, because \ABC is not zero in a non-degenerate
triangle.

In a DGE the solver can choose to proceed in one of two fundamentally different
ways, as follows.

(1) Construct the external angle bisectors meeting at a right angle first, then
construct the angles of which these are bisectors and try to drag B1 to B2 to
“close” the triangle (see Fig. 5).

(2) Construct the triangle first, then the external angle bisectors, and drag to force
the angle at the intersection D to become right (objective-property) (see
Fig. 6).

Fig. 4 Possible attempt at
constructing a suitable
triangle
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Summing up, in both cases the difficulties in trying to obtain what is requested can
prompt a search for a number of different arguments, at different moments, and with
different objectives:

• understanding, explaining, verifying failure (or the difficulties) of the search,
and therefore explaining why the two properties cannot coexist at the same
instant;

• identifying “when” the objective-property is satisfied;
• analysing the acceptability of the anomalous cases obtained.

Whatever the objectives, we expect both direct and indirect argumentations.
Direct argumentations may stem from a certain property to identify consequences

Fig. 5 Possible construction
with robust external angle
bisectors intersecting at a
robust right angle

Fig. 6 Possible construction
with robust external angle
bisectors intersecting at a soft
right angle
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that can be incompatible with the second property. In other cases the solver may
start from the triangle with all the desired coexisting properties, using processes of
analysis and synthesis to see whether the construction is possible, or to motivate the
impossibility of the construction. In both cases indirect argumentations may arise.

5.2 Type Two

The second type of non-constructability task can be given in the following form:

Given the construction with steps S1, S2, … Sn, consider figure F originating from
the steps. Which kinds of figures of type X is it possible for F to become? Make
conjectures and explain.

Here Si corresponds to a command in the DGE, F is a subset of elements
originating from the construction which the solver’s attention is called upon, and
“figure of type X” indicates a class of figures such as triangles, quadrilaterals, etc.

First, the robust construction of a figure is required, the solver is asked to explore
possible specifications of the original figure. Geometrically speaking, this will
correspond to asking the solver to identify possible properties that can be consis-
tently added to the construction properties that have been already realized. Let us
discuss possible solutions in the following case.

Construct the following figure:

• a point P
• a line r through P
• the perpendicular to r through P
• a point C on the perpendicular
• point A symmetric to C with respect to P
• a point D on the semi plane opposite to C with respect to r
• line through D and P
• a circle with centre C and radius CP
• B as the 2nd intersection of the circle with the line through DP
• the quadrilateral ABCD.

Once the construction is achieved, an image appears like that in Fig. 7. What kinds
of quadrilaterals can ABCD become?

As soon as the exploration begins, it will be easy to realize that ABCD can
become a parallelogram (Fig. 8). Exploring this case, the solver can discover how
to make ABCD into a robust parallelogram by only adding one new property to the
construction, adding the following construction steps:

• a circle with centre in A and radius AP
• redefine D on this new circle.
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Fig. 7 Quadrilateral ABCD arising from the steps of the task

Fig. 8 The solver has discovered a way to transform ABCD into a robust parallelogram
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The new properties are geometrically consistent with the previous properties and
the construction is successfully achieved. At this point, the exploration could
continue in two different directions. The solver decides either to come back to the
original figure or to address the problem of constructing new quadrilaterals as
subcases of the case of the parallelogram. In the latter case, a square would seem to
be possible, since it is a particular kind of parallelogram.

The solver may notice that now the figure has new robust invariants PB con-
gruent to PD; BC parallel and congruent to DA; BA parallel and congruent to CD;
etc. The solver might attempt to obtain a figure that visually could be perceived as a
square and to do this s/he may decide to see when ABCD has right angles,
obtaining such configuration at specific instances. This is in fact possible, however
the property is not sufficient for ABCD to be a square, but only a non-square
rectangle (Fig. 9).

However, the solver may not grasp the theoretical reasons of such impossibility,
therefore acknowledging the failure of his/her attempt. Instead s/he may search for
another way of obtaining a square, identifying another property to add to the
previous ones. For example, the solver may search for configurations in which the
parallelogram has perpendicular diagonals. This happens only when the whole
parallelogram collapses onto segment CA (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9 The solver finds a position at which ABCD is a soft rectangle
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The solver has found a particular configuration for which the desired property is
visually verified. The solver may also become convinced that there is no other way
to obtain the desired property (no matter where s/he places D on the circle).
However s/he may now be concerned with which might be the other properties that
the figure assumes when the desired property is visually verified. Why is this the
case? Is the collapsed quadrilateral a square? These questions may trigger a rich
production of argumentations.

Similarly, another issue could be the fact that in no other placement of D on the
circle is it possible to obtain the desired configuration and thus a square. Finally, the
solver may try to drag other points such as P or C to see if the desired property can
be obtained for other—less awkward—configurations. In this case, more argu-
mentations about why the configuration is not obtainable may follow.

Even if the solver had not constructed a robust parallelogram and started to
explore the possibilities of obtaining a square by overlapping r and the line through
PD, s/he would have ended up with a strange figure, such as the one below
(Fig. 11), in which B and P coincide, thus new pressing questions might arise. Does
this always happen? Why? These are more triggers for indirect argumentation
processes. All these questions may originate further argumentation processes.

Fig. 10 ABCD has perpendicular diagonals only when the whole parallelogram collapses onto
segment CA
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In summary, because of these two types of non-constructability task, it is likely
that the arising argumentations will be indirect.

6 Nature of DGE Non-constructability Tasks and Design
Considerations

In contrast to doodling with pen and paper to somehow draw what can appear to be
impossible geometrical figures, in a DGE one cannot construct a “wrong”
(Euclidean) figure! This makes a DGE a possible, and maybe even powerful, digital
environment to explore and develop different types of argumentation in Euclidean
Geometry. The visual robustness of DGE figures can force a certain desired
property or condition into a visual anomaly which may produce experiential aspects
that do not have immediate conceptual counterparts in the realm of Euclidean
Geometry. The anomaly (here, possibly, a degenerated figure resulted from drag-
ging to impose a condition) opens up a rich epistemic space for the solver to come

Fig. 11 Figure resulting from the solver’s attempt of overlapping r and the line through PD
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up with logical argumentations to make sense out of it. Leung and Lopez-Real
(2002) discussed a student exploration case about how to use a “biased DGE figure”
(mentally projecting a condition on a robust DGE figure) to come up with a proof
by contradiction and a related visual theorem under a drag-to-vanish strategy.
Baccaglini-Frank et al. (2013) continued and expanded this discussion using tasks
of the first type. In particular, they showed how a DGE can offer guidance in the
solver’s development of an indirect argumentation thanks to the potential it offers of
both constructing chosen properties robustly. Therefore asking students to solve
non-constructability tasks in a DGE can be conducive to developing their skills
related to geometrical reasoning, proof and argumentation. Here we discuss the
nature and considerations for this type of task design.

6.1 Task Nature

In Sect. 5, two task types were discussed:

1. Is it possible to construct a figure of type X with properties Y1, Y2, … Yn? If so
construct it robustly. If not explain why not.

2. Given the construction with steps S1, S2, … Sn, consider figure F originating
from the steps. Which kinds of figures of type X is it possible for F to become?
Make conjectures and explain.

“Is it possible?” is the common theme of these task types. Rather than the usual
aiming to construct a DGE figure to ascertain a conjecture or to validate a theorem,
an uncertainty is given as the main driving force for the task. In our experience we
have noticed that the solver seems to initially be under the impression that a DGE
can construct anything, possibly because of the Euclidean fidelity provided by a
DGE. When the solver encounters a visual conflict with what s/he is expecting, or
when s/he is unable to obtain an objective-property, s/he is prompted towards a
dragging reasoning/discourse to re-solve the situation. The types of
reasoning/discourse that the solver develops to re-solve the visual uncertainty are
the main didactical goals of the task. In Sect. 5 the a priori analyses of the different
tasks gave a glimpse of what possible dragging discourses can be developed due to
the design of the tasks.

6.2 Visual Anomaly

The crux of this type of task design is to lead the solver to seeing a DGE phe-
nomenon that does not seem to make sense at the first instant during a
construction/dragging activity. That is, a cognitive conflict is created by a visual
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anomaly. Take, for instance, the case described in Figs. 10 and 11 in which B and P
coincide, while the solver was expecting P to be the point of intersection of a
square’s (ABCD) diagonals. The anomaly forces the solver to combine concepts in
Euclidean Geometry with her/his dragging strategies and the figures they lead to. In
this case the solver would like to see a square (and may be seeing one mentally) but
is forced by the DGE to recognize an isosceles right triangle which could be
interpreted as “half of the square”. In the task analyses in Sect. 5, we saw how this
can happen for other figures (e.g., a triangle) that degenerated (e.g., into a line
segment) when the solver was dragging in the attempt at realizing a desired
condition/property. In these cases of degeneration, the anomaly seems to appear
through a continuous dragging process that, in a certain sense, culminates with the
generation of the anomaly: the objective property is obtained and in that instant
something else is lost.

In general, visual anomalies can be generated when a certain condition is
imposed on a construction, and the expected figure becomes something else. This
can be the case when the solver chooses to robustly construct perpendicular angle
bisectors and proceeds “backwards” to construct the sides of the triangle using
reflections on the bisectors. The triangle’s sides end up being robustly parallel, all
of a sudden, and no matter how the solver drags, these sides will never intersect. As
before, the solver may be mentally seeing a triangle, but actually with the DGE s/he
will never be able to generate one. From these visual anomalies, the solver needs to
resolve to Euclidean Geometry to explain the visual phenomena (Antonini and
Mariotti 2010). Using the idea of figural concept (Fischbein 1993) as a “harmony”
between a figural and conceptual component (Mariotti and Antonini 2009), an
anomaly can be thought of as a break between the two components (figural and
conceptual). It may be possible to restore the harmony within the figural concept by
dragging to make a certain configuration vanish or degenerate, or by re-interpreting
the obtained figure, rectifying the anomaly. This kind of solver-DGE interactive
phenomenon should be typical in the solution of tasks designed as DGE
non-constructible tasks.

We have been investigating the actual argumentations provided by students
when solving tasks such as the ones analyzed in this chapter (Baccaglini-Frank
et al. 2013), and we are currently working on associating specific types of dragging
experiences and interpretation of the dynamic figures to the production of indirect
argumentation. Our previous studies and preliminary results of our current research
study suggest that specific types of dragging experiences and of interpretation of the
dynamic figures seem to be associated to the production of indirect argumentation.
Moreover, the non-constructability tasks analyzed in this chapter have proven to be
particularly rich for gathering interesting data in this respect.
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6.3 Didactical Reflections

We wish to conclude the chapter with some didactical reflections on the two types
of task discussed. We find the two types of task to have different degrees of
openness. The first type of task asks about the possibility of constructing a
well-defined type of figure. The second type asks the solver to make conjectures on
possible types of figures that might be obtainable given a certain (explicit)
construction.

Though tasks of the first type are open, tasks of the second type appear to have a
higher degree of openness, in that it is up to the solver to think of a particular
configuration and then decide whether it is obtainable or not. Also, while in solving
tasks of the first type the solver almost necessarily will explore (some form of) the
impossibility of constructing a figure with the required properties; in solving tasks
of the second type, the solver may concentrate on possible configurations that s/he
encounters using wandering or guided dragging (Arzarello et al. 2002). This may
occur for various reasons, for example: the solver is attracted to configurations s/he
“recognizes”, since it may be easier to “read” the figure interpreting it theoretically
(ascending process3) as opposed to “impose something theoretical on the figure”
(descending process); the search for ways to robustly impose a new condition on
the figure and obtain a particular (possible) configuration may be time and energy
consuming, and leave little time for the exploration of impossible cases; the solver
thinks the teacher expects certain types of explorations from him/her because of the
didactical contract, and such expectations may not include “impossible” cases since
these might not be a typical aim of dynamic explorations; the student may not have
developed a “mathematical eye” that allows him/her to attend to aspects that an
expert mathematician would deem interesting (e.g., Hölzl 2001); etc.

Therefore, when proposing tasks of the second type, the teacher should consider
the possible necessity of reformulating the task (maybe after some time or only for
some students) in a more guided way, though maintaining the exploratory nature of
the task. For example, in the case of the problem analysed in Sect. 5.2, the teacher
might explicitly ask whether it is possible to obtain a square, thus making it clear
for the students that “square” is a configuration considered interesting/relevant by
the teacher and worth spending some time on.

On the other hand, we expect that tasks of the first type will relatively quickly
put students in front of the fact that “it might not be that easy” to construct the
desired figure, immediately opening the terrain to processes of argumentation.
Moreover because the formulation of the task can guide the solver’s attention to the
contradictory properties, since these are stated explicitly in the task—although it is
not stated that they are contradictory—some students may actualize processes of
indirect argumentation.

3Ascending and descending processes are presented in Arzarello et al. (2002), referring to
Saada-Robert (1989).
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The Planimeter as a Real and Virtual
Instrument that Mediates an Infinitesimal
Approach to Area

Ferdinando Arzarello and Daniele Manzone

Abstract Drawing on a didactic gap detected between the elementary concept of
area and the infinitesimal approach to it within the Italian secondary school cur-
riculum, the notion of swept area is introduced in grades 10–11. The idea of swept
area is introduced through the mediation of an artifact, the Polar Planimeter, both as
a concrete physical-tool and as a virtual-object. It triggers and supports the semiotic
productions of the students so that they can grasp the new concept. The notion of
didactic cycle is used for designing students’ learning sequences. The activities in
such sequences are of two types: sensory-motor and symbolic. The mediation of the
artifact allows intertwining the two types so that the one can constantly be built on
the other. Indeed, the practices mentioned above show a deep intertwining between
their cultural and cognitive components.

Keywords Planimeter � Swept area

1 Introduction

In the PISA definition of mathematical literacy we find the ability of “using […]
tools to describe, explain, and predict phenomena”. Indeed, many national curricula
at all grades suggest involving students in the use of (concrete or virtual) tools to
model phenomena and to enter into mathematical ideas. This is not a novelty at all:
the links between mathematics, natural sciences and technology, as well as the role
of basing mathematics teaching on intuitive and empirical stances have been put at
the foreground ever since the early documents of the International Commission on
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Mathematical Instruction (Bartolini Bussi et al. 2010; Ruthven 2008; see also Smith
1913) and constitute a widely investigated topic in current studies in mathematics
education. As a significant example, two of the ICMI Studies within the last
30 years concern the role of new technologies in mathematics teaching. As pointed
out by many scholars, “in mathematics education, the availability of Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT) has changed the landscape, including the
belief that digital objects can substitute for the references to the concrete world
where we live” (Bartolini Bussi et al. 2010, p. 20; also see the website http://nlvm.
usu.edu/en/nav/vLibrary.html). However, these changes in the landscape do not
mean that we have to throw away all the past: we would risk throwing out the baby
with the bathwater. In other words, modeling and applications can be pursued
within “an approach that does not neglect, but rather emphasizes, the cultural
aspects of mathematics, going back to the prominent founders of modern mathe-
matics and taking advantages of the ICT support” (ibid.). This program is widely
present in many studies all over the world (for a summary see: Bartolini Bussi et al.
2010). Our claim is that in order to design suitable learning situations in the
classroom, where manipulative materials and instruments can be used to support
learning, it is necessary to carefully investigate the cultural, epistemological, and
cognitive roots of mathematical concepts (Tall 1989; Boero and Guala 2008). This
investigation will clarify how manipulative materials, instruments and ICT, suitably
combined together in real and virtual environments, can help students grasp those
concepts, also basing learning on what today, grounding on fresh research results
(Hall and Nemirovsky 2012), is called an embodied approach to mathematics
learning.

Using instruments in mathematics classes immediately poses a problem: how do
they link with the rigorous formal aspects of the discipline, in particular how do
they support the evolution from empirical observations to more formal arguments?
We will illustrate this crucial point in the final sections discussing how the use of a
planimeter can trigger and support students’ understanding of area according to an
infinitesimal approach. Answering this question in a proper way is crucial in order
to avoid misunderstandings, some of which are common in several research articles:
they are at the origin of a sort of comedy of errors about proof, which we think is
absolutely necessary to avoid. For example, in the Nineties, a number of devel-
opments in mathematical practice, most of them reflecting in some way the growing
use of computers, caused some mathematicians and others to call into question the
continuing importance of proof or indeed to announce its imminent death (Horgan
1993). One of the developments that prompted Horgan’s announcement was the use
of computers to create or validate enormously long proofs, such as that of the
four-colour theorem by Appel and Haken, or of the solution to the party problem by
Radziszowski and McKay (1995).

These speculations had strong consequences on some curricula: they caused a
serious turn away from proof (Hanna 1996). For example, in the 1989 NCTM
Standards proof is explicitly de-emphasized. These explicitly cite the difficulties for
teaching and learning proofs: at the time of the publication of the Standards (1989)
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the concept of proof had almost disappeared from the curriculum (Greeno 1994) or
shrunk to a meaningless ritual (Wu 1996). However, this de-emphasis on proof in
the 1989 version of the Standards created a tension within the document. The 2000
version of the Standards (NCTM 2000) ameliorated this tension: moving away from
the standard idea of proof, as a purely formal object they made explicit fresh
functions of proof that should feature its teaching in the school, and stated goals of
treating and teaching mathematics “as reasoning” and “as communication”.

This revised outlook on proof is, no doubt, a response to a great deal of literature
generated in the decade after the publication of the first Standards document. This
body of work sprang up partly in explicit defense of proof (e.g. Epp 1994; Greeno
1994; Hanna 2000), and partly to support and fill in the NCTM’s overall picture of
what mathematics education should be. In light of that research, the NCTM was
able to revise and hone its aims. Assurance of truth is only one of proof’s roles in
mathematics, in the classroom or in professional practice. We should note that
presenting justification as the sole reason to do proof has a few weaknesses, and
some argue that because of these weaknesses, there is no need to teach proof in
schools. The reply to this argument is twofold; there are so to say, ethical argu-
ments. First, of course it does not matter that students are more convinced by
empirical arguments; they shouldn’t be, and part of the point of education is to
teach them not to be. They should value rationality over authority. Second, students
can be led astray from intuition and perceived patterns. But there are also more
concrete arguments: proofs can become the essential part of mathematical activities
in the classroom, provided they become an integrated process in the process of
discovering mathematical concepts and truths: a classroom climate can be created
so that the students themselves become the mathematical authority. They can argue
about problems and solutions, bringing reasons to bear on the problem, and
accepting a proof only when they themselves are convinced by it. In a word,
teachers can create a classroom climate, according to which students enter into what
we call the logic of inquiry. This approach is the rationale behind our project, as it
will be made explicit below.

When such a climate is introduced in the classroom students learn to rely on
arguments and reasoning rather than authority, they make use of their factual
knowledge, and they come to a deeper understanding of the way mathematical facts
are related. Experimental and theoretical features will not be seen any longer as
contrasting but as complementing components of processes that coach students to
investigate, conjecture, and prove.

The manifesto of this approach, based on the logic of inquiry (Dewey 1938;
Hintikka 1999), is featured by the following keywords:

• Finding if …
• Establishing that …
• Ascertaining why …
• Settling why not …
• Investigating what if …
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Teaching situations can be designed to guide students’ processes of inquiry
according to these steps, and ICT can support them. We will show an example of
this type of processes in the final sections. At this point we limit ourselves to
observing that the “experimental” dimension introduced into mathematics by the
use of instruments can facilitate the logic of inquiry:

Experimental mathematics is the use of a computer to run computations – sometimes no
more than trial-and-error tests – to look for patterns, to identify particular numbers and
sequences, to gather evidence in support of specific mathematical assertions that may
themselves arise by computational means, including search. Like contemporary chemists –
and before them the alchemists of old – who mix various substances together in a crucible
and heat them to a high temperature to see what happens, today’s experimental mathe-
maticians put a hopefully potent mix of numbers, formulas, and algorithms into a computer
in the hope that something of interest emerges (Borwein and Devlin 2008, p. 1).

In this manner a productive dynamic tension is generated between the empirical
nature of activities with instruments, which encompasses perceptual and opera-
tional components, and the deductive nature of mathematics, which entails a rig-
orous and sophisticated formalization. This link between the two aspects has been
widely discussed in Arzarello et al. (2012), where it is claimed:

The main goal of our chapter centres on the dynamic tension between the empirical and the
theoretical nature of mathematics. Our purpose is to underline the elements of historical
continuity in the stream of thought today called experimental mathematics, and show the
concrete possibilities it offers to today’s teachers for pursuing the learning of proof in the
classroom, especially through the use of their computers. Specifically, we examine how this
dynamic tension regulates the actions of students who are asked to solve mathematical
problems by first making explorations with technological tools, then formulating suitable
conjectures and finally proving them.

In this chapter we further exploit this goal, basing on an example, where the
tension empirical-theoretical is based on the dialectic between a concrete tool (the
planimeter), its emulation in a virtual environment (its model through GeoGebra),
and the students’ actions and interactions (with their classmates, with the teacher,
with themselves, with tools), their productions (e.g. answering questions, posing
other questions, making a conjecture, introducing a sign to represent a situation, and
so on) and communications (e.g. when the discovered solution is communicated to
a classmate or to the teacher orally or in written form, using suitable
representations).

We will show the pedagogical possibilities offered by this tension with an
emblematic example taken from a teaching experiment in Italy. It shows how a
concrete tool can help dig into deep mathematical ideas and support the transition
from an empirical to a theoretical side. Indeed, this concerns an approach to the notion
of the area of a surface as a “swept area”: the project is developed from the ideas of
Kepler about the nature of the planets’ rotation around the sun (first and second law)
and even arrives to calculate the area of irregular surfaces. To achieve this goal, a key
tool is used, the Amsler planimeter (Fig. 1): it embodies the Gauss divergence the-
orem in dimension 2, and shows the possibility of using old technology intertwined
with ICT to make students encounter into important mathematical ideas.
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2 Amsler Planimeter

The planimeter was a professional tool used for measuring the areas of flat shapes.
Through the centuries several kinds of planimeters have been conceived. For our
research we have used the polar planimeter, built by Amsler (Amsler 1856). One
can see in Fig. 1 that the Amsler planimeter is an artifact made of:

• two joined arms whose constraints allow only reciprocal rotation,
• a fixed constraint (fixed point) to which one of the arms is attached and which

allows only rotation,
• a lens, called tracer that follows the contour of the figure whose area is to be

measured,
• a wheel physically constrained to rotate only perpendicularly to the second arm,
• a counter that keeps track of the distance travelled by the wheel.

Following Rabardel (1995) we distinguish between artifact (sometimes we use also
the word tool) and instrument: an artifact is a material with its own physical and
structural characteristics made for specific tasks; it is different from an instrument,
namely an artifact with a specific utilization scheme (for example the compass as a
physical object and the compass as an artifact to draw circles). The utilization
scheme for measuring with the planimeter is the following: the fixed point is chosen
outside the figure, the tracer is placed on a point on the contour of the figure, the
counter is reset and the contour is followed for an entire cycle. The counter will
return a number that is proportional to the area of the figure. The functioning of the
planimeter relies on two key ideas:

1. The distance covered by the wheel is proportional to the area swept by the
second arm. The proportionality relies on the fact that it is possible to split every
possible movement of the arm into a translation and a rotation, so that:

a. motion in the direction of the arm does not sweep any area,
b. the area swept by a translation is proportional to the distance covered by the

arm,
c. the algebraic sum of all rotations is null because the planimeter must return

to the initial position.

Fig. 1 The Amsler
planimeter
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2. The area swept by the arm corresponds to the area of the measuring flat shape (a
circle in Fig. 2), provided a concept of swept positive or negative area is
introduced according to the direction of the movement of the arm. For example
in Fig. 2, the area outside the figure, which is swept twice but in opposite
directions, has a null value and only the area inside the closed curve is
evaluated.

Thanks to the planimeter it is possible to measure the area of any plane shape, be
it regular or irregular. In the 19th century this tool was wide-spread among many
professionals: geographers and cartographers used it to measure extended territories
drawn in topographic plants or maps; artisans, especially in the textile sector, used it
to evaluate irregular forms of leather or fabrics. Planimeters also helped people in
the medical field: cardiologists used them to calculate the integral of the function
blood-pressure/ventricular-volume in coronary bloodstream in order to weigh the
work done by a ventricle.

With the last decade’s technological development, electronic devices, pro-
grammed applying planimeter concepts have replaced this old mechanical tool. For
example, many APPs for smartphones or tablets, which measure areas, resemble the
planimeter in the name or in the programming algorithms (for example,
GooglePlanimeter, AndMeasure).

The planimeter is very interesting from a mathematical point of view. Indeed, it
is a concrete application of Green’s theorem, in particular according to the for-
mulation of Gauss and Stokes. From the one side, it is very helpful to convey
specific concepts of infinitesimal calculus, and specifically the idea of swept area,
while from the other side it can have important practical applications, i.e. in esti-
mating numerical integration.

3 A GeoGebra Planimeter

Concrete planimeters and a virtual model built in GeoGebra, a Dynamic Geometry
Software, (Fig. 3) have been used in our teaching experiment. The planimeter
virtualisation was implemented to introduce new mathematical knowledge through
the construction and the exploration of real situations with the employment of
technological tools.

Fig. 2 A utilisation model
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The composition and the utilization scheme for the GeoGebra Planimeter are the
same as for Amsler’s one. Let us now illustrate the GeoGebra file, which is the
virtual model of the planimeter: to highlight the great analogy between the real
instrument and its virtual representation the language of the file description will fit
match the language used to describe the real planimeter:

• two segments, OA0 and AA0, are the radii of the circles c and c0; the segments are
constrained: they are consecutive because they are radii at the intersection point
A0;

• point O is fixed, chosen external to the figure to be measured. O is an endpoint
of one of the segments, hence allowed to perform only rotations around the
point;

• a free point A, which will be constrained at the contour of the figure that we
want to measure;

• a slider (not shown in Fig. 3), which makes discrete and limits the planimeter’s
motions, activated by the user;

• a spreadsheet, out of control of the user, (Fig. 4) in which:

– in columns A� D, all the 102 positions of points A and A0 are recorded,
– in cells Ei with 3� i� 103, the software calculates the positive or negative

distance between two consecutive positions of the segment AA0, which
moves in a discrete way.

Fig. 3 The GeoGebra planimeter
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– in the cell F2 :¼ P103

i¼3
Ei, the distance covered by the segment at the end of a

complete round of the point A is calculated.

During the lectures we used the GeoGebra Planimeter to measure the area of
figures, but we did not ask students to create the virtual tool, because of its com-
plexity. The main objective in using GeoGebra was to introduce the concept of
infinitesimal. We led the students to prove the good approximated measurement of
this planimeter, so that they could appreciate the core of the proof: if two successive
positions of the planimeter’s arm are infinitesimally close, then the area swept by
the arm is directly proportional to the value in column E of the spreadsheet.

4 Historical Evolution of Swept Area

Measuring with a planimeter is based on the concept of swept area, which makes it
possible to measure irregular surfaces. The idea of swept area has been discussed
from an epistemological point of view by I. Newton and from a didactic point of
view by E. Castelnuovo (1958). Newton writes in his “Tractatus de quadrature
curvarum”:

I don’t here consider Mathematical Quantities as composed of Parts extremely small, but as
generated by a continual motion. Lines are described, and by describing are generated, not
by any apposition of Parts, but by a continual motion of Points. Surfaces are generated by
the motion of Lines, Solids by the motion of Surfaces, Angles by the Rotation of their Legs,
Time by a continual flux, and so in the rest. These Geneses are founded upon Nature, and
are every Day seen in the motion of Bodies. And after this manner the Ancients by carrying
moveable right Lines along immoveable ones in a Normal Position or Situation, have
taught us the Geneses of Rectangles (Newton 1704, p. 1).

Fig. 4 The spreadsheet in the GeoGebra planimeter
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From her side, Castelnuovo points out that:

The child “senses” the notion of area as dynamic; he “senses” area in its “becoming”, to use
the expression of Jacques Hadamard. He wants to build up this area, he does not like to
have it as a sum of quantities known apriori (Castelnuovo 1958, p. 56: translation from
French by the authors).

Many scientists trough history used this idea to demonstrate their discoveries.
Archimedes used a similar concept to discover many formulas, proved by the
exhaustion method; he considered the surface of figures as covered (swept) by the
motion of a segment. Kepler was the first to formalize this idea in the construction
of his second law of the motion of Planets around the Sun. He also applied the
infinitesimal motion of a line covering a surface, or the motion of a surface covering
a volume, to find a formula to measure the volume of a barrel. Galileo, ignoring
Archimedes’ manuscript found in 1906, utilized the same reasoning to measure
areas.

Archimedes (287 a.C.–212 a.C.), precursor of the integration methods born in
1600s, used this heuristic method like a mathematical officina to discover results
differently proved, and explained this in the introduction of his “Method”:

The proofs then of these theorems I have written in this book and now send to you. Seeing
moreover in you, as I say, an earnest student, a man of considerable eminence in philos-
ophy, and an admirer [of mathematical inquiry], I thought fit to write out for you and
explain in detail in the same book the peculiarity of a certain method, by which it will be
possible for you to get a start to enable you to investigate some of the problems in
mathematics by means of mechanics. This procedure is, I am persuaded, no less useful even
for the proof of the theorems themselves; for certain things first became clear to me by a
mechanical method, although they had to be demonstrated by geometry afterwards because
their investigation by the said method did not furnish an actual demonstration. But it is of
course easier, when we have previously acquired, by the method, some knowledge of the
questions, to supply the proof than it is to find it without any previous knowledge
(Archimedes 1912, p. 13).

To explain his infinitesimal calculation methods, Kepler (1571–1630) took the
cue from a measuring question: how much wine is contained in a barrel? Kepler
began his book, titled “Nova steriometria doliorum vinariorum” (1615), finding the
circle area using a decomposition of the circle into infinitely many infinitesimal
isosceles triangles in which the bases are on the boarder and the heights have the
same length as the radius (Fig. 5). In the same way, Kepler calculated the volume of
a sphere as being composed of infinitely many infinitesimal cones covering it.

Galilei (1564–1642), like Archimedes and Kepler, developed some topics related
to the concept of swept area, as we can read in his masterpiece “The Systeme Of The
World In Four Dialogues”: “Therefore we shall be the better able to exemplify our
intentions by describing a Triangle, which let be this ABC, (Fig. 6) taking in the
side AC, as many equal parts as we please, AD, DE, EF, FG, and drawing by the
points D, E, F, G, right lines parallel to the base BC […]; therefore to represent unto
us the infinite degrees of velocity that precede the degree DH, it is necessary to
imagine infinite lines successively lesser and lesser, which are supposed to be
drawn by the infinite points of the line DA, and parallels to DH, the which infinite
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lines represent unto us the superficies of the Triangle AHD” (Galileo 1632/1661,
pp. 219, 220).

Cavalieri (1598–1647) gives to Archimedes’ method a proving value through the
Method of Indivisibles. He presents his Principle in “Geometria indivisibilibus
continuorum nova quadam ratione promota” (1953): “Suppose two regions in a
plane are included between two parallel lines in that plane. If every line parallel to
these two lines intersects both regions in line segments of equal length, then the two
regions have equal areas” (Eves 1991) (Fig. 7).

However all these approaches are statical, possibly establishing a bijection
between the same segments of two figures. The added value in Kepler was the
dynamical approach, which introduced motion and introduced the idea of a swept
area. From this point of view Kepler is within the stream of the incoming scientific
revolution, which in a few years would elaborate the mathematical tools, which
were necessary to explain the new science. Motion was its main focus: after Galilei
and Kepler, Newton (1643–1727) made a crucial step forward: see his quotation
above. Many of these historical aspects were inserted into our teaching design to
give the students a deep sense of the mathematical concepts they were learning
while using a planimeter. The reasons why we introduced historical concepts into

Fig. 5 Original Kepler’s picture

Fig. 6 Original Galileo’s
picture
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the mathematics lectures will be exposed in the theoretical framework (see the
concept of CAC); the historical topics conveyed to students will be presented in the
section on the general structure of lessons (see in particular the last lecture).

5 Theoretical Framework

Let us frame the setting of our approach starting from Hasan’s definition (Hasan
2002) of mediation and on the notion of semiotic mediation introduced by Bartolini
Bussi and Mariotti (2008). In our case the planimeter plays the role of the mediator,
in its different use, tangible or technological. The content of mediation is the
concept of swept area and the mediatees are the students that have attended the set
of lectures introducing the area by means of the planimeter.

The mediation has been performed mainly through the use of the planimeter in
order to exploit the close relationship between the bodily experience and the
learning process. For this reason, before the beginning of lectures the students
received a package containing Lego bricks with an assembly manual for the Lego
Planimeter (Fig. 8) that we had prepared. This was done in order to stress the
embodied construction of mathematical meaning and to make the best use of
Experimental Mathematics. Indeed, as recalled in Arzarello (2006), along the lines
of cognitive studies on embodiment (Lakoff and Nunez 2000), the mental

Fig. 7 Original Cavalieri’s
picture

Fig. 8 The Lego planimeter
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construction of mathematical concepts strongly benefits from the actual use of the
body and of concrete tools. According to Papert (1980), the possibility to refer to
models can help in any learning process, so to create some bodily model is the best
way to support pupils in their cognitive construction. In our research we convey the
concept of swept area and an initial approach to infinitesimals with the manipula-
tion of a concrete tool, the planimeter. The construction of mathematical concepts
through concrete models becomes a bodily process for each student and not only a
purely cognitive activity.

According to the definition of semiotic mediation given by Bartolini Bussi and
Mariotti (2008), “within the social use of artifacts in the accomplishment of a task
(that involves both the mediator and the mediatees) shared signs are generated.”
Consequently the lectures have been designed according to the notion of didactic
cycle (ibid.): to this aim a series of activities with artifacts were designed for
students working in pairs or in small groups. The activities promoted and supported
the emergence of specific signs in relation to the use of the planimeter. More
precisely we designed an alternation between the following activities and the
generation of signs:

(i) Activities with the instruments: small groups of students used the planimeter
and were pushed towards a production of specific signs related to the use of
the instrument;

(ii) Individual production of signs: the students were invited to describe their
experiences or their reflections on their activities with the instruments;

(iii) Collective production of signs: discussion were orchestrated by the
researchers and the teacher, in which the different individual productions of
the students are collectively criticized and pushed towards the shared
mathematical signs.

The mathematical concepts that were the goal of our teaching situation (swept area,
infinitesimals) were approached using the planimeter as a mediating tool (Bartolini
Bussi and Mariotti 2008; Arzarello and Robutti 2008): the signs built with the tool
with the successive movements of its arm while it swept the surfaces (that are
internal and external to the figure to be measured) generate the idea of an area as a
swept surface. We observe an interesting similarity between the situation with the
different positions of the planimeter arms and the original figures of Cavalieri and
Galilei above. Moreover, the idea of infinitesimal quantity is given exploiting the
dynamic situation of the difference between the successive positions of the arms of
the planimeter, while it is sweeping the area.

This semiotic mediation activity gave origin to an Individual production of signs
from the students, who wrote individual reports on their own experience and
reflections including doubts and questions related to the previous activities with the
artifact. The cycle was concluded by a Collective production of signs, in particular
based on mathematical discussions, where the various solutions were discussed
collectively and converged towards shared mathematical signs, because of the
orchestration promoted by the teacher.
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For the analysis of videos, we have adopted three lenses: a mathematical approach,
based on the Cultural Analysis of the content to be taught (CAC: Boero and Guala
2008), the educational consideration of cognitive construction of the concept, based
on the didactic cycle by Bartolini Bussi and Mariotti, and the role of gestures in the
actions and productions of the students. The first lens CAC is used to justify historical
(see Sect. 4) and epistemological discussion about the concept of swept area.

(CAC) adds to professional knowledge, usually considered in the literature as “subject
matter knowledge”, “pedagogical content knowledge”, and “general pedagogical knowl-
edge” (see Shulman 1986), by including the understanding of how mathematics can be
arranged in different ways according to different needs and historical or social circum-
stances, and how it enters human culture in interaction with other cultural domains (Boero
and Guala 2008, p. 223).

The second lens allows to properly design the teaching project which was sketched
out above and will be exemplified further below.

The last lens refers to new studies in psychology and in education, in particular
in mathematical instruction (Arzarello 2006; Edwards 2003; Goldin-Meadow 2003;
McNeill 1992): it focuses on the multimodal construction of mathematical con-
cepts, extending the semiotic analysis of signs produced in the activity beyond the
usual verbal register. It will be used in the analysis of the excerpts in the final part of
the chapter.

6 The Teaching Activity: General Structure

In the initial lectures we explained the structure, the mechanism and how to use the
planimeter and we asked the students to measure the area of different figures (first
regular, then irregular), using both a professional planimeter and an instrument they
each built using the LEGO blocks (this practical activity fostered their knowledge of
the instrument and accelerated the classroom activities). Through a mathematical
discussion they were pushed to conjecture proportionality between the area of dif-
ferent figures and the corresponding numbers measured by the instrument.
Successively we proved with them the conjecture on proportionality through guided
group activities.

The virtual Geogebra version of the planimeter was used in the second part of
the project. First we explained to the students how the model works; then we
checked with them the effective process of measuring with the virtual instrument,
and finally we guided them to prove the reasons why the GeoGebra instrument’s
approximation was good.

To show this we used a specific dynamic file, which will be discussed in a later
part of the chapter. Doing that we were able to introduce the concept of an in-
finitesimal quantity and of a first intuitive notion of limit, a concept they did not
know. We concentrated the didactic activity on this topic since it is important to
introduce the modern notion of area according to infinitesimal calculus.
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We based the GeoGebra lectures on the manifesto of the logic of inquiry
(Arzarello et al. 2015): students were led to prove the planimeter’s mode of
operation, in order to understand that the numerical results given by the instrument
are a real measurement of area; students’ metacognitive processes were activated in
order to foster awareness of basic ideas linked to the planimeter, to solve problems,
and ultimately to understand mathematics.

In the last lecture, in line with to the CAC analysis, we described the historical
background and the cultural context, which have brought to the genesis of the swept
area. We used the knowledge built with the planimeter to discuss the motion of the
planets around the Sun. We illustrated the studies of Kepler and his laws, in
particular the second one, based deeply bases on the notion of swept area. We based
our presentation on the work that Kepler illustrates in his “Astronomia nova” (1609)
and on the explanations of the Kepler’s laws given by Feyneman in a well-known
lecture, published and commented in Goodstein and Goodstein (1996). The pres-
ence of a Physics lecture in a Mathematics course is justified by the fact that in Italy
both disciplines are taught by the same teacher in secondary schools.

We will now discuss some moments of the teaching experiment, concretely
showing how the semiotic mediation of instruments can support students
approaching into the notions of swept area and of infinitesimals through the logic of
inquiry, and within the designed didactic cycle. The space will allow illustrating
only two specific moments of the didactic cycle.

7 The Teaching Activity: The Approach to Infinitesimals

7.1 An Important GeoGebra File

Starting from students’ own investigation of different examples, we emphasized the
importance of the proof after the use of the different planimeters, particularly the
virtual version. We led the students to produce a proof of the following (see the
GeoGebra planimeter shown above): the values in the Column E, obtained from
measurements with the GeoGebra planimeter, well approximate the distance cov-
ered by the arm of the planimeter. For this proof, we made use of a specific
dynamic file construction introduced in class and used by the students to explore the
situation (Fig. 9). This point illustrates the way we are using semiotic mediation of
the instrument for supporting the transition from observations to a proving
approach. While dragging the arm of the virtual planimeter, students observed an
unexpected thing happened: they were asking why this could happen and started
discussing possible explanations. The steps of the logic of inquiry (Why? Why not?
What if?) were activated.

A1B1 and A2B2 represent two consecutive positions of the planimeter, modeled
as segments. M1 and M2 are midpoints of A1B1 and A2B2 respectively. M1H2 and
M2H1 are segments contained in the lines perpendicular to A1B1 and A2B2 through
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the midpoints. M1K2 and M2K1 are the perpendicular distances from the midpoint
of one segment to the other segment.

The students were led to prove the “good measurement” of the virtual
planimeter, proving that the distance covered by the arm of planimeter (the curve
M1M2) is approximated by the length of the two sets of consecutive segments,
which will be referred to in the following as “broken lines” M1RM2 and K1SK2,
whose mean value is given by the GeoGebra planimeter in column E.

The students can improve the approximation by decreasing more and more the
inclination of the angle between the two positions of the planimeter. In this way they
are introduced to an intuitive idea of an infinitesimal quantity and of the dynamical
related process: the approximation varies because of the infinitesimal features that
the angle can take on. It is the dynamicity of their experience and their previous
practices with the real planimeter and with the virtual one that allows them to grasp
the meaning of what they see and foresee ideally what will happen imagining this
process to continue. This idea is a first approach to a process of transition to the
limit. It has been fostered through the semiotic mediation of the instrument: the
generated signs through the activity push the students to look for a mathematical
explanation of what is happening. In this way a new idea arises. We will explain
below how this transition is an example of what Lakoff and Nunez (2000) call the
Basic Metaphor of Infinite: a cognitive mechanism through which typically the
notion of limit is approached and grasped. In this case the metaphor is generated
through the semiotic mediation of the activities with the virtual planimeter.

The key points that led the students to the geometrical and numerical analysis of
the presented situation are: the possibility of modifying the angle formed by two
successive positions of the planimeter; the zoom options offered by the graphic
view of the software; the choice of the decimal numbers calculated in the mea-
surement of the arc and the broken lines.

Fig. 9 The starting point of the dynamic file
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7.2 Focusing on Some Crucial Episodes

We can now examine the actions, production and communications (Arzarello and
Robutti 2008) of two students (S1, put in the foreground in the next frames, and S2)
during the periods dedicated to the proof of the “good measurement” with the
virtual GeoGebra Planimeter. The students worked in pairs and each one of them
was equipped with a computer to work on: this choice was made to encourage the
pupils to work more personally and to let their thoughts emerge in the interaction
with their classmate, through words and gestures. The episodes illustrate how
suitable questions can support the students in the production of individual signs and
prepare them for the collective generation of signs.

It is worthwhile noticing how two girls’ thoughts evolve from the consideration
of a fixed numerical value (zero in our case) to the idea of a continuously changing
neighborhood centered at the number itself and of a first intuitive use of in-
finitesimals and limits. This transition is stimulated by the dynamic file GeoGebra
on which they are working, by the questions they have to answer to and by the
participation of the teacher. An outline of this process is displayed by presenting
extracts of the dialogues between the two girls, snapshots of their gestures and
records written by them to answer the questions. We gave the students some sheets
to fill out (see the Extracts below), where the questions posed have both guided the
work of the students with GeoGebra and promoted their actions and productions
according to the logic of inquiry. In the Extracts we have written the questions
assigned, the students’ answers (Answers) and their interactions each other or with
the teacher (resp. S1, S2, and T).

Extract 1 (min 00.55)
Question: In your opinion, is there any chance that the two broken lines

[K2SK1 and M2RM1 in Fig. 9] and the arc [M1M2 in Fig. 9] are
all of a same size?

Answer: They are of a same size when angle a is 0�

S1: “because the broken lines are equal if the angle is 0�, otherwise
they’re different”.

The answer to the first question shows the initial situation of the students,
expressed by S1; they see equivalence between the length of the arc and that of the
two approximant broken lines only when the angle between the two consecutive
positions of the planimeter is zero. Extract 1 shows the answer given by S1 and the
comment made while she is writing.
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7.3 The Basic Metaphor of Infinity (BMI)

The next steps of the girls’ thinking can be explained through The Basic Metaphor
of Infinity (BMI), suggested by Lakoff and Nunez in their cognitive interpretation of
concepts:

“We hypothesize that the idea of actual infinity [=infinity conceptualized as a realized
“thing”] in mathematics is metaphorical, that the various instances of actual infinity make
use of the ultimate metaphorical result of a process without end. Literally, there is no such
thing as the result of an endless process: If a process has no end, there can be no “ultimate
result”. But the mechanism of metaphor allows us to conceptualize the “result” of an
infinite process – in the only way we have for conceptualizing the result of a process – that
is, in terms of process that does have an end. We hypothesize that all cases of actual infinity
[…] are special cases of a single general conceptual metaphor in which processes that go on
indefinitely are conceptualized as having an end and an ultimate result”. Moreover, “the
effect of the BMI is to add a metaphorical completion to the ongoing process so that it is
seen as having a result – an infinite thing” (Lakoff and Nunez 2000, p. 158).

In the table below, which is adapted from that used by Lakoff and Nunez to
represent the BMI, we sketch out the processes, through which the students pass as
they to build the BMI. The gray part is from the original table: it describes all the
steps of the building of the metaphor distinguishing whether they pertain to the
Source or to the Target Domain. We have classified all the actions and productions
of students while working on the GeoGebra file and the corresponding conceptu-
alization, pointing out if they were working with the value of the angle, or with the
relationship between the arc M1M2 and the broken lines M1R M2.

The basic metaphor of infinity

Source domain
Completed
iterative process

Experimented situation on
dynamic GeoGebra file

Target domain
Iterative
processes that
go on and on

Conceptualized situation
by students

Value of a� Arc and
broken
lines

Value of
a�

Arc and
broken
lines

The beginning state The beginning state

State resulting
from the initial
stage of the
process

Defined,
nonzero

Not
coincident

State resulting
from the initial
stage of the
process

Defined,
nonzero

Not
coincident

The process:
From a given
intermediate
state, produce
the next state

Decreasing Nearer The process:
From a given
intermediate
state, produce
the next state.

Decreasing Nearer

The
intermediate
result after that
iteration of the
process

Defined,
nonzero,
smaller than
previous
states

Not
coincident,
nearer than
previous
states

The
intermediate
result after that
iteration of the
process

Defined,
nonzero,
smaller
than
previous
states

Not
coincident,
nearer than
previous
states

(continued)
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Below we report on some Extracts of the students’ protocols that show students’
effective learning processes, through which they elaborate the BMI of Lakoff and
Núnez.

Extract 2 (min 03.00)
Question: How can you change the angle measurement so that the broken

lines and arc values are more alike?

S1: “Approaching it towards zero the closer the angle is to zero, the more
alike are the broken lines”.

Extract 2 shows what authors call “The process”: the two students act on the
slider present in the file and, as one can notice on the computer screen, they see the
correspondence between the reduction of the (numerical) value of angle a and the
refinements of the differences between the broken line and the arc.

(continued)

The basic metaphor of infinity

Source domain
Completed
iterative process

Experimented situation on
dynamic GeoGebra file

Target domain
Iterative
processes that
go on and on

Conceptualized situation
by students

Value of a� Arc and
broken
lines

Value of
a�

Arc and
broken
lines

The final
resultant state

Defined,
nonzero, the
smallest
compared
with previous
states

Not
coincident,
the nearest

“The final
resultant
state”(actual
infinity)

a� = 0 Coincident
at a point

Entailment E: The final resultant state is unique
and follows every non final state

Entailment E: The final resultant state is
unique and follows every non final state
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Extract 3 (min 03.26)
Question Why?
S1 “Because … because … I don’t know why. Because the broken

lines get closer to becoming just one thing, to becoming a point”.

Following figures show gesturesmade by the student talking, we see how she stimulates
the situation observed on the screen using her hand as if her fingers, particularly thumb
and index, were the two approximant broken lines within which the arc is squeezed.
When the width of the angle tends to zero everything degenerates into a point.

The next question asks for an explanation of the previous answer: here one can
clearly notice the relation between the actual infinity (angle of null width, arc and
broken lines degenerate into a point) and potential infinity (angle of adequately
small width, broken lines that approximate the arc), described in the BMI final
result; Extract 3 shows this situation.

The action performed by the girl is important; indeed one of the objectives of our
research has been suggesting a physical-corporeal education and the use the
embodiment lens as a teaching instrument that supports what Lakoff and Núnez call
creation and conceptualization. The presence of a gesture that simulates the real
situation, iconic-metaphorical gesture in McNeill’s classification (McNeill 1992),
involves a concrete aspect through movement of the student’s hand and the shape it
assumes because of the position assumed by the fingers and strengthens the tran-
sition of the concept from the situation observed to the girl’s understanding.

Extract 4 (min 18.19)
Question: What happens geometrically?
Answer: The more the magnitude of a is = to 0, the closer the broken lines

are to the arc, the three lines will never be the same except that
a ¼ 0, because they are different lines.

(min 29.17)
S1: “You have to get them closer and closer […]: repeatedly”.

(min 35.24)
S1: “Look—reading the question—is it possible to obtain the same value?

You have to make it smaller and smaller”.
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Extract 4 shows how the girls keep on trying to assimilate the iterative process,
acquiring an always more precise terminology and greater affinity with mathe-
matical accuracy both in the expressions and in the choice of the words they use.
Mathematically the definition of an infinitesimal depends on the values in the
neighborhoods of a certain value: this concept grows from the iteration of an action.
In this case the action is the zoom-in, by which it is possible to increase the number
of decimal digits. Through this iteration a one “tends” towards a stable situation: it
is the final “cap”, pointed out by Lakoff and Nunez with their BMI, namely the limit
to which the process tends. This is essential in the limit definition, but the students
lack this knowledge, hence they use the iteration notion: specifically notice the
utilisation of words as “repeatedly” and “smaller and smaller”.

Extract 5 (min 39.28)
Question: In your opinion, is it possible to find an angle so that the broken

lines and the arc are the same, for all possible zooms and decimal
digits? Let’s zoom in and add more digital digits before thinking
about this question.

S1: “It’s easy”.
Answer: No, it’s impossible.
S1: “because the only value would be zero”.

It is important to highlight that in the students’ processes through which they
have arrived to this notion of limit we find a main ingredient of the theoretical frame
we discussed above, namely the logic of inquiry. The logic of inquiry is promoted
by the questions in each of the Extracts 1–5. The questions guide the students to
answer in different ways: at the beginning the answers explain why it is so (Extracts
1 and 2), since things seem clear to them. Then their answers become more
problematic (Extract 3) since a contradiction between the idea of a non finishing
process versus a finishing one arises (the broken line…a point): their words are not
able to clearly explain what is happening and they produce many gestures. In
Extract 4 the language of the BMI is made explicit (the more … the closer; closer
and closer … repeatedly), possibly because of the change of frame suggested by the
question (from the numerical to the geometrical one). In Extract 5 the steps “why
not?” and “what if?” of the logic of inquiry come to the forth: they allow to state a
typical situation of a limit to which a process tends without achieving it. In this step
the zoom-in of the instrument has become an ideal tool, with which the students can
imagine hypothetical actions.

Towards the end of the activity and of the iterative process the girls have clear
the difference between a completed process and a never-ending one, both the
conceptualization of a continuous iteration as the infinite repetition of a discrete step
(underlined by the alternate utilisation of mouse and keyboard for the reduction of
the angle a), and the concept of neighborhood of a point without the point itself. Let
us now discuss how things evolve in the successive episodes.
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7.4 The Numeral or Geometrical “Precision”

The whole process of proving the good measurement has been based on two
options present inside the software:

• the possibility of increasing the calculated decimal number: this allowed the
students to evaluate the equality between the measure of the arc to be estimated
and the measures of the two approximant polygonal broken lines as a direct
consequence of the progressive approach to zero of the angle’s value;

• the chance of zooming in and out of the Graphics view: this allowed the students
to conduct an analysis of the situation from a geometrical point of view and to
arrive at the root of the definition of limit and infinitesimal.

Revising the pathway followed by the students, one can notice a progressive
approach to the need of an infinite zoom and the use of infinite significant digits to
effectively obtain a good approximation of the arc’s length with the one of the two
broken lines.

The presence in the work file (see Extract 6) of the explicit visualization of three
values coached this route from the beginning. We can see, indeed, S1 dealing with
the theme of precision and of the software’s digits calculated at first, pointing
several times to the part of the screen where the arc’s and broken lines’ lengths are
calculated.

Extract 6 (min 07.22)
S1: “Here—touching the measures—is not very strict”.

The provocative intervention of the teacher, indicating the equality amongst the
three measures with a null angle, as you can see in Extract 7, is an incentive to keep
on going along the undertaken route.
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Extract 7 (min 08.35)
T: “Look, now the values are the same but the angle is not zero”.
S1: “Because the computer is not very strict”.

The comparison between the two protagonists of the activity show the double
vision we wanted to give to the activity: we placed side by side the
graphic-geometrical register and the algebraic-numerical one within the same
teaching frame; during the teaching experiment, we intentionally played with the
variation of frames and registers following Duval’s theories (Duval 1995) treated in
the light of the jeux de cadres of Regine Douady (1984). Analyzing Extract 8,
where we analyze images of gestures executed by the students during the two
moves, one can notice that S1 gives a geometrical evaluation, while S2 simply takes
into consideration the three measurements calculated by the program. The first
student states that the rounding up broken lines are necessarily longer than the arc’s
trajectory, pointing on the screen to where this situation is displayed with an angle
value a that is adequately large, therefore with the broken lines sufficiently far from
the arc. The second student, indicating her file’s situation with the value a small
enough to make the three measures corresponding, as in the previous extract, insists
on the equality of all three. The situation is broken through by S1 validating this
obvious contradiction and combining the work on the trail blazed from an increase
of the precision towards the conception of limit.
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Extract 8 (min 15.23)
S1: “but they are the same! Because the computer is not too strict in

measurement. In fact, these are never the same, look. Starting from zero
they are always different. Indeed this one [a broken line] is always
greater than that one [arc]”.

S2: “But the values are all the same”.
S1: “Because other numbers [= decimal digits] should appear”.

A final global idea of the route can be given by the joint analysis of Extracts 9,
10 and 11: the initial situation shows a preconceived analysis of the situations,
where S1, a student with remarkable mathematical abilities, foresees that the crux of
the matter is the finite dimensional measure of the computer. The activity’s evo-
lution presents a relevant step forward when the zoom and the increase of the
calculated digits show the diversity of values in any case. It is exactly to overcome
this interruption imposed by the tool that S1 finishes her reasoning hypothesizing
the need of an infinitely precise computer and of an infinite zoom to have equality
of the three values. We can therefore conclude that her reasoning fits into the
concept of limit defining the equality of tendency to zero of the angle. The key
concept in the theory of limits “tanto più…, quanto più…”1, through the file
mediation built on the base of the planimeter measurement, has migrated from the
concrete experience to the theoretical conceptualization through the use of gestures
and of a language, which has become more and more precise.

1The Italian expression is similar but not identical with English expressions like “the more … the
better”; we leave it since, contrary to what can happen in English, it emphasizes the perfect balance
between the two sides of the comparisons with the words and their sounds. This effect can be lost
or smoothed over in English.
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Extract 9 (min 11.50)
Question: Can we have three equal values?
Answer: Yes.
Question: If yes, how? If not, why?
Answer: Three values are the same also if the angle is nonzero, because the

computer has a finite measurement.

Extract 10 (min 37.36)
Question: What happens if you zoom in between points R and S?
S1: “You can see that [although values are the same, the broken lines

and the arc] are different. Look, you can see that the points are not
coincident”.

Question: What happens if you add more decimal digits, for example 5?
S1: “You can see that they are different […] you can see that they are

very different”.

Extract 11 (min 41.20)
Question: In your opinion, what should be possible in order for the broken

lines and the arc to be geometrically and numerically coincident?
Try to suggest a program improvement to make it possible.

(S1takes the paper and the pencil and start to gesticulate moving her hands: we
interpret this as her understanding the concept of infinity but not being able to
explain it in words).

Answer: We need to have a computer infinitively strict, with an infinite
zoom.

8 The Teaching Activity: The Swept Area in Two Final
Protocols

We show how the concept of swept area has been achieved by the two students,
showing and commenting on the answers they gave to a final assessment task,
which asked: what is the area of a rectangle?

F: The area of the rectangle is the product of the base by the height, intended as the
continuous movement in which the base “repeats itself along the height”. The same prin-
ciple is used by the swept area, which defines the area of a rectangle through the translation
of the rod, which goes to “fill” the area of the surface of the figure. During the translation
the caster makes a movement equal to that of the rectangle height and supposing to have a
rod so long as the side of the rectangle, the area would be equal to A = a�l and hence
A ¼ b � h.
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A: When it has gone through the whole height we can see how the area coincides with that
of the rectangle.

A’s answer seems more complete than that of F, who has limited himself to
repeating the question. However looking at the drawings produced by A and F, we
can see that A represents not only the final situation but also an intermediate stage
(Fig. 11). This aspect is missing in the protocol of F (Fig. 10). However from the
observation we have of F’s behavior during the activity solution we know that he
has simulated the situation using the lead of his pencil to mimic the movement of a
rod sweeping the rectangle. Hence he has drawn only the final situation. In fact he

Fig. 10 The solution of F

Fig. 11 The solution of A
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could base his reasoning on the movement he made. On the contrary A had to
represent an intermediate situation to draw his reasoning.

The use of drawing to aid their reasoning was a choice of the students. It was not
required by the task, but one third of the students made this choice. This can be a
result of the way concepts had been discussed in classroom: they were the result of
a collective production of signs during the didactic cycle. In a sense for A the
drawing represents a visual solution to the task. For the protocol of F we can
observe that he uses the idea of movement, in particular he speaks of a “continuous
movement” to explain the route of the arm. Moreover F is able to use letters in a
rather sophisticated way: b and h are the base and the height of a generic rectangle,
while l is the length of the rod and a is the length of the path followed by the caster.

We can summarize these protocols claiming that the concept of swept area has
been achieved by these students even if the way they conceive it is typically
multimodal, namely it is expressed through a multiple register, where verbal, iconic,
and dynamic representations are deeply intertwined in its formulation.

9 Conclusion

In this chapter we have shown how an instrument (in the sense of Rabardel) can
support the approach to the concept of swept area and to a first intuitive knowledge
of infinitesimal quantities, on which Calculus is based.

One major motivation for this program is the didactical gap existing for the
concept of area within the Italian secondary school curriculum (and possibly in
other curricula), namely the great distance between the elementary notion of area
and the infinitesimal approach through integrals, which in Italy is taught in the last
years of Secondary school (grades 12–13). Our teaching program allows bridging
this gap starting from grade 11.

We have done this with a teaching experiment in two grade 11 Italian classes of
scientifically oriented high schools. The teaching design is based on the following
methodological issues, which have been discussed in the first part of the chapter:

• the logic of inquiry: the students are asked to investigate how the instrument
could be used to calculate the area of figures and to figure out why it could do
that;

• the didactic cycle, according to which the didactic situation has been designed:
activities with the instruments and generation of individual and collective signs;

• the semiotic mediation of the instrument for supporting the transition from the
empirical side of the inquiry to more formal mathematical statements.

We have also discussed some epistemological aspects of the project according to
the CAC frame, underlining how the notion of swept area historically marked an
approach to the notion of surface and of its measure, which is closer to the modern
notion of measure of surfaces through integral calculus.
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In the second part of the chapter we have commented on some protocols of the
students, using the Basic Metaphor of Infinity, which allows focusing on their
multimodal productions. We have shown how the methodological issues above are
instantiated in a specific phase of the didactic cycle to illustrate some moments of
the processes in which the students are able to grasp the notion of swept area, and a
first intuitive concept of infinitesimals. This can happen because of the rich mul-
timodal intertwined registers simultaneously used by the students to represent the
situation, to explain why things are so. The processes through which they reach the
final insights is marked by different steps, where the logic of inquiry is used in its
positive (why is it so?) and negative (why is it not so?) instances.
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Part III
Task Design in Interactive Digital

Platforms



Engagement with Interactive Diagrams:
The Role Played by Resources
and Constraints

Elena Naftaliev and Michal Yerushalmy

Abstract Interactive textbooks appear to be the tools of choice in mathematics
instruction in the foreseeable future. It is important, therefore, to establish the
theoretical foundations of design that define student-textbook-teacher interactions.
In our long-term research, we suggested, tested, and refined a semiotic framework
that offers a set of terms helpful in analyzing how the designed features of inter-
active diagrams (IDs) function in these interactions. The present chapter summa-
rizes key design decisions about resources and constraints of interactive texts
according to various semiotic functions, and discusses the role of designed
resources and constraints of the IDs in student engagement with interactive texts.

Keywords Task design � Interactive textbooks � Semiotic � Interactive diagrams �
Examples � Representations

1 Introduction

Current technology makes possible the use of a variety of interactive tools and
representations in interactive textbooks. Using technology to develop mathematical
textbooks and tasks is an attempt to create new venues for engagement with
mathematical meaning. An example of a digital interactive web textbook is the
VisualMath eTextbook (Yerushalmy et al. 2002/2014). The interactive text in this
book provides expositions and instructions in the form of interactive diagrams or of
a link to another interactive diagram. The book also provides an implicit suggestion
to use other related tasks, exercises, and tools selectable from a menu.
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We use the term interactive diagram (ID) to refer to a relatively small unit of
interactive text in e-textbooks or another materials. The components of the ID are:
the example being provided, its representations (verbal, visual, and other), and
interactive tools. The text may be used for different purposes: an exposition, a task,
an exercise, etc. Each ID is considered a task, according to Margolinas (2013): “a
task is anything that a teacher uses to demonstrate mathematics, to pursue interac-
tively with students, or to ask students to do something. Tasks can also be anything
that students decide to do for themselves in a particular situation. Tasks, therefore,
are the mediating tools for teaching and learning mathematics” (p. 11). It is a
challenge to design tasks that on one hand invite opportunities for active personal
learning, and on the other satisfy the requirements of national standards or curricula.

In this chapter, we use the findings of our long-term research1 to illustrate how
the constraints and resources designed into IDs function in the process of devel-
oping mathematical knowledge.

2 The Semiotic Framework

In earlier studies, (e.g., Yerushalmy 2005; Naftaliev and Yerushalmy 2011, 2013;
Naftaliev 2012) we conducted a semiotic analysis of IDs based on Kress and van
Leeuwen’s (1996) visual social-semiotic theory. The semiotic analysis proposed
three dimensions for defining the functionality of IDs.

The semiotic framework is characterized by three types of ID functions
(Table 1) that address a variety of learning and teaching settings: presentational,
orientational, and organizational.

2.1 Presentational Functions of IDs

Although examples in an ID are usually designed to be modified by the user, the
example that initially appears in the diagram determines the nature of the presen-
tational function of the example. Three types of examples are widely used in IDs:
random, specific, and generic.

Specific examples present the exact data of the activity of which they are
part. They serve as a dynamic illustration that helps analyze the situation without
being able to change the information. Random examples are specific examples
generated within given constraints, presenting different information at various times
and for different users. In a generic example, the diagram is structured to be rep-
resentative; it presents a situation that can be part of the given task, but it is not

1https://sites.google.com/site/interactivediagrams/.
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intended to present the specific data of the activity but to help learners become
acquainted with the generic views of the example through a process of inquiry.
Mason and Pimm (1984) noted that generic examples are transparent to the general
case, allowing one to see the general through the particular: “A generic example is
an actual example, but one presented in such a way as to bring out its intended role
as the carrier of the general; this is done by means of stressing and ignoring various
key features, of attempting to structure one’s perception of it” (p. 287). The art of
designing generic examples consists of finding ways to place the focus on generality
or representativeness, as elaborated by Goldenberg and Mason (2008). (Davydov
1972/1990) articulated the difficulty: “The real problem is precisely in finding a
form for a concept in which the derivation of properties would be possible” (p. 35).
Design that offers ways to systematically generate multiple and varied examples,
and to preserve and reconstruct processes, provides the basis for conceptual con-
struction of knowledge by generalizations and conjectures (Yerushalmy 1993). It is
not usually the case, however, that the generic nature of the example is visible to the
learner, and often the example remains a particular case. It is only when the viewer
becomes aware of the generality in the specific example that its mission is achieved.
The design of the setting of an example as an ID invites the viewer to activate the
ID within given limitations in two ways: (a) interacting with components of the
examples (the representations, as well as the linking and control tools), and
(b) changing the example by generating similar or new ones.

2.2 Orientational Functions of IDs

The tone in which the text addresses the learner is subject to design decisions
having to do with the orientational function. “Sketchiness” vs. “rigorousness” of
the diagrams is an important factor in reader orientation. An example that appears in
a diagram can have an accurate appearance and communicate in a strict, distant
tone. For example, a graph drawn on paper indicating coordinate values and scale
would be interpreted as a specific case. The example can adopt a non-authoritative
tone. For example, it may not attempt to provide the complete picture, but rather to
highlight important elements, so that it can be used as a plan for a variety of final
products that share the same idea or structure. IDs can function both as sketches and
as accurate diagrams (Table 2).

Table 1 The semiotic framework: three types defining the functionality of IDs

Presentational function Orientational function Organizational function

Specific Sketchy Illustrating

Random Accurate Elaborating

Generic Sketchy and accurate Guiding
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2.3 Organizational Functions of IDs

The organizational function refers to the connection between all the components of
the ID: representations, tools, examples, etc. IDs can be organized in three ways:
illustrating, elaborating, and guiding2 (narrating). The three types differ in their
settings, each characterized by its own constraints and resources, and intended for a
different aspect of inquiry. Illustrating IDs demonstrate the objective of the activity
to the reader, usually by offering a single representation and relatively simple
actions, such as viewing an animated example. For example, an illustrating ID
might allow learners to manipulate rather than read a definition. Elaborating dia-
grams present occurrences relevant to the problem being explored while working on
the task. They attempt to provide a means for students to engage in activities that
lead to the formulation of a solution in different ways, and operate at a
meta-cognitive level. For instance, the animated example that serves for illustration
can also serve for elaboration when it is part of other tools and representations
(Table 3). A guiding ID, similarly to an elaborating one, provides a means for
learner exploration, but it is designed to also set boundaries for the available
exploration options in such a way that it narrates the story to be learned by working
on the task. Guiding IDs are designed to point students toward specific actions
intended to support them in developing specific mathematical ideas. Although
guiding IDs provide tools that promote inquiry, the tools are designed to limit the
exploration and serve as boundaries while working on the task.

Table 2 Twenty seven types of interactive diagrams

Illustrating ID Elaborating ID Guiding ID

Specific example Sketchy Sketchy Sketchy

Accurate Accurate Accurate

Sketchy/accurate Sketchy/accurate Sketchy/accurate

Random example Sketchy Sketchy Sketchy

Accurate Accurate Accurate

Sketchy/accurate Sketchy/accurate Sketchy/accurate

Generic example Sketchy Sketchy Sketchy

Accurate Accurate Accurate

Sketchy/accurate Sketchy/accurate Sketchy/accurate

2In our earlier publications (e.g., 2005, 2009, 2011, 2011, 2013) we used the term “narrating ID”.
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3 Design Decisions Based on the Three Organizational
Functions

The above analysis classifies IDs into 27 types (Table 2), based on their combi-
nations of features: three organizational functions (illustrating, guiding, and elab-
orating) � three types of examples (random, generic, and specific) � three types of
orientational functions (accurate, sketch, and both).

To study the effect of organizational functions we generated different IDs based
on the same content with different organizational functions. Three mathematical
foci served as the pivotal points for the design of the series of the tasks:

1. Modeling series (analyzing properties of models and mathematizing outside
mathematical phenomena) (Table 3).

2. Formulating mathematical phenomena series (writing expression for linear
function) (Table 4).

3. Manipulating series (solving equations) (Table 5).

The tasks were assumed to be challenging and new for students and were
designed to support investigation—in other words, formulating and exploring
conjectures. These mathematical objectives of the school algebra curriculum are
described in the literature (e.g., Schwartz 1999) as key actions undertaken with
mathematical objects. Each objective included three comparable tasks, based on an
ID of a different design type. In the modeling series, we designed settings of
interactive diagrams that shared an example represented as an animation of
multi-process motion (Table 3), and a task that required analyzing motion while
paying attention to representations and models of path, speed, and pace.

In the formulating mathematical phenomena series, we chose a basic algebra
task that required the writing of a symbolic expression to describe a given linear
function graph (Table 4). In the manipulating series, we chose a task that focused
on performing algebraic manipulations and required to create examples of equations
that comply with certain constrains (Table 5).

The sequences chosen represent important issues in school algebra and were
intended to reduce the effect of specific content in algebra on the conclusions of the
study. Based on the assumption that the design of the ID establishes the context for
a variety of learning and teaching settings, the focus of the study was to analyze
how the designed constraints and resources of the IDs functioned in developing
mathematical knowledge while solving unfamiliar tasks presented by multi-modal
texts.
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4 Mathematical Engagements with Interactive Texts
Within Given Resources and Constraints

We illustrate the students’ mathematical engagement with interactive texts con-
cerning the modeling series, and the role played by the resources and constraints in
the design of the text. We designed three ID settings (Tables 3, 4 and 5) over the
course of three studies, as part of our broader research. The IDs share an example
represented as an animation of multi-process motion, but they differ in their
organizational functions. In these studies, we reported on the work of 14-year-old
students from the same public school, who interacted with different IDs that had
distinct organizational functions: illustrating (Naftaliev and Yerushalmy 2009),
guiding (Naftaliev and Yerushalmy 2013), illustrating and elaborating (Yerushalmy
and Naftaliev 2011).

4.1 Student Engagement with the Illustrating ID

The illustrating ID was simple to operate and provided the minimal control nec-
essary for using the animation: at any time, users could freeze the positions on the
track, continue the run, or initialize the race. The generic example provided the
sketchy nature of the ID and the inclusion of only one representation were
important resources and constraints in the mathematical engagement with the
interactive text. In the following episode the students looked for ways to sidestep
the design constraints of the ID. For example, Dan’s sequence of static diagrams
(Fig. 1) prompted him to mentally recreate and describe the entire motion process,
pointing to changes of speed of the dots (or “runners”) in correlation with changes
in their relative positions:

Fig. 1 Sequence of static
diagrams
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Dan: So in the end it shows that the pink that at first advanced, that began to gain
acceleration, and the blue that passed him later, who also began to be the
fastest; actually the black accelerated and passed him. The blue and the red
started slowing a bit and the red continued at the same pace, and in the end
passed the blue and came in third. The black was first. The pink came in
second and the red came in third place. And the blue stayed… came in last,
even though in the middle he started leading in the distances, and then the
black began to pass everyone, and won actually.

Using paper and pencil, the ID was extended in a schematic way that served as a
static model (Fig. 1), from which students were later able to describe the dynamic
process without activating the ID. In sum, the influence of design constraints and
resources on student engagement with the illustrating ID were: (a) the dynamic and
sketchy nature of the ID presentation promoted comparative descriptions of the
motion and made it easier for the students to distinguish between the runners, to
address each one using colors, and to identify their relative progress; (b) the ID was
designed as a generic example with an exceptional case that became pivotal in the
description of the race; and (c) the inclusion of only one representation in the ID,
and the minimal control needed to operate it stimulated looking for ways to bypass
the designed constraints. To construct a picture of the motion process, the students
resorted to complementing the ID using the representations and tools they created
themselves.

4.2 Student Engagement with the Guiding ID

The guiding ID was designed around a known conflict concerning time-position
graphs that describe motionless objects while time passes continuously. Analysis
shows that a set of constraints and resources contributes to making the task an
interesting challenge. Among these are the small number of animated representa-
tions in the ID, the partial linking between the various visual representations, the
absence of representations and controls that could turn the sketchy nature of the
representations into an accurate diagram, the absence of discrete information, and
the exceptional example in a list of examples aimed at focusing on absence of
motion over time.

We illustrate the students’ mathematical engagements with the guiding ID by
analyzing the following episode. The students, Lior and Daniel, started their work
with the ID by activating it and asking questions such as why are there only six dots
moving, whereas in the graph the dots move along seven lines:

Lior: If this doesn’t move [points with the mouse at the static car] and here all are
moving [points with his finger at the graphs] it doesn’t make sense!
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The students reflected on their current mathematical understanding with the
guidance of the ID, which emphasized a well-known conflict, and they modified
their understanding as they came across the various constraints and resources of the
guiding ID. The students continued the discussion, reaching the conclusion that
time goes on even when the dot is motionless: “Time does move, it [the dot] simply
does not move at this time.” The discussion took place without activating the
animation in the diagram but based on its static mode, which students expanded
using body movements and verbal descriptions. The students activated the ani-
mation to verify their hypotheses and conclusions.

The following conversation is the students’ attempt to explain the correct result
they arrived at regarding the static point:

Daniel: But here all the other five… Time moves and the position moves.
Lior: Because they actually move (points at the slanted graphs) but it—it

doesn’t move. This is the position and it doesn’t move (the position
dimension of the graph remains constant): it doesn’t go up or down…
only the time moves for it. This is it! The orange dot (on the linear
constant graph) is the green (motionless) dot (in the animation)!

The students seemed to be able to conceptualize the motion or the absence of
motion of the green dot, and focused on the analysis of the graphs and on the
dimensions of position and time as they appeared on the axes of the graphs:

Lior: I understand. Usually when they move in place, if they move to
here then this goes down (moves his hand to the left over the
animation and then down on the graph).

Lior and Daniel: …and if they move here, then it moves upwards (Lior and
Daniel move their hands left to right over the animation).

Lior: And if it goes neither here nor here [moves his hand to the left
and to the right of the static dot] then it… It doesn’t change
position either up or down [performs a gesture up and down
along the graph window], but its time does [moves his hand left
to right along the constant line], like all of them, as if the time
didn’t pass, then it would have stayed at the beginning [marks
the initial spot of the line on the Y-axis], but time does pass, so
because of that there’s the entire line [moves his hand along the
constant line].

This conversation indicates progress in the understanding of the graphic repre-
sentation and of the roles it has assumed in solving the problem. The students
described the motion by imagining rather than executing the animation. They were
able not only to describe the change in distance over time of a static dot in the
graph, but also to identify two directions of motion in the animation, right and left,
as increasing and decreasing lines in the distance-time graph.
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According to the data, constraints and resources of the design affected student
engagement with the guiding ID in the following ways: (a) Finding the invariance
and the variability within the processes in the given set of examples was a foremost
theme in all problem-solving processes (e.g., “And if it goes neither here nor here
[moves his hand to the left and to the right of the static dot] then it… It doesn’t
change position either up or down”); (b) The presence of a static object among the
seven moving objects played a central role in triggering the exploration of the
differences between the representation of motion by animation and its representa-
tion as change in the distance over time graph (“If this doesn’t move [points with
the mouse at the static car] and here all are moving [points with his finger at the
graphs] it doesn’t make sense!”); (c) The transformation of the graph into a
meaningful representation for describing the motion process was made possible by
using a combination of the two representations: the animation and the graph (e.g.,
“… if they move to here then this goes down. And if they move… (moves his hand
to the left over the animation and then down on the graph)”). Most of the discussion
in the interview excerpted above took place without activating the animation.
Students used the animation less than we had expected, and carried out most of the
conjecturing mentally. We found, however, that the animation played an important
role in coping with the task. As a concrete representation, it drew the students’
attention to the conflicts concerning motionless objects over continuous time, and
prompted questions and conjectures that were not raised in the task. Students used
the animation also to check assumptions and to illustrate conclusions. (d) The
animation and the graph were designed to be partially linked but they were not
color-matched, and the identification process required extracting data from the
animation and the graph in order to link them. The partial link ended up being an
important component in the mental analysis that the students performed. (e) The
possibility of viewing only the complete motion, without stopping or focusing on
discrete events, was an important component in the development of meaning for the
graph.

4.3 Student Engagement with the Elaborating ID

The elaborating ID provided four adjacent linked representations (as opposed to one
in the illustrating ID and two in the guiding ID): a table of values that represented
distance and time in 0.1 s intervals; a 2D graph of distance over time; and a 1D
graph of traces of positions at each time unit, with an animation. The variety of
linked representations and rich tools in the elaborating ID made possible various
options for personal choices concerning how the ID was viewed, for example: a
sketch, and/or an accurate diagram, discrete and/or continuous flow of information.
It also provided a variety of opportunities, as demonstrated by the significant dif-
ferences that were observed between the three interviewed groups. Below we
present in some more detail only one approach, but note the paths followed by
others.
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At the beginning of the interview of the first group concerning the elaborating
ID, the students activated the animation. A green dot in the animation attracted their
attention because it stood out as different: at the beginning of its motion it was very
slow, and yet it finished first. The students described the change in speed of the
green dot: “initially the green [dot] is the slowest,” “the green [dot] begins to
accelerate.” Without using the stop option, they described the change in the relative
positions of the dots in the animation of the race and indicated the finishing
positions. The students looked for a way to improve the interpretation, pressed
various buttons such as Run, Stop, Initialize, and Traces, they checked boxes, and
activated the animation with traces:

May: According to this, the red had reasonable speed, approximately the same
speed all the way, the green at the beginning, he was, which means he was
really slow at the beginning, and afterwards, when there are bigger spaces
between the circles, then the…

Sara: He began to increase the pace. And here, he and the blue, he was faster at
the beginning and towards the end he was really slow, you can see that the
circles are really close together here, and the pink, so in the beginning he
was fast, in the middle of the race he began to slow down, and at the end of
the race he began to be fast.

They decided to integrate the two-dimensional graph and began to work with a
combination of the two graphs, the 1D and the 2D, in a static state (Fig. 2). They
focused on ascribing meaning to the 2D graph reflecting the speed of the motion,
and used the description of speed that appeared in the 1D graph to attribute meaning
to the 2D graph by analyzing the distance between the tracer dots: “the red is a
straight line because its speed was uniform throughout the whole race, and the
green is curved, curved because at the beginning it was slow.”

To verify the way in which speed was reflected on the graph, they decided to
reactivate the animation. After observing the animation, they described the speed of
the dots based on the shape of each graph:

Fig. 2 The 1D (traces) and
the 2D graphs
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May: Because you can see, if the line is straight like the red one, then you can see
that it is a uniform pace.

Sara: In the beginning it ( ) was not a uniform pace and then it ( ) was a

uniform pace, the blue ( ) it has, at the beginning it had a uniform pace
and then it curves and then it was the one in the last place. The pink ( ) at
the beginning it has uniform pace and then it has a drop in speed and then it
has a little increase and then it has a uniform pace, that’s why it came in
second place.

The description showed the students’ attempt to use meaningful items they

created for themselves in previous work with the green graph and the red graph

in order to ascribe meaning to similar items on other graphs: the part of the
graph that is close to a straight line describes uniform pace, the part that “curves”
describes a change of speed, and the part that looks like the beginning of the green
graph describes deceleration.

Analyzing the work of the two other groups, we found different trajectories of
mathematical engagement. The second group chose to start working with an ani-
mation and a graph, and gradually changed the students’ concept image of the lines
in the graph from motion paths to graphic representations of motion with changing
rates of speed. In the beginning, the students treated the graph as a motion path.
Next, they used the stop tool to monitor the change in the respective positions of the
dots simultaneously across the two representations. The students proceeded
examining a variety of examples in the diagram, some of which contradicted the
erroneous assumption they made while examining other examples. The third group
focused on the table of values and how it corresponded to the animation. The stop
tool helped them match the discrete data in the table and in the animation. After
analyzing the characteristics of the respective positions of the dots and the numbers
in the table, they progressed from the incorrect assumption that the numbers in the
table described time to considering the table values as a description of distance.

In sum, the constraints and resources affected learner engagement with the
elaborating ID primarily as follows: (a) Work with the ID is characterized by a wide
range of problem-solving choices that have some common elements but involve
using different tools or different representations. (b) A carefully planned interactive
example helped reveal its generic qualities in describing the various aspects of
motion. The components of the example became significant in particular because
they represented something exceptional for the students: the unique motion of the
green dot relative to the other dots helped the students ascribe meaning to the 1D
and 2D graph as descriptions of deceleration. Extracting the few pieces of infor-
mation that were essential for developing the students’ stories concerning the
motion process in the task proved greatly useful for their work. (c) The link
between the representations allowed students to ascribe meaning to unique situa-
tions in other representations. At times, the link between the representations was
obvious, as, for example, in the case of the animation and the 1D graph. At other
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times, establishing the link between the representations using the tools included in a
diagram (the stop tool, the clock, and the active line in the table) was another aspect
of the process of motion description. (d) The combined use of discrete items of
information that described the situation at moments when the action was stopped
and of continuous information concerning the entire process was an important
component in the students’ engagement with the mathematics of motion.

5 Discussion

The present chapter focuses on students’ ways of developing knowledge by iden-
tifying and defining relevant components of complex, new, digital environments.
The following discussion summarizes: (a) the key design decisions concerning
resources and constraints of the interactive text as reflected in various semiotic
functions, and (b) the role played by ID resources and constraints in the develop-
ment of mathematical knowledge when reading about and solving unfamiliar tasks.
In the following summary and discussion of the conclusions we focus on (a) rep-
resentations and tools for interacting with the representations and (b) examples and
tools for interacting with the examples.

5.1 Key Design Decisions About Resources and Constraints

ID design must support a variety of purposes in the course of learning and teaching.
The intentional design of what may be viewed as incomplete tools was based on the
principle enunciated by Schwartz (1995) for designing software for mathematical
inquiry: finding an “interesting middle,” where the setting lets students “interact
with and manipulate aspects of a subject that are complex enough to be interesting
and simultaneously simple enough to be understood” (Schwartz, ibid., p. 180).

The IDs in our studies varied in the design choices of what was included in the
given example and how it was represented and controlled. Designing constraints
and resources with a focus on representations (graphs, tables, animations, etc.), and
designing tools for interacting with these resources involves making decisions
about (a) the number of representations, (b) the sketchy or accurate nature of the
representation, (c) the kind of links to be made available between the representa-
tions, (d) the choices available for reducing the amount of information presented,
(e) and the discrete or continuous nature of information. Similarly, designing
constraints and resources with focus on examples and on the tools for interacting
with the examples involves making decisions about: (a) the initial given set of
example; (b) the tools available for changing an initial example by creating similar
examples or new ones. Table 6 shows a comparative view of the resources and
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constraints in the modeling ID series, with a focus on representations and examples
that define each of the three organizational functions.

5.2 The Role that ID Resources and Constraints Play
in Learners’ Engagements: Representations, Tools,
and Examples

We showed how ID resources contributed to the active reading of the mathematical
text. The processes supporting learners’ mathematical engagement with interactive
texts position the learners as active readers who approach the text in an exploratory
mode. Learners explore the interactive text, which becomes an instrument that
assists them in their thinking and problem solving. Using the terms of Borasi et al.
(1998), the exploration is characterized by negotiation, the reader and text shaping
and being shaped by each other throughout the reading experience. Providing
learners with opportunities for personal adaptations of the interactive mathematical
text makes this exploratory negotiation more explicit because learners are
encouraged to use various resources to interact with the text.

Table 6 Comparative view of the resources and constraints in the modeling ID series, with a
focus on representations and examples

Illustrating ID Elaborating ID Guiding ID

Resources and constraints in the settings of representations

Number of
representations

1 4 2

Intended tone of the
representation

Sketchy Sketchy/accurate Sketchy

Links between the
representations

X Linked Partially linked

Options to change
the amount of
information
presented in the
representations

X V Partial

Mode of information
presentation

Discrete/continuous Discrete/continuous Continuous

Resources and constraints in the settings of examples

Initial set of given
examples

Combination of the
four types of
accelerated motion

Combination of the
four types of
accelerated motion

Combination of the seven
types of constant speed
motion; static object
among the seven objects

Tools for changing
an initial example

X X X
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5.2.1 Representations and Tools for Interacting with Them

We begin by discussing the effect of the resources and constraints on engagement
with the IDs in the three series (modeling, formulating mathematical phenomena,
and manipulating; Tables 3, 4 and 5) with a focus on representations (graphs,
tables, animations, etc.) and on the tools needed to interact with them. The illus-
trating IDs present the objective of the activity to the reader by offering a single
representation and relatively simple actions for interaction with it. Students who
worked with the illustrating IDs looked for ways to bypass the constraints built into
the tool: they changed the representation of the data in the given example, expanded
the given representation, or constructed new ones. We found that even the minimal
interaction designed into the illustrating IDs can be helpful in consolidating relevant
knowledge that is not yet adequately structured. The IDs can help present the parts
of the less structured ideas to make them more coherent, meaningfully visible, and
concrete in a problem-solving process. Following Vygotsky (1978) and Murata
(2008) noted that the process of making students’ ideas meaningfully visible and
concrete helps students focus on core aspects of the problem and engage in their
own meaning-making process. We found that personal attention paid to details in
the ID presentation, awareness of these details, and the personal choices students
made in the construction of additional details for the original presentation played an
important role in students’ work with illustrating IDs.

In the design of elaborating IDs (Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6), linked representations
and rich tools for interacting with them played an important role. The learners’
engagement with the elaborating IDs included use of linking tools and represen-
tations, and choosing the items considered to be significant in the example, the
representations to work with, the order in which to work with the various repre-
sentations, and whether to not to use the available tools. The differences between
the engagement with illustrating and elaborating IDs reveal the pedagogical settings
that elaborating IDs can support. The needs and choices of the students related to
the exploration of a variety of unfamiliar representations and the interpretation of
the links between them were addressed throughout students’ engagement with the
elaborating ID.

Guiding IDs are almost at the opposite pole from the elaborating IDs. Their
design must be carefully adjusted to support development of knowledge and at the
same time constrain students to the principal ideas of the task. It is possible to see
the similarities in the constraints of the guiding and elaborating IDs with respect to
the development of new mathematical ideas by students. Students in our studies
started with a situation in which there was a mismatch between their knowledge and
components of the IDs. The mismatch had to do both with the mathematical topics
displayed in the IDs and with the resources and constraints designed into the IDs.
The students spent time trying to learn the representations and tools that the IDs
offered, to bypass the constraints of the IDs, and to expand their capabilities. Within
the constraints of the IDs the students raised new ideas with respect to the tasks and
tested them.
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5.2.2 Examples and the Tools for Interacting with Them

Below we consider the role played by ID constraints and resources, with focus on
examples and on the tools required for interacting with them. To do so, we refer to
different settings of examples of IDs that invite viewers to activate them, with
certain limitations, in two areas: changing given examples by generating similar
examples or new ones, and interacting with components of the given examples.

The design of the three IDs in the modeling tasks supported interaction with
components of the given examples but not the generation of new examples. The
choice of types of motion was a key design decision. According to (Davydov
1972/1990), “the completeness and adequacy of the generalization depend on the
breadth of the variations of the attributes that are combined, on the presence in the
raw material of highly ‘unexpected’ and ‘unusual’ combinations of the common
quality with the concomitant attributes or form of expression” (p. 6). Our intention
was to include a repertoire of types of motion that would offer a general view of
possible combinations of motion for the purpose of supporting the development of
awareness of kinematic phenomena (such as rate of change, constant and changing
speeds, two directions of movement, and different starting positions) and of their
mathematical descriptions. Our findings show a process of development of a rep-
resentative example that matches Davydov’s argument (ibid.), according to which
generalization is the result of a comparison of examples. The students revealed the
salient features of the characteristics of motion by comparing special cases using the
three IDs: they compared the motion in the animation, in the segments of the
graphs, and in the value table. An important design feature of the example in the
guiding ID was the motionless situation in the animation: one of the seven runners
was represented by a steady dot, whereas all seven dots on the linked graphs were
moving. Creating awareness of a conflicting image of this nature, which presents a
difficult situation (a lack of information of the type described by Nemirovsky and
Tierney (2001)), contributed to the ad hoc solution of the task of identifying the
runners, and even more so, to understanding the Cartesian distance-time graphs.

The two other series of tasks, formulating mathematical phenomena and
manipulating, differ from the modeling series in that they allow learners to change a
given example by generating similar or new ones while getting feedback. Our
studies concerning these two other series (e.g., Naftaliev and Yerushalmy 2011;
Naftaliev 2012) highlight the importance of examples generated on the students’
own initiative for clarifying the representativeness of the example as a carrier of the
general meaning. The problem-solving process occurred when students were
working with elaborating and guiding diagrams, which allowed examples to be
entered freely. Problem solving was manifest when students used the given, specific
example as a subject for comparison with the new example, which led students to
conjectures and conflicts. It was also manifest when students generalized an
example they created to produce an example space, in other words, a range of
examples seen as instances of a generality based on that specific example
(Goldenberg and Mason 2008). The students’ strategy to solve the problem was
comparison, and presumably it helped them perceive the structures, dependencies,
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and relationships that characterize any mathematical abstraction, as noted by
Davydov (1972/1990).

Working with the guiding IDs, students treated the given example as a carrier of
the general meaning and were able to reach a generalization in a process of sys-
tematic change and comparison. The variety of tools and representations offered in
the elaborating IDs produced various strategies: students constructed, without
guidance, various examples and initiated further inquiry that at times resulted in the
systematic construction of examples, although the IDs provided no tools for sys-
tematic change. Initially, we hypothesized that illustrating IDs, which do not sup-
port the creation of new examples, would not be more helpful than a paper diagram
because their design is similar to that of the paper diagram and offers only a limited
choice of representations and tools. But we found that even the minimal interaction
provided by the illustrating ID can be helpful in consolidating relevant knowledge
that is not adequately structured yet. Students who worked with the illustrating IDs
created their own examples only when it was required to do so by one of the tasks.

5.3 Concluding Remarks and Further Questions

Across our studies we found that similar tasks addressed with different IDs should
be considered as different learning settings. The constraints and resources designed
into the IDs contributed to making the tasks an interesting challenge for exploration
by limiting the students’ actions and by supporting guidance, while at the same time
maintaining an open space for students’ ideas. Based on our study, we find our-
selves in a better position to raise relevant yet unresolved questions about the
functions of IDs in teaching. In our past studies, we did not create a setting for
observing teaching but rather focused on what we considered to be mostly spon-
taneous problem-solving processes. But the findings may have implications for
teaching as a guiding mathematical inquiry, and the pedagogical situations that the
tasks in the research appear to support should be studied further.

With regard to the related field of teacher learning, we adopt the approach
suggested by Shulman (1986) and by Remillard and Bryans (2004), and assume
that curricular resources are part of teacher learning and not intended to be used by
students directly and independently of the teacher. The main purpose of teachers’
engagement with curricular material is to guide student learning of subject matter
during instruction. Teachers are taking further responsibility for their curricular
resources, bringing Web materials to their textbooks, flexing and remixing their
interactive textbooks. This raises questions about the decisions that educators
should take as to whether and how they could use or import new IDs for different
purposes in teaching and learning.

Studying such attempts is becoming increasingly important, especially given that
the ability to use interactive textbooks and similar resources is growing, and that
there are increasing opportunities for teachers to act as designers and authors of
interactive materials. Teaching with an interactive textbook should be considered
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not merely a technological change but an attempt to create new paths for the
construction of mathematical meaning. We conjecture that exploring IDs within a
social semiotic framework could be useful for the professional development of
teachers in analyzing curriculum materials and in examining the mathematical and
pedagogical assumptions embedded in their design.
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Everybody Counts: Designing Tasks
for TouchCounts

Nathalie Sinclair and Rina Zazkis

Abstract TouchCounts is an open-ended multi-touch App, which provides
unconventional opportunities for engagement with the concept of a number,
counting, and number operations. We describe a series of tasks designed for use in
TouchCounts, which take advantage of the affordances of this environment. We
elaborate on various aspects of the tasks as related to their pragmatic and epistemic
values. We discuss the learning potential of the tasks, compare TouchCount tasks
with similar tasks performed with physical manipulatives and provide a few
illustrative examples of children’s engagement with the tasks.

Keywords Counting � Number operations � Cardinal number � Ordinal number �
Subitising

1 Introduction

For many open-ended, expressive digital environments for mathematics learning,
the role of the task can be very important. In a Logo environment, for example, or a
dynamic geometry environment (DGE), the learner starts with a blank screen and
infinite possibility for engagement. In such environments, designing tasks that
enable purposeful mathematical engagement, without becoming overly prescriptive,
can be challenging. The challenge is increased by the impetus to design tasks that
are not already doable, or even possible, in non-digital environments. In other
words, good tasks in these environments should take advantage of the affordances
of the given tools. Having students draw five different triangles can be done in a
DGE, but having them drag one triangle into five different configurations is
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something that takes advantage of the continuous and direct manipulation affor-
dance of most DGEs.

In this chapter, we elaborate on several tasks that we have designed for use in a
particular open-ended multi-touch App called TouchCounts (Jackiw and Sinclair
2014), which provides unconventional engagement with the introductory concept of
number and number operations. Learning to count in a contemporary world is as
basic as learning to walk and talk. However, it is known that young children often
experience difficulty in creating a one-to-one correspondence between the counted
objects and assigning the number attributed to the last counted object as an enu-
merator of the total. Furthermore, initial experiences with arithmetic operations may
present a challenge for learners, especially when the operations are approached by
means of direct modelling (Coles 2014). How can technology assist with these
challenges? This chapter describes a series of tasks that have been specifically
designed to take advantage of the affordances of TouchCounts. We analyse these
tasks in terms of their novel potential for supporting the development of number, as
well as the different functions they draw on in terms of how children are invited to
count, operate and attend to both ordinal and cardinal dimensions of number.

2 Theoretic Perspectives on Task Design in Expressive
Environments

While there are many features of the App design that are of importance to shaping
the kinds of tasks that are possible and productive, our focus in this paper is on task
design. In our analysis of the tasks, we consider on two different aspects of the task.
The first relates to its use of the digital technology. The second relates to the type of
values offered by the task.

To begin, we adapt Laborde’s (2001) typology of tasks developed by secondary
teachers using the dynamic geometry software Cabri. She found that the teachers
designed the following type of tasks:

• The technology is “used mainly as facilitating material aspects of the task while
not changing it conceptually”;

• The software is “supposed to facilitate the mathematical task that is considered
as unchanged”;

• The software “is supposed to modify the solving strategies of the task due to the
use of some of its tools and to the possibility that the task might be rendered
more difficult”;

• The task itself “takes its meaning” from the software.

Tasks that do not change the mathematical activity conceptually can be said to
make weak use of the technology. We are thus interested in identifying tasks that
make strong use of technology, as well as in better understanding how these tasks
change solution strategies or ways of thinking. Tasks that make strong use of
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technology will probably differ from tasks designed for non-digital environments.
While we will highlight some of these differences, our main focus in this paper will
be on task design.

In discussing the use of software in mathematics education, (Artigue 2002)
distinguishes between their epistemic and pragmatic values:

Epistemic (what you learn while you are doing this; as they contribute to the understanding
of the objects they involve), pragmatic (what you achieve; I would like to stress that
techniques are most often perceived and evaluated in terms of pragmatic value, that is to
say, by focusing on their productive potential (efficiency, cost, field of validity).) (p. 248).

Similarly, tasks can have epistemic and/or pragmatic value. That is, they can
change the techniques that are used, particularly in making a task easier to solve or
more precise. They can also have epistemic value in terms of contributing to
mathematical understanding in a certain way. We assume that there is some relation
between the values of the software and those of the tasks, that is, that tasks that have
epistemic value will draw on the epistemic values afforded by the software’s design.

A final consideration relates to feedback. Mackrell et al. (2013) distinguish
among different kinds of feedback: evaluation feedback is related to completion of a
task or part of a task; strategy feedback aims to support or amend student
approaches while she is engaged in a task; and, direct manipulation feedback, which
“is the response of the environment to student action” (p. 83). One of the benefits of
working with computers is that it provides a neutral form of feedback that the
teacher cannot, often providing a sufficient indication of whether the task was
completed successfully or what can be adjusted to achieve a successful completion.
However, this is not always the case. Therefore, a guiding feature in our task design
is to allow direct manipulation feedback to serve as evaluation feedback.

3 A Multi-touch Application for Counting and Operating

The multi-touch device is a novel technological affordance in mathematics edu-
cation. Through its direct mediation, it offers opportunities for mathematical
expressivity by enabling children to produce and transform screen objects with
fingers and gestures, instead of engaging and operating through a keyboard or
mouse. This makes it highly accessible, but also opens the way for new, tangible
forms of mathematical communication (Jackiw 2013). In this section, we describe
TouchCounts, whose design was motivated by multi-touch affordances.

Unlike many ‘educational games’ that can be found for the iPad, TouchCounts is
open-ended and exploratory, rather than practice- and level-driven—it follows in
the tradition of constructionist and expressive technologies in mathematics educa-
tion (Papert 1980; Noss and Hoyles 1996) and supports the development of number
by offering modes of interaction with objects that involve fingers and gestures.
Specifically, it aims both (1) to engage one-to-one correspondence by allowing
every finger touch to summon a new sequentially-numbered object into existence,
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one whose presence is both spoken aloud and symbolically labelled and (2) to
enable gesture-based summing and partitioning, by means of pushing objects
together and pulling them apart in ways that expose very young children to arith-
metic operations. With these new affordances, however, come new questions
related to design decisions (such as “What touch-based actions on the screen might
better support and enable mathematical activity?”), as well as questions related to
the development of number and how this particular technology may shape current
curricular trajectories and, in the process, potentially disrupt them.

Currently, there are two sub-applications in TouchCounts, one for Enumerating
and the other for Operating. After we describe each of the two worlds, we present
and analyse a series of tasks, where the first set are to be used in the Enumerating
world and the second set in the Operating world. In our analysis we refer to some
comments or actions that we have observed children make. These are drawn from
an ongoing study that involved iterative testing of the application with children
(aged three to eight) in four different educational settings (one day-care and two
primary school children either at school or in after-school care). Some of this
research has been reported elsewhere (see Sinclair and Heyd-Metzuyanim 2014;
Sinclair and Pimm 2014).

3.1 The Enumerating World

In this world, a user taps her fingers on the screen to summon numbered objects
(yellow discs). The first tap produces a disc containing the numeral ‘1’. Subsequent
taps produce successively numbered discs. As each tap summons a new numbered
disc, TouchCounts audibly speaks the number word for its number (“one”, “two”,
…, if the language is set to English). Fingers can be placed on the screen one at a
time or simultaneously. With five successive taps, for instance, five discs (num-
bered ‘1’ to ‘5’) appear sequentially on the screen, which are counted aloud one by
one (see Fig. 1a). However, if the user places two fingers on the screen simulta-
neously, two consecutively numbered discs appear at the same time (Fig. 1b), but
only the higher-numbered one is named aloud (“two”, if these are the first two taps).
One small instance of opportunity lies in a new sense of the times-two table: the
number of ‘times’ two fingers simultaneously touch the screen. The entire ‘world’
can be reset, to clear all numbered discs and return the ‘count’ of the next sum-
moned disc to one. Note that the discs always arrive in order, with their symbolic
names imprinted upon them.

From an adult perspective, the number of taps (whether made sequentially or
simultaneously) is also the number of discs on the screen, a fact which can tacitly
reinforce the cardinality principle, since the last number ‘counted’ (spoken aloud by
TouchCounts) is exactly “how many” numbered discs there are to be seen. In
traditional research in the area of early counting, it is a well-documented finding
that even after children have counted a set of things (up to five, say), when they are
asked “how many” objects are in that set, they will often count the objects again
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(Baroody and Wilkins 1999). The “how many?” question seems to provoke a
routine of sequential counting.

In TouchCounts’ Enumerating World, however, the child is engaged in a
somewhat different practice—rather than counting a given set, she is actively
producing a set with her finger(s) (perhaps aiming at a pre-given total) and the
elements of that set seem to count themselves (both aurally and symbolically) as
they are summoned into existence. One distinction that TouchCounts makes is that,
orally, each number word in succession replaces (and eradicates) the previous one.
At the end of the spoken count, no trace is left of what has been said. On the screen,
however, each action leaves a visual trace, in the form of (one or more)
numeral-bearing discs, of what has once been summoned into being.

If the ‘gravity’ option for this World is turned on in the App, then as long as the
learner’s finger remains pressed to the screen, the numbered object holds its
position beneath her fingertip. But as soon as she ‘lets go’ (by lifting that finger),
the numbered object falls toward and then disappears “off” the bottom of the screen,
as if captured by some virtual gravity. With ‘gravity’ comes the option of a ‘shelf’,
a horizontal line across the screen (in Fig. 2). If a user releases her numbered object
above the shelf, it falls only to the shelf, and comes to rest there, visibly and
permanently on screen, rather than vanishing out of sight ‘below’. (Thus, Fig. 2
depicts a situation in which there have been four taps below the shelf—these
numbered objects were falling—and then a disc labelled ‘5’ was placed above the
shelf by tapping above it.) Since each time a finger is placed on the screen a new
numbered disc is created beneath it and, once released by lifting the finger, it begins
to fall, one cannot “catch” or reposition an existing numbered object by re-tapping
it. This is not a conventional “dragging” world.

Discs dropping away (under ‘gravity’) mirror the way spoken language fades
rapidly over time, with no trace left—the impermanence of speech. Also, with discs
disappearing, any sense of cardinality goes too: in the absence of the presence of

Fig. 1 a Five sequential taps—“one, two, three, four, five” is said (the arrows are only to indicate
the sequence; they are not shown on the screen). b A simultaneous two-finger tap—only “two” is
said (both discs appear simultaneously)
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‘1’, the disc labelled ‘2’ is simply the second one to have been summoned. So the
Enumerating World with ‘gravity’ enabled (it is an option) is almost entirely an
ordinal one, with the shelf acting as a form of visible memory.

One of the characteristics of TouchCounts, then, is that the computer handles the
counting (the iPad is the one who announces and manages the arrival of various
figures onto the ritual scene). The design intent was to help move young users
towards transitive counting, even though the general setting provides a mix of
cardinal and ordinal elements.

3.2 The Operating World

Whilst tapping on the screen in the Enumerating World creates sequentially
numbered objects, tapping on the screen in the Operating World creates autono-
mous numbered sets, which we refer to as herds. The user’s creation choreography
starts by placing one or several fingers on the screen, which immediately creates a
large disc that encompasses all the fingers and includes a numeral corresponding to
the combined number of fingers touching the screen. At the same time, every one of
the fingers in contact with the screen creates its own much smaller (and unnum-
bered) disc, centred on each fingertip. When the fingers are lifted off the screen, the
numeral is spoken aloud and the smaller discs are then lassoed into a ‘herd’ and
arranged regularly around the inner circumference of the big disc (Fig. 3a shows
herds of 3 and 4). The small discs all move in either a clockwise or
counter-clockwise direction to emphasise that they are to be seen as one unit. Herds
of size one wander around the screen in order to make them more difficult to place
one’s finger on, in order to encourage children to operate with herds that are greater
than one in number.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 a Five sequential taps—“one, two, three, four, five” is said (the arrows are only to indicate
the sequence; they are not shown on the screen). b A simultaneous two-finger tap—only “two” is
said (both discs appear simultaneously)
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Unlike in the Enumerating World, herds can be interactively dragged, either to
move them around on the screen or to operate upon them. After two or more such
arrangements have been produced (as in Fig. 3b) they can either be pinched
together (addition) or ‘unpinched’ (subtraction or partition). In the case of pinching
together, two fingers are required—one on each herd—to make the herds merge.
Dynamically, they then become one herd that contains the ‘digital’ counters from
each previous herd, thus adding them together. The new herd is labelled with the
associated numeral of the sum (Fig. 3c), which TouchCounts announces aloud.
Moreover, the new herd keeps a distinguished trace of the previous herds, which
can be seen by means of the differentiated colours of the individual small discs.
Multiple herds can be pinched together simultaneously. Note that the pinching
gesture is entirely symmetric, both with respect to the pinching fingers and with
respect to the herds, so that adding does not have the kind of order implied by the
directionality of verbal or written expressions such as ‘two plus three’ or ‘2 + 3’.

An inverse pinch gesture (‘unpinching’) can be made in order to decompose a
given herd into two herds. The gesture can be described either as ‘separating’,
which supports the idea of partitioning, or as ‘taking out’ or ‘removing’, which
supports the idea of subtracting. In both cases, two fingers are placed in the herd—

Fig. 3 a The herds. b Pinching two herds together. c The sum of two herds

Fig. 4 a An initial herd of 7. b Left finger (in this instance) swiping outside the herd. c Resulting
separation of 7 into herds of 4 and 3: TouchCounts announces “four”
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while one stays put, the second swipes out of the herd. This distinction of roles
between the two fingers supports the needed directionality of subtraction. The
further the swipe travels, the more will be taken out from the starting herd (and of
course, at the extreme, everything can be taken out of the starting herd) (Fig. 4b).
When the swiping finger is lifted, two new herds are formed and TouchCounts
announces the number that has been taken out (Fig. 4c). In the extreme case (where
everything is removed), a new herd is formed under the finger that has swiped,
while in the location of the previous herd the numeral ‘0’ appears briefly but then
fades away.

The pinching gesture draws on one of the four grounding metaphors for addition,
that of object collection (see Lakoff and Núñez 2000). Both adding and either
subtracting or partitioning offer children the action of operating without necessarily
requiring them to calculate the result. Unlike with the calculator, which can also
perform addition and subtraction, TouchCounts first requires the production of
herds that will be labeled by a numeral (indicating “how many” are in the herd) and
then enacts the gathering/splitting mechanisms in which the two herds join or
separate, both visually and temporally.

Children can pinch two herds together or split a herd apart relatively easily
(though some children find it challenging, at least initially, to place their fingers
right on the herds and often produce new herds of one). They can do this, obvi-
ously, without knowing what the sum or difference will be, without knowing that
the transformation occurring reflects the operation of addition or subtraction and,
most importantly, without thinking of those herds as cardinal numbers. In this
sense, TouchCounts invites the children into a gesture-mediated form of operations.
We note that while a teacher might introduce the word ‘adding’ to describe the
process, neither that word nor its symbolic counterpart (e.g., ‘+’) appears on the
screen: the iPad only announces the result of the operation. As such, language such
as “making” or “putting together” or “joining” can all be used to accompany the
action of pinching discs together.

4 TouchCounts Tasks

In this section, we describe and analyse six tasks that have been created for use with
TouchCounts. They have been developed over the course of on-going work with
young children in a variety of settings and geographic locations. In developing the
tasks we consider what engages the children and also what can focus attention on
the mathematics of counting and operating. Some of the tasks were initiated by the
children, which are of particular interest because of their adidactical nature.
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4.1 Plucking Out Numbers for the Shelf

Put 36 above the shelf
This is an extension and variation on the previously explored task in which a child
was asked to put 5 on the shelf. 36 has no particular attributes other than being a
relatively big number. It is expected that a child will not count up by ones, but find
a more efficient way.

Attending to the task requires a continuous control and comparison of the
number that is on the screen and the target number. For example, if a child
repeatedly increases the number of discs “counting by 5’s”, there is a point at which
she will have to stop and evaluate a situation. The task is a good introduction to
developing ideas related to addition and subtraction, considering a “relative dis-
tance” from the current number to the target number. If a screen has 30 on it, a
child, maybe implicitly, starts evaluating whether to put another 5 or whether to
“play it safe” and reach 36 increasing by ones.

This task provides a teacher with an opportunity to observe children’s learning.
If a child’s preferable method is to increase the number by 1s, she can be
encouraged to use a different way to “get there faster”. Changing the task to a
bigger number, 360 for example, may serve as a motivation for a child to seek a
more efficient strategy. Also, it is interesting to observe if a child semi-randomly
increasing the count or is using some kind of a strategy, like counting by threes.

The analog outside of the TouchCounts environment is making available to a
child a large amount of counters in some container and asking her to put 36
counters on the table. One can definitely count by ones, or put some amount on the
table, count up and adjust. Such a task is made both easier and harder within
TouchCounts. It is easier because the child does not have to produce the number
names or symbols. It is also harder because the target number in this case cannot be
adjusted both up and down. The constraint in TouchCounts is that there is no option
for adjusting down. Consider the case that by some oversight a child reached 37 or
any other number bigger that 36. Working with counters, some can be returned to
the container. Working with TouchCounts, the only way to complete the task is to
start over. This requires a “calculated” approach, which is the epistemic value of the
task.

If the task is repeated, one may focus on a minimal number of steps. I can
complete the task in 4 steps: 10, 10, 10, 5–36! Less than 4 may require collabo-
ration (or use of toes). The task is also appropriate for a group work. (Think of it as
a simplified NIM game.) 2 or 3 children sharing a screen and taking turns. The
“winner” is the one who puts 36 on the shelf. Each child, in turn, can touch the
screen once or twice, and can use 1 or all his fingers.

Put numbers with 0 at the end on the shelf
We are purposefully avoiding the language of ‘multiples of 10’ in setting this task.
However, it is expected that a child will develop to idea of counting by 10’s. The
epistemic value here is connecting the multitude and the sound to the written
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representation. That is, a child learns that the number that comes after 9 (or 19, or
39) is the one that has zero at the end. The same of course can be requested with
ANY digit at the end. A challenge is to do this with eyes closed.

Put numbers that have digits 3 or 7 on the shelf
This is a more complex variation, especially when several children work on the
task. This can be a game of concentration, when the iPad is shared between two
children or more. A child has to predict whether the next number has in it one of the
two given digits. Note that this task does not focus on the last digit, but any digit.

4.2 Continue the Pattern

A teacher repeats 3 times the following: taps twice below the shelf and then taps
once above the shelf. The numbers 3, 6, 9 appear on the shelf.

Can you put those numbers on the shelf like I did?
The pragmatic value of this task is to place the same numbers on the shelf as the
teacher, and to try to mimic the finger choreography of the teacher. The epistemic
value is in the embodiment of the skip counting, that is, the opportunity to connect
rhythmic taps to a sequence of multiples of 3. Another pragmatic value, particularly
if the child has mainly been using one finger at a time to make numbers, is for the
child to use two fingers simultaneously. This connects to the an added epistemic
value, which is in becoming familiar with different strategies for making numbers
more efficiently (a two-tap followed by a one two is quicker than a one tap followed
by a one tap and then another one tap), especially for bigger numbers. If children
have developed adequate tool fluency, the teacher might ask whether 30 will ever
appear on the shelf, for example.

This task resembles hand clapping tasks that teachers use to help children
develop a more rhythmic sense of the multiples. It changes somewhat the emphasis
only on the multiples since the number preceding the multiple is also said aloud by
TouchCounts (‘two, three, five, six, eight, nine…’). It also puts the fingers in charge
of the production of the multiples, so that the actual numbers do not have to be
known in advance—it is enough for the rhythm of the fingers to remain constant.
An extension to this task might involve placing the sequence 4, 8, 12 on the shelf by
tapping a triplet below the shelf and a single above.

After putting the required numbers on the shelf, one first grade child decided to
place 5, 10 and 15 on the shelf. However, instead of placing four fingers below the
shelf simultaneously, he continued using two fingers at a time. This produced a
different kind of pattern (two tap below, two tap below, one tap above, repeat) that
was successful in terms of achieving his goal. Once the teacher suggested a different
approach (a four tap below followed by a one tap above), the child tried making a
ten tap below followed by a one tap above, and was delighted to produce the
sequence 11, 22, 33.
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4.3 Inverse Gestural Subitising

Making 4 all-at-once
This task, which is best performed in the Enumerating world, preferably with
no-gravity, involves the children pressing four fingers simultaneously on the screen.
It is a task that is related to subitising. In subitising tasks, students must determine
quickly, without counting, the number of objects in an array, which they then either
say or type using a keyboard. Instead of producing a spoken or alphanumeric action
based on a visual prompt, inverse gestural subitising requires that the children
produce an action (quickly lifting up their fingers and pressing them on the screen,
instead of pressing fingers one by one) based on an oral prompt. Unlike conven-
tional subitising tasks, which rarely extend beyond five, inverse gestural subitising
with TouchCounts has no upper limit, in the sense that a child may use all her
fingers to make ten/10, but she can also work collaboratively with other children to
produce even higher targets.

The making of 4 all-at-once can also be used in the Operating World as a quick
way of producing and operating on numbers. The pragmatic value is clear in that
the children know that they have to hear TouchCounts say ‘four’ (and only ‘four’).
The epistemic value is in the use of a finger gesture that expresses cardinality
because ‘four’ is the number of fingers that are lifted and that will touch the screen
at the same time. If more fingers touch the screen, TouchCounts will not say ‘four’,
which provides immediate feedback to the student, who can then reset and try
again, perhaps even guided by the fact that the number TouchCounts said was too
high.

In one episode involving a four-year-old boy as well as several other children
aged 4 or 5, the teacher asks “Make 7 all-at-once”. The boy looks at his fingers and
counts to seven on them, unfurling them one at a time palms facing him. He then
turns his hands around and places the unfurled fingers on the screen. TouchCounts
says “eight”, indicating that he actually touched the screen at eight different places
(perhaps accidentally touching with an unfurled finger or with his palm). The
teacher asks if he wants to try again, which he does. He then immediately stretched
out seven fingers (without counting them out) and places them on the screen.
TouchCounts says “seven”. It is clear in this case, and in many others we have
observed, that the temporal counting out of a number quickly turns into a gesture
(both communicative and manipulative) for expressing cardinality.

4.4 Count by n in Both Worlds

Count by 3s (in the Enumerating world)
Count by 3s (in the Operating world)

This task is often done in early years school settings, and involves
“skip-counting”. It is a primarily oral task in that the student must utter the correct
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sequence of numbers, a sequence, which is often learned by heart (like the counting
sequence) at the younger ages. The only way for students to know that they are
wrong is if the teacher tells them, and their options for self-correcting are limited to
them trying to remember the correct answer.

In TouchCounts, the task involves taking actions that makes TouchCounts
produce the oral sequence of numbers. The task itself thus changes, as do the
solution strategies and the opportunity for feedback. Although the hand gesture for
doing so can be quite similar in both worlds, the visual display on the screen looks
very different. In the Enumerating World, one can count by threes, for example, by
repeatedly tapping three fingers on the screen simultaneously. TouchCounts will
say “three, six, nine, twelve, …”. In the no-gravity setting, numbered yellow discs
will appear where the fingers have tapped the screen so that the total number of
discs will be equal to the value of the last multiple created. In the gravity setting, the
yellow discs that have been created below the shelf will have fallen away, leaving
only the yellow numbered discs that were created above the shelf. Therefore, there
may very well be less numbered discs on the screen than the value of the last
multiple created. A dexterous tapping of the fingers could also leave all the mul-
tiples of three on the shelf while the other numbers fall away.

In the Operating World, tapping three fingers simultaneously will produce a herd
of three. In order to count by 6, a child might either create a three with three fingers,
then a six with six fingers, then a nine with nine fingers and so on. This gets quite
challenging once the count gets to twelve, though children could work together to
produce 12, 15, 18, etc. Another method would be to create a second herd of three,
join it to the first herd so as to obtain six, then create another herd of three, join it
with the herd of six so as to obtain nine, and so on. Thus, TouchCounts would be
heard saying “three, three, six, three, nine, three, twelve, …” Similarly, a child
could produce many herds of three and then begin to join herds of three to a running
count in order to get TouchCounts to say “three, six, nine, twelve, …”

The pragmatic function of the task is clear, in that students have to produce a
certain sequence in the right order, without skipping any elements. But the epis-
temic value resides in the multiple ways in which the task can be solved, which
children then are invited to compare. In each of the ways of solving the task (in both
worlds), the three-fingers-lifted gesture functions as a pragmatic and epistemic
ways. Pragmatically, it is the way to get TouchCounts to say just three, without
having to count up to three. Epistemically though, it also expresses three as a single
action, which relates it to the cardinality of 3, rather than the ordinality. While in the
Enumerating world, counting by threes is a question of succession, in the Operating
World, an additional action is required, which is the combining of two herds in
order to produce a sum.

The importance of this additional action is evident in the interaction of a
5-year-old called Chloe, who had decided that she wanted to make a really big
number. She began by making a 5 in the Operating World by tapping the screen
with a five-fingers-lifted gesture. She then made another 5 and combined it with the
first one. Then she made a third five and combined it with the 10 and, finally,
combined a fourth five with the 15. Once she saw the new herd, which was labeled
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with a 20, she said “That’s why they say five, ten [short pause] fifteen, twenty”.
Chloe had clearly engaged in skip-counting before but now, having produced the
sequence of numbers 5, 10, 15, 20 by successive addition of herds of 5, she made a
connection between skip counting and adding.

There are two important aspects of TouchCounts that differentiate it from other
environments. First, it takes care of the computation so that Chloe can attend to the
result of her successive adding. She may well have been able to perform the
additions herself, but that would likely have shifted her focus of attention away
from the pattern she was producing. It is important to note that in doing the
calculation, TouchCounts offers both symbolic and aural results, and it is perhaps
the latter that helped Chloe make a connection to skip-counting, which is most often
a ritual, spoken aloud event in the classroom. This distinguishes the task from what
Chloe might have done on a calculator, which would also take care of the com-
putation, because the calculator does not announce the sums out loud. The second
distinguishing feature is the gestural interface for performing the addition. This
gesture, which has both pragmatic and epistemic functions, draws Chloe’s attention
to the adding operation, which is very different from the successive counting that
might occur in the Enumerating World.

4.5 Make Them Equal

A teacher puts on the screen 2 herds, for example 4 and 6.
A student is asked to “make these two equal”.

Imagine this task outside of the TouchCounts environment. You have in front of
you two piles of marbles, 4 in one and 6 in another. A solution that appears obvious
initially is to move one marble from the six-pile to the four-pile. In a way, you
created the following equation: 4 + 1 = 6 − 1.

Is there another way? Of course one can think of hiding 2 marbles in a pocket, an
action that can be modelled as 4 = 6 − 2. Adding more marbles to the table is
another option of course, if those are available. However, the immediate action, and
also a self-imposed restriction, is that of creating a balance using only what is
available and all of what is available.

Now turn to the TouchCounts task. Obviously, the two options described above
are available. In this sense, the task may be seen as facilitating the mathematics
since the students do not need to actually perform the operations, but can instead
focus on strategy. But the environment easily affords a variety of other solutions, at
times unintentional or self-correcting. For example, Tiki wanted to pull out 1 from
six and join it with 4. However, unintentionally, she pulled out 2. She immediately
recognized that the desired outcome had been achieved. In this sense, the task also
modifies the solving strategies, thereby offering a form of strategy feedback.

While availability of additional marbles is uncertain, creation of new numbers is
a matter of a touch. As such, it opens many options for achieving a balance. For
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example, a child can “make 1” and “make 3” and then rejoin, which can be
modelled by 4 + 3 = 6 + 1.

If this is a preference, a constraint can be introduced:

8 and 4 on the screen. Make those equal, without creating more numbers.

This constraint can be examined with an “impossible” task

4 and 7 on the screen. Make those equal, without creating more numbers.

This could be done in a more elaborate way by proposing the following
sequence of tasks:

Make equal herds from:
Given: 8 and 4
Given: 8 and 12
Given: 8 and 5.

The pragmatic value of the tasks is clear: equal herds are created. Direct
manipulation feedback of the symbols provides children with quick feedback as to
whether or not they have achieved their goal, as does the aural feedback to some
extent. However, the epistemic value is far reaching. The task(s) open the explo-
ration of equalities and equations. In a way, what a child is concerned with can be
modelled as 4 + x = 6 + y. And, of course, the epistemic value is enhanced if a
teacher is asking for alternative solutions. The last task invites initial considerations
of parity.

A possible variation is to start with a larger number and ask a child to split it into
two equal parts, or 3 equal parts. The epistemic value of such an exercise is that it
can serve as initial informal introduction to the concepts of division, division with
remainder or divisibility. Of course we do not intend to say that a child who
successfully splits 9 into 3 equal groups has acquired the concept of divisibility. But
we do claim that this is an experiential hands-on—in fact, fingers on—initiation
into the multiplicative structure.

4.6 Families of Partitions

How many different ways can you make 7?
This task, which is used in the Operating World, invites children to use pinching
(addition) to make 7 in different ways. This task is frequently undertaken at the
primary school (sometimes with physical manipulatives), where students are asked
to come up with different combinations such as 3 + 4 and 5 + 2. The task is
important in drawing attention to partitioning and in preparing for work with
subtraction. Strategies for solving this task involve looking for different combina-
tions of number that sum to 7, and then perhaps writing the sums as equations. The
task is used with children who have already been introduced to addition and per-
haps know some addition facts.
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In TouchCounts, there are three main differences. The first is that TouchCounts
performs the addition, so that students are focused more on experimenting with
different combinations of numbers. The second is the visual display of the sum,
which looks both like a new number because it came from the addends, but also like
any other number that can be used to perform operations with. The third is that the
output of the addition is given as a new number that retains the trace of its com-
position (by colour). That means that the 7 that one makes from pinching 3 and 4
looks different than the 7 that one gets from pinching 2 and 5. This provides some
visual feedback on how to produce more combinations.

The pragmatic value of this task might not be as straightforward in that
TouchCounts does not tell you when you have made all the combinations, and nor
does the task. Indeed, there can be some vagueness about the task since 7 made
all-at-once, for example, could be considered as a way of making 7 that is equiv-
alent to 7 + 0. The epistemic value of the task is in the seeking of strategies for
producing different combinations as well as in the strategies used to adjust com-
binations that do not produce the target number of 7. So, for example, if a student
puts 5 and 3 together to get 8, they might use the feedback to reduce one of the two
addends.

5 Discussion

We have described a series of tasks that have been designed for use with
TouchCounts, based in part on the functionalities of the App, but also on interac-
tions with young children. In fact, there were several tasks that we tried with
children and did not analyse above, and this occurred primarily for reasons related
to feedback. For example, one of the tasks that we tried early on was to show
children a repeated sequence of touching with two fingers below the shelf and then
one finger above, and then to invite them to continue. The goal was to develop a
rhythmic sense of the skip counting by three. However, the children sometimes
touched the screen with an extra finger, which meant that the numbers on the shelf
were no longer multiples of three. The feedback offered by TouchCounts was thus
not well aligned with the pragmatics and epistemic goal of the task. This led to the
design of the ‘Counting the pattern’ task we discussed above. In general, we have
found that given the nature of the TouchCounts feedback, it is imperative for
feedback to provide information that enables the learner to assess (either through
seeing or hearing) her action in relation to the goal, a type of feedback that has been
called direct manipulation feedback (see Mackrell et al. 2013). This is true of
exploratory environments more generally. When a learner drags the vertex of an
isosceles triangle, the feedback is not evaluative, but can provide visual information
about whether the given triangle can indeed be dragged into an equilateral con-
figuration. While the importance of goal-aligned feedback is especially true when
working on a given task, we emphasize that children can also develop goals based
on the feedback from TouchCounts. So, for example, a child who notices the
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numeral 44 on a disc (even if she was not trying to get to 44) might wonder how to
make numbers that have two fives or two eights.

One of the important features of feedback is that it offers immediate information,
which is directly related to one’s actions, and which can guide further actions,
especially if a goal has not been reached. In the case of the ‘Put 5 above the shelf’
task, when a child taps for the fifth time below the shelf, she can see that she has not
succeeded in the task, but can also use the oral feedback provided to notice that
“four” comes before “five”, which may in turn result in a change in strategy. In the
Enumerating world though, she cannot simply “undo”. She must press Reset and
start all over again. In a sense, the Enumerating World is unforgiving because it
does not allow for much tinkering. This contrasts with most other software pro-
grams, from Word to DGEs, which almost always allow the last action to be
undone. It also contrasts with the Operating world, where undoing is often possible.
For example, if a child wanted to make a herd of 5, but mistakenly only made a
herd 4, she can make another herd of 1 and pinch it together with the herd of 4. Or,
she can simply push it off the visible screen. These differences are important to take
into account when designing tasks and when assessing the learning potential of
tasks. Having to try many times to put 5 on the shelf may serve an important
purpose if a child is still struggling with the counting sequence from 1 to 5.
However, in the extended task where a child is asked to put 5, 10, 15, 20 on the
shelf, but mistakenly places 5, 10, 15 and 19 on the shelf, there may be less value in
starting over again.

In the Operating world, it is the possibility to tinker that opens up a multiplicity
of solutions to certain tasks (like Make two herds the same). If children were only
allowed to use the existing herds, there would be a highly constrained focus to the
task, but given that the child can make new herds, the number of solution strategies
increases. While this might be challenging for teachers with a specific learning
outcome in view, it likely offer the children a greater sense of agency.

6 Conclusions

In our analyses, we highlighted both the pragmatic/epistemic values of the tasks as
well as the nature of the task in terms of its use of TouchCounts. As is evident in
these analyses, the pragmatic value of a task is almost always equivalent to the
completion of the task itself, which may in part be due to the nature of mathematics
involved and the age of the children. Further, the epistemic value of each task
usually depended strongly on the making of certain bodily actions that, in turn,
entailed a particular aspect of number. For example, in the task “Making 4
all-at-once”, a child can learn the physical action of lifting four fingers and touching
them to the screen, and it is precisely this physical action that is intended to bring
about the cardinality of four.

Finally, each task made use of TouchCounts in a way that either offered new ways
of thinking about number, as compared to similar physical manipulatives-based
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tasks, or derived its meaning from TouchCounts altogether (so that equivalent tasks
in a non-digital environment do not exist). As Laborde (2001) notes, it can be very
difficult to teachers to design such tasks because they are accustomed to certain ways
of working with number that involve different tasks, different questions and different
challenges. In an exploratory environment, it is thus very important for teachers to
have access to well-designed tasks. A further challenge for teachers and parents will
be to achieve a fine balance between offering the kinds of tasks we have described in
this chapter and enabling children to engage in self-directed mathematical explo-
ration as well, so that they are not exclusively following a set of given tasks.
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Designing Innovative Learning Activities
to Face Difficulties in Algebra
of Dyscalculic Students: Exploiting
the Functionalities of AlNuSet

Elisabetta Robotti

Abstract In this chapter I discuss students’ difficulties in algebra, considering in
particular those students affected by developmental dyscalculia (DD) (Butterworth in
Handbook of Mathematical Cognition.Hove, UK: Psychology Press, 2005; Dehaene
in The number sense: How the mind creates mathematics. New York, Oxford
University Press, 1997). Focusing on algebraic notions such as unknown, variable,
algebraic expression, equation and solution of an equation, I will describe possible
processes of meaning making in students with low achievement in mathematics, or
even diagnosed with DD including adult learners. This involves considering algebra
not only in its syntactic aspects but also in its semantic ones. The assumption on
which the work is based, is that some difficulties in learning algebra could be due to
the lack of meaning attributed by the students to the algebraic notions. Basing the
analyses on studies both in the domain of cognitive psychology and in the domain of
mathematics education, I will show how students with DD can make sense of the
algebraic notions considered above, thanks to tasks designed within AlNuSet
exploiting its semiotic multi-representations based on visual, non-verbal and
kinaesthetic-tactile systems. AlNuSet (Algebra of Numerical Sets) is a digital artifact
for dynamic algebra, designed for students of lower and upper secondary school.

Keywords Algebra � Developmental dyscalculia � AlNuSet � Task � Variable �
Solution of an equation � Algebraic expression

1 Introduction

For a significant percentage of students the current teaching of algebra does not seem
to be sufficient for helping them effectively develop the necessary skills and knowl-
edge to master this domain of knowledge (Sfard and Linchevsky 1992; Kieran 2006).
Here I will focus on students manifesting low achievement in mathematics, or even
diagnosed with developmental dyscalculia (DD) (Butterworth 2005; Dehaene 1997).
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The need to deal with different cognitive demands and in particular with those of
students having learning difficulties in mathematics is discussed in the mathematics
education research, in the cognitive psychology and in the literature on learning
disorders. In Italy, students with learning disorders are estimated to be between 3 %
and 5 %, and recent data disclosed by the Italian Ministry of Education, indicate
that only 0.9 % of the school population has obtained diagnoses, so the number of
certified students with learning disorders is likely to increase. A conscious use of
specific teaching strategies suitable for students diagnosed with learning disorders,
and in particular with developmental dyscalculia, is also important for those stu-
dents who, although uncertified, show learning difficulty profiles very similar to
those of dyscalculic students.

Students’ difficulties in algebra seem to be due to lack of meaning developed for
algebraic notions (Arzarello et al. 1994). Having acquired meanings of algebraic
notions seems to be very important also in order to have better control over algebraic
manipulations (Radford 2005; Robotti and Ferrando 2013). Recent studies in mathe-
matics education indicate that the construction of mathematical knowledge, as a cog-
nitive activity, is supported by the sensory-motor system activated in suitable contexts.

According to Arzarello’s definition of semiotic bundle (2006), in addition to the
standard semiotic resources used by students and teachers (e.g. written symbols and
speech), I consider other important resources, such as graphic and extra-linguistic
modes of expressions. These can be particularly useful both for teachers in
designing effective tasks and for students in learning algebra.

Thus, the construction of meaning in mathematical activities is based on a rich
interplay between three different types of semiotic sets: speech, gestures and written
representations (Arzarello 2006). In this respect, Radford (2005) underlines that the
understanding of the relationship between body, actions carried out through arti-
facts (objects, technological tools, etc.), and linguistic and symbolic activity is
essential in order to understand human cognition in general, and mathematical
thinking in particular.

The design and use of tasks for pedagogic purposes is at the core of mathematics
education (Artigue and Perrin-Glorian 1991). Tasks generate activities, which
afford opportunity to encounter mathematical concepts, ideas, strategies, and also to
use and develop mathematical thinking. Following Mason and Johnston-Wilder’s
idea (2006), I mean by “task”, what students are asked to do.

To understand how tasks are linked to one others in order to support teaching, it
is important to understand the nature of the transformation of knowledge from
implicit knowledge-in-action (see Vergnaud 1982) to knowledge which is formu-
lated, formalized, memorized, related to cultural knowledge, and so on. This work
is often undertaken by using a textbook and/or other resources designed by out-
siders. I will show how AlNuSet provides teachers with a new and innovative
environment to design tasks, which also support inclusive education.

Therefore, it is my belief that to make algebraic notions explicit, ensuring that
students grasp the meaning of the algebraic notions used, teachers need artifacts,
which make available new semiotic representations of the algebraic objects. For this
reason, I will examine the software AlNuSet and analyse its potential in designing
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activities that take into account students’ difficulties in algebra, as described in the
literature, and, at the same time, that are aimed at engaging all students in the class,
as much as possible (Baccaglini-Frank and Robotti 2013). In particular, I report on
a case study with a 26 year old DD student, which shows that tasks in AlNuSet can
be designed to support the construction of algebraic notions using in particular the
visual non-verbal and kinaesthetic channels of access to information.

In the following section I will present a short description of the software.

2 Description of AlNuSet

AlNuSet was developed in the context of the ReMath (IST - 4 - 26751) EC project
and it was designed for students of lower and upper secondary school (from age 12–
13 to age 16–17). It was developed by the research group of the ITD (Istituto per le
Tecnologie Didattiche)- CNR (Centro Nazionale di Ricerca) of Genoa (Italy) to
which the author belongs.

AlNuSet is made up of three tightly integrated components: the Algebraic Line,
the Symbolic Manipulator, and the Functions component (for more details see
www.alnuset.com). Since this paper concerns tasks in which only the first com-
ponent is used, I will describe only the Algebraic Line component.1

The main characteristic of the Algebraic Line component is the possibility of
representing an algebraic variable as a mobile point on the line, namely, a point that
can be dragged along the line thanks to the mouse. The point can be labelled with a
letter (Fig. 1). By dragging the mobile point along the line, the letter associated to
the point assumes the values of numerical set instantiated. This new visuo-spatial
approach, which exploits dynamic representations, allows making explicit the
notion of variable as a mobile point on the line that can assume all values within the
numerical set instantiated. Therefore, by dragging the mobile point on the line,
all algebraic expressions containing such a variable, move accordingly (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The algebraic expressions containing x move accordingly with x

1For a detailed description of algebraic activities developed within the Manipulator component,
which allows the teacher to approach algebraic manipulation in an innovative way, see Robotti and
Ferrando (2013).
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This feature has transformed the number line into an algebraic line where it is
possible to operate with algebraic expressions and propositions in a quantitative and
dynamic way.

This visuo-spatial approach to algebra allows the student to handle dynamic
representations as new semiotic representations of algebraic objects on the
Algebraic Line. This makes dynamic algebra possible and it supports students in the
conceptualization of algebraic objects. The most important new semiotic repre-
sentations available in the Algebraic Line of AlNuSet that are involved in the tasks
presented in this paper are:

– the yellow square named “post-it”: two expressions belonging to the same
post-it can be connected to the notions of equation seen as equivalence between
expressions (see Figs. 2 and 3a);

– the colour of the dot associated to a proposition (equality/inequality) and/or to
the truth set built by the user (see Figs. 2 and 3a, b): the colour match between
the two dots can be used to validate the constructed numerical set as the truth set
of the proposition.

In the Algebraic Line it is possible to explore equations, inequalities and systems of
equations and of inequalities. Their solution sets are visualized in a specific window,
labelled “Sets”, and they are associated to a coloured dot: green if the instantiated value
of x belongs to the set, red otherwise. This way, dragging the mobile point along the
line, the colour of the dot changes depending on the value of x.

Mediation provided by AlNuSet is profoundly different from mediation offered
by other software used for the traditional teaching of algebra: new dynamic rep-
resentations, based on a visuo-spatial approach, offer the possibility of reifying

Fig. 2 Variable and expressions on the line. By dragging x along the line, it is possible to verify
the equivalence of 2x + 3x and 5x because they belong to the same post-it for all values of x
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semiotic representations and of constructing meaning for algebraic notions linking
the semantic and symbolic nature of algebraic objects.

Several studies (Chaachoua et al. 2012; Chiappini et al. 2010; Robotti 2013; Leung
and Bolite-Frant 2015) have shown the educational potential of this software indi-
cating how the new approach described above can be effective in fostering under-
standing of the basic mathematical concepts (fractions, expressions, equations,…).

3 Developmental Dyscalculia and Algebra

According to Butterworth (2005), Developmental Dyscalculia (DD) is a learning
disability that affects the acquisition of knowledge about numbers and arithmetic:
“DD children have problems with both knowledge of facts and knowledge of

Fig. 3 a By dragging x along the line, it is possible to explore the solution of the
equation 3x + 2 = 2x. The truth set of the equation is the value −2. b By dragging x along the
line, it is possible to explore the solution of the inequality x2 − 1 > x + 1. The truth set of the
inequality is ]−1, 2[
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arithmetical procedures […], although Temple (1991) has demonstrated, using case
studies, that the knowledge of facts and grasp of procedures and strategies are
dissociable in the developmental dyscalculia” (Butterworth 2005, p. 459).

Thus, it is known that students with DD have severe difficulties in arithmetic,
that is, in the areas of mathematics that depend on quantity (Butterworth 2003).

However, there are also areas of mathematics that do not depend so much on
manipulating quantities—algebra, geometry and topology, for example. It may be
that students with DD can in fact become proficient in these areas, even though their
arithmetic is poor. As a matter of fact, some studies on dyscalculic learners showed
that there is a dissociation between the recovery ability of arithmetic facts, which is
compromised, and algebraic manipulation, which is intact (Hittmair-Delazer et al.
1995; Dehaene 1997). Dehaene analysed the mathematical performances of dyscal-
culic subjects: they presented difficulties in simple calculations such as 2 � 3, 7–3, 9:3,
5 � 4, but they were able to transform and simplify algebraic expressions such as:

a � b
b � a ¼ 1

a � a � a ¼ a3

and they were able to judge the non equivalence between algebraic expressions
such as:

d
c
þ a ¼ dþ c

cþ a

These results have been interpreted as evidence for the existence of two inde-
pendent processing levels of mathematics: a formal-algebraic level and an
arithmetic-numeric level (Dehaene 1997). Moreover, neuroimaging results, focusing
on the algebraic transformations, have highlighted how the visual-spatial areas of the
brain are activated at the expense of language. For example, it has been shown that in
solving equations, the expressions are manipulated mentally by means of a visual
elaboration rather than of a verbal one (Landy and Goldstone 2010).

Those results help us highlight, from a neuro-scientific perspective, the diffi-
culties of students with DD in algebra. In the next paragraph I will describe the
nature of such difficulties from a strictly didactical point of view.

4 Difficulties in Algebra of Students with DD

Research in mathematics education characterizes as semantic difficulties in algebra,
the difficulties to give meaning to algebraic notions (Sfard and Linchevsky 1992;
Thomas and Tall 2001; Arzarello et al. 1994) among the major difficulties
encountered by students. Now, the question is: what about difficulties of students
with DD in algebra?
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In my research, I have identified some main algebraic difficulties of students
with DD (Robotti and Ferrando 2013; Robotti 2013):

– constructing meaning for the algebraic symbols, e.g. giving the correct meaning
to the expressions a � a and 2 � a;

– recovering skills of an arithmetical nature, e.g. recovering number facts, for
instance the times tables.

Of course arithmetical difficulties influence algebraic performance, but these are
of a different nature. Students with DD could have difficulties in developing and
using new skills for the rules of algebraic transformation. Indeed, in general they
find it hard to efficiently use long and short term memory. Therefore they have
difficulties in memorizing and recovering facts:

– algebraic rules; for example, factorization formulas used to factor algebraic
expressions, such as

ðaþ bÞða�bÞ ¼ a2�b2

or the quadratic formula for finding the roots of a quadratic equation,

x1;2 ¼ �b� ffiffiffiffi

D
p

2a

– algebraic facts, such as, a � a ¼ a2.

Once some main algebraic difficulties for students with DD are identified, the
question is: How can we didactically intervene in effective ways?

In the following section I present some research results, which allowed me to
answer this question.

5 Some Results from Research in Neuroscience, Cognitive
Psychology and Mathematics Education

Research in cognitive psychology has identified four basic channels of access to
and production of information: the visual-verbal channel (verbal written code), the
visual non-verbal channel (visual-spatial code), the auditory channel (verbal oral
code), and the kinaesthetic-tactile channel (Mariani 1996).

Italian research has indicated that most students with specific learning difficulties
(or disabilities), not only in mathematics, encounter the greatest difficulties in using
the visual-verbal channel and this impacts their development for preferring different
channels (Stella and Grandi 2011). The importance of these different channels of
access to and production of information shifts the focus from simply “being able or
not” to solve a certain task, to different paths and strategies adopted by the indi-
vidual (whether successful or not) for approaching the task. This allows to explain
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mathematical difficulties not only in terms of “lacking abilities” but also in terms of
necessity to use certain preferred modalities that lead the student to access, elab-
orate and/or produce information in a certain way.

Moreover, various studies in cognitive science point to a correlation between
mathematical achievement, working memory (Raghubar et al. 2010; Mammarella
et al. 2010, 2013; Szucs et al. 2013), and non verbal intelligence (DeThorne and
Schaefer 2004; Szucs et al. 2013). These findings suggest that non-verbal intelli-
gence may partially depend on spatial skills (Rourke and Conway 1997) and these
can be potentially important in mathematical achievement, where explicit or
implicit visualization is required.

My colleagues and I (e.g. Robotti and Baccaglini-Frank 2016) have found other
theoretical stances advanced in mathematics education that are in line with the idea
that means of access to and production of information, different from the
visual-verbal one, can be very important in learning. Some studies in this domain
have stressed the important role of bodily actions, gestures, language and the use of
technological artifacts in students’ elaborations of mathematics (Arzarello 2006;
Nemirovsky 2003; Núñez 2000) and, in particular, of algebra (Arzarello and
Robutti 2001). According to Arzarello’s notion of semiotic bundle (2006) the
construction of meaning in mathematical activities, is based on a rich interplay
among three different types of semiotic sets: speech, gestures and written repre-
sentations (from sketches and diagrams to mathematical symbols). These constitute
a semiotic bundle, which dynamically evolves over time.

Thus, important research questions, developed in math education, are related to
our understanding of the relationship between body, actions carried out through
artifacts (objects, technological tools, etc.), and linguistic and symbolic activity
(Radford 2005).

According to Radford, research on the epistemological relationship between
these three main sources of knowledge formation is essential in order to understand
human cognition and mathematical thinking, in particular. For this reason, he
underlines, from a semiotic point of view, the importance of revisiting cognition in
such a way that leads to thinking of cognitive activity as something that is not
confined to mental activity alone.

Arzarello (2006) refers also to the discoveries in neuropsychology underlining
aspects of cognition. His aim is to put semiotic representations in relation with
mental ones, in mathematics. He remarks (2006) that a major result of neuroscience
is that “conceptual knowledge is embodied, that is, it is mapped within the
sensory-motor system” (Gallese and Lakoff 2005, p. 456). The sensory-motor
system of the brain is multimodal. This means that imagining and doing use a
shared neural substrate. Moreover, “sensory modalities like vision, touch, hearing,
and so on are actually integrated with each other and with motor control and
planning” (Gallese and Lakoff 2005, p. 456).

Thus, the paradigm of multimodality seems to be crucial in order to alleviate the
difficulties of students with DD in maths: “the understanding of a mathematical
concept, rather than having a definitional essence, spans diverse perceptuo-activities,
which becomemore or less active depending on the context. […]. Learning a different
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approach for what appears to be the “same” idea, far from being redundant, often calls
for recruiting entirely different perceptuo-motor resources.” (Nemirovsky 2003,
p. 108).

A consequence of this approach is that “not only the usual transformations and
conversions (in the sense of Duval) from one register to the other must be con-
sidered as the basic producers of the mathematical knowledge. Its essence consists,
rather, of the multimodal interactions among the different registers within a unique
integrated system, composed of different modalities: gestures, oral and written
language, symbols, and so on (Arzarello and Edwards 2005; Robutti 2005). Also
the symbolic function of signs is absorbed within such a picture.” (Arzarello 2006,
p. 284).

According to these considerations, the design of tasks is essential as the context
in which students are asked to work. In this sense I consider AlNuSet an effective
context to foster understanding of algebraic concepts both for students with diffi-
culties and for students with dyscalculia.

In addition to the standard semiotic resources used by students and teachers in
teaching and learning algebra (e.g. written symbols and speech), other important
resources are considered in the case study which I will treat. In particular, dynamic
representations available in AlnuSet (such as the point which can be dragged along
the line), symbols (such as the post-it or the coloured dots), and, more generally,
extra-linguistic modes of expressions, which turned out to be particularly useful for
the student with DD involved in a recent case study.

According to these premises, in the following section I will try to give some
suggestions for answering the question “How can we didactically intervene in
effective way?”

6 How the Functionalities of AlNuSeT Allow Designing
Tasks to Construct Algebraic Meanings

I discuss here if and how this new approach to the meaning of algebraic notions in
AlNuSet, can be effective for students with dyscalculia. In particular, I will present
how a student with DD was able to make sense of the notions of unknown of an
equation, and of variable of an algebraic expression, exploiting the functionalities
of the Algebraic Line.

I refer to task as “what students are asked to do” (Mason and Johnston-Wilder
2006), and I expect the activity to be carried out in AlNuSet, so I am speaking of
tasks expressed verbally that are designed to be effective with respect to specific
didactical objectives. In this sense, the tasks are designed considering AlNuSet as a
tool that allows and favors a multimodal approach to algebra.

The subject of this case study is Eleonora, a student with severe dyscalculia. The
case is particularly interesting because, although she had taken algebra in high school
(she is 27 years old), she had not been able to construct any (apparent)meaning for the
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various algebraic notions she had encountered and she was not able to use algebra
when solving problems. I will show how the perceptive and dynamic approach,
together with the visual non-verbal representations, offered in the Algebraic Line of
AlNuSet, were effective in helping Eleonora grasp the desired concepts.

6.1 Methodology

I met Eleonora as a working university student, in 2014, when she was 27 years
old. She had obtained her first diagnosis of dyscalculia the year before. Eleonora
attended the fourth year of a 5-year undergraduate degree for becoming a primary
school teacher. She claimed to have always had a bad relationship with mathe-
matics. Indeed the word “mathematics” immediately created in her a state of anxiety
and low self-esteem. She had difficulties in calculating the results of simple arith-
metic operations; she found it hard to construct algebraic models and to recall
algebraic processes for solving equations (even linear equations) or algebraic facts
(for example that a � a ¼ a2).

The experimental activities I proposed to Eleonora were structured in two
moments: a pre-test to explore the meanings Eleonora initially attributed to the
algebraic notions that would be treated, and, then, the sequences of tasks in
AlNuSet. These activities were carried out outside of the customary university
lectures, as additional hours in a quiet setting where I was alone with Eleonora, who
willingly took part in the study.

During the AlNuSet tasks the researcher (the author) would guide Eleonora in
using the software through additional questions.

Each session lasted about one hour and a half and it was video recorded. We
worked through three sessions: the pre-test session, and two subsequent sessions
using the Algebraic Line of Alnuset.

In the following sections I will analyse Eleonora’s performance throughout main
moments of each session.

6.2 Pre-test

A pre-test was presented to Eleonora in order to investigate the meaning she
attributed to the notions of variable and of expression containing that variable, of
unknown and of equation. The tasks (Tn) and Eleonora’s written answers are in
italics; they are followed by a brief analysis in regular font.

(T1) What does the letter “a” represent in the expression “ 2 � a”?
E: “a” denotes any number which is, here, in relation, through an arithmetic
operation, with 2. It [a] can take on any value.
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Note that “a” denotes “any number” but no reference is given to the numerical
set of reference. Moreover, Eleonora does seem to attribute to the expression 2 � a
the meaning of a symbolic representation of the arithmetic operation of multipli-
cation but it seems, again, unrelated to a number set (in this case, the set of even
numbers): Eleonora seems to think that varying the value of a, the expression 2a
could take on any value, not just those of even numbers. In other words, the
algebraic expression 2a seems to be, for Eleonora, a relation between a fixed
number (2) and a variable (a), but it does not seem to be a value that depends on a.

(T2) 3 times a certain natural number is equal to 11. Find the number.
E: No, it isn’t possible.

[She draws three dots and, at the same time, she says: “This one, plus this one,
plus this one…”. See the right side of Fig. 4]

The multiplication is interpreted as repeated addition and the equality is solved
using an arithmetic pattern.

E: No, it [12] isn’t possible [she means that 12 is not the right number] but, it is
possible with a fraction …

She writes: 11
3 ; 3 � 113 ; 366,666,666,667 (Fig. 4) using trial and error and a cal-

culator to look for a number that multiplied by 3 can give 11. Notice that no
equation [3 � x ¼ 11] is used to represent and solve the situation. She only refers to
arithmetical expressions: 11

3 is the number, and 3 � 113 corresponds to the arithmetic
verification of the fact that she found the number such that 3 times it needs to be 11.
Thus, one dot corresponds to 366,666,666,667 [note that 366,666,666,667 is
written on one of the circled dots and it refers to a dot] but 3 times 366,666,666,667
is not 11 [she uses the calculator]. She says: “It is nearly 11…”. It seems that 11

3
cannot be considered the number she was looking for. This might be a miscon-
ception Eleonora holds relative to rational numbers, according to which they are not
considered “numbers” unless they are transformed into decimal form (e.g. Fandiño
Pinilla 2005).

(T3) When 3 is added to 3 times a certain number, the sum is 28; find the number.

As before, Eleonora is oriented towards computation and not towards the use of
algebra (Fig. 5), so she subtracts 3 from 28 (obtaining 25) and then she divides by
3—“undoing” the operations stated in the text of the problem. She writes that the
number 25/3 plus 3 is equal to 28. Once again, she uses a trial and error strategy

Fig. 4 Eleonora’s attempt at solving T2
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looking for the number (8, …) that, multiplied by 3 and added to 3, gives 28. Once
again, she does not seem to accept 25

5 as a number. She does not seem to feel the
need to use algebra; she does not see algebra as a tool for representing and solving a
situation and this appears quite clearly from Eleonora’s use of the equal sign
(Fig. 5).

This paragraph should give a general idea of the meaning attributed by Eleonora
to algebra, to the notion of variable, of unknown, of equation and of solution of an
equation. Through this preliminary assessment I was able to determine that
Eleonora, very likely, had not constructed proper meanings for the algebraic notions
involved, even though she had constructed some meaning for the notion of variable,
but one that was not useful for working with algebraic expressions.

In the next paragraph, I will describe the interventions and tasks in the working
sessions that were based on the “little” Eleonora seemed to know. I will analyse
how the meanings of expression depending on a variable, unknown, equation and
solution of equation, are constructed by Eleonora working with the Algebraic Line
of AlNuSet. Therefore, I will include excerpts from the dialogue between the
researcher and Eleonora.

6.3 Tasks to Construct the Meaning of the Notion
of Variable and of Algebraic Expression Depending
on that Variable

As described above, in these working sessions Eleonora used the Algebraic Line in
AlNuSet. The researcher designed tasks favouring a perceptive approach, which
seems to be one of the most effective approaches to helping students with DD build
mathematical notions. I did this exploiting the dynamic functionalities of the
Algebraic Line in AlNuSet. I started by asking Eleonora to insert, in the Algebraic
line of AlNuSet, the letter “a” and to drag the corresponding point along the line.

E: At this moment, we can see that “a” changes value,… it changes value if I drag
it. We can see that, when I drag “a”, when I drag the corresponding point to “a”
along the line, it takes on all values of the numerical set. As we can see, the values
can be positive or negative [she drags the point along the positive and along the
negative parts of the number line].

Fig. 5 Eleonora’s answer to T3
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The yellow square shows the value that the letter takes on. It is very useful to not
“get lost” along the line.

The point corresponding to “a” is dragged along the line. Eleonora observes, in a
very spontaneous way, that the point can take on different values in the instantiated
numerical set. She states that the yellow square (post-it) plays a role in supporting
her memory and in orienting her dragging of the point corresponding to a along the
number line. We can see this as a new sign that allows Eleonora, by means of visual
perception, to build an image for the equivalence between the letter “a” (label), the
point on the line, and the values associated to that point on it. The post-it and the
mobile point are new available signs in AlNuSet that help Eleonora construct
meaning for the notion of variable as a symbol representing any quantity in the
instantiated numerical domain. In other words, the notion of variable seems to get
mapped within the sensory-motor system mediated by the task that exploits the
functionalities of AlNuSet. In this sense, understanding of the mathematical concept
of variable seems to be fostered, rather than through a definition, through
perceptuo-motor activities, implemented within AlNuSet.

The most significant feature of AlNuSet in this activity seemed to be the dragging
of the point: indeed the dynamicity allowed Eleonora to carry out actions producing
images on the screen linked to visual verbal (the label “2a”), visual non-verbal (the
mobile point, the post-it…) and symbolic representations, that were useful for
constructing the meaning of variable. The multimodal interactions between the
different registers within a unique integrated system made up of different modalities
is clear: the gesture (point dragging along the line) and the symbols that make
explicit the symbolic function of the signs (post-it, point on the line).

The researcher’s aim is now to introduce the dependence of the variable on the
numerical set in which it is instantiated. What the researcher asks to do in AlNuSet
is still tied to the perception, to the dynamic images and to the manipulation through
the mouse.

R: Now, select the Set of Natural numbers. What happens? Why?
E: we can see that now we are able to visualize only numbers on the right side of
the number line [Fig. 6], because…because the negative numbers are not present in
the Natural numbers! If I drag “a” along the line, I observe that I cannot go on the
left side of the line. I observe that “a” takes on integer values; but now it cannot
take on values between two natural numbers.[…] The point jumps from one natural
value to another. Moreover, we can observe that, even if I forget that I’m working
in the set of the Natural numbers, AlNuSet’s interface reminds me of it.

Two main considerations can be drawn. Firstly, Eleonora seems to be associ-
ating an image to the fact that the set of Natural numbers is not “dense”. As a matter
of fact, she observes that the point corresponding to “a” “jumps” along the line.
This is perceptually evident comparing the movement of the point in the Natural
numbers with that in the Full Domain. This visual perception of the movement of
the point along the line (Fig. 6), allows Eleonora to construct a new meaning for the
structure of the set of Natural numbers. Secondly, AlNuSet seems to be perceived
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as a compensatory tool for Eleonora’s memory: “even if I forget that I’m working in
the set of the Natural numbers, AlNuSet’s interface reminds me of it”. This leads to
a more “relaxed” approach to the mathematical task and it allows Eleonora to focus
on the algebraic task rather than on recalling information that she finds difficult to
retrieve.

R: In maths, this “a” is called “variable”. So, what is, in your opinion, a variable?
In other words, how could you explain to a student the meaning of variable?
E: Variable indicates any value in the numerical set considered.

For Eleonora “variable” seems to denote the mathematical object “number”, in a
specific numerical set. So, to grasp the meaning of variable, Eleonora mainly uses a
visual and perceptual approach (visual-non verbal and kinaesthetic channels to
access and elaborate the information) but, in order to explain the meaning of
variable, she does not refer explicitly to visual signs such as “mobile point” or
“post-it”. Once the notion of variable is introduced, the researcher introduces the
expression depending on that variable.

R: Now, edit 2 � a on the editing bar and press the “enter” button. What happens?
E: It appears on the line. So… what value can we give? [she drags the point
corresponding to “a” along the line]. If I give to “a” the value −1… 2a will be…
will be −2, yes, of course!

We can observe that, in addition to the answer “it [2 � a] appears on the line”,
Eleonora performs actions on the expression “2 � a” dragging “a” along the line.
This is a realization of the meaning of expression depending on a variable: Eleonora
shows that, when the “a” varies (that is to say, when the corresponding point is
dragged along the line), then the value of the expression “2 � a” varies accordingly.

R: Ok, so, what does the letter “a” represent in the expression “ 2 � a”?
E: a … variable? Yes, “a” is a variable! And… 2 � a,… takes on values, takes on
values depending on “a”.

Note that Eleonora uses the algebraic term “variable” to refer to “a”. She
explains the dependence of the expression “2 � a” on “a” stressing that the values
taken on by “2 � a” are dependent on those taken on by “a”. So here we see the
expression not interpreted exclusively as a symbolic representation of the arithmetic

Fig. 6 Different positions of the point labelled “a”; one shows where it takes on the value 0, and
the other where it takes on the value 2
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operation (multiplication), as in the pre-test. This answer suggests that Eleonora has
constructed a new meaning of variable and she uses it to construct the meaning for
expression depending on that variable.

6.4 Tasks to Construct the Meaning of the Unknown
Involved in Equation

The researcher’s aim is now to construct meaning for the notion of identity and
conditioned equality (equation). To this aim, it is necessary to first construct the
meaning of unknown involved in equation.

R: For which value of “a” is the expression 2 � a equal to 8?
E: The expression is equal to 8… that is 2a is equal to 8… If I move “a” along the
line, I am looking for the right value to match to the letter. For example, I dis-
covered that if I place “a” on 3 …if I give to “a” the value 3… 2 � a is [equal to] 6;
Instead, if I put “a” on 4, 2 � a is 8…

Dragging the corresponding point to “a” along the line, Eleonora observes that
there is only one value of “a” for which the point corresponding to the expression
takes on the value 8 (Fig. 7a, b). This dynamic representation contributes to
building new meaning for the equal sign between the expressions as conditioned
equality. Indeed, when Eleonora tries to verify the equality between 2a and 8, the
dragging of “a” is performed with a specific aim: to ensure that the expression is
associated to the point 8 on the line and it belongs to the same post-it as 8. If
dragging is accomplished with this aim, then the meaning of variable can be that of
unknown, and the action associated to it is searching for a value to be assigned to
“a” so that the equality is true.

Notice that the expression “If I place “a” on 3…”, which refers to the perceptive
approach to solving the equation is reformulated as “if I give to “a” the value 3…”,
which, instead, refers to the mathematical meaning of solving the equation (finding
the value of the unknown that makes the equation true). This awareness is also
present in the following exchanges. This shows how the sensory-motor system,

Fig. 7 a “a” takes on value 3, so that 2 � a takes on value 6. b “a” takes on value 4, so that 2 � a
takes on value 8
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which acts through the perceptive approach, can contribute to the construction of
mathematical knowledge also in presence of dyscalculia.

R: Ok, now insert 2 � a ¼ 8 into the edit bar and then, push “enter”. What do you
get?
E: A verification …It’s a check, if I drag “a”, the red dot shows that I’m making a
mistake. Because, in this moment, 2a equals 8 is not true [see Fig. 8a]. There isn’t
equality. Because it’s 2a equal to 10, if I give to “a” the value 5. But, if I give to
“a” [the value] 4, the green dot shows that it is right [Fig. 8b], because 2a is 8. So,
I found the value of “a” which allows me to say that this equality is true. Yes,
because I’m multiplying.

The coloured dot next to the equation is interpreted as a visual aid to validate the
truth of the equation. Moreover, we can observe how the colour of the dot supports
reaching the appropriated mathematical interpretations: verbal expressions referring
to the truth of the equation evolve from perceptual (linked to signs) to formal
expressions (referred to maths object). For example, “..the red dot shows that I
make a mistake” becomes “…the red dot shows that there isn’t equality”, or “the
green dot shows that it is right” becomes “the green dot shows that this equality is
true”.

Here it is evident that for Eleonora the equality is conditioned by the values of
“a” but the stronger meaning for the equal sign is still “give a numerical result”
rather than showing a “relation” (probably due to the fact that the second term of the
equality is a number). Indeed Eleonora uses the term “multiplying”.

This is why I chose to now propose a task addressing this misconception. The
task fosters both the construction of the idea that the equality between two
expressions is conditioned by the value of unknown and that the equal sign denotes
a relation between the expressions.

R: Now, edit the expressions: 2 � aþ 3; 2 � aþ 3 � a; 5 � a. Insert them into the
Algebraic Line and drag “a” along the line. What happens?

Fig. 8 a The red dot associated to the equation means that the value of “a” is not a truth-value.
b The green dot associated to the equation means that the value of “a” is a truth-value
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E: [after editing, without dragging] 5 � a automatically goes on 5 [the last position
of “a” was on the point 1] and this is written in the yellow square: 2 � aþ 3; 2 �
aþ 3 � a; and 5 � a are all together [they belong to the same post-it] and they refer
to the same value 5. But, for example, if “a” is 2 [she drags the mobile point along
the line] then 2 � aþ 3 is 7 and the others are 10…

Dragging “a” along the line Eleonora explores what happens to the expressions
2 � aþ 3; 2 � aþ 3 � a; 5 � a. She knows that the expressions depend on the values
of “a” (that is, they move because of the movement of “a”), but this exploration
allows her to make sense of the existential quantifier and the universal quantifier.
Indeed, dragging point “a” along the line, Eleonora observes that there is only one
value of the “a” for which the points of the expressions 2 � aþ 3 and 5 � a take on
the same value, that is to say, they correspond to the same value on the line. This
dynamic representation contributes to building meaning for the equal sign between
the expressions, guiding its interpretation as a conditioned equality. Indeed, she
tries to verify the equality between the two expressions dragging “a” with a specific
aim: to ensure that the two expressions take on equal values, that is, they are
associated to the same point on the line and they belong to the same post-it. This
fosters construction of a new meaning for the existential quantifier (9).

In Fig. 9, two moments corresponding to dragging “a” along the line are rep-
resented (Fig. 9a, b). The expressions 2a + 3 and 5a refer to the same point, cor-
responding to the value 5, and they belong to the same post-it, only for a = 1. Since
the expressions are equal, the equality is true and the dot associated to the equation
is green.

A specific command allows the student to construct and visualize the truth set
associated to the equality (Fig. 9). Moreover, a coloured dot is associated to that set:
the red (Fig. 9a)/green (Fig. 9b) colour means that the current value of the unknown
is/is not an element of the constructed set. So the fact that the colour of the dots

Fig. 9 a The expressions do not refer to the same point on the line. Thus, the equation is not true.
b The expressions refer to the same point on the line. Thus, the equation is true for a = 1
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matches/does not match during the dragging of “a” along the line is a visual
representation that allows Eleonora to:

– construct the meaning for truth set for equality, as the set of the values making
the equality true,

– check the correctness of the truth set.

Note that usually teachers replace truth-values in the equality with letters in
order to make the equivalence explicit (passing through a calculation that forces the
equal sign to be seen as a “result” rather than a “relation”). This kind of approach
does not seem to be very effective for Eleonora. On the contrary, the dynamic
representations of the Algebraic Line of AlNuSet allow Eleonora to elaborate the
meaning of “=” found between the expressions as a conditioned equality. This
suggests that the visuo-spatial approach rather than a computational or verbal one,
can be very effective in helping some students with DD.

6.5 Tasks to Construct the Meaning of the Identity
in AlNuSet

The following figure (Fig. 10) shows two moments when a is in different positions.
By dragging “a” along the line it is possible to verify that the expres-

sions 2a + 3a and 5a refer, for all values of “a”, to the same point on the line and
they belong to the same post-it (Fig. 10). The equality is verified for all values of
“a”, hence it is an identity. This is highlighted by the green colour of the dot
associated to the equation 2a + 3a = 5a and by the matching of the colour between

Fig. 10 By dragging a along the line, it is possible to verify the equivalence between 2a + 3a and
5a because they belong to the same post-it for all values of a
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the dot associated to the equation and that associated to the truth set of the equation.
Thus, a new meaning for universal quantifier (8) can be constructed through the
dragging of “a”.

E: 5 � a is inside 2 � aþ 3 � a [referring to the same point] and they belong to the
same post-it. This means that they can have the same value.
R: Sometimes, always?
E: Always! If I drag “a”, they move correspondingly! But…Why don’t we have the
window with the dot?
R: Because we haven’t typed an…
E: yes! We haven’t typed the equality!!

Eleonora edits 5 � a ¼ 2 � aþ 3 � a on the edit bar of AlNuSet and presses the
“enter” button.

E: et voilà, so, we can see that, dragging “a” along the line, the expressions belong
to the same post-it… they belong always to the same post-it!

The meaning of universal quantifier is perceived by means of the “post-it” sign.
This sign belongs to the new set of signs introduced by AlNuSet. The post-it can be
related to the mathematical meaning expressed by different signs (e.g. the verbal
sign “for every” associated to a visual sign, 8). This last connection, between
mathematical meanings and different signs, is only partially accomplished because
the researcher did not introduce the sign “8”. The same applies to the existential
quantifier. Here, the “post-it” sign is related to the meaning of “equivalence”
between the expressions belonging to it. So the equal sign (“=”) can be associated
to the meaning of “relation” rather than of “result” of the arithmetical operation.
Note that here two different signs (the “post-it” and the “=” sign), referring to
different semiotic sets of signs, are related by means of dragging “a” along the line.
This allows to construct a new meaning of universal quantifier (and existential
quantifier in the previous task). Once again, the sensory-motor system allowed
Eleonora to construct meanings for the mathematical objects. In other words, the
meaning of universal and existential quantifiers are built exploiting the perceptive
and visuo-spatial approach available in the Algebraic Line.

7 Conclusion

The standard teaching approach to algebra leads to finding, within the algebraic
formalism, the meanings of algebraic notions: for instance, the manipulation of an
equation allows to finding values that, replaced in the initial equality, make it true;
thus, the meaning of the solutions of equation is found in the algebraic manipulation
itself. As I tried to show, this does not seem to be an affective approach to algebra
for Eleonora, a student with dyscalculia, whose case I discussed as I have found it
to be representative of many students with DD that I have worked with or read
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about in other studies. Referring to studies in mathematics education and neuro-
science, I discussed how a perceptual and dynamic approach can be used to
effectively construct mathematical knowledge in the case of students with DD. This
can be done with the software AlNuSet, designed for teaching dynamic algebra.

In this chapter I considered the Algebraic Line in AlNuSet and I discussed how
its possibilities in terms of representation allowed me to design a sequence of verbal
tasks that helped a student grasp new meanings of the algebraic notions involved in
the solution of the equations and identities. AlNuSet seems to provide a context, in
which it is possible to design mathematical tasks that activate particular
perceptual-motor activities, as discussed in Nemirovsky, that foster understanding
of the algebraic notions involved. Thus, in addition to the standard semiotic rep-
resentations and registers, (e.g. written symbols, graphs, speech…), there are other
important digital resources that can be exploited to design tasks that effectively
promote algebraic learning. In particular, the dynamic representations available in
AlnuSet (such as the mobile point dragged along the line), symbols (such as the
post-it or the coloured dots), and, more in general, extra-linguistic modes of
expressions, seem to be particularly appropriate for addressing certain algebraic
notions, such as the one analysed.

In conclusion, the new dynamic representations available in the Algebraic Line
of AlNuSet allow teachers to design tasks that support the construction of algebraic
notions using the visual non-verbal and kinaesthetic channels of access to infor-
mation. It seems that the dynamicity, expressed by the point dragging along the
line, and the correlated representations (post-it, coloured dots, mobile point, truth
set,…) are the key functions that allow the student to:

– construct algebraic meanings (for the notions of variable, unknown, solution of
equation, truth set of an equation) and algebraic relations among expressions
(for example, the equal sign as a relation rather than as a result indicator);

– support fact retrieval from memory when solving algebraic tasks (for example,
recalling numerical sets of reference or the rules and the axioms to manipulate
algebraic expressions).

These are core aspects of some ongoing and future studies.
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What Can You Infer from This Example?
Applications of Online, Rich-Media Tasks
for Enhancing Pre-service Teachers’
Knowledge of the Roles of Examples
in Proving

Orly Buchbinder, Iris Zodik, Gila Ron and Alice L.J. Cook

Abstract There is a consensus among mathematics educators that in order to
provide students with rich learning opportunities to engage with reasoning and
proving, prospective teachers must develop a strong knowledge base of mathe-
matics, pedagogy and student epistemology. In this chapter we report on the design
of a technology-based task “What can you infer from this example?” that addressed
the content and pedagogical knowledge of the status of examples in proving of
pre-service teachers (PSTs). The task, originally designed and implemented with
high-school students, was modified for PSTs and expanded to involve multiple
components, including scenarios of non-descript cartoon characters to represent
student data. The task was administered through LessonSketch, an online interactive
digital platform, to 4 cohorts of PSTs in Israel and the US, across 4 semesters. In this
chapter we focus on theoretical and empirical considerations that guided our task
design to provide rich learning opportunities for PSTs to enhance their content and
pedagogical knowledge of the interplay between examples and proving, and address
some of the challenges involved in the task implementation. We discuss the crucial
role of technology in supporting PST learning and provide an emergent framework
for developing instructional tasks that foster PSTs’ engagement with proving.
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1 Introduction

Examples play an essential role in teaching, learning and doing mathematics at all
levels (Bills et al. 2006). In particular, examples constitute important tools of math-
ematical exploration since they provide empirical grounds for generalization and
forming conjectures, and play a crucial role in testing and modifying conjectures1

(Lakatos 1976; Rissland 1978). Despite the important role examples play in mathe-
matics, research literature consistently shows that students at all levels, prospective
teachers and even practicing teachers have difficulties in understanding the status of
examples in proving2 (e.g., Barkai et al. 2002; Healy and Hoyles 2000; Knuth 2002).

One of the main difficulties identified in this line of research is students’ reliance
on empirical evidence, i.e., examples, for proving a general statement. This phe-
nomenon is often referred to as the empirical justification proof scheme (Harel and
Sowder 2007) and its limitation stems from the fact that for a general statement to
be true it has to be true for all objects in the statements’ domain; hence, a single
counterexample is sufficient to disprove (a false) statement, even if multiple sup-
porting examples exist. However, research shows that students often treat coun-
terexamples as exceptions, rather than sufficient evidence for refuting a false
statement (Balacheff 1988). Moreover, even recognizing that a certain example
constitutes a counterexample for a given statement can be a non-trivial task for
students (Buchbinder and Zaslavsky 2009; Ron 1998), especially when the logical
structure of the statement gets more complex (Selden and Selden 1995).

The commonality and persistence of students’ difficulties in understanding the
status of examples in proving across mathematical areas and grade-levels (Harel
and Sowder 2007) suggest that students need significant pedagogical support in
order to develop appropriate conceptions of proof and understanding of the role of
examples. Researchers also identified similar problems and difficulties among
prospective elementary mathematics teachers, and even among secondary
prospective teachers (Ko 2010).3 Stylianides and Stylianides (2009) emphasize that
teachers are unlikely to appreciate the importance of proving in mathematics or to
support their students’ engagement with reasoning and proving unless they them-
selves have strong knowledge of both mathematical content and teaching practices
for implementing reasoning and proof tasks. Therefore, they stress the importance

1These processes are the focus of our chapter. Discussion of the roles of examples in teaching
mathematics is beyond the scope of this chapter.
2To simplify communication we use the short term “the status of examples in proving” to denote
both examples and counterexamples in both proving and refuting processes.
3See Ko (2010) for an extensive literature review on teachers’ conceptions of proof.
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of providing PSTs with structured learning experiences that would enable them to
develop more appropriate views of general proof and recognize the limitation of
reliance on empirical evidence for proving.

In this chapter we report on the design and development of the instructional task
What can you infer from this example?, which aimed to enhance PSTs’mathematical
knowledge for teaching proof through the utilization of digital tools provided by the
online, rich-media, interactive platform LessonSketch (www.LessonSketch.org)
developed for teacher education and research (Herbst et al. 2016).

The word “task” has multiple meanings in the literature, therefore, we adopt
Leung and Bolite-Frant’s (2015) definition of a tool-based task as “a
teacher/researcher design aiming to be a thing to do or act on in order for students to
activate an interactive tool-based environment where teachers, students and re-
sources mutually enrich each other in producing mathematical experiences.” In line
with this definition we refer to the (technology-based) task What can you infer from
this example? as a part of an instructional activity which is directly mediated
through a technological environment. We use the term task implementation to
describe a broader spectrum of the instructional activities that encompass the task
itself as well as accompanying activities such as post-task whole-class discussion,
preparation or follow-up assignments and assessments.

2 Overview of the Task and Design Methods

The taskWhat can you infer from this example?was originally designed as a part of a
research program investigating high-school students’ understanding of the status of
examples in proving and refuting mathematical statements (Buchbinder 2010; Ron
1998).4 The task served a dual purpose as a tool that both assesses and promotes
students’ understanding of the status of examples in proving by evoking uncertainty
and cognitive conflict (Hadas et al. 2000). Uncertainty and cognitive conflict are
recognized in the research literature as powerful mechanisms for creating learning
opportunities for students and teachers to re-evaluate and refine their mathematical
and proof-related knowledge (Buchbinder and Zaslavsky 2011). Our assumption was
that the original task for students can be successfully modified for the purposes of
teacher education and enriched with research-based student data to create powerful
learning opportunities for prospective teachers. Such a modification process required
awide range of considerations that go beyond designing a task for students. In order to
address a variety of content and pedagogy-oriented goals we designed an interactive,
media-rich experience that consists of four parts: (I) Examination of a given mathe-
matical statement and determining its truth value; (II) Examination of six
student-generated examples and determining their status with respect to the given
statement; (III) Analysis of a classroom scenario showing students interacting with

4The same task with minor variations was used in two different studies with similar foci and
student populations.
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the statement and the examples; followed by requesting PSTs tomake a suggestion on
how to orchestrate a whole-class discussion; and finally, (IV) Reflection and partic-
ipation in a discussion forum. All parts of the task were facilitated through
LessonSketch in either individual or collaborative mode, without the intervention of a
mathematics teacher educator (MTE). The task was followed up by a face-to-face
whole-class discussion facilitated by one or more MTEs. Parts I and II of the task
closely resemble the task for students, but with additional elements on which we
elaborate later. Parts III and IV were designed specifically for PSTs.

In developing the task What can you infer from this example? for PSTs we used
a design-experiment research methodology (Cobb et al. 2003) which is considered
particularly appropriate for developing technology enhanced learning tasks (Rieber
2005; Chieu et al. 2011). Design-experiment involves multiple cycles of design,
implementation and refinement of the task based on participants and instructor
feedback. The task What can you infer from this example? was implemented over
the course of 4 semesters with 96 prospective teachers in Israel and the US, in
undergraduate courses taught by the authors of this chapter. In each country the task
was implemented in one general course on proof for elementary PSTs, and one
Geometry content and methods course for secondary PSTs. While the specifics of
each course, the goals and the participants varied across different courses and
countries, the technology-based task What can you infer from this example? was
kept as a core instructional activity. Analysis of data collected in each implemen-
tation cycle led to gradual improvement of the task and refined articulation of
design principles and the underlying theoretical grounds. Despite the obvious dif-
ferences between the implementation settings, we were interested in identifying
potential commonalities in PTS’ interaction with the task What can you infer from
this example? and in developing appropriate instructional support based on different
groups’ backgrounds and needs. The following questions guided our thinking:

1. To what extent do PSTs’ responses to the task prompts provide evidence that
different task goals were achieved (across various PSTs groups)?

2. What kinds of learning opportunities stem from PSTs’ interaction with the task?
3. How did the technological environment of LessonSketch afford or hinder PST

learning opportunities associated with the task?

The goal of this chapter is to share the lessons we learned in our experience of
going through the process of modifying a task for students into a task for PSTs. We
hope to contribute to the ongoing effort of the field to develop technology-based
instructional tasks for PSTs focused on reasoning and proving. In the following
sections we describe four different but interrelated theoretical perspectives that
guided the design process of the task for PSTs. We then describe in detail the task
itself and illustrate how its design features reflect these theoretical perspectives.
Finally, we provide some illustrative data from PSTs’ interaction with the task
taken from various implementation cycles.
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3 Theoretical Perspectives

3.1 Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching Proof

Following the seminal work of Shulman (1986), the nature of professional
knowledge for teaching mathematics has been the focus of significant theorizing
and empirical research over the last 30 years. Mathematical knowledge for teaching
(MKT) has been described in terms of broad categories such as content knowledge
—CK (or subject-matter knowledge), and pedagogical content knowledge—PCK.
The latter is a special kind of teacher knowledge which reflects the transformation
of content knowledge in the context of student learning. Van Dreil and Berry (2010)
clarify that teachers use this type of knowledge “to structure the content of their
lessons, to choose or develop specific representations or analogies, to understand
and anticipate particular preconceptions or learning difficulties in their students”
(p. 656).

Recently researchers have turned their attention specifically to mathematical
knowledge for teaching of reasoning and proving (e.g., Lesseig, 2012; Steele and
Rogers 2012; Stylianides and Ball 2008; Stylianides 2011). Building on the vast
literature on teacher knowledge, Stylianides (2011) proposed a “comprehensive
knowledge package for teaching proof” which involves at least three interrelated
broad kinds of knowledge: (a) robust mathematical content knowledge,
(b) knowledge about students’ conceptions of proof, and (c) knowledge of peda-
gogical practices that can support students’ development of conceptions of proof
which are in line with conventional understanding. The latter two knowledge cat-
egories can be viewed as elements of PCK that are specific to teaching of reasoning
and proof. Developing this type of knowledge with PSTs is essential, especially
considering the crucial influence of teacher knowledge on students’ learning
experiences (Ball et al. 2005). Hence, it is important to provide PSTs with
opportunities to develop both the knowledge of students’ conceptions as well as the
knowledge of specific pedagogical practices for successful implementation of
mathematics instruction focused on reasoning and proving. Researchers highlight
the challenges associated with creating such rich learning opportunities for PSTs
(Ponte and Chapman 2008) and the critical need for more research informed
instructional tasks for developing PST competency for teaching proof (Ko 2010).

The first category of Stylianides’s “comprehensive knowledge package for
teaching proof” is robust mathematical content knowledge. Within it, we identify
two sub-categories: knowledge of particular mathematical concepts and relations
among them in a certain proving task, and meta-mathematical knowledge of aspects
such as validity of arguments, distinction between premises and conclusions in
mathematical statements, the role of examples and counterexamples, and types of
proof. We view both these types of mathematical knowledge as vital for teaching
reasoning and proof, and assert that instructional tasks for PSTs should create rich
opportunities for PSTs to enhance their mathematical knowledge by becoming
aware of their pre-existing conceptions, and through analysis, evaluation,
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refinement and re-organization of their knowledge (Ball et al. 2005). In particular,
with respect to PSTs’ content knowledge of the status of examples in proving, we
build on Buchbinder and Zaslavsky’s (2009) framework to outline aspects of
content knowledge that a task for PSTs should address. It is important to mention
that the original task (for students) What can you infer from this example? was
designed according to this framework (Buchbinder and Zaslavsky 2013), and was
mostly preserved in the modified task for PSTs. Below we present one part5 of
Buchbinder and Zaslavsky’s framework which is relevant for the task What can you
infer from this example?, and illustrate it with the mathematical statement that was
used in the task.

3.2 The Mathematical Framework Describing the Status
of Examples in Determining the Truth-Value
of Universal Statements

In general, every mathematical statement can be characterized by the domain (D) of
objects (x) to which it refers and a proposition P(x) that specifies some property6 of
these objects. A general, or universal, statement maintains that a proposition is true
for all the objects in the domain: 8x 2 D;PðxÞ. For example, given the domain D:
“all quadrilaterals with perpendicular and congruent diagonals” and the property P:
“being a kite” we can form a (false) universal statement “All quadrilaterals with
perpendicular and congruent diagonals are kites.” Note that in this case the domain
D is described by a logical conjunction of two properties of quadrilaterals (“having
perpendicular diagonals” and “having congruent diagonals”), while the property P
involves a definition of a kite (a quadrilateral that has two disjoint pairs of con-
gruent sides). With respect to the given domain D and property P we can define four
types of examples based on whether a certain object x belongs to the domain D or
not, and whether it satisfies the property P or not. Figure 1 below illustrates the
logical status of each type of example.

A supporting example is an element of D which satisfies the property P
(x 2 D;PðxÞ). For instance, a square has diagonals that are both congruent and
perpendicular to each other, and it is also a kite. Although it supports the universal
statement, it is insufficient for proving it, since in order for a universal statement to
be true the property has to hold for all objects in the domain. The second type of

5The complete framework describes the status of examples with respect to two types of mathe-
matical statements: universal and existential. Here we focus on universal statements only.
6When presented in the form of a conditional statement (i.e., “if…then…”), the premises describe
the domain of objects to which the statement refers and the conclusion describes the property that
these objects have.
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example is an element of D which does not satisfy the property P (x 2 D;:PðxÞ). In
our case, a general scalene quadrilateral that has congruent and perpendicular
diagonals, but is not a kite, constitutes such type of example. This is a counter
example, which is sufficient for refuting a false universal statement, hence it is a
contradicting example for this statement. The other two types of examples describe
objects that are not in the domain D: (x 62 D;PðxÞ or x 62 D;:PðxÞ). Regardless of
whether they do or do not satisfy the property P, they are irrelevant for either
proving or disproving a statement. Although both constitute irrelevant examples for
this statement, an example of the form x 62 D;PðxÞ can be potentially misleading
since it describes an object that satisfies the property P. For example, a general
convex kite that has non-congruent, but perpendicular diagonals might be mis-
takenly perceived as relevant because it is a kite. Moreover, a general convex kite
constitutes a contradicting example to the converse (false) statement “a kite is a
quadrilateral with perpendicular and congruent diagonals,” which may add to the
potential confusion.

According to Buchbinder and Zaslavsky (2009) “understanding of the logical
status of examples in proving and refuting” can be defined operationally, in terms of
the framework above. Thus, recognition of different types of examples (without
necessarily using the framework terms) with respect to a given statement, and being
able to explain what can or cannot be inferred regarding the truth value of the
statement based on a certain type of example, can be considered evidence of
understanding of the status of examples in proving. The task What can you infer
from this example? encompasses all aspects of understanding described above and
therefore bears a potential for providing PSTs with rich learning opportunities to
enhance their mathematical knowledge of this content.

Goal

Type of  Example 

To prove a universal 
statement 

To disprove a universal 
statement 

Supporting   
Insufficient Non applicable

Contradicting  
Non applicable Sufficient

Irrelevant        
Non applicable Non applicable

Irrelevant        
Non applicable Non applicable

Fig. 1 A framework for examining the logical status of examples in proving or refuting
mathematical statements, adapted from Buchbinder and Zaslavsky (2009)
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3.3 Pedagogies of Enactment and the Virtual Learning
Environment LessonSketch as a Mediating Tool

In addition to the strong focus on mathematical content, an important goal in
designing the task What can you infer from this example? for PSTs was to provide
them with opportunities to contemplate the pedagogical aspects of the status of
examples in proving. Teaching is a complex practice characterized by high tem-
porality, and teachers are often required to “think on their feet” and make decisions
“in the moment” (Mason and Spence 1999). This is especially true for the facili-
tation of classroom discussions around high-level mathematical tasks (Stein et al.
2008) such as reasoning and proving tasks. Research shows that developing ped-
agogical practices for orchestrating meaningful classroom discussion as well as
eliciting, interpreting and responding to student thinking have been particularly
challenging for prospective teachers (Ponte and Chapman 2008). Consequently
researchers and practitioners strive to design pedagogical approaches for bridging
theoretical knowledge and teaching practices that allow prospective teachers to
analyze, evaluate, reflect on and engage in teaching practice, all while in a safe and
controlled environment of reduced complexity (Grossman et al. 2009). Grossman
et al. identify three such pedagogical approaches: representation, decomposition
and approximation of practice, which they term pedagogies of enactment:

Representation of practice refers to the ways in which teaching practice is made visible for
the purposes of analysis and reflection. Decomposition, the breaking down of practice into
constituent parts, allows for focused attention on discrete components of teaching.
Approximation involves engagement in components of practice under conditions of
reduced complexity (p. 2055).

Various tools and methodologies, such as the use of video recordings of practice
(Santagata and Yeh 2014), have been designed and used by researchers and
practitioners in order to bridge between theory and teaching practice. Digital
technologies, including virtual environments and online communication tools,
brought with them a whole new spectrum of additional affordances for teacher
education (Herbst et al. 2011, 2016). To support implementation of pedagogies of
enactment in the design of the task What can you infer from this example? we
capitalized on the technological affordances of the rich-media online environment
LessonSketch. It houses a variety of digital tools that teacher educators can use to
create interactive rich-media experiences involving activities such as: analyzing a
video or cartoon representation of a classroom scenario; examining student work;
participating in discussion forums around specific instructional episodes; and cre-
ating one’s own representation of teaching which can be shared, evaluated and
discussed with others (Herbst et al. 2014).

A distinctive feature of LessonSketch, which we utilized in the task What can
you infer from this example? to represent student work and classroom interactions,
is the use of cartoon-based representations of teaching. According to Herbst and
Chazan (2015) using representations with non-descript cartoon characters elimi-
nates the particularities associated with video recordings such as distinctive
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characteristics of individuals or of the setting, which allows PSTs to focus more on
critical moments of classroom interaction. Chieu et al. (2011) use dimensions of
temporality (a sense of time flow in the scenario) and individuality (of represented
actors and settings) to classify different representations of teaching such as written
cases, cartoon-based representations and video. They conclude that:

Animations of nondescript cartoon characters […] immerse the viewer in a temporality
closer to that of real classroom action but offer an experience of individuality somewhere in
between that of video and text because […] people are represented with icons. These kinds
of animations of nondescript cartoon characters […] may thus reproduce for the viewer the
temporal and tactical demands of real classroom interaction while inviting viewers to
project onto the scenarios the individualities of the settings in which and the people with
whom they practice (p. 598).

Herbst et al. (2014) maintain that “LessonSketch cartoon-based artifacts and tools
play a crucial role, as ‘mediators of cognition,’ to help teacher users externalize
their thoughts and ideas about instructional practice” (p. 4). The use of non-descript,
cartoon-based representations of teaching supports participants’ notion of presence
(Oztok and Brett 2011) through which users associate themselves with the repre-
sented practice and its actors. With respect to the task What can you infer from this
example?, the digital representational tools of LessonSketch allowed PSTs to
examine the practice of teaching under conditions of reduced complexity while
maintaining an appropriate level of authenticity of the represented practice; it also
allowed PSTs to focus on those aspects of instruction we considered critical in the
context of the task.

Another important feature of LessonSketch used in the task design is partici-
pation in reflective discussion via an online forum. Online communication tools
provided PSTs with opportunities to reflect on and share with others individual
mathematical ideas, views and experiences around representations of practice; these
served as shared reference points around which meaningful conversations could
evolve (Chieu et al. 2011).

We turn now to describing the task What can you infer from this example?, and
elaborate on the goals, theoretical grounds and technological design features called
on to support these goals.

4 From a Task for Students Towards a Task for Teachers

The task What can you infer from this example? aimed to provide PSTs with a wide
range of learning opportunities to reflect on and enhance their professional math-
ematical knowledge for teaching proof as outlined by Stylianides (2011), but with a
specific focus on the status of examples in proving. To that extent, the task focuses
on PSTs’ content knowledge of families of quadrilaterals in geometry, on
meta-mathematical knowledge of the status of examples in proving, and two types
of pedagogical content knowledge: knowledge of students’ understanding of the
status of examples in proving, and knowledge of pedagogical practices for
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supporting students’ understanding of this content. As mentioned above, the task
consists of four parts followed by a whole-class, face-to-face discussion, facilitated
by at least one mathematics teacher educator.

Part I: Examination of a given mathematical statement and determining its
truth value
The first part of the task invited PSTs to examine the false mathematical statement
“A quadrilateral with congruent and perpendicular diagonals is a kite.” The PSTs
were required to decide whether the statement is true or false, and to justify their
answer. With some groups we included additional prompts asking PSTs to deter-
mine the domain and the property of the statement, or the type of the statement:
universal or existential. The wording of the statement contains two elements of
difficulty. One, it is neither in a conditional form (i.e., if…then… form), nor it is
explicitly universally quantified (i.e., does not contain keywords such as “any” or
“all”). However, geometrical properties or definitions are often worded this way; for
example: a statement “diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other” is a universal
statement, frequently used in school geometry, yet it is not explicitly quantified as
universal. The second element that adds to the statement’s complexity and can
hinder correct recognition of the status of examples with respect to it, is the fact that
the domain of the statement is a conjunction of two properties “congruent diago-
nals” and “perpendicular diagonals.” The use of a statement from the school
geometry curriculum combined with the two complexity elements aimed to create a
balanced task that would be viewed by PSTs as relevant to their future practice,
within their reach of solving, but challenging enough to allow PSTs to experience it
from the learner’s perspective (Ball et al. 2005). The goal of Part I is mainly
content-oriented, and interaction with the digital task is individual and untimed.

Part II: Examination of six student-generated examples
Part II of the task involves evaluating six student examples and determining their
status with respect to the given statement. This part of the task was embedded in the
instructional context—a cartoon depiction of a classroom—with the teaching
practice decomposed and represented through individual students’ responses. PSTs
are asked to imagine themselves as the teacher who is facilitating a geometry lesson
in which students investigate properties of diagonals of quadrilaterals by exploring
whether a conjecture: “A quadrilateral with congruent and perpendicular diagonals
is a kite” is true or false. The students approached this exploration by drawing their
own examples, which they then presented to the whole class and contemplated what
could be inferred from each example about the truth-value of the conjecture. The
collection of the six students’ examples (Fig. 2) was carefully constructed
according to the mathematical framework. It includes two supporting examples (#1
and #6), two examples that contradict the statement (#2 and #3) and one of each
type of irrelevant examples (#4 and #5).

For each student’s example PSTs needed to determine whether it: (a) proves the
statement, (b) contradicts the statement, (c) only supports the statement, or (d) is
irrelevant to the statement (Fig. 3).
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# Example 
Design-Analysis of the examples with respect to 
the statement: A quadrilateral with congruent and 
perpendicular diagonals is a kite

1.
A square Diagonals of a square are congru-

ent and perpendicular to each oth-
er. A square is a kite

supporting 

2.
An isosceles 
trapezoid with 
perpendicular di-
agonals 

Diagonals of an isosceles trapezoid 
are congruent and, in this case, are 
also perpendicular to each other. 
An isosceles trapezoid cannot be a 
kite.  

contradicting 

3.

A general quad-
rilateral with 
congruent & 
perpendicular di-
agonals

A general quadrilateral with con-
gruent and perpendicular diagonals 

). This quad-
rilateral is not a kite. 

contradicting 

4. A convex kite
Diagonals of a convex kite are per-
pendicular to each other, but in this 
case they are not congruent. 

irrelevant 

5. A rectangle 
which is not 
a square

Diagonals of a rectangle which is 
not a square are congruent but not 
perpendicular to each other. 
A general rectangle is not a kite. 

irrelevant 

6.
A concave  
kite with 
congruent 
diagonals

Diagonals of a concave kite are 
perpendicular to each other and 
they can be congruent. 

supporting 

Fig. 2 Examples used and design-analysis of their status with respect to the statement: A
quadrilateral with congruent and perpendicular diagonals is a kite

Fig. 3 A screen shot of one example of student work
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Based on our prior research experience with implementing this part of the task
with students (Buchbinder 2010; Ron 1998) we anticipated that recognizing what
can be inferred from certain examples might be particularly challenging. For
instance, example #4, a convex kite, is irrelevant to the statement at hand even
though it has the specified property—it is a kite. Also, example #1, a square, is a
type of kite, which makes it a supporting example for this statement. However, a
square is not a prototypical example of a kite, thus, PSTs who do not have a strong
knowledge of quadrilaterals might think of a square as a counterexample. Our
expectation was that engaging with these particular examples might challenge and
stimulate PSTs’ reflective thinking.

This part of the task has both content—and pedagogy-oriented goals. Examining
the collection of examples above aimed to provide PSTs with a rich learning
opportunity to reflect on their mathematical understanding of quadrilaterals and to
refresh their knowledge of this topic. Importantly, the task allowed PSTs to con-
template their own mathematical understanding of the status of examples in
proving, and to test their initial decision whether the statement is true or false in
light of additional, possibly unexpected empirical evidence. We anticipated that
PSTs confronted with various students’ examples would experience uncertainty and
cognitive conflict regarding the truth-value of the statement and regarding the status
of these examples with respect to the statement. At the same time, we hoped that the
carefully chosen and structured sequence of examples would eventually support
resolving the uncertainty, and serve for PSTs as a pivotal (set of) examples. Zazkis
and Chernoff (2008) define pivotal examples as examples that help learners to
resolve a cognitive conflict in a way that moves their initial naïve conceptions
towards more appropriate mathematical conceptions (p. 197). Examining the col-
lection of examples also evoked the need for common language and systematization
of mathematical ideas pertaining to the status of examples in proving. The theo-
retical framework for the interplay between examples and proving (Fig. 1), which
was introduced by MTEs during the post-task whole-class discussion, provided the
means to address this need and to bridge between mathematical and
meta-mathematical knowledge.

From the pedagogical perspective, Part II of the task provided an opportunity for
PSTs to visualize themselves as teachers facilitating this very task in their class-
room, confronted with the need to interpret and evaluate students’ mathematical
thinking. As opposed to a real classroom, LessonSketch allowed PSTs to control the
temporality of events: they were able to spend as much time as needed on each
example, as well as go back and forth between examples and change their decision
about the statement’s truth-value and about the status of different examples.

Parts I and II of the task What can you infer from this example? mirror quite
closely the original task design for students, but with two important modifications.
The original paper-and-pencil version of the task for students, as implemented in
Buchbinder’s (2010) study, did not include Part I—an initial evaluation of the
statement. The students were asked to determine the status of each example in the
collection with respect to the given statement prior to determining its truth-value.
As a result, some students were still unsure whether the statement is false even after
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correctly identifying all counterexamples. This surprising observation triggered the
inclusion of an initial evaluation of the statement as Part I of the task for PSTs.

Another modification to the task for PSTs was embedding the collection of
examples as products of student work in the classroom in which PSTs assumed the
teacher role. This design feature aimed to emphasize the importance of analyzing
and interpreting students’ thinking while orchestrating the whole-class discussion,
even though the latter aspect was implicit at this point. Implementation of this
design feature was made possible due to the Depict tool of LessonSketch—an
advanced authoring tool which allowed us, teacher educators and researchers, to
create cartoon representations of a mathematics classroom and introduce particular
student work in the context of a whole-class discussion (Herbst et al. 2016).

Parts I and II of the task combine important pedagogical aspects of teacher
practice with a strong focus on mathematical content, while maintaining safe
environment for PSTs through individual and untimed interaction with the software.

Part III: Analysis of a classroom scenario and making a suggestion for
orchestrating a whole-class discussion
The next two parts of the task were developed especially for PSTs. Part III of the
task presented PSTs with a scenario7 in a storyboard format realized with cartoon
characters. The scenario depicts a class discussion of the statement “A quadrilateral
with congruent and perpendicular diagonals is a kite.” Students in the class seem to
agree that the statement is false, but they are not sure which counterexample
contradicts it. One student, Purple,8 wrongly asserts that a convex kite (example #4,
Fig. 3) is “the best” counterexample, since “it is already a kite with perpendicular
diagonals, but they are not congruent, so it contradicts the statement.” Another
student, Red, maintains that “the most contradicting example is an isosceles
trapezoid (example #2, Fig. 3) since its diagonals are congruent and perpendicular,
but it is not a kite.” Other students in the class express confusion over which of the
two examples, or both of them, can be used to refute the statement. The scenario
ends with the teacher putting both examples on the board next to each other.
Following the scenario PSTs were presented with a prompt:

It seems that the classroom conversation shifted to the question “what does it mean to
contradict a mathematical statement?” How would you lead the discussion to support your
students’ understanding? Write a short description of how you would continue this scenario
if this was your class. Include at least three specific questions to pose to the class.

These are non-trivial mathematical and pedagogical questions that aim to stimulate
PSTs’ thinking, yet they arise naturally in the context of the scenario.

In this part of the task teaching practice was represented through a cartoon-based
classroom scenario. The teaching context is explicit, and although the temporality is
still reduced as opposed to a real classroom, the events in the scenario unfold faster

7Based on student data from Buchbinder’s (2010) study.
8All cartoon student characters in the scenario are named by the color of their shirt.
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than in part II of the task, where each students’ work was viewed on a separate
screen. The scenario also introduced interactions between different students in class
and between the students and the teacher, which made it more representative of a
real classroom. At the same time, as opposed to a “real” classroom, the classroom
scenario was carefully scripted to draw PSTs’ attention to those mathematical and
pedagogical aspects of student thinking which we considered critical for PSTs to
engage with. In particular, we aimed to evoke a conflict for PSTs without hinting at
potential ways to resolve it.

The important aspect of this part of the task is an approximation of teaching
practice through engaging PSTs in writing a description of how the scenario should
continue from the point it stopped, including specific questions they would pose in
class. This provided PSTs with an opportunity to envision themselves as teachers
who need to correctly recognize the status of the two examples, identify the source
of students’ confusion and devise a way to orchestrate a discussion that promotes
students’ understanding. The mode of interaction with this part of the task was
individual and timed, which was crucial for PSTs’ analysis of student thinking and
planning of the instructional response.

Part VI: Participation and discussion in an online forum
The fourth part of the task What can you infer from this example? invited PSTs to
reflect on and share their personal impressions, ideas and insights from the first
three parts of the task through a discussion forum. The forum prompt encouraged
PSTs to reflect on their experiences as learners and also to address any pedagogical
issues they felt the task evoked for them. PSTs were required to post their own
thread and respond to at least two threads of their peers. Participation in the online
forum also served as an initial step for PSTs to reflect on their own learning from
different components of the task.

Post-task whole class discussion
After completing all parts of the task What can you infer from this example? PSTs
participated in a follow-up activity: a face-to-face whole-class discussion facilitated
by MTEs. The goal of this part was to create a context for PSTs to reflect on, clarify
and enhance both personal and shared understanding of content- and
pedagogy-oriented aspects. MTEs played an essential role in this activity as they
framed and structured the discussion, led the analysis and supported the articulation
of mathematical and pedagogical ideas evoked by the task (Smith 2001). As
intended by our task design, the mathematical conflict evoked by the task created
for PSTs the need for a shared language and systematization of mathematical
knowledge. The framework for the status of examples in proving (Buchbinder and
Zaslavsky 2009), which MTEs introduced during the whole class discussion,
addressed those needs. It helped to enhance PSTs’ content knowledge and also
supported the discussion and collective planning of pedagogical approaches for
advancing student learning.
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4.1 Summary and the Emergent Framework for Designing
Digital Tasks for PSTs

We summarize the structure of the four parts of the technology-based task and of
the post-task whole-class discussion in Fig. 4. The figure presents an emergent
framework for the design of media-rich digital tasks for PSTs on the basis of
mathematical tasks for students. It specifies different characteristics of the task, such
as the type of interaction (individual or group), the type of interaction with digital
technology (direct or indirect) and the presence or absence of MTE facilitation. The
figure lays out the pedagogies of enactment utilized in different parts of the task as
well as the types of goals and learning opportunities that the task What can you
infer from this example? afforded.

The framework presented in Fig. 4 reflects our systematic approach of com-
bining theoretical grounds, empirically tested design features and advanced tech-
nological tools through the process of design-research to create much needed
instructional tasks that address prospective teachers’ content and pedagogical
knowledge for engaging students in proving with a particular focus on the status of
examples in proving.

Task parts

Task characteristics 

Part I: Examination of a 
given statement and de-
termining its truth val-

ue

Part II: Examination of 
students’ examples

Part III: Analysis of the 
classroom scenario and 

making suggestions for a 
class discussion

Part IV: Reflection 
and participation in a 

discussion forum

Post-task whole class 
discussion

Pedagogy of enactment
__ Decomposition and 

representation
Representation and

approximation
__ __

Goals and 
Learning

Opportunities

Content-
oriented 

Engagement with 
mathematical content 
and determine truth-

value of the statement.

Opportunity to expand 
personal example space 

and change decision 
about the statement in 
light of new evidence.

Examine questions 
such as: What does it 

mean to contradict a uni-
versal statement? How 
many counterexamples 
can a statement have?

Participation in the 
community of 

learners. Oppor-
tunity to discuss 

and clarify content-
and pedagogy-

oriented ideas. Op-
portunity collective 

reflection on the 
learning process in 

each part of the 
task and as a whole.

Opportunity to share, 
reflect on and enhance 

both personal and 
shared understanding of 
the status of examples 
in proving by exposure 

to the theoretical 
framework, and ex-

panding the repertoire 
of the relevant peda-
gogical approaches.

Pedagogy-
oriented

___

Interpretation of stu-
dents’ thinking.

Opportunity to envision 
oneself as a teacher fa-
cilitating a proof ori-
ented task. Teacher’s 

role is implicit.

Planning a whole-class 
discussion and support
students’ understanding 
of the status of examples 
in proving. Teacher’s role 

is explicit.

Individual / Group inter-
action:

Individual Group 

Digital technology inter-
action: Direct / Indirect

Direct
Indirect (but referenced 

to the digital task)
Facilitation type:

No MTE facilitation / 
With MTE facilitation

No MTE (Mathematics Teacher Educator) facilitation With MTE facilitation

Fig. 4 The framework for design of media-rich tasks for PSTs
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5 Lessons Learned from Task Implementation
and the Role of Technology

A comprehensive presentation of results is beyond the scope of this chapter,
however, we illustrate some common themes that emerged in PSTs’ interaction
with the task What can you infer from this example? across four cycles of imple-
mentation. We present the themes according to the two types of task goals:
content-or pedagogy-oriented.

With respect to content-oriented goals, the task evoked a whole range of
mathematical and meta-mathematical themes, as anticipated based on the prior
research with students and as intended by the task design. As expected, PSTs
experienced challenges with identifying a square (example #1, Fig. 3) as a type of a
kite, and with recognizing that a convex kite (example #4, Fig. 3) is irrelevant to the
statement “A quadrilateral with congruent and perpendicular diagonals is a kite.”
For instance, on average, 42 % of PSTs across different groups incorrectly con-
sidered a convex kite as contradicting the statement. Their justifications resembled
the one made by Purple in the scenario: “since diagonals of a kite are not (nec-
essarily) congruent, this example contradicts the statement.” However, some PSTs
noticed that the example of a convex kite contradicts the converse of the given
statement and brought this up in the forum, which consequently led to an extensive
whole-class discussion of the relationship between a statement and its converse.
Other logical-mathematical themes evoked by the task were: How to identify the
logical structure of a statement—its domain and property? How a statement, a
converse and a bi-conditional are related to each other? How many counterexam-
ples can a false statement have? What does it mean to contradict a statement? What
is the relationship between a counterexample and a proof by contradiction?

As intended by the task design, the task led to extensive discussions of the
relationships between different types of quadrilaterals and clarifications of their
definitions and properties. For example, a kite, like other quadrilaterals, can have
several correct definitions, but it is common to define a kite by the properties of its
sides, rather than diagonals (Zaslavsky and Shir 2005). In forum conversations and
in the whole-class discussions PSTs frequently brought up questions such as:
Which properties of diagonals follow necessarily from a definition of a kite? and
What necessary and sufficient conditions must diagonals of a quadrilateral fulfill, in
order for it to be a kite? These questions, evoked by individual interaction with the
task, were then discussed and resolved during the whole-class discussion. This
interaction between LessonSketch and the in-class discussion set the stage for
achieving the pedagogical goals of the task.

With respect to pedagogy-oriented goals, across all implementation cycles,
PSTs’ interaction with the task led to an increased awareness and appreciation of
the logical-mathematical complexity of the roles of examples in proving, and to the
increased realization of the conceptual complexity that students face when they
encounter this content. The vast majority of PSTs reported that the task exposed
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them to aspects of student conceptions of which they were not previously aware.
For example, one PST wrote:

This was an eye opening experience for me. I never thought that students could have any
problems with refuting any statement, but this task showed me where students might have
difficulties or misunderstandings.

Many PSTs, in Israel and the US alike, expressed the view that understanding the
status of examples in proving is important for students’ engagement in proving, yet
it is not sufficiently addressed in schools. Consequently, PSTs agreed that there is a
need for pedagogical approaches for supporting students’ understanding of this
content and proposed a range of ideas, such as using non-mathematical contexts and
analogies to illustrate the status of different types of examples. For instance, one
group of PSTs came up with the following analogy:

What kind of evidence would contradict a statement “All strawberries in my store are red
and ripe?” Finding a red strawberry in another store or finding a green, unripe strawberry in
the same store?

The PSTs explained that the first example is analogous to a convex kite in our task,
and is clearly irrelevant to the statement, while the second example corresponds to
an isosceles trapezoid in our task and contradicts the statement. Other pedagogical
suggestions were the use of Venn diagrams for representing relationships between
different groups of quadrilaterals, or to use mathematical statements with simpler
logical structures. The common thread in PSTs’ suggestions was that deep con-
ceptual understanding of the status of examples in proving, and of related logical
aspects, cannot be achieved with a single instructional task, but should be devel-
oped gradually through multiple encounters with a variety of tasks and mathe-
matical contents. PSTs expressed their appreciation for the need to develop a
repertoire of pedagogical tools for supporting students’ learning.

We attribute the richness and the scope of mathematical and pedagogical issues
evoked by the task What can you infer from this example? to the design of the task
and the flexibility of the digital tools in LessonSketch. It is important to note that
these tools are not designed to support the manipulation or creation of mathematical
objects, as opposed to dynamic geometry environments. The static images of
particular mathematical objects aimed to represent sample student work. The
advantage of LessonSketch is in its ability to embed these images in a teaching
context; to associate them with instances of student thinking; to represent interac-
tions between students and a teacher around mathematical content; and to engage
PSTs in careful examination of this content, to deepen and refine their under-
standing of it. These features of LessonSketch also supported the implementation of
pedagogies of enactment as proposed by Grossman and her colleagues (2009). In
particular, we decomposed the practice of facilitating a proof task in a geometry
classroom into several parts and used the Depict tool of the LessonSketch platform
to represent a few carefully chosen components of this practice with non-descript
cartoon characters. Such representation allowed PSTs to envision themselves as
teachers called on to manage the depicted classroom interactions, but in conditions
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of reduced complexity. We used the Plan tool of LessonSketch (Herbst et al. 2014)
to create a virtual learning experience for PSTs comprised of sequences of repre-
sentations, accompanied by questions and prompts to support the study of specific
components of teaching practice.

One crucial feature that contributed to the educational value of the task was the
balanced combination of an asynchronous mode of interaction through the
LessonSketch platform, with the follow-up face-to-face discussion. The asyn-
chronous mode of interaction provided each and every PST with an opportunity to
immerse themselves in the represented situation, while having sufficient time to
contemplate the mathematical and pedagogical issues evoked by the task, and to
review and rehearse their responses in a safe, virtual environment. Moreover, each
PST would then contribute to the online discussion and participate in the com-
munity of learners (Putnam and Borko 2000). Hence, the technological tools of
LessonSketch and the particular design of the task allowed for all individual PSTs’
voices to be heard and ideas to be examined, which would be almost impossible to
achieve otherwise. For us, MTEs, such structure provided a unique opportunity to
examine PST responses to the technology-based task and analyze the main themes
occurring in the online forum prior to the follow-up whole-class discussion and to
adjust its facilitation accordingly.

Throughout implementation of the task What can you infer from this example?
in multiple settings we encountered a few challenges. In particular it became
apparent that PSTs needed a more deliberate tool for approximation of practice than
we originally envisioned. In Part III of the task we provided PSTs with a simple
textbox on LessonSketch to draft their suggestions and guiding questions for
orchestrating a whole-class discussion. Many PSTs’ responses were rather super-
ficial, overly generic and teacher-centered; although they gradually improved and
became more focused, specific and student-centered as PSTs discussed them in
forums (Stein et al. 2008). This suggested to us that PSTs would benefit from more
careful and detailed planning of instructional scenarios to better approximate
teaching moves. One way to achieve this is to have PSTs create their own story-
board representations of classroom scenarios using the Depict tool.9 Other alter-
natives may include the use of the “lesson-play” technique (Zazkis et al. 2013) in
which PSTs use simple word processing software to write their proposed plan for
classroom discussion in the form of a screen play; or the use of screen-capture with
voice annotation (i.e., screencasts). Creating such artifacts as depictions,
lesson-plays and screencasts require PSTs to engage in careful planning of teacher
prompts and anticipated student responses. These artifacts could then be shared
through the LessonSketch discussion forum and serve as a better starting point for
meaningful interaction among PSTs to support approximation of teaching practice
(Clay et al. 2012; Herbst et al. 2014).

9The Depict tool was not originally considered for implementation in the task as it was not
available in Hebrew, however it has recently became available in languages other than English.
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We conclude this chapter by reflecting on our own learning as MTEs and
researchers from engaging in the process of designing and implementing the
technology-rich task What can you infer from this example?. For us, this process
was characterized by deep reflection on theoretical underpinnings, and careful
adaptation of available technological tools to support PSTs’ content and peda-
gogical knowledge of the interplay between examples and proving. Following the
tradition of design research we examined affordances and pitfalls of various tech-
nological tools through iterative cycles of design, implementation, analysis and
redesign (Cobb et al. 2003) resulting in the emergent framework presented in this
chapter.
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Supporting Variation in Task Design
Through the Use of Technology

Christian Bokhove

Abstract This chapter describes a digital intervention for algebraic expertise that
was built on three principles, crises, feedback and fading, as described by Bokhove
and Drijvers (Technology, Knowledge and Learning. 7(1–2), 43–59, 2012b). The
principles are retrospectively scrutinized through Marton’s Theory of Variation,
concluding that the principles share several elements with the patterns of variation:
contrast, generalisation, separation and fusion. The integration of these principles in
a digital intervention suggests that technology has affordances and might be ben-
eficial for task design with variation. The affordances in the presented technology
comprise (i) authoring features, which enable teacher-authors to design their own
contrasting task sequences, (ii) randomisation, which automates the creation of a
vast amount of tasks with similar patterns and generalisations, (iii) feedback, which
aids students in improving students’ learning outcomes, and (iv) visualisations,
which allow fusion through presenting multiple representations. The principles are
demonstrated by discussing a sequence of tasks involving quadratic formulas.
Advantages and limitations are discussed.

Keywords Task � Design � Sequence � Crisis � Feedback � Fading � Variation

1 Introduction

In recent years task design in mathematics education has become more and more
important, culminating in specific conferences and a separate ICMI study devoted
to this topic. One challenge in task design is that tasks are often only described
vaguely. Furthermore, Schoenfeld (2009) advises on having more communication
between designers and researchers. In this way educational research and design can
be bridged, as the communities involving task design are naturally overlapping and
diverse. One particular focus concerns the observation that tasks are not single
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events, but are often embedded in a sequence of tasks. It is suggested that the design
of sequences of near-similar tasks deserves specific attention. In such sequences it is
possible to ‘vary’ specific parts of tasks over the course of a sequence. One example
might be task sequences in which the problem formulation remains constant but the
numbers used increase the complexity of the task. This approach has been used
previously in an earlier article (Bokhove and Drijvers 2012b), whereby the com-
plexity of tasks first increases, and then—with the help of feedback—decreases. In
one sense this can be seen as an adaptation of the ‘variation’ “Watson and Mason
(2006) used when coining the term ‘micromodelling’ to describe ‘learners’ response
to exercises in which dimensions of variation have been carefully controlled,
because the aim is to promote generalization of the dimensions being varied in the
exercise, and thence to focus on mathematical relationships between dimensions.”
(p. 104). Furthermore, certainly in using the term ‘variation’, it draws similarities
with Marton’s suggestion of ‘Variation Theory’. This theory, promoted by Marton
and colleagues (Marton and Booth 1997; Marton and Trigwell 2000; Marton and
Tsui 2004; Marton and Pang 2006) and extended by Watson and Mason (2002,
2005) proposes that learners must experience variation in the critical aspects of a
concept, within limited space and time, in order for the concept to be learnable. The
aim of this chapter is to first describe a digital intervention for acquiring, practicing
and assessing algebraic expertise (Bokhove 2011), then go into Marton’s concept of
Variation, and then demonstrate how these principles tie into the idea of ‘variation’.
It demonstrates how patterns of variation can be used to frame task design to further
the discovery of mathematical knowledge. I will specifically emphasize the role and
affordances of technology in operationalizing the idea of variation in this specific
algebra intervention, supplementing literature that used the lens of variation for
other digital environments (e.g. dynamic geometry environments, Leung 2008;
Leung et al. 2013). I will conclude with thoughts on what added value, theoretically
and didactically, such an approach might have.

2 Digital Intervention for Algebraic Expertise

The starting point for this chapter is an online intervention which was designed at
Utrecht University (Bokhove 2011). The intervention was part of a study called
‘Algebra met Inzicht’ [Algebra with Insight] and was made in the Digital
Mathematical Environment (DME http://www.fi.uu.nl/dwo/en).1 The DME is a
digital learning and assessment environment for mathematics in secondary and
higher education, in which interactive teaching methods and feedback play a central
role. Within the DME, students can work at any time on modules that have been

1An English translation of part of the module can be found at http://www.fi.uu.nl/dwo/soton. Log
in as guest, and choose ‘Demo for 22nd ICMI study’. Java is needed.
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selected for them and receive feedback on their answers. Teachers can view the
students’ work and adapt modules and activities to meet the class’ needs. The DME
intervention in the current study consists of a paper-and-pencil pre-test, four digital
modules, a digital diagnostic test, and a final digital test and, finally, a
paper-and-pencil post-test, and aims to address algebraic expertise. It was deployed
in fifteen 12th grade classes from nine Dutch secondary schools (N = 324),
involving eleven mathematics teachers. The schools were spread across the country
and showed a variation in school size and pedagogical and religious backgrounds.
The participating classes consisted of pre-university level ‘wiskunde B’ students
(comparable to grade 12 in Anglo-Saxon countries). As this chapter focuses on the
design and sequencing of the tasks, I refer to different articles for more details of the
set-up of the study and the actual effects of the digital intervention (Bokhove and
Drijvers 2012a, b). The three main design principles behind the design of (se-
quences of) algebra tasks are crises, feedback and fading. The cohesive argument
behind the three principles is depicted in Fig. 1.

I propose that near-similar tasks and repetitive exercises are interspersed by
intentional crises i.e. tasks that are hard or impossible to solve with skills and
knowledge that are available. In other words, the ‘load’ of the task is too high. I will
not go into the word ‘load’ in detail. There is a vast body of knowledge connected
to the term Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller 1988). There also is, rightly so, crit-
icism (De Jong 2010). For the purpose of this model, we will only assume that
knowledge that isn’t known (novice) potentially will bear a larger load than known
knowledge (expert). The intentional crises might be overcome by providing feed-
back. To avoid a dependency on feedback for the summative assessments feedback
is faded during the course of the sequence of tasks. The three elements will first be
explained more extensively.

Fig. 1 Proposed model for
crises, feedback and fading
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3 Describing the Three Principles for the Digital
Intervention

I will first elaborate on the three elements of the model: crises, feedback and fading.
The first element, crises, builds on the idea which poet John Keats2 so eloquently
described in the early 19th century as ‘failure is the highway to success.’ In sub-
sequent centuries this idea that what goes wrong contributes to better learning has
been used by several scholars. The principle, for example, seems to underpin
Piaget’s (1964) concepts of equilibrium and disequilibrium. These essentially say
that, whenever the child’s experience/interaction with the environment yielded
results that confirmed her mental model, he or she could easily assimilate the
experience. When the experience resulted in something new and unexpected, the
result was disequilibrium, with a child in some cases experiencing confusion or
frustration. Eventually, the child changes his or her cognitive structures to
accommodate the new experience and moves back into equilibrium. Tall (1977)
refers to cognitive conflicts: “one of the distinguishing factors in catastrophe theory
is the existence of discontinuities, or sudden jumps in behaviour when certain paths
are taken.” (p. 6). In his ‘levels of thinking’ Van Hiele (1985) discerns structure and
insight. According to Van Hiele, there can be a ‘crisis of thinking’, which has a link
to the Vygotskian zone of proximal development. The common ground between the
two is that there is a need for challenge. Recently, drawing on cognitive psychol-
ogy, Kapur (2010) has used the term productive failure and cites Clifford (1984):
“However, allowing for the concomitant possibility that under certain conditions
letting learners persist, struggle, and even fail at tasks that are complex and beyond
their skills and abilities may in fact be a productive exercise in failure requiring a
paradigm shift”. The difference with my own work (Bokhove and Drijvers 2012b)
seems to be whether crises are an inherent part of learning when solving open
problems, or actually embedding tasks that could intentionally cause a crisis, would
be a good thing. It is proposed that intentional crisis tasks are added to sequences of
near-similar tasks, for example in the way depicted in Table 1, which illustrates the
way in which crisis items are integrated within the current study’s intervention. The
general structure of such a sequence would then be: first appropriate pre-crisis
items, then the item that intends to intentionally cause a crisis (for some students),
and then some post-crisis items. The subsequent question then becomes how stu-
dents can address this crisis. It is suggested that this is done through the second
design principle: feedback. Feedback is an integral part of assessment for learning,
so-called formative assessment. Black and Wiliam (1998) define assessment as
being ‘formative’ only when feedback from learning activities is actually used to
modify teaching to meet the learner’s needs. From this it is clear that feedback plays
a pivotal role in the process of formative assessment. Hattie and Timperley (2007)
conducted a meta review of the effectiveness of different types of feedback. The

2It is attributed to Keats but he probably used a different wording.
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feedback effects of hints and corrective feedback are deemed best. A meta review of
feedback in computer-based learning environments suggested that elaborated
feedback, providing an explanation, had large effect sizes for mathematics (Van der
Kleij et al. 2015). However, one challenge while providing feedback is that one
must make sure students do not overly rely on this feedback, as eventually students
often will need to pass a summative test on their own. Assuming that students
finally have to pass an exam themselves, it makes sense to address this over-reliance
on feedback. In a follow-up paper on his productive failure Kapur (2011) notes that
scaffolding implies help to overcome failure (Pea 2004). As a design principle it is
therefore proposed that initially a lot of feedback is provided to foster learning, but
the amount is decreased towards the end, to facilitate transfer. Using scaffolding this
way is based on the concept of fading (Renkl et al. 2004). Formative scenarios
(Bokhove 2008) are a variation of this concept, starting off with a lot of feedback,
and providing a gradually decreasing level of feedback.

Figure 2 shows how this principle was implemented in the intervention. At the
start feedback is provided for all intermediate steps of a solution. The subsequent
part of the intervention concerns self-assessment and diagnostics: the student per-
forms the steps without any feedback and chooses when to check his or her solution
by clicking a “check” button. Feedback is then given for the whole of the exercise.

Finally, students get a final exam with no means to see how they performed, no
feedback is given. Just as is the case with a paper test, the teacher will be able to
check and grade the exam (in this case automatically) and give students feedback on
their performance. A student needs to be able to accomplish tasks independently,
without the help of a computer. An implicit advantage of implementing feedback in
a sequence of tasks is that teachers and designers have to think upfront about
possible student responses (Bokhove 2010). Together the three principles propose

Fig. 2 Outline of fading feedback in formative scenarios (Bokhove and Drijvers 2012b)
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embedding variation in a sequence of tasks. To demonstrate how the principles
might relate to Variation Theory it is first necessary to unpick this term.

4 Unpacking Variation Theories

The idea that invariant structures during changing phenomena often denote the
presence knowledge acquisition is an essential part of phenomenology. This is
expressed in, among others, the Theory of Variation (e.g. Marton and Booth 1997;
Gu et al. 2004). By using variation certain constraints, and associated freedom, give
rise to the ‘dimensions of possible variation’ and ‘ranges of permissible change’
which are usually at the heart of task design (Mason and Johnston-Wilder 2006).
One way of integrating different tasks into pedagogic situations is to make use of
‘learner generated examples’ and the shared ‘example space’ (Watson and Mason
2005) or the ‘outcome space’ (Marton and Booth 1997).

Fan and colleagues (Fan et al. 2004) showed that the “Two Basics” (Basic
Knowledge and Basic Skills) in the Mathematics Curriculum of Mainland China
can develop into meaningful learning. (Gu 1981) systematically analysed and
synthesized the concepts of teaching with variation. He identified and illustrated the
two forms of variations: ‘conceptual variation’ and ‘procedural variation’.
Conceptual variation has as starting point that concepts can be understood from
multiple perspectives. Variation is created in several ways. The first way, standard
concept variation, is by varying the concept in a standard way via inducing concepts
by varying visual and concrete instances. The main purpose of using this variation
is to help students establish the connection between concrete experience and
abstract concepts. The second way, non-standard concept variation, highlights the
essence of a concept by contrasting the concept with a non-standard example. This
stresses the teaching strategy that examples should not only be the ‘normal’ ones,
but also the non-standard ones. Finally, the third way of non-concept variation uses
non-concepts, for example counterexamples, to reinforce a concept. Procedural
variation concerns progressively unfolding mathematics activities. In procedural
variation students can arrive at solutions to a problem and form connections among
different concepts step by step from multiple approaches. This type of variation is
also created in several ways. The first way addresses the formation of concepts and
the process of unfolding concepts. The second way uses scaffolding for problem
solving. Multiple variations (analyses) of the configuration of a problem do not only
help students clarify the process of solving the problem and the structure of the
problem, but also are an effective way of experiencing problem solving and
enhancing the competency of problem solving (Gu 1994, as cited in Gu et al. 2004).
The third way establishes a system of mathematics experience. Variations make up
a system of (hierarchical) experiences and strategies that are internalized into the
cognitive structure. The two forms of variation are closely linked to each other,
forming a hierarchical system of experiencing process through forming concepts or
solving stages of problems. It is this mechanism, where conceptual variation is
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static and procedural variation is dynamic, that connects processes with previous
and new knowledge. Chinese scholars have called this distance between previous
and new knowledge ‘potential distance’ (Gu 1994, as cited in Gu et al. 2004).
Effective teachers can judge this distance perfectly, balancing a short distance
where new knowledge is acquired, and a long distance which is useful for devel-
oping students’ exploring competency.

In another vein, the four patterns of variation articulated by Marton in his Theory
of Variation (Marton et al. 2004) might provide the best framework for my purpose:

1. Contrast. “… In order to experience something, a person must experience
something else to compare it with…”

2. Generalisation. “… In order to fully understand what “three” is, we must also
experience varying appearances of three…”

3. Separation. “… In order to experience a certain aspect of something, and in
order to separate this aspect from other aspects, it must vary while other aspects
remain invariant.”

4. Fusion. “…if there are several critical aspects that the learner has to take into
consideration at the same time, they must all be experienced simultaneously”
(p. 16).

These patterns of variation can bring about discernment and awareness. The
focal point of variation is the procedure or form in which problems are proposed. It
is carefully designed such that only their non-fundamental elements of knowledge
and skills are changed in a variety of ways. By comparing and differentiating,
students struggle to identify invariant properties. In the next section I will argue
how these four functions are apparent in the task design for the intervention and
what role technology plays in facilitating the four functions.

5 Linking the Patterns of Variation to the Intervention

To demonstrate how the four patterns of variation can be used to design tasks, I take
one of the elements of the intervention described previously, namely the sequence
with quadratic equations in Table 1. Obviously, this concerns only one mathe-
matical topic, and then only one sub-topic within that topic, but the use of variation
can potentially be used for any topic. What variables can we discern? The first
variable is the appearance of the equation: basically there are quadratic Eqs. (2, 3,
4, 5, 12 and 13), third order Eqs. (6, 7 and 8) and equations with square roots and
logarithms (9, 10 and 11). Almost all the equations have a variation of the pattern
AB = AC (2 to 12), only 13 does not have this pattern and tries to confront any
new-found assumptions of equations in the sequence always having the pattern
AB = AC. In my view it possible to describe this sequence of tasks in terms of
functions of variation.
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When it comes to contrast, the third order equations of 6, 7 and 8 were
specifically added to provide a non-standard variation. Although they conform to
the AB = AC pattern, one of the correct strategies that might have been used in 2 to
5, expanding the brackets, will not be efficient for third order equations.

x� 4ð Þ � 2x� 5ð Þ ¼ x� 4ð Þ � �3xþ 3ð Þ ð4Þ

x2 þ 3x� 3
�  � 8x� 6ð Þ ¼ x2 þ 3x� 3

�  � 4xþ 12ð Þ ð6Þ

A second contrast might be provided by 13 as this equation, although quadratic
and visually similar, does not conform to the AB = AC pattern. The amount of
contrast in the sequence could further be expanded by including equations with no
solutions. Variation is also provided for generalisation by presenting the pattern
AB = AC in numerous ways, with square roots, with logarithms or even just with
all terms at one side of the equality sign.

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3xþ 3
p � 2xþ 4ð Þ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3xþ 3
p � 6x� 5ð Þ ð9Þ

�5þ 2log x� 2ð Þ�  � 6x� 6ð Þ ¼ �5þ 2log x� 2ð Þ�  � 3xþ 14ð Þ ð11Þ

A further expansion, not in this intervention, could be implemented by not solely
presenting factored equations but also the expanded expressions presented in the
format ax2 þ bxþ c ¼ 0. Separation, vary an aspect while other aspects remain
invariant, is apparent in these examples as well. For example, it is important to note
that the coefficients in the items are randomized, something which shall be pre-
sented as one of the affordances of technology. Another example was already
demonstrated through generalisation: the pattern AB = AC is invariant while the
appearance is varied. Potentially, more elements can be varied or kept invariant,
which I will demonstrate when I present some affordances of technology in this
regard. Finally, fusion is obtained by providing multiple representations e.g.
through a graphical representation of the equation. Presenting graphs next to
equations further emphasizes a crucial aspect of ‘solving an equation’, namely that
it generates coordinates for intersection points of two graphs. This might contribute
to the understanding that indeed, for example, Eqs. (4) and (6) have a different
number of intersection points and therefore that the Quadratic Formula might not be
appropriate. This aspect was under-utilized in this specific study. In my opinion this
shows that a sequence of tasks can be designed in such a way that all functions of
variation are met. It will often be the case that the four functions are inter-twined
rather than distinct functions. In the next section I will describe how technology
managed to support these functions.
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6 Affordances of Technology for Variation

Technology used in this study supported variation in several ways: through
authoring, randomisation, feedback and visualizations.

6.1 Authoring

A prerequisite for any task design is that it’s possible to author one’s own tasks.
With pen-and-paper it is evident that this is possible. Digital systems, however,
often come with their own non-customizable content (e.g. materials from pub-
lishers) or have limited authoring capabilities. If the materials provided already
contain aspects of variation then this could serve as appropriate content, but ideally
technology would cater for authoring. The DME provides an authoring environ-
ment, as depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Overview of the editing window (adapted from: Abels et al. 2013). This is an extended
version of the original DME authoring interface, which was part of the MC-squared project, a
FP7 EU project which aimed to author creative digital books for mathematics. See http://www.
mc2-project.eu/
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The main editor allows authors to add and remove pages to a digital book, adjust
their order, add different types of feedback and scoring, and—most importantly —
add a variety of elements to the pages of the book, ranging from basic static texts to
complex, interactive widgets. Potentially, such a feature might allow the authoring
of sequences of tasks with variation. In the case of the current intervention these
authoring facilities were used to author randomisation, specific crisis items and
integrate representations.

6.2 Randomisation

A specific example of authoring can be done by using the randomization features in
the DME. By ‘varying’ coefficients within equations it is possible to address the
‘separation’ function of variation as we ‘vary an aspect while other aspects remain
invariant’. We can take the quadratic example from 4 to demonstrate this.

x� 4ð Þ � 2x� 5ð Þ ¼ x� 4ð Þ � �3xþ 3ð Þ ð4Þ

One starting point could be that this is a specific case of a general equation,
which can be authored in the DME, as depicted in Fig. 4.

As working with parameters complicates solving equations the ‘possible answer’
button allows authors to solve the equation with parameters in place. The solution
can be copied to an ‘answer model’. The authoring environment also has a box
‘Variables for random parameters’ in which the values for the parameters can be
defined. For example, to get the equation from 4 one would enter b = 1, c = −4,
d = 2, f = −5, g = −3 and h = 3, and these values would be substituted into the
respective parameters in Fig. 4. Potentially these parameters can be any random
whole integer. One interesting observation to make is that, as expected with a
carefully designed variational sequence, thought has to go into this randomisation.
Often full randomisation is not desirable. In this specific example it is obvious that
variables with a zero value might influence the original pedagogical intentions of
the equation. It might even mean equations suddenly do not yield any solutions.

Fig. 4 Using parameters to get variation
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With the quadratic equation ax2 þ bxþ c ¼ 0 one initially would want there to be
solutions, even well rounded solutions, for example to practise factoring. Just as
with designing sequences of variational tasks one wants to ‘control’ the values of
parameters, but also benefit from the technological affordance of randomisation.
This might be typified as semi-randomisation for variation: parameters are random
but the author/designer carefully chooses the range of values parameters may take.
In the final version of the intervention variables were defined as b = 1. . .5;
c ¼ �3;�4;�5;�6;�7; d ¼ 1. . .4; f ¼ �5;�3;�1; g ¼ �3;�2;�1 and h ¼
1. . .4 whereby 1. . .5 denotes all whole numbers from 1 to 5. This means there are
potentially 5 � 5 � 4 � 3 � 3 � 4 = 3600 different equations a student can get,
but they all adhere to the AB = AC pattern because they have been authored that
way. If one would choose to expand the terms in the equation with the parameters
in place, this would be a useful way to change the appearance of the equation but
still ensure there are suitable (and nicely rounded) solutions. In principle we could
even start with a third order equation and in the early cases simply choose our
parameters in such a way that only lower order terms are generated. Likewise, we
could argue that linear terms are nothing more than quadratic terms ax2 þ bxþ c
formatted with a ¼ 0. Anecdotally, in projects in which these features were used,
some designers really enjoyed the process of determining appropriate parameters.
The feature of randomisation allows a ‘scaffolding’ of variation by using a similar
‘generalized’ template for all the tasks, and varying the parameters. Randomisation
is not only restricted to algebraic topics parameters in the DME can also be used for
other domains, for example generating random coordinates in geometry tasks.

6.3 Feedback

In static paper-and-pencil cases a carefully designed sequence with variation hinges
on assumptions about student responses to the tasks. Ideally, sequences are
designed in such a way that (most) students can make them. The previously
mentioned ‘potential distance’ should not be too large i.e. students should be
enabled to overcome any problems. This, of course, is even more important when
an intentional crisis is implemented in the sequence of tasks. Normally, in a
classroom setting, I would assume this would be part of teacher feedback. If I go
with the desire to implement crisis items for variation, and would want to address
these by providing feedback, one affordance of technology might be the provision
of automatic feedback to overcome such crises (Van der Kleij et al. 2015).
I specifically see the design of feedback as an important part of the task design as
well (also see Bokhove 2010), allowing not only to design for variation but also the
feedback that might scaffold the sequence of tasks. The DME allows authors to
design such feedback in several ways. The first feature is the ‘built in’ feedback
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features which indicate whether a next step in a solution to an equation is (partially)
correct. This can be accompanied by a score as well. A second concerns the feature
of being able to author custom feedback.

In the context of variation in the previous examples, feedback could be provided
to help students notice the AB = AC pattern. Figure 5 shows how for Eq. (7) from
Table 1, feedback might be customized to indicate the common factors. There also
is a rule-based feedback provision with buttons to get hints (‘tip’), the next step in
the solution (‘stap’) or a worked solution (‘losop’). Feedback can also be moderated
at a more general level by choosing several ‘modes’: a practise mode gives full
feedback, a self-test mode asks students to evaluate their answer when they’re ready
and an exam mode ‘mimics’ a summative test setting. This feature is used for the
previously mentioned fading of feedback.

6.4 Visualisations

To discern several critical aspects in one go, fusion, the task designer can incor-
porate several representations in the sequence of tasks. Figure 6 shows how two
representations can be authored in the DME. This feature becomes particularly
powerful if these representations can be provided for several variational tasks.

This feature can also be ‘linked’ in that graphs, equations and other represen-
tations like a balancing scale can interact: change one representation and the other
representation(s) change(s) as well, as demonstrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5 Feedback might be customized
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Teachers or students can create an equation (left side of the figure). The equation
that is created can be represented as a pair of scales (middle part of the figure).
A third representation is provided by the graph. Several critical aspects are expe-
rienced together: the algebraic notation of the equation, the fact that ‘solving an
equation’ corresponds to using a model of ‘balancing scales’ and also that it rep-
resents the intersection of two—in this case linear—graphs.

7 A Student at Work

Let’s look at one student named Pauline while utilizing the environment. In the first
task the student has to get acquainted with the digital environment. The pre-crisis
items pose no problem for most students, including Pauline. On arriving at the crisis
item 1.6 students exhibit three behaviours, roughly corresponding with the ones
already observed in the pre-test: (i) students solve the equation correctly, (ii) stu-
dents recognize the pattern AB = AC of the equation but subsequently make

Fig. 6 Multiple representations for one equation

Fig. 7 Three linked representations: equation, scales and graphs
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mistakes (for example by losing solutions in the process), and (iii) students do not
recognize AB = AC and expand the expressions, getting stuck with an equation of
the third power. The design of this sequence, utilizing the affordances of the
technology, hypothesized that the crisis item serves as a variational element in the
sequence of tasks. The left side of Fig. 8 shows that our case student Pauline
demonstrates the third type of behaviour. At this point in the sequence feedback is
still restricted to correct or incorrect. In addition, students are allowed to choose
their own strategies, even when they aren’t efficient or might lead to problems.
In the post-crisis items, the feedback correct/incorrect is supplemented by custom
feedback, buttons for hints and worked examples, and a movie clip demonstrating
the correct solution. From the log-files of the online environment—all student work
is stored—it becomes clear that Pauline fails at the crisis-item, but succeeds at the
post-crisis item with feedback.

This example demonstrates how the elements of technology use and three design
principles (crises, feedback and fading) can be combined with a carefully designed
sequence of tasks with variation.

8 Conclusion and Discussion

This chapter sought to demonstrate how three principles, crises, feedback and
fading, which were the basis of a digital intervention for algebraic expertise, were
retrospectively scrutinised through the lens of Variation Theory with its functions of
contrast, generalisation, separation and fusion. I contend that the principles share
several elements with this lens. Crisis items primarily aim to contrast with the
standard procedure students tend to use. By intentionally causing a crisis this

Fig. 8 Pauline’s digital work. Left crisis item left. Right post-crisis item
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contrast is emphasized. This is also emphasized by using varying appearances of
the task, aimed at instilling generalisation in the students. By carefully varying
certain aspects only, and leaving other aspects invariant, separation is obtained.
Finally, fusion is obtained by providing multiple representations e.g. through a
graphical representation of the equation. The functions of variation can be sup-
ported by technology. In this specific intervention this was done through four
features: the feature of being able to author one’s own tasks, the feature of using
randomisation for these tasks, the feature of authoring and providing feedback, and
the feature of being able to use multiple representations. The task designer can
really utilize these features to implement a carefully designed sequence of tasks
with appropriate variation. In this example the main focus was on algebra, but the
DME also implements other domains, like geometry and statistics. It might be
beneficial if educators, teachers, designers and researchers alike can adopt these
principles when designing and implementing sequences of (near-similar) tasks.
There are several advantages to this approach. Firstly, the ‘lens’ of Variation
Theory enables authors, teachers and designers alike to realise the importance of
careful task design. Making good instructional materials is an art and should not be
taken lightly. Guiding principles for their design can facilitate the creation of
quality materials. Secondly, as a consequence of thinking more carefully about task
design with technology, using these aspects of variation contributes to more
effective learning by students. We must keep in mind that we are talking about
web-based tools, basically digital books, which incorporate these features. Their
presence greatly enhances the quality of instructional resources. They can incor-
porate sensible design of task sequences, a vast set of tasks through randomisation,
relevant feedback and multiple representations.

There are, however, some points of discussion. One concerns when we are
actually talking about variation, as variation depends on variant and invariant
elements of the tasks. In other words, the variation needs to be observed. It would
be hard to argue that the level of discernment does not also depend on prior
knowledge or the difficulty of the task. What can be a simple task for one year-eight
student can prove to be difficult for another student, even when at first sight they
seem fairly similar. Also, the way in which a crisis is overcome can differ: some
students learn from repeating near-similar tasks, others seem to recognize ‘a pat-
tern’ immediately and apply this to new tasks. Given this diversity, it is important to
field-test and evaluate sequences of tasks, again combining the power of teaching,
researching and designing. In my opinion, there sometimes also is the wrong
assumption to classify certain tasks as ‘more creative’ and other tasks as ‘less
creative’. This too depends on the background and context of the learner: a won-
derful, new and creative task can become a repetitive task the second time around.
In this respect, variation is context-dependent, and this further emphasizes the
importance of being able to flexibly change and author materials. One could even
go as far to say that the predicate ‘near-similar’ applies to almost all tasks in
education: if a student has seen a task before, even the elaborate, creative ones, it
becomes part of the cognitive structure. It fits the literature which says the acqui-
sition of concepts and procedures is inextricably linked (e.g. Star 2005;
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Rittle-Johnson et al. 2015; or ‘deep learning’ by Ohlsson 2011). The already cited
work by Fan et al. (2004) and my work with Fan on algorithms (Fan and Bokhove
2014) suggests that this might ‘explain’ some contradictory observations that Asian
countries address memorisation and understanding. Variation certainly seems to be
a powerful way to combine both, and in this light I think this chapter describes
already powerful design principles through the lens of variation.
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Feedback and Discrepancies of a Physical
Toolkit and a Digital Toolkit:
Opportunities and Pitfalls for Mediating
the Concept of Rotational Symmetry

Yip-Cheung Chan, Allen Leung and Doris Ming Yuen Ong

Abstract In this chapter, excerpts of lessons on using tool-based tasks to teach the
concept of ‘rotational symmetry’ were analyzed. Both the instrumental approach
and the theory of semiotic mediation were adopted as theoretical frameworks. We
compare a lesson carried out with a tailor-made physical tool and one carried out
with the software PowerPoint (a digital tool). The analysis focuses on the oppor-
tunities and pitfalls that these two tools offer and on how the tasks could (or could
not) exploit the semiotic potential of the tool used. In particular, the notions of
feedback and discrepancy are theorized. Hypotheses on these notions in the context
of designing and implementing tool-based mathematics tasks are raised. We pro-
pose that the critical features of the object of exploration, the discrepancy oppor-
tunity and pitfall of the tool and the task as well as the teachers’ sensitivity and
insights into the discrepancy are important considerations for tool-based mathe-
matical task design. They provide a useful guiding framework for investigating the
pedagogical affordances of different mathematical tools. We hope that this chapter
can provide insights into how the choice of the tools and the design of tool-based
tasks may enhance exploitation of the semiotic potential of the tools.
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1 Introduction

The use of concrete physical manipulative objects to teach mathematics has a long
history (c.f., Dienes 1960, 1971). Designing tool-based learning tasks has been
popular in recent decades because of the developments of digital interactive envi-
ronments such as Geometer’s Sketchpad or Cabri. A tool-based task is a
teacher-designed ‘thing-to-do’ using a tool, either concrete or virtual, for students to
experience potential mathematical meanings carried by the tool involved, where the
teacher then “orchestrates” a task-based discussion to foster the development of the
intended mathematics meanings (Mariotti and Maracci 2012). The theme of this
chapter is investigating the differences and similarities between task design with
digital tools and task design with physical tools.

In this chapter, excerpts of lessons that make use of tool-based tasks to teach the
concept of ‘rotational symmetry’ were analyzed under the frameworks of the
instrumental approach and the theory of semiotic mediation. We compare a lesson
carried out with a tailor-made physical tool and one carried out with the software
PowerPoint (a digital tool).

The use of PowerPoint instead of a more sophisticated Digital Interactive
Mathematics Learning Environment was the teacher’s choice, due to an attempt to
simulate the tailor-made physical tool with a familiar software environment.

The analysis proposed focuses on opportunities and pitfalls that these two tools
may offer and on how teachers may use the tools to set up the learning tasks and
post-task mathematics discussions to exploit the semiotic potential of these tools. It
is hoped that this analysis can provide some insight into how the choices of tools
and the designs of tool-based tasks influence the exploitation of such semiotic
potential.

2 Theoretical Perspectives

2.1 Instrumental Approach

The instrumental approach was originally proposed by Vérillon and Rabardel
(1995), and Vérillon (2000), in the context of vocational and technology education.
Later, it was used extensively for investigating the use of technologies in mathe-
matics learning and teaching (see for example, Drijvers et al. 2010). The central
idea it proposes is to differentiate an artifact from an instrument. An artifact is a
man-made object or a tool designed for a specific purpose, e.g. plastic shape blocks
or computer software. An instrument is a psychological construct composed by an
artifact and its associated utilization scheme implemented by a particular user for a
specific purpose or context (Vérillon and Rabardel 1995; Vérillon 2000).
Depending on the user’s utilization scheme, an artifact may or may not be the
instrument it is originally intended to be. An artifact may be used in a way that is
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not as intended or designed; Béguin and Rabardel (2000) called this phenomenon
“catacresis”. In some situations, a same person may use a same artifact differently in
different situations or contexts, and thus, the same artifact can become two different
instruments: “a single artifact serves as several instruments in different situations”
(Vérillon 2000, p. 7). Furthermore, an artifact may become a different instrument in
the hands of different people. Thus, an instrument is situational-dependent and
personal-dependent. In some instances, “artifacts may be available but no instru-
ments are elicited” (Vérillon 2000, p. 7). The process of transforming an artifact
into an instrument, or put in another way, the process of evolution of a utilization
scheme of the artifact, is called “instrumental genesis” (Verillon and Rabardel 1995;
Vérillon 2000). It is a long-term and unexpectedly complex process (Artigue 2003)
and it is a bi-directional process between the artifact and the users (Trouche 2004).

2.2 Semiotic Mediation

The framework of “semiotic mediation” (Bussi and Mariotti 2008) rooted within
the Vygotskian perspective on social construction of knowledge (Vygotsky 1978)
highlights the mediating role of an artifact. An artifact which carries mathematical
meanings can become a “tool of semiotic mediation” by which the students can
experience the development of mathematical concepts. In particular, a tool of
semiotic mediation provides a means to express mathematical ideas. Bussi and
Mariotti (2008) point out that there is a “double semiotic link” between a tool, a
task and mathematical knowledge when the tool is used to accomplish a specific
task. They further point out that:

The main point is that of exploiting the system of relationships among artifact, task and
mathematical knowledge. On the one hand, an artifact is related to a specific task … that
seeks to provide a suitable solution. On the other hand, the same artifact is related to a
specific mathematical knowledge (Bussi and Mariotti 2008, p. 753).

This double semiotic relationship is called the “semiotic potential” of the tool
(Bussi and Mariotti 2008, p. 754). In the mathematics classroom, the teacher plays a
crucial role in the process of semiotic mediation. Empirical studies suggest that
teachers can promote the evolution of mathematics knowledge through “orches-
trating” tool-based learning tasks and post-task mathematics discussions. (See for
example, Jones 2000; Mariotti 2002; Falcade et al. 2007.) We follow Mariotti and
Maracci (2012) in using “orchestration” as a metaphor for classroom discussions
with the aim “of developing shared meanings, having an explicit formulation,
de-contextualized from the artifact [tool] use, recognizable and acceptable by the
mathematicians’ community” (p. 60). As “the voice of mathematics culture”, the
teacher guides the mathematical discussions which aim at bringing out the semiotic
potential of the tool: a progression from students’ production of mathematical
discourse to mathematical knowledge.
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2.3 Feedback and Discrepancy

During the process of semiotic mediation, an artifact supports experimental
approaches to theoretical thinking via classroom dynamic relationships among the
tool, the task, students’ productions and the teacher, and mathematical knowledge
(Arzarello et al. 2012). In this process, the teacher uses feedback from the tool to
open up mathematical discourse. In this sense, feedback plays a mediating role
between the students’ production and the mathematical concepts intended to be
taught. It is a bi-directional process. On the one hand, the tool acts towards the user
(teachers or students) through feedback. On the other hand, the teacher can adjust
the tool to ‘control’ the feedback to facilitate mediation between students’ dis-
courses and curriculum mathematics or between visualization and reasoning. Thus,
designed feedback can be regarded as “didactical intervention” which can be
developed into a tool of semiotic mediation (c.f. Leung and Bolite-Frant, p. 193).

Discrepancy is a special kind of feedback given by the tools. It deviates from the
standard representations of the intended mathematical concept of the lessons. It has
influences on students’ learning. Chan and Leung (2013) proposed this notion as a
possible way to interpret the semiotic potential of a tool. Leung and Bolite-Frant
(2015) elaborate this notion and defined the discrepancy potential of a tool as “a
pedagogical space generated by (i) feedback due to the nature of the tool or design
of the task that possibly deviates from the intended mathematical concept, or
(ii) uncertainty created due to the nature of the tool or design of the task that
requires the tool users to make decisions” (p. 212). This notion resonates with the
notion of instrumental distance which is rooted within the instrumental approach.
Haspekian (2005, 2011, 2014) introduced and elaborated this notion to highlight the
constraints and instrumental needs in integrating a computer tool into mathematics
teaching. In particular, he proposed that “the more complex the instrumental pro-
cess is, with regard to the traditional environment (paper and pencil), that is to say,
the bigger is its distance from the ‘current school habits’, the more difficult the
integration of the tool is” (p. 135). From the perspective of semiotic mediation, the
notion of instrumental distance can be regarded as the size of the gap between
the mathematics represented by the tool and the mathematical concepts intended to
be taught. In other words, instrumental distance can be regarded as the measure of
the ‘length’ of the discrepancy. Leung and Bolite-Frant (2015) and Haspekian
(2011) pointed out that discrepancy or instrumental distance does not have inherent
“good” or “bad” values.

In Chan and Leung (2013) a task based on a tailor-made physical tool designed
for developing the concept of rotational symmetry was described and discussed. In
this chapter, a similar task using a digital tool (PowerPoint) will be discussed and
compared with the non-digital task. Based on the comparison of these two tools and
the corresponding tasks, the notion of discrepancy on tool-based mathematics
education tasks will be hypothesized with respect to feedback and discrepancy
potential in tool-based tasks, and their positions in the frameworks of the instru-
mental approach and semiotic mediation will be proposed.
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3 The Context

The excerpts of lesson episodes chosen for discussion in this chapter were taken
from a Lesson Study carried out in Grade 5 classrooms at a Hong Kong primary
school1 based on the Japanese’s Lesson Study (Fernandez and Yoshida 2004) and
the Learning Study (Lo et al. 2005) models. The research lessons aimed at
improving mathematics teaching through tool-based tasks. Five Grade 5 mathe-
matics teachers worked together over a period of five months to design lessons for a
selected topic. The topic selected for the research lesson was rotational symmetry.
One teacher implemented the lesson whereas other teachers observed and evaluated
the lesson. A modified lesson was agreed upon by the teachers and was imple-
mented by another teacher (in another class). This cycle was repeated until all five
teachers had taught the lesson to their own classes. A researcher in charge (one of
the authors) acted as a participant observer and gave theoretical advice. All the
teacher preparation meetings, lessons and the post-lesson discussion were
video-recorded.

3.1 The Tool and the Task

The objective of the lesson was to introduce to the students the idea of a rotational
symmetric figure; that is, a figure that ‘overlaps itself’ at least two times during one
cycle of rotation. A toolkit was specially designed for this lesson. There were two
versions of the toolkit: a physical version and a digital version.

The physical version of the toolkit, which we call the ‘transparency toolkit’,
consisted of blue-tacks, push pins, an overhead transparency, a pen and a styrofoam
board. It was designed for the purpose of verifying whether a given/constructed
figure has the property of rotational symmetry. Students were asked to copy a figure
(or a figure constructed using given plastic shapes) on the overhead transparency.
The copied figure acted as an identical copy of the original figure and was placed on
top of the original figure. Students used the push pin to locate and fasten the
position of the centre of rotation. While rotating the transparency, the original figure
and the rotated copied figure could be seen at the same time (see Fig. 1).

The digital version of the toolkit was situated within the software PowerPoint. It
was the teacher’s choice to use a file in PowerPoint as the digital tool instead of using
dynamic geometry software. The design was similar to the transparency toolkit with
some built-in commands designed to have the same functions as some components of
the ‘transparency toolkit’. The polygons under ‘basic shapes’ in the PowerPoint
software were used to create the figures. The ‘group’ and ‘ungroup’ commands
served the same function as blue-tack in the sense that different shapes can be

1The authors would like to express their gratitude to the team of mathematics teachers form St.
Edward’s Catholic Primary School who designed and implemented this Lesson Study.
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combined as a single figure. The ‘rotational control handle’ enabled the user to rotate
a shape or a group of shapes. This was useful for figure creation and for figure
verification. While rotating a shape or a group of shapes by using the ‘rotational
control handle’, the original figure and the rotated image co-exist on the computer
screen (Fig. 2). Thus it served the same function as the overhead transparency in the
‘transparency toolkit’. This synchronic simultaneity feature of both the physical and

Fig. 1 Transparency toolkit

Fig. 2 The ‘rotational
control handle’ of PowerPoint
software
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digital toolkits enables the concept of rotational symmetry to become visible and
manipulative. The co-existence of the original figure and the rotated image demon-
strates the concept of rotational symmetry which is defined as a figure which appears
identically more than once when it is rotated about a certain point (the pushpin in the
physical toolkit or the centre embedded in the rotation function of PowerPoint) in one
cycle. This constituted part of the semiotic potential of the toolkits.

The lesson structure was basically the same in all the five classes, while there
were slight differences in the details; in particular, some classes used the digital
toolkit and the others used the physical toolkit. The teacher started the lesson by
giving a brief review on line symmetry through a whole-class discussion and,
briefly, the idea of rotational symmetry was introduced. Then a figure was given to
the students and they were asked to verify/explore whether the figure has the
property of rotational symmetry using the chosen toolkit. The last part was the main
part of the lesson. Some identical polygons were given to the students. Students
(working in pairs) were asked to design rotational symmetric figures using these
polygons and used the toolkit to verify their work. Afterwards, a whole-class dis-
cussion was led by the teacher along with the students’ presentations.

In the next section, excerpts from lessons of three classes (Lesson A, Lesson B
and Lesson C) are described. The transparency toolkits (physical tool) were used in
Lessons A and B. A sheet of squared paper was used in Lesson A to create the
shapes while plastic square pieces were used in Lesson B. A file in PowerPoint (a
digital tool) was used in Lesson C.

4 Analysis

In this section, feedback and discrepancies observed from Lesson A, Lesson B and
Lesson C will be compared. The opportunities and pitfalls offered by the feedback
and discrepancies will be analyzed.

4.1 Feedback from Tool-Use

4.1.1 Feedback as Guidance for Creating Rotational Symmetric
Figures

In Lesson A, square grid paper was given to students to draw figures with rotational
symmetry. After guidance from the teacher, by rotating the square grid paper while
drawing, some students were able to produce simple figures with rotational
symmetry.

In Lesson B, besides square grid paper, plastic square pieces were given to the
students. The plastic pieces provided students with a tangible experience to com-
prehend the meaning of rotational symmetry. These allowed the students to rotate
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the individual square pieces and consequently to be able to produce more
complicated figures. Some students could detect and correct mistakes by rotating
the individual square pieces. For instance, a pair of students initially proposed an
incorrect figure (Fig. 3a). By rotating (some of) the square pieces, they found that
the figure did not have the sought for property of rotational symmetry (Fig. 3b).
Then they modified the figure to obtain it (Fig. 3c).

Fig. 3 a Incorrect figure. b Rotate part of the figure. c Corrected figure
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In this self-correction process enabled by the feedback of the tool (in this case,
the plastic square pieces), students experienced that the upper half and the lower
half of a rotational symmetrical figure they produced have the same distance from
the centre but in opposite directions. This may emerge from students’ intuitive
understanding of the meaning of a 2-fold rotational symmetry.

In Lesson C, students worked with the PowerPoint file. A number of identical
polygons of one type (say a triangle) created from the ‘basic shapes’ menu of the
software were given to the students. Students were required to create rotational
symmetric figures by dragging the given type of polygons around and ‘stick’ them
together. If they wished, they could reproduce more polygons of the given type
using the ‘copy-&-paste’ command. Students usually grouped, ungrouped, and
re-grouped the polygons alternatively in order to rearrange part of the figure by
using the ‘rotational control handle’. Figure 4 shows a typical working sequence in
which the figure was created by grouping and re-grouping the polygons. During this
process, the actions of rotation and grouping-and-regrouping were guided by
feedback that focused on figural accuracy (e.g. making sure that there is no gap
between the sides of two figures when they are dragged to stick).

When comparing lessons A and B, it was observed by the teachers and the
researcher that the square grid paper was not as conducive as the plastic square
pieces in bringing about the (intuitive) meaning of rotational symmetry. What made
the difference? One possibility was that the square grid paper could not be separated
into different parts. Whenever the whole sheet was rotated, all the individual
squares were changed in the same way. The lack of variation of parts in the creation
process may result in a limited experience of which features are typical in rotational
symmetry and hence the critical to be discerned in a rotational symmetric figure. In
contrast, the plastic square pieces could be manipulated as separate entities and
changed with respect to each other in different ways. This opened up wider vari-
ation and opportunity to produce more complicated figures. As seen in the
‘self-correction’ example of Lesson B, students could rotate parts of the created
figure (the middle two squares). This may have lead to discernment of critical
features of rotational symmetry (Marton 2015) and hence to an intuitive under-
standing of the concept. Thus a shift of attention between the parts and the whole of
the object of exploration (the rotational symmetric figure) could occur through
manipulation of the square pieces but this may not be the case for the grid paper. In
Lesson C, the feasibility of swapping the attention between the whole and the parts
was even more conducive, thanks to the ‘group’ and ‘ungroup’ commands. As
observed in Lesson C, these two (related) commands provided a convenient tool for
controlling which parts of the created figure should be changed (rotated) and which
parts of the figure kept invariant, and hence the shifting of attention between the
parts and the whole of the object of exploration through manipulation could be
easily managed and fortified. Consequently, a possible link between visualisation
(an intuitive idea of rotational symmetry) and reasoning (a definition and properties
of rotational symmetry) could be established.
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Fig. 4 Producing a figure by using group/ungroup commands and the rotational control handle
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4.1.2 Feedback Initiated Discussion as a Bridge to Link up Students’
Produced Figures with the Concept of Rotational Symmetry

After the group activity that involved creating the figure, the teacher selected a few
student groups to report on their works in front of the class and initiated a math-
ematical discussion which aimed at exploiting aspects of the semiotic potential of
the tool. The structure of this phase was basically the same. First, the teacher asked
the students whether the figure had the property of rotational symmetry and then
verified it by using either the transparency toolkit (we will call this the physical
toolkit) or the ‘rotational control handle’ of the PowerPoint file (the digital toolkit).
In Lessons A and B, the transparency toolkit was used. The students were asked to
use the pushpin to fasten the centre of rotation. Then, they were asked to demon-
strate the figure’s rotational symmetry by using the transparency toolkit. While
rotating the transparency, the whole class was instructed to pay attention to when
the original figure (i.e. the figure composed by the square pieces) and the rotated
figure (i.e. the figure on the transparency) overlapped. In Lesson C, PowerPoint was
used. The procedure was similar but the ‘rotational control handle’ was used to do
the demonstration. The polygons were combined into one whole figure through the
‘grouping’ command. Then, the figure was rotated by using the ‘rotational control
handle’. The synchronic simultaneous appearance of the original figure and the
rotated image served the same function as the overhead transparency used in
Lessons A and B. When the two figures overlapped, the whole class counted the
number of times the overlapping occurred. After a cycle of rotation, the teacher
asked the whole class whether the figure had the property of rotational symmetry
and highlighted the reason (i.e. the figure overlapped at least two times in one
cycle).

Despite the fact that the structures of the post-activity discussions were similar
across the lessons, a subtle difference between the lessons using the transparency
toolkit and the lessons using PowerPoint was observed. Some students rotated the
figure too quickly without paying attention to whether the original figure and the
image ever overlapped. This problem was more severe in Lesson C (the lesson
which used PowerPoint) than Lessons A and B (the lessons which used the
transparency toolkit). A possible reason was that it was much easier to rotate a
figure using the ‘rotational control handle’ in PowerPoint than by the manual
control of the physical transparency toolkit. The students only needed to hold down
one button (the ‘rotational control handle’) in PowerPoint. Hence, they may have
been putting their attention more on the mechanical operation of the created figure
rather than on the mathematics behind it. That is, students may fail to interpret the
feedback from the digital tool with respect to the intended mathematical concept
due to the more easy to manipulate design of the software. The role of the teacher in
Lesson C was important in the interpretation process. She prompted the students to
rotate the figure slowly in order to count the number of overlappings. In this last
part of the lesson, the teacher used the feedback from the tool to mediate students’
productions into the formal definition of rotational symmetry (that is, a figure
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appears the same more than once when it is rotated about a certain point in one
cycle). The definition was made explicit through the actions in a well-structured
group reporting procedure: locating the centre, rotating the figure on the trans-
parency or by using the rotation function of the software, and then counting the
number of times of overlapping. In this orchestrated process, the potentials of the
transparency toolkit and the rotation function of PowerPoint software as tools of
semiotic mediation emerged through evaluation of the students’ productions by
manipulating the tool and counting the number of times overlapping occurred at the
same time. The defining property of rotational symmetry was then verbalized.

In Lesson C, due to the nature of the design of the ‘rotational control handle’, the
students had an inclination to rotate the figure too quickly which led to failure of
linking up the simultaneity of manipulating the tool and speaking out the key
concepts explicitly. It suggests that the influence of the tool design (no matter how
minor it is) can cause (unexpected) pitfalls for the emergence of mathematical
concepts. This kind of subtle effect deriving from tool design may not be
acknowledged unless the task is empirically tested in the lessons. Teachers’ sen-
sitivity in identifying this effect is successively required for constructing the
intended mathematical knowledge from the feedback of the tool use. In the next
section, two more unexpected types of feedback from tool use (one is extracted
from Lesson B and another is from Lesson C) will be described. These two episodes
can be classified as discrepancy caused by the tool utilization. They exemplified the
opportunities and pitfalls provided by discrepancy in tool-based mathematics
education tasks.

4.2 Discrepancy: Opportunities and Pitfalls

The concepts represented by the feedback from the tool use may deviate from the
mathematical concepts intended to be taught. This “discrepancy” (Leung and
Bolite-Frant 2015) can open up an opportunity to extend students’ knowledge
development but it can also be a pitfall which hinders students’ shaping of the
intended learning objective. The following two episodes illustrate these two pos-
sibilities. In both episodes, the feedback given by the tools deviated from the
standard representations of rotational symmetry (the intended mathematical concept
of the lessons) and had influences on students’ learning. The discrepancy in the first
episode had a positive influence whereas the discrepancy in the second episode had
a negative influence. In both excerpts, the teachers played an important role in
maintaining the learning effectiveness by changing the “instrumental distances”
(Haspekian 2005, 2011) of the discrepancy. We will interpret these two episodes
from the perspectives of semiotic mediation and the instrumental approach.

The first episode was extracted from the whole class post-activity discussion in
Lesson B. A group of students used three plastic square pieces to create a 3-fold
rotational symmetric figure (Fig. 5a). Students in the group reported a routine for
locating the centre, rotating the figure on the transparency, and then counting the
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number of times of overlapping. Although the explanation given by the students
was basically correct, the teacher deliberately extended the discussion by pointing
out that the original figure and the rotated figure did not overlap exactly (Fig. 5b).
In other words, he amplified the instrumental distance (that is, the size of the gap
between the mathematics represented by the tool and the mathematical concepts
intended to be taught) so that the discrepancy became explicit. He proceeded to ask

Fig. 5 a A 3-fold rotational symmetric figure created by plastic square pieces. b Verify the figure
by transparency toolkit. c Teacher’s further elaboration
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the whole class how to modify the figure in order to make these two figures overlap
exactly. After thinking for a while, a student suggested that the sizes of the angles
between each of the adjacent squares should be the same. In order to further
elaborate this idea, the teacher compared this figure with a 4-fold rotational sym-
metric figure which was produced by another group (Fig. 5c). After a brief dis-
cussion, it was concluded that the more times overlapping is obtained in one cycle,
the smaller the size of the angle is between adjacent squares. This property was
actually beyond the mathematics knowledge that the teacher intended to teach.

The second episode is an excerpt from the whole class post-activity discussion in
Lesson C. A group of students used three regular hexagons from the ‘standard
shapes’ provided in PowerPoint to create a 3-fold rotational symmetric figure
(Fig. 6a). The figure was accurate and the centre of rotation was easily recognized.
However, when the students used the ‘rotational handle control’ of PowerPoint to
rotate the figure, the rotation trajectory deviated from the expected locus and the
rotated image failed to overlap with the original figure (Fig. 6b).

In order to handle this unexpected disturbance, the teacher decided to diminish
the instrumental distance by telling the students that the figure was indeed a rota-
tional symmetric figure and the deviation was due to technical error. The teacher
continued her teaching agenda and discussed the angle of rotation with her students.
She rotated the figure until the original figure and the rotated image had the same
orientation in which she ‘pretended’ that they overlapped. Then, she asked her
students, “Of how many angles has the figure been rotated when it overlaps [with
the image] the first time?” After a brief discussion, the relationship between the
number of times overlapping occurred in one cycle and the angle of rotation was
established.

In both episodes, the feedback of the tools deviated from the teacher’s expected
representation of ‘rotational symmetry’. In other words, there was discrepancy
between the mathematical representation provided by the tool and the mathematical
representation intended to be taught through the task. However, there was a subtle
difference in the influences of the discrepancy on students’ learning in these two
episodes. In the first episode, the teacher made use of the tool’s ‘inaccurate rep-
resentation’ to extend the conceptual understanding of rotational symmetry from
merely recognizing a descriptive definition to discerning a critical feature about
angle size in rotational symmetry. The occurrence of this tool-based discourse could
be regarded as an incidental opportunity offered by the discrepancy embedded in
the tool. It happened that the pair of students created a 3-fold rotational symmetric
figure by three identical square pieces in such a way that the resulting figure was
difficult to be arranged accurately (by eye). The angle between two adjacent square
pieces needs to be 30° in order to create a rotational symmetric figure using three
identical squares. For Grade five students, it is difficult to arrange the square pieces
visually so that all three gaps are of 30°. Rotating the figure using the transparency
toolkit made this discrepancy explicit which gave an opportunity for the teacher to
orchestrate meaningful mathematics discussion with the students. From the
instrumental approach perspective, the teacher highlighted the discrepancy by
amplifying the instrumental distance between the tool representation and the
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intended mathematical concepts. The transparency toolkit was instrumentalized as a
tool of semiotic mediation for the teacher. The pedagogical space was expanded,
and in it mathematical rich discourse was brought out.

In the second episode, the source of discrepancy was due to the design of
PowerPoint. The figure created by the students in the episode was an accurate
rotational symmetric figure but the rotation function of PowerPoint software failed
to verify it. The reason was that PowerPoint assigns the centre of rotation auto-
matically and does not allow manual assignment. (In contrast, the centre of rotation

Fig. 6 a A 3-fold rotational symmetry figure created by using PowerPoint software. b The
rotation trajectory deviated from the expected locus
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can be assigned easily by fastening the location with a pushpin of the transparency
toolkit used in the first episode.) More importantly, the centre of rotation assigned
by PowerPoint is based on the rectangular box that encloses the figure. Its location
may be inconsistent with the rotation centre of the figure itself. That is why the
rotation centre of the figure in this episode has been ‘shifted’ upwards. PowerPoint
is a general computer tool which is not designed for the purpose of learning and
teaching mathematics. Although some same vocabulary is used, there is discrep-
ancy in the meaning of the vocabulary used in the software and in curricular
mathematics. In our case, ‘rotation’ in PowerPoint means rotating the rectangular
frame containing the figure rather than rotating the figure itself. This discrepancy
influences the location of the centre of rotation as was evidenced in this episode.
From the semiotic standpoint, this discrepancy can be regarded as a defect (not of
the software per se but of using the software for teaching the mathematical concept
of rotational symmetry) because the software failed to provide a semiotic link
between the manipulation task (rotating the figure) and the mathematical meaning
(the standard definition of rotation symmetry). In other words, the instrumental
distance between the mathematical knowledge embedded in the tool and in cur-
ricular mathematics is too large. Indeed, this kind of defect is not uncommon when
a general computer tool, which is not given as a mathematics didactical tool, is used
for teaching mathematics. For instance, Haspekian (2011) points out that the dis-
tinction between absolute referencing (i.e. the ‘$’ sign in the variable formula) in a
spreadsheet and the usual algebraic expressions in the school context may cause
difficulties in teaching algebra by using a spreadsheet. The teacher has strong
instrumental needs to fix these defects. In the episode of our rotational symmetry
lesson, the teacher tried to diminish the instrumental distance by simply telling her
students that the figure was in fact rotational symmetric and claiming that the figure
would be overlapped if the centre were moved to a further up position. In other
words, the teacher gave up using PowerPoint as a tool of semiotic mediation for
rotational symmetry. She withdrew her initial intention of enabling the students to
experience the abstract concept of rotational symmetry through manipulation of
concrete tools but decided (more or less consciously) to transmit facts to her stu-
dents directly.

Both tools used in Lesson B and Lesson C have embedded discrepancy with
respect to the task of experiencing the concept of rotational symmetry. However,
the discrepancy embedded in the physical tool used in Lesson B had a positive
effect on the construction of mathematical knowledge whereas the discrepancy
embedded in the digital tool used in Lesson C had a negative effect. It resonates
with Leung and Bolite-Frant (2015) in that “the notion of discrepancy potential
does not have an inherent good/bad value” (p. 213). In this connection, we dis-
tinguish discrepancy which has positive effect towards learning as discrepancy
opportunity and that which has negative effect as discrepancy pitfall. As Haspekian
(2011) points out, too large an instrumental distance is a constraint on technology
integration whereas suitable distance can lead to the opportunity of opening up new
mathematical representations which may not have appeared in paper-and-pencil
environments. Whether a discrepancy is an opportunity or a pitfall relies on the
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teacher’s competence in identifying and modifying the instrumental distance into a
suitable ‘length’. As evidenced in these two episodes, teacher-led mathematical
discussions can amplify/diminish the instrumental distances to turn discrepancy into
an opportunity rather than a pitfall. It is important to point out that we are not trying
to make an oversimplified conclusion that a physical tool always embeds dis-
crepancy opportunities and a digital tool always embeds discrepancy pitfalls.
Indeed, from the perspective of instrumental approach, an instrument is dependent
on context and users (teachers and students). Along this line of thought, whether the
discrepancy of a tool is an opportunity or a pitfall depends on the intended object of
learning (mathematical concept) and on many other contextual factors. However,
the teacher plays an important role in instrumentalizing the tool so that the dis-
crepancy opportunities can be brought out and the discrepancy pitfalls avoided.
While designing a tool-based task, it is important to identify the discrepancy
potential embedded in the tool and the possible instrumental distance between the
mathematical concept intended to be learnt and the representation offered by the
tool. Appropriate questions for amplifying/diminishing the instrumental distance
into suitable ‘length’ through mathematical discussion is an important part of the
task design. If possible, these issues should be carefully addressed before the task is
implemented.

5 Feedback and Discrepancy in Tool-Based Mathematics
Education Tasks

In this section, we suggest theoretical perspectives on the notions of feedback and
discrepancy in the context of tool-based task design in mathematics education,
particularly using digital technologies in designing mathematics education tasks.
The notion of discrepancy will be refined. Then, designing and implementing
tool-based mathematics education tasks will be discussed from the perspectives of
feedback and discrepancy. The discussion will be integrated into the existing the-
oretical frameworks of the instrumental approach and the theory of semiotic
mediation. Some hypotheses related to feedback and discrepancy in tool-based
tasks will be advanced.

5.1 The Notion of Discrepancy

Within the instrumental approach, the choice of tools is crucial in designing a
tool-based mathematics task because the affordances and constraints of the tool play
a significant role in shaping students’ mathematical concepts, as highlighted in the
description of instrumental genesis by Drijvers, Kieran and Mariotti (2010):
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Instrumental genesis is an ongoing, nontrivial and time-consuming evolution. A bilateral
relationship between the artifact and the user is established: while the student’s knowledge
guides the way the tool is used and in a sense shapes the tool (this is called instrumen-
talization), the affordances and constraints of the tool influence the student’s problem
solving strategies and the corresponding emergent conceptions (this is called instrumen-
tation) (pp. 108–109).

Discrepancy embedded in a tool can be regarded as the tool’s affordances or
constraints. What counts as discrepancy is a relative notion which depends on the
perceived nature of the chosen tool. In our example of rotational symmetry, the
physical toolkit (‘transparency toolkit’) was expected to be a crude tool. For
instance, slight errors such as the case illustrated in Fig. 5a above were usually
regarded as acceptable and not as a discrepancy. (If the teacher did not deliberately
amplify the instrumental distance, the discrepancy would not be perceived to exist
and hence no longer be an affordance of the tool.) On the contrary, the digital
toolkit of rotational symmetry (the PowerPoint software) was expected to be an
accurate tool. However, as illustrated in Fig. 6b, the effect of the rotation was not
‘accurate’ enough even if the rotated figure was accurately created. The constraints
due to this inaccurate rotation were ‘amplified’ by a common perception (or
expectation) that computer software is always accurate. (In Lesson C, the teacher
was sensitive enough in her attempt to diminish the instrumental distance so that the
constraints could be minimized.)

Based on the above discussion, it seems that there are two levels of discrepancy.
The first level is of embedded discrepancy. It is the tool’s not being able to perform
certain actions, a feature embedded in the tool per se. However, it has potential
contribution to the affordances and constraints of the tool (and hence to instru-
mental genesis) which may be conducive to teaching and learning. The second level
of discrepancy is enacted discrepancy. This type of discrepancy contributes actu-
ally to the affordances and constraints of the tool via feedback given to the user by
the embedded discrepancy and hence it has actual influences on the emergence of
mathematical knowledge. With respect to the instrumental approach, enacted dis-
crepancy is a result of the process of instrumentation. Thus enacted discrepancy is
an interaction between the perceived nature of the tool (such as whether the tool is
expected to be crude or accurate) and the discrepancy embedded in the tool (that is,
the potential discrepancy) regulated by the user, hence it is ‘subjective’ in the sense
that it is user dependent. The same embedded discrepancy may be perceived by
different people as different feedback and hence may result in different enacted
discrepancies. To a certain extent, the teacher’s or the students’ knowledge guides
the way the nature of the tool is perceived and hence how the enacted discrepancy is
shaped. In this respect, we suggest a dual instrumental process for the discrepancy.
On the one hand, the potential emergence of mathematical knowledge offered by
the tool is shaped by the embedded discrepancy. On the other hand, the enacted
discrepancy is shaped by the teacher’s or students’ knowledge already possessed.
Mathematical knowledge and discrepancy are shaped together in this process.
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5.2 Designing Tool-Based Mathematics Education Tasks
from the Perspective of Feedback and Discrepancy

Having chosen an appropriate tool which has appropriate affordances and con-
straints (including discrepancy) is one thing, designing a suitable task based on this
tool is another thing. Based on his previous research studies in dynamic geometry
environments, Leung (2011) proposes an epistemic model of task design in
technology-rich pedagogical environments. This model provides a guiding frame-
work to think about how to design a tool-based mathematics education task which
can capitalize on the affordances and constraints (in particular, the discrepancies) of
the tool (digital or physical). The model is made up of a nested structure of three
epistemic modes in the sense that the first mode is a “cognitive extension” (p. 328)
of the second mode and the second mode is a “cognitive extension” of the third
mode. The three epistemic modes, in the nested sequence, are: Establishing
Practices Mode, Critical Discernment Mode, and Establishing Situated Discourse
Mode. In the following, we will discuss the positions of feedback and discrepancy
in these three modes (see a further discussion of these nested epistemic modes in
Chapter One of this book).

The process of instrumental genesis begins in the Establishing Practices Mode in
which the utilization scheme of a tool develops. It relates to developing the prag-
matic knowledge of how to use the tool. From the instrumental approach point of
view, developing this knowledge cannot be taken for granted and could be a
complicated process. Take, as examples, fastening the centre of rotation in the
transparency toolkit and in the PowerPoint software. In the former case, the pushpin
in the transparency toolkit is a convenient tool for fastening the centre accurately.
However, as illustrated in the teaching episode described in previous section, there
is no similar ‘pushpin’ in PowerPoint, hence there is (potential) discrepancy
embedded in fastening the centre of rotation by using this software. It illustrates the
substantial differences between the utilization scheme of PowerPoint and the uti-
lization scheme of the transparency toolkit for the same purpose of developing the
concept of rotational symmetry. In designing a tool-based task, more efforts and
longer time may be needed for establishing the utilization practice if the tool has a
large instrumental distance between the actual effect of the manipulation and the
expected effect represented by the intended mathematical concepts. This could be
regarded as the first criteria in deciding whether a tool is suitable to be used for a
particular task. In retrospect, if dynamic geometry software (instead of PowerPoint)
had been used for this task, the whole story may have been completely different.
Dynamic geometry software has a built-in command for marking the centre of
rotation. This command serves the same function as the pushpin in the transparency
toolkit. If a dynamic geometry software had been used, the embedded discrepancy
pitfall described above may not have appeared (if the students had been already
familiar with the basic skills of using the software).
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The second epistemic mode in the model is the Critical Discernment Mode. It
refers to discerning critical features of the intended mathematical objects (or con-
cepts). The line of thought of this epistemic mode is rooted in Ference Marton’s
phenomenography and variation theory of learning (Marton and Booth 1997;
Marton and Tsui 2004; Marton 2015) and later Leung’s application to studies on
dynamic geometry environments (see for instance, Leung 2003; Leung and Chan
2006; Leung 2008; Leung et al. 2013). Learning is considered as seeing or expe-
riencing something (or some phenomenon) in a different way due to the discern-
ment of different critical features (or aspects) of the phenomenon under study. “To
discern an aspect is to differentiate among the various aspects and focus on the one
most relevant to the situation. Without variation there is no discernment” (Bowden
and Marton 1998, p. 7). In particular, critical features of something can be discerned
by means of discernment strategies that focus on variation and invariance. An
efficient tool-based learning task can enable the students to instrumentalize the tool
in such a way that variation and invariance can be observed. Take the task of
rotational symmetry as an example. Both the transparency toolkit (with plastic
shape pieces) and the PowerPoint software allow the students to freely shift their
attention (a variation strategy) between the parts and the whole of the object of
exploration (creating rotational symmetric figures). Thanks to the blue-tack of the
transparency toolkit and the group/ungroup commands in PowerPoint. As evi-
denced from the data, the feedback from the tools while working on the task of
figure creation provided an opportunity for the students to experience the
part/whole shifting and hence establish the link between visualization and rea-
soning. In general, it seems that the semiotic potential of a tool may be enhanced if
the task based on this tool enables the students to freely shift their attention between
the parts and the whole of the object of exploration. This kind of tool feedback
gives rise to an opportunity for the students to establish a better grasp on the
part-whole relationship and to discern invariant features from the incidental ones.

The third epistemic mode is the Establishing Situated Discourse Mode; it
involves the development of mathematical reasoning and arguments which are
situated in the tools used and it acts as a bridge connecting the tool-based task to
formal mathematics discourse. A tool-based task which allows uncertainty due to
tool discrepancy may initiate meaningful situated discourse which could lead to
deeper conceptual understanding. Meaningful mistakes are a source for mathe-
matics discussion leading to construction of mathematical knowledge. Some set-
tings of a task have a higher chance of allowing the student to make (meaningful)
mistakes than other settings when the same task is used. As evidenced in the first
episode of the transparency toolkit in Sect. 4.2, when creating a rotational sym-
metric figure by using three identical square pieces, it is easier to make ‘mistakes’
than by using four identical square pieces. Though the ‘mistake opportunity’ that
occurred in this episode was rather incidental, ‘mistake opportunity’ could be
planned in the task design so that the embedded discrepancy can be more likely to
be developed into an enacted discrepancy that carries mathematical meaning. Hence
the mathematics implied by the ‘mistakes’ could be an important consideration for
task design. Furthermore, the tool used in a task may also influence the chance of
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making mistakes. When a digital tool (e.g. PowerPoint or a dynamic geometry
software) was used for this task (Lesson C), it was observed that the enacted
discrepancy that occurred in Lesson B did not occur because the drawings produced
by the digital tools are usually accurate (at least the discrepancy cannot be discerned
visually). In this connection, it is interesting to note that empirical studies have been
conducted where students deliberately construct ‘wrong’ figures in dynamic
geometry environment in the process of exploration and argumentation (See for
example, Leung and Lopez-Real 2002; Mariotti and Antonini 2009;
Baccaglini-Frank et al. 2011; and Chapter “Designing Non-constructability Tasks
in a Dynamic Geometry Environment” in this book). Therefore, there is also user-
created tool discrepancy.

5.3 Implementing Tool-Based Mathematics Tasks
from the Perspective of Feedback and Discrepancy

A well designed and implemented tool-based mathematics education task can
amplify the pedagogical potential of the embedded discrepancy and diminish the
potential pitfalls caused by the discrepancy which in turn increase the probability of
bringing about the intended mathematical concepts. In this regard, the teacher plays
a deterministic role.

The process from students’ performing a tool-based task activity to students’
acquisition of mathematical knowledge is usually not automatic. As an expert
representative of mathematics culture, the teacher plays a significant role in the
process of semiotic mediation by guiding the evolution of mathematical meanings
related to the tool and its use within the mathematics classroom. A teacher needs to
use the students’ productions to foster the processes of semiotic mediation (Mariotti
2002; Bussi and Mariotti 2008). The feedback given by the task has potential to
bring out the intended mathematical concepts. However, the correspondence
between the feedback and the mathematics knowledge may not be explicit. It is
because appropriate mathematics terminology (vocabulary) may not be provided by
the tool especially for those tools (either physical or digital) which are not initially
designed as a tool for mathematics teaching and learning (for example PowerPoint).
This point of view resonates with the idea that the vocabulary involved in using the
tool can be a source of “instrumental distance” (Haspekian 2005). It is part of the
role of the teacher to make this correspondence explicit. In the lesson episodes
described in Sect. 4.1.2, the teachers made use of a well-structured orchestration
procedure which involved students’ evaluation of their own productions by
manipulating the tool and expressing the key mathematics concepts explicitly, at the
same time, to create the correspondence. During this orchestration, the teacher
deliberately highlighted the mathematical terminology corresponding to function-
alities of the tool. (For example, the push pin corresponds to the “centre of rota-
tion”.) The correspondence between students’ tool-based productions and the
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mathematics knowledge may be seen as matching a tool-based discussion to the
formal (at least curriculum-wise) mathematical discussion. The lesson episodes
described in Sect. 4.2 suggest that a tool-based task which can capitalize on the
embedded discrepancy potentials in the tool may bring about a higher level of
conceptual understanding. This happened due to the teacher’s insight and flexibility
during the task orchestration. In the first episode described in Sect. 4.2, the teacher
made use of the students’ incorrect (or not-so-correct) production to extend the
mathematics discussion so that a deeper conceptual understanding of rotational
symmetry evolved. This was incidental in the sense that it was not part of the
teacher’s original plan. If the teacher had ignored the discrepancy and simply told
the students that their ideas were correct, then the situated mathematics discourse
would not have been so rich and fruitful. On the other hand, not all the mistakes
were equally as fruitful for extending the discussion. In the second episode
described in Sect. 4.2, the centre of rotation was shifted to an incorrect position
which caused failure in demonstrating the rotational symmetry of the figure pro-
duced by the students. This ‘mistake’ was not due to the students but to a ‘defect’ of
PowerPoint when it was used for teaching the concept of rotational symmetry. The
teacher chose to ignore the ‘mistake’ and continued the mathematical discussion as
initially planned. The former case is a discrepancy opportunity and the latter is a
discrepancy pitfall. Teacher’s sensitivity in determining whether a student’s (mis-
taken or unexpected) production (or response) is a discrepancy opportunity or a
discrepancy pitfall and the ability in adjusting the “instrumental distance”
(Haspekian 2005, 2011) to an appropriate ‘length’ is one of the factors contributing
to successfully bringing about the semiotic potential of a tool-based task.
Developing such ability is an important aspect in teachers’ proficiency in designing
and implementing tool-based mathematics education tasks.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the opportunities and pitfalls given by the feedback of tool-based
mathematics education tasks are discussed. Two similar tasks (one based on a
tailor-made physical toolkit and another based on a digital toolkit) for developing the
concept of rotational symmetry are compared. Based on comparing the discrepancy of
these two tasks, the notions of embedded and enacted discrepancies and their peda-
gogical significance in tool-based mathematics education task design are expounded.

Tool discrepancy influences mathematics learning positively or negatively,
respectively bringing about discrepancy opportunity and discrepancy pitfall.
Embedded discrepancy is objective referring to the ‘physicality’ of the tool while
enacted discrepancy is ‘subjective’ depending on the interaction between the
user-perceived nature of the tool and the embedded discrepancy. Enacted dis-
crepancy is a tool-user feedback, hence it has actual influences on the emergence of
mathematical knowledge. Based on our data from the rotational symmetry task,
four tool-based mathematics task design considerations are raised.
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1. The tool should enable students to shift their attention freely between the parts
and the whole of the object of exploration. This can help students discern critical
features of the object of exploration and be aware of the mathematical concepts.

2. The task should bring out the embedded discrepancy opportunity of the tool (for
instance, by providing ‘meaningful mistake opportunity’) in order to initiate
mathematical discussion which may lead to deeper conceptual understanding.

3. If the instrumental distance between the actual effect of the manipulation and the
expected effect as represented by the intended mathematical concepts is too
large, the tool has an embedded discrepancy pitfall in the sense that the students
need more time and effort to instrumentalize the tool.

4. Teacher’s sensitivity and insight in identifying the discrepancy opportunity and
discrepancy pitfall (both embedded and enacted) and the ability to adjust the
instrumental length are a key factors in successfully exploiting the semiotic
potential of the tool-based task.

These four tool-based task design considerations could serve as a guide for a
larger scale study on investigating teachers’ design and implementation of mathe-
matics education tool-based tasks for different tools and compare the pedagogical
opportunities and pitfalls afforded by the tools in the process of mathematics
teaching and learning.
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Designing for Mathematical Applications
and Modelling Tasks in Technology Rich
Environments

Vince Geiger

Abstract Mathematical modelling and applications is a well-established field
within mathematics education. Research in mathematical modelling and applica-
tions has maintained a focus on how to enhance students’ capabilities in using
mathematics learnt in school to solve problems identified in, or derived from, the
real world. While significant progress has been made in understanding the pro-
cesses that underpin the successful applications of mathematics in real world
contexts, there has been limited research into how to design tasks that are authentic
reflections of the role of digital technologies in solving problems situated in the
work place or daily life. This chapter draws on data sourced from a research and
development project that investigated the use of digital technologies in teaching and
learning mathematical modelling and applications to identify principles of effective
task design. The instantiation of these principles within classroom practice is
illustrated through a classroom vignette. This chapter concludes with a reflection on
the research needed to further develop understanding of the role of technology as an
enabler of principles of design for mathematical modelling tasks.

Keywords Modelling � Mathematics � Technology � Design � Applications

1 Introduction

While significant progress has been made in understanding the processes that
underpin the successful applications of mathematics in real world contexts, there
has been limited research into how to design tasks that are authentic reflections of
the role of digital technologies in solving problems situated in the work place or
daily life (Geiger et al. 2010). This is despite the noteworthy progress of research
that explores both the themes of mathematical modelling and applications and the
use of digital tools to enhance mathematics learning.
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Mathematical modelling and applications is a well-established field within
mathematics education. Research in mathematical modelling and applications has
maintained a focus on how to enhance students’ capabilities in using mathematics
learnt in school to solve problems identified in, or de-rived from, the real world as
well as how the modelling process itself is played out while attempting to solve real
world problems. A broadly accepted description of the act of modelling outlines a
cyclic process that involves: the formulation of a mathematical representation of a
real world situation (model); using mathematics in conjunction with the model to
derive initial results; interpreting the resulting outcome in terms of the given sit-
uation to determine the validity of the model; and, if necessary, revising the model
until it is determined to be effective (e.g., Blomhoj and Hojgaard Jensen 2003;
Blum and Niss 1991). Simply put, the purpose of models is to interpret real world
situations and/or make predictions about the future or past states of modelled
systems (English et al. 2005). The need to build models, however, is motivated by a
requirement to: measure some property of a system; decide between alternatives;
allow one to replicate a system; predict the outcome of a system; explain the
outcome of a system; and understand how to manipulate a system (Thompson and
Yoon 2007). While there is now a large and still developing corpus of research
related to mathematical modelling within educational contexts, to this point, studies
have tended to coalesce around mathematical, cognitive, curricular, instructional,
and teacher education perspectives (e.g., Cai et al. 2014).

Similarly, the body of knowledge related to the use of digital tools in mathe-
matics classrooms has increased rapidly over the past two decades. Studies in this
area, however, have tended to report on advantages to instruction in mathematical
thinking and learning within content specific domains such as number (e.g., Kieran
and Guzma’n 2005), geometry (e.g., Laborde et al. 2006), algebra and calculus
(e.g., Ferrara et al. 2006) or social aspects of classroom practice such as collab-
orative investigative practice (e.g., Beatty and Geiger 2010).

The potential for digital tools to enhance the teaching and learning of modelling
has been recognised, as is evident in this statement from Niss et al. (2007).

Many technological devices are highly relevant for applications and modelling. They
include calculators, computers, the Internet, and computational or graphical software as
well as all kinds of instruments for measuring, for performing experiments etc. These
devices provide not only increased computational power, but broaden the range of possi-
bilities for approaches to teaching, learning and assessment (p. 24).

While there is a developing body of research that lends weight to this potential (e.g.,
Geiger et al. 2010; Villarreal et al. 2010), there is still much work to be done on
how technology can be used in tandem with mathematical knowledge to work on
problems that exist in the real world, as Zevenbergen (2004) observes:

While such innovations [ICTs] have been useful in enhancing understandings of school
mathematics, less is known about the transfer of such knowledge, skills and dispositions to
the world beyond schools. Given the high tech world that students will enter once they
leave schools, there needs to be recognition of the new demands of these changed work-
places (p. 99).
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Zevenbergen’s (2004) statement identifies a shortcoming of school mathematics
instruction and implies there is a need to develop tasks and learning experiences
where expectations of how real world problems are tackled and solved include the
integrated use of digital tools. Others, such as Hoyles et al. (2010), have noted the
need for the development of techno-mathematical literacies—new mathematics
based competencies required by societies in which digital technologies are
becoming ubiquitous.

The aim of this chapter is to explore one approach to the design and imple-
mentation of mathematical modelling tasks that integrate digital technologies. In
doing so, the chapter will address the following research question—What are the
principles of design for technology rich modelling and applications tasks that result
in effective learning experiences for students?

The first section of this chapter will outline the theoretical framework that
provides the background for this study, comprising of a review of the role of digital
tools as mediators of mathematical learning and a discussion of general principles
of task design. In the second section the research design and methods employed
through the study are described. The third section will present one teacher’s prin-
ciples of task design and provide an example of how these were implemented via a
classroom vignette. The final section will reflect on the effectiveness of the tea-
cher’s principles and compare these to the general principles of tasks design out-
lined in the theoretical framework.

2 Digital Tools as Mediators of Mathematical Learning

In developing principles of task design for technology integrated modelling and
applications tasks, consideration must be given to the role of artifacts and instru-
ments in mathematics teaching and learning. Verillon and Rabardel’s (1995) iconic
work on the distinction between an artifact and an instrument provides insight into
the role of artifacts in mediating learning by distinguishing between an artifact,
which includes both physical and sign tools that have no intrinsic meaning of their
own, and an instrument in which an artifact is used in a meaningful way to work on
a specific task. Different tasks make different demands on the user and their rela-
tionship with the artifact. The development of this relationship, and thus how the
artifact is used, is known as instrumental genesis. Instrumental genesis is complex
and involves, firstly, a process where the potentialities of the artifact for performing
a specific task are recognised and the artifact is transformed into an instrument
(instrumentalisation), and, secondly, a process that takes place within the user in
order to use the instrument for a particular task (instrumentation) (Artigue 2002).
Instrumentation generates schemas of instrumented action that are either original
creations by individuals or pre-existing entities that are appropriated from others.
An instrument, therefore, consists of the artifact and the user’s associated schemas
of instrumented action. Instrumental genesis is also a dynamic process between the
instrument and the user, as the constraints and affordances of the artifact shape the
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user’s conceptual development while at the same time the user’s perception of the
possibilities of the artifact during instrumentation can lead to the use of the artifact
in ways that were not originally intended by the designers of a tool (Drijvers and
Gravemeijer 2005).

Instrumental genesis has been used to explain how digital tools are transformed
into instruments for learning through interaction with teachers and students (e.g.,
Artigue 2002). A teacher’s activity in promoting a student’s instrumental genesis is
known as instrumental orchestration (Trouche 2005). This process recognises the
social aspects of learning as it allows for the sharing of schemas as instrumented
action that individuals have developed within a small group or whole class.
A teacher can facilitate the appropriation of these schemas by other students by
making the nature of these schemas explicit through orchestration of classroom
interaction around the schemas through careful and selective questioning.

More recently, others have attempted to extend our understanding of an
instrumental approach to the role of artifacts in mediating learning by recognising
that the genesis of an artifact into an instrument takes place within highly interactive
environments, such as school staff rooms or mathematics classrooms, where a
number of artifacts are used simultaneously. Gueudet and Trouche (2009) extend
the definition of artifact by introducing the term resources to encompass any artifact
with the potential to promote semiotic mediation in the process of learning.
Resources include entities such as computer applications, student worksheets or
discussions with a colleague. A resource is appropriated and reshaped by a teacher,
in a way that reflects their professional experience in relation to the use of
resources, to form a schema of utilisation—a process parallel to the creation of a
schema of instrumented action within instrumental genesis. The combination of the
resource and the schema of utilisation is called a document. Documental genesis is
an ongoing process in which utilisation schemas are reshaped as a teacher gains
more experience through the use of a resource.

The idea that learning and problem solving are processes that require strategic
deployment of a range of resources in an integrated fashion with the potential to
transform tasks and learning environments is echoed in Kaput et al.’s (2007) per-
spective on the role of digital technologies in mathematics education. From their
perspective “technologies and tools co-constitute both the material upon which they
operate and the conditions, particularly social conditions, within which such
operations occur” (p. 172). This means that digital technologies should be con-
sidered as essential infrastructure for mathematical problem solving in current and
future societies.

3 General Principles for Task Design in Mathematics

As tasks are integral to many dimensions of mathematics learning, including
mathematical content, processes, and modes of working, Burkhart and Swan (2013)
argue for the importance of task design to improve mathematics instruction. For
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teachers, task selection, adaptation, and creation are intertwined with choices of
pedagogies for realising opportunities that lie within specific tasks (Sullivan and
Yang 2013). Evidence that coherent research and development approaches to task
design are effective in improving teaching practice is provided by the long term
success of programs such as Connected Mathematics (Lappan and Phillips 2009).
At the same time, Schoenfeld (2009) argues for greater communication between
designers and researchers as many designers do not make their design principles
explicit, and so it is difficult for others, including teachers, to adopt effective
approaches to task creation and adaptation. Thus, partnerships between teachers and
researchers, where understandings of principles of task design and the effective
integration of tasks with pedagogical approaches are explored, refined and docu-
mented, holds potential for improving teaching and learning practices in
mathematics.

As most tasks are developed for implementation within specific curriculum and
school contexts, the fit to circumstance of tasks with local conditions and con-
straints is a vital consideration for effective implementation (Kieran et al. 2013).
Such circumstances include local curriculum specifications as well as other affor-
dances, requirements or restrictions, for example, resources available within a
particular school.

An appropriate level of challenge is important for students when engaging with
tasks if real learning is to take place (Hiebert and Grouws 2007). Most guidelines
for systemic improvement in learning outcomes stress the need for teachers to
extend students’ thinking, and to pose extended, realistic, and open-ended problems
that challenge students (e.g., City et al. 2009). By posing challenging tasks, and
adopting associated pedagogies, teachers provide opportunity for students to take
risks, to justify their thinking, to make decisions, and to work with other students
(Sullivan 2011). At the same time, students often resist engaging with challenging
tasks and attempt to influence teachers to reduce the demands of an activity
(Sullivan et al. 2013). Thus, for students to engage with the type of tasks that
require the use of unfamiliar or developing capabilities, the completion of tasks
must appear to be achievable, that is, tasks must be challenging yet accessible. In
order for students to engage fully with tasks, however, activities must not only be
accessible but also transparent in relation to their expected outcomes: that is, it is
clear what is required of a student to achieve success with a task (Burkhart and
Swan 2013).

As students need to take risks in order to extend their thinking, they must be
provided with opportunity to make decisions (Geiger et al. 2014). Such opportu-
nities also provide instances where students can exercise and develop their
capacities to use mathematics critically. While closely linked to the notion of
challenge, the opportunity to make decisions does not necessarily mean that highly
complex or sophisticated mathematics is required to make judgments.

The articulation of carefully constructed principles for the design of a task does
not guarantee the effectiveness of an activity as learning is also influenced by the
choice of pedagogy. I have previously argued, in collaborations with other col-
leagues, that teachers must also adopt investigative pedagogies to fully realise the
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opportunities that such tasks afford (e.g., Goos et al. 2013). Such pedagogies must
provide students with the opportunity to speculate, test ideas, and argue for or
defend conjectures (Diezmann et al. 2001).

In order to be assured of the quality of a task, activities must also be developed,
appraised, trialled, evaluated, and re-trialled in iterative cycles of design and
improvement (Maass et al. 2013). Thus effective activities will take time to develop
and require a commitment to reflective practice by teachers who aspire to be
effective designers of instructional tasks.

4 A Technology-Rich, Modelling Task Oriented Research
Project

This chapter reports on an aspect of a larger study that investigated the role of
digital technologies in enhancing mathematical modelling teaching practice through
a design research approach. The study was conducted with individual teachers
working in secondary schools across two states within Australia. Six teachers were
recruited from six schools; three from each of two different Australian states.
Schools were drawn from across different educational systems (government and
non-government) and were representative of a range of socio-economic charac-
teristics. Teachers were invited into the project because of their reputations as
effective teachers of mathematics, with particular skills in the use of digital tools in
promoting students’ learning. The project was managed by two university based
researchers—one in each state. These researchers were primarily responsible for the
conceptual development of the project and classroom data collection including
lesson observations, teacher and student interviews, and collection of student
samples. Teachers were primarily responsible for the development and imple-
mentation of technology demanding mathematical modelling tasks. Researchers
played a vital role in providing feedback about the effectiveness of tasks trialled in
teachers’ classrooms. Together teachers and researchers developed principles of
design for effective tasks based on their shared experiences while trialling tasks in
individual mathematics classrooms.

The specific aspect of the study reported in this chapter is the work of one
teacher and his students in a Year 11 (15–16 years of age) mathematics class. His
curriculum context mandated the teaching, learning and assessment of mathematical
modelling as a key objective of a state-wide syllabus (educational authorities are
state based in Australia). Technology as a tool for teaching and learning mathe-
matics was also prescribed in the Mathematics B program (incorporating the study
of functions, calculus and statistics) in which his students were enrolled. Students
had almost unrestricted access to digital technologies including: handheld digital
devices with mathematical facilities such as data and function plotters and
Computer Algebra Systems; computers with mathematically enabled applications;
the internet; and electronic white boards.
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The research design consisted of three components: (1) two whole day teacher
professional learning meetings which took place at the beginning and middle of the
project; (2) three classroom observations for each teacher; and (3) a focus group
interview near the end of the project that involved all teachers. The scheduling and
purpose of each of these activities is out-lined in Table 1. Further detail on the
research methodology can be found in Geiger et al. (2010).

5 Principles of Task Design in Technology Demanding
Modelling Tasks

The teacher whose work is the focus of this chapter demonstrated keen insight into
his own design processes and how these developed through the duration of the
project. A major feature of this teacher’s approach to task design was the integration
of digital technologies. Towards the end of the project, he identified what he
believed to be the characteristics of technology integrated modelling tasks. These
principles and associated descriptions are presented in Table 2.

The teacher also provided insight into the role of digital tools in relation to each
principle of design. An outline of these in-sights along with supportive statements
drawn from the inter-view data follows.

The use of digital tools is a mandatory element of the state-wide senior sec-
ondary mathematics syllabuses, and so the use of technology was a matter of
compliance. Genuinely authentic problems are mathematically complex. The rep-
resentational capabilities of digital tools allow students to accommodate this

Table 1 Research design and schedule

Time Activity

Sept–Dec
Year 1

Teacher workshops in each state: research team outline the aims of the project;
offer prototype tasks; discussion of principles which underlie prototype tasks

Jan–April
Year 2

Lesson observations; teacher and student interviews; collection of student
work samples; feedback on effectiveness of trialled tasks in relation to
modelling and the use of digital tools

April–June
Year 2

Lesson observations; teacher and student interviews; collection of student
work samples; feedback on effectiveness of trialled tasks in relation to
modelling and the use of digital tools

July
Year 2

Teacher workshops in each state: teachers share exemplars of digital tool and
modelling tasks; discussion on principles which underlie teacher developed
tasks; research team offer accounts of practice from classroom observations

Aug–Sept
Year 2

Lesson observations; teacher and student interviews; collection of student
work samples; feedback on effectiveness of trialled tasks in relation to
modelling and the use of digital tools

Oct–Dec
Year 2

Final project meeting and focus group interview in each state; teachers share
exemplars of modelling and digital tool tasks; further discussion on principles
that underlie teacher-developed tasks
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complexity and thus provide access to authentic problems that otherwise might be
considered beyond the scope of their capabilities.

If we didn’t have the CAS calculators we couldn’t do half the stuff that we do. From my
perspective it is the integration of the whole lot together. We have a set of data and we try
and build a model from that. We do a scatter plot and we make decisions about the model.
We build a model and make some sorts of predictions.

Digital tools also provide the means for students with gaps in their content
knowledge to access challenging problem scenarios.

Lower achievers may be struggling with differentiation or integration at that particular point
in time…but they can still have access to the problem. My lower achieving kids can still
engage in the problem and still make some meaningful contributions. If they don’t get
caught up in all that manipulation they can still be thoughtful about it.

The nature of authentic open-ended problems means there is no clear solution
pathway and students need to evaluate options as they progress toward a solution.
The teacher argued that digital tools offer facilities that are essential for exploring
possible solution pathways. Technology also provides the means for connecting
different types of mathematical knowledge, for example, data representations and
functional relationships that modelled patterns in the data.

Selecting authentic, open tasks to model generally implies the students will need to make
use of technology. Even if the teacher has scaffolded the task to facilitate access to the
context, there is a requirement that the task be sufficiently open for there to be
multi-representations of the solution and perhaps different solutions.

The authenticity and open-endedness of a problem is enhanced if students are
required to collect data relevant to a problem from an original source; a capacity
provided by digital tools in his classroom.

Table 2 Characteristics of effective modelling tasks

Principles Description

Syllabus
compliance

The task must meet the requirements of the syllabus for content
knowledge and the dimensions related to applications and technology

Authenticity and
relevance

Tasks must be set in an authentic or life-related context. The task must be
of interest to the teacher and be of potential interest to the student

Open-endedness The mathematics necessary to solve the problem set up in the task should
not be immediately apparent. The task must be open-ended in nature
providing for opportunity for multiple solution pathways

Connectivity Ideally the task must make links to different content areas within the
syllabus

Accessibility The task must provide opportunity for students to link to their previous
learning. There should be provision for multiple entry and exit points.
The task should allow for the introduction of scaffolding prompts or hints

Development The task must provide challenge and so encourage students to go beyond
what they presently know and can do through the modelling process.
Students’ engagement with the task should provide feedback to the
teacher about the development of their understanding
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There is often a need to collect data and then to determine whether a relationship exists
within that data. Students may need to collect primary data, through the use of probes, or
from a video that is then analysed using the technology or use secondary data collected
from a newspaper, magazine, web site or some other source.

Used effectively, digital tools provide immediate feedback to students about their
initial attempts to build models and solve problems thus progressing students’
understanding of the underlying mathematics at the core of the task and hence their
mathematical development.

Technology has a significant role to play in the provision of feedback to the student in the
first instance, about the models they have built and how well they fit the context being
investigated. In mathematical modelling it is important to look for consensus between the
mathematics and the context, hence, it is necessary to consider the validity of the con-
clusions in terms of the context.

While a number of these principles are consistent with the principles of task design
presented earlier in this chapter, there are also points of departure. The common-
alities and differences between the teachers “home grown” principles and those
developed from research literature in the field will be outlined in the commentary
that accompanies the following illustrative example.

6 Exemplar Task and Commentary

Principles for the design of technology demanding modelling tasks are evident in
the following description of a task developed and then implemented by the teacher
in his Year 11 mathematics classroom—the Algal Bloom Problem outlined in
Fig. 1. In developing this task, the teacher expected his students to build a math-
ematical model for these data by first creating a scatterplot using their CAS active
calculator. The calculators were equipped with a computer algebra system, as well
as data plotting and regression function capabilities among other facilities.

In previous lessons, students had gained experience with developing models by
finding single functions that fit data from different situations drawn from real world
contexts. Students had also been introduced to piece-wise functions but had not yet
been asked to fit these to real-life data. For the Algal Bloom Problem, the data plot
suggests a piecewise function (one part linear and one part power function) would
be appropriate. The teacher had hoped that students would then use the plotting
functions on their calculators to determine the general form of suitable functions
and, in due course, develop an equation that best fit the data. In doing so, the
teacher expected students to make use of a piece-wise function, which was covered
in earlier work but had not been used to model real-life data via previous examples.
Students were then asked to use the model they had created to respond to the
question at the end of the task. Further, they were asked to list any assumptions they
made in developing their model and to comment on any limitations they believed
were inherent in the response they provided.
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When observing the lesson in which this task was used, the researcher noticed
that while every student was able to produce a plot of the data using their handhelds,
few had drawn the conclusion that a piecewise function was necessary to model the
data. Most students tried using a single function, generally by trying to generate a
model for the data using the digital handhelds regression model facility—a facility
that did not allow for the fitting of piece-wise functions. When their single functions
were plotted on their screens with the original data points it was obvious that their
various functions were a poor fit. In response to students surprise at their results, the
teacher encouraged students to have a closer look at the nature of their data and
explore a wider range of possibilities for fitting a model.

The CSIRO has been monitoring the rate at which Carbon Dioxide is produced in a sec-
tion of the Darling River. Over a 20 day period they recorded the rate of CO2 production 
in the river. The averages of these measurements appear in the table below.
The CO2 concentration [CO2] of the water is of concern because an excessive difference 
between the [CO2] at night and the [CO2] used during the day through photosynthesis can 
result in algal blooms which then results in oxygen deprivation and death of the resulting 
animal population and sunlight deprivation leading to death of the plant life and the sub-
sequent death of that section of the river.
From experience it is known that a difference of greater than 5% between the [CO2] of a 
water sample at night and the [CO2] during the day can signal an algal bloom is immi-
nent. 
Rate of CO2 Production versus time

Time in 
Hours

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Rate of 
CO2 Pro-
duction

0 -0.042 -0.044 -0.041 -0.039 -0.038 -0.035 -0.03 -0.026 -0.023

Time in 
Hours

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Rate of 
CO2 Pro-
duction

-0.02 -0.008 0 0.054 0.045 0.04 0.035 0.03 0.027 0.023

Time in 
Hours

20 21 22 23 24

Rate of 
CO2 Pro-
duction

0.02 0.015 0.012 0.005 0 

Is there cause for concern by the CSIRO researchers?
Identify any assumptions and the limitations of your mathematical model.

Fig. 1 Algal bloom problem
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Sometime later, two students, working together near the researcher, attempted to
fit a piecewise function to the data, and after performing fine adjustments to each
part of their function were happy with the result. Their success prompted a subdued
celebration by the two students which attracted the teacher’s attention. After dis-
cussing their conjectured model with the teacher, students went on to complete the
task. A short period of time after his discussion with these students, the teacher
called for the attention of the whole class and asked them about their progress. The
two students near the researcher volunteered and outlined their attempt. When they
announced they had decided to make use of a piecewise function, sections of the
class responded in different ways. A small number of students indicated agreement
with the approach the pair of students were proposing even though the details of the
functions other students had used were different. Most students, however, expressed
exasperation that they had not noticed an obvious feature of the plotted data. These
students then returned to the task and were able to develop a piecewise function that
fitted the data for themselves. A small minority of students needed more direct
assistance from the teacher and were then able to develop a model based on a
piece-wise function by the end of the lesson. The lesson concluded when the
teacher asked the students to do further work on their assumptions and limitations
for homework.

7 Comparing Views on Task Design

Two views of task design have been presented in this chapter. The first, as a set of
general principles drawn from the literature and the second as a set of principles
specific to modelling tasks devised by a teacher of mathematics. The exemplar task
discussed in the previous section satisfied the teacher’s “home grown” principles of
modelling task design as well as the general principles developed from the litera-
ture. The purpose for and use of digital tools in this task were also consistent with
relevant elements of both sets of task design principles.

7.1 Parallels Between Two Perspectives on Task Design

The use of modelling tasks and digital tools is consistent with mandatory
requirements of the relevant state curriculum authority and so observes both syl-
labus compliance and a fit to circumstance for the specific curriculum context.
Further, it was a mandatory requirement of the relevant syllabus for technology to
be incorporated into the teaching, learning, and assessment of mathematics.

Consistent with both sets of principles, the task is open-ended in that a variety of
mathematical models are plausible and the use of different models will lead to
different, but still valid, responses to the problem. The available digital tools are a
crucial facilitating resource that provided the facility to trial a range of functions to
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fit a complex underlying pattern and offered immediate feedback on the appropri-
ateness of a conjectured function allowing students to develop specific solutions
from a wide range of possibilities.

Students found the task to be accessible, an aspect common to both sets of
principles, as it linked to mathematical knowledge they had studied in previous
classes and the teacher made use of progress made by other students to provide a
prompt when many were experiencing difficulty. Digital tools were also important
for this aspect of design as they provided the means for students to trial different
functions against the data and receive immediate feedback providing an entry point
for most students and so enhanced the accessibility of the problem.

As the task required students to make use of mathematical knowledge they had
already studied in previous lessons within an unfamiliar context it provided
opportunity for students with the challenge needed for the development of their
mathematical knowledge and their capacity to apply this knowledge in real world
contexts—parallel aspects of the two sets of principles. There is clear evidence in
the example that the students were challenged, as their attempt to directly apply
mathematics they had learned in a previous lesson, without considering the specific
circumstances of the real life situation, proved to be unsuccessful. Digital tools
acted as a catalyst for progressing their attempts to solve the problem by providing
feedback which indicated students’ first single function conjectures were not con-
sistent with the data. Further, because the technology included the capacity to plot
multiple functions and so explore possible solutions, students were more easily able
to employ their knowledge of different functions in finding a fit that involved a
piece-wise approach. Thus, while digital tools were not integral to the challenge
aspect of the task, technology was a vital resource deployed by the students in order
to meet the challenge inherent in the task.

An essential part of this teacher’s practice was the continual improvement of
tasks over successive teaching cycles (typically revisiting tasks on a yearly basis).
This was the first time the teacher had trialled this task but noted the tendency of his
students to apply mathematical knowledge learned in the most recent lessons
without considering the specific features of the plotted data. He saw that the task
had provoked the need for students to consider additional functions and change
their approach (for further detail see Geiger et al. 2010). The teacher indicated he
intended to explore the possibility of designing similar features into other tasks (for
other examples of such tasks see the materials developed as part of the MAACAS
project http://www.qamt.org/maacas-project).

As outlined above, there is an inseparable interplay between the task and digital
tools for some aspects of design in a manner consistent with documental genesis
(Gueudet and Trouche 2009). This study, however, extends the work of Gueudet
and Trouche (2009) from the general work of teachers to the specific activity of
designing technology enhanced modelling tasks.
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7.2 Divergence Between Two Perspectives on Task Design

The teacher created the task by drawing on “home grown” principles for developing
effective technology active modelling tasks. These were mainly consistent with
general principles of task design derived from research literature but addressed
additional features in order to accommodate the demands of modelling tasks.

In the exemplar task, a national scientific body monitored the blue-green algae in
the various river systems because of the related consequences for aquatic wildlife.
Thus, this task represents a situation set in a life-related context consistent with the
aim of achieving authenticity and relevance. This is an extension of the general
principles of task design and accommodates an aspect that is the essence of
mathematical modelling—its connection to real world situations and circumstances.

Different types of mathematics were necessary to explore the data (data repre-
sentation, different forms of function) and so, students were expected to make
connections to different types of mathematical knowledge. This is another aspect of
task design that is important to modelling because the act of applying mathematics
to the real world often requires the deployment of a range of mathematical
knowledge. This is not necessarily the case in other types of mathematical tasks as
these can have a focus on developing specific mathematical knowledge. The aspect
of connectivity is also more fully realised through the use of digital tools. In this
case, the available technology provided the option of viewing different types of
mathematical representations (e.g., scatterplots and function graphs) on the screen
at the same time, so enhancing the connection between these types of mathematical
knowledge.

8 The Role of Digital Tools in Modelling Task Design

In the exemplar described earlier, the successful deployment of both sets of prin-
ciples in designing tasks was dependant on the intersection of the potentialities of
the task and available digital tools for a number of aspects of design. In imple-
menting the task, the teacher anticipated how students would interpret the potentials
of the task for learning and of the digital tool to act as a resource.

8.1 Transformation of the Task, Learning and Teaching

The relationship between student, teacher, task and digital tool represents a docu-
mental genesis (Gueudet and Trouche 2009) as each element within this genesis
transforms the other in some way. The task is transformed, from the perspective of
the students when they realise the need to make use of a piece-wise rather than a
single function in order to model the data presented in the problem. This
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transformation occurs as a result of an attempt by the students to use a single
function and receiving feedback via the digital device that this was an inappropriate
model. The use of the digital tool changes from that of a device that provided a
specific solution for students once they had made a decision on the general form of
the function to model the data into a tool used to explore the data and eventually
find a model that fitted the data to their level of satisfaction. Students’ learning is
also transformed during this same process as they realise the purpose of the task and
the digital tool was not to implement prior learning in an automated fashion but to
apply their knowledge and understanding in an original way by taking into account
unfamiliar features of the data. The teacher had to transform his approach to the
lesson when students took a path he had not anticipated—attempting to fit a single
function to the data. He changed his approach by revising his orchestration of the
lesson by utilising new resources at his disposal, in this case deploying the insight
of the two students who had solved the problem. When the two students informed
their classmates that an approach based on a single function regression was not
appropriate and that the data was best represented by a piece-wise function led to
class members revising their attempts at a solution and allowed for the expansion of
their repertoire of function fitting skills.

8.2 Digital Tools as Enablers of Task Design Principles

From the perspective of instrumental genesis, nearly all of the teacher’s principles
of design required the use of digital tools as enablers of the task. The principle of
authenticity and relevance required students to recognise the potential of the
available digital tools to assist them in exploring and solving the problem described
in the task from both purely mathematical and real world contexts. There was a
necessary duality about the schemas of instrumented action required to accom-
modate the purely mathematical and contextual demands of the task as students
needed to recognise that the real world context demanded the development of a
piecewise rather than single function to model the production of CO2. Having
decided that two functions were needed to model the data, a specific instrumen-
tation of the digital tool was needed to find the most appropriate functions for each
section of the piecewise function using a purely mathematical approach.

The open-endedness of the task placed students in a position where they were
challenged to make choices among multiple potential solution pathways. Thus,
students were required to make choices among existing schemas of instrumented
action or to generate new schemas after recognising the potential of the digital tool
for meeting the challenge defined by the task.

The principle of connectivity designed into this task required students to generate
schemas of instrumented action that were inclusive of different types of mathe-
matical content. The CAS active calculator students used while working with the
task included the capacity to link statistical plots with the graphs of specific
functions, and these functions could be developed using the regression facility of
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the calculator. Students needed to find ways of taking advantage of the capabilities
when engaging with the demands of the task and pursuing a solution. This is a type
of instrumental genesis in which the potential of an artifact is only realised through
its instrumented action.

The task was designed to link the demands of the activity to students’ previous
learning as the separate functions required to build an appropriate piecewise
function had been studied and applied to real world contexts in earlier classes
although the use of multiple functions to model data had not been previously
covered. Thus, the task was created to be accessible to students but, at the same
time, required students to apply this previous learning in a more complex context
one in which multiple functions were needed to model a phenomena rather than a
single function—a genuine challenge. This meant that students’ existing schemas of
instrumented action required adaptation in order to accommodate a more complex
scenario. By improvising and revising his approach to orchestrating students’
learning the teacher promoted changes in students’ schemas of instrumented action
related to both the digital tool and also the task.

9 Conclusion

The episode included in this chapter demonstrates it is possible to design effective
technology demanding modelling tasks, and so the approach offers direction for
curriculum designers, teachers and teacher educators. Designing the modelling task
itself appears to be largely consistent with general principles of mathematical task
design although the teacher in this classroom vignette employed a number of
additional principles specific to modelling. Further research is required into those
elements of design for modelling tasks that differ from general principles of
designing other mathematics tasks. The inclusion of digital tools did not emerge as
a stand-alone element of the teacher’s set of design principles; rather, technology
acted as a vital enabler of a number of design principles. How digital tools can best
enable the implementation of these aspects of design is another issue which requires
further research. While the teacher had designed an engaging task based on his own
principles, students took an approach that was not anticipated by their teacher. The
teacher, however, was able to take advantage of students’ original but inappropriate
approaches, generating a dynamic learning environment where students’ knowledge
of using mathematics within real world contexts was transformed. This raises a
challenge for teachers in how such triggers can be deliberately embedded in
designed experiences in a way that provides space for the type of documental
genesis described in this paper. This also indicates that further research is necessary
to investigate how to take advantage of unanticipated events in a well-planned
lesson.
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Designing Interactive Dynamic
Technology Activities to Support
the Development of Conceptual
Understanding

Gail Burrill

Abstract Technology can make a difference in teaching and learning mathematics
when it serves as a vehicle for learning and not just as a tool to crunch numbers and
to draw graphs. This paper discusses a technology leveraged program to develop
student understanding of core mathematical concepts. A sequence of applet-like
dynamically linked documents allows students to take a meaningful mathematical
action, immediately see the consequences, and then reflect on those consequences
in content areas associated with the middle grades U.S. Common Core State
Standards. The materials are based on the research literature about student learning,
in particular enabling students to confront typical misconceptions, and designed to
support carefully thought out mathematical progressions within and across the
grades.

Keywords Conceptual understanding � Learning progressions � Interactive
dynamic technology � Action consequence principle

1 Introduction

Researchers have investigated challenges in teaching and learning certain mathe-
matical concepts such as fractions, ratios and proportions for years. Burrill and Dick
(2008), in investigating student achievement on high stakes state assessments,
identified core mathematical concepts in which students consistently underper-
formed. On international assessments, scores in the United States are usually below
international averages. In addition, studies of U.S. texts reported that mathematics
concepts addressed in mathematics textbooks are not well constructed, with pre-
sentations more mechanical than conceptual (Ginsburg and Leinwand 2009).

These concerns led to the development of the Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics (CCSSM) (2010), which aims to improve mathematics education in
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the US by providing a focused and coherent set of standards to guide the teaching
and learning of mathematics. The CCSSM emphasize the development of both
conceptual understanding and procedural fluency. As mentioned above, prior
emphasis in typical curricular materials was to a large degree on procedural fluency.
Building Concepts was developed as a technology-based approach to developing
mathematical understanding of core concepts that lead to computational proficiency
in the mathematical strands outlined in the CCSSM.

2 Building Concepts

2.1 Learning Progressions

Almost all content strands in the CCSSM are supported by progressions documents
(http://ime.math.arizona.edu/progressions/ 2011), narratives describing the learning
progression of a topic across a number of grade levels, informed both by research
on children’s cognitive development and by the logical structure of mathematics.
The progressions documents outline the important mathematical concepts in each
content strand. These documents provide the framework for Building Concepts
activities. The underlying premise is that static pictures or examples in the pro-
gression documents are made interactive in the Building Concepts activities.

Interactive dynamic technology is not new in mathematics education. Early work
with SimCalc (Roschelle et al. 2000) used such technology to link real contexts
with graphical representations of those contexts and provided opportunities and
experiences for students to develop understanding of the mathematics of change
and variation. Dynamic geometry software (Laborde 2001) allowed students to
interact directly with objects, their shapes and measurements related to those
shapes, looking for consequences that are invariant with respect to a certain shape.
Computer algebra systems allowed students to make changes in variable values and
parameters of functions and see immediate consequences (Heid 1995). Each of
these projects involved “active learning” experiences, which laid the foundation for
the “action consequence” principle that guides the development of the technology
platform for the Building Concepts activities.

2.2 Action Consequence Principle

Many studies have pointed to the effectiveness of active learning where students are
engaged in the process of learning by actively processing, applying, and discussing
information in a variety of ways (Kilpatrick et al. 2001; National Research Council
(NRC) 2012, 1999; Michael and Model 2003). The theories of Mezirow (1997),
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Kolb’s learning cycle model (1984), and the work of Zull (2002) on brain theory all
suggest that people learn through the mechanism of participating in an immersive
mathematics experience, reflecting on these experiences, and attempting similar
strategies on their own. Mezirow introduced the notion of transformative learning
as a change process that transforms frames of reference for the learner. Key ele-
ments in this process are an “activating event” (Cranton 2002) that contributes to a
readiness to change (Taylor 2007). This is followed by critical reflection where the
learner works through his understanding in light of the new experiences, consid-
ering the sources and underlying premises (Cranton 2002). The third element of this
process is reflective discourse or dialogue in an environment that is accepting of
diverse perspectives (Mezirow 2000). The final step is acting on the new per-
spective, central for the transformation to occur (Baumgartner 2001). Kolb’s model
of experiential learning (1984) is a cycle containing four parts: concrete experience,
reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation;
experimentation leads once again to concrete experience.

Dynamic interactive technology provides a virtual environment in which these
kinds of learning opportunities can take place. Interactive dynamic technology goes
beyond linking students to multiple representations—visual, symbolic, numeric and
verbal—by providing them with visual representations they can directly manipulate
and control (Roschelle et al. 2000; Sacristan et al. 2010). Interactive dynamic
technology allows the learner to use technological tools to “explore and deepen
understanding of concepts” (CCSSM). Too often mathematics learning technolo-
gies are used as a “servant”, where the user employs the technology to create a
graph, perform calculations or generate a table. Building Concepts represents a shift
in the use of technology from “carrying out mathematical processes” to “learning
mathematics” (Dick and Burrill 2009).

This perspective is supported by a number of studies that suggest the strategic
use of technological tools can enhance the development of proficiencies such as
problem solving and mathematical reasoning (Kastberg and Leatham 2005;
Roschelle et al. 2010; Suh and Moyer 2007). Such technologies can help students
transfer mental images of concepts to visual interactive representations that lead to a
better and more robust understanding of the concept. Building Concepts activities
were designed to embody this notion of active learning, employing an “action/
consequence” principle, where the learner is to “deliberately take a mathematical
action, observing the consequences, and reflecting on the mathematical implications
of the consequences (Mathematics Education of Teachers II 2012, p. 34)”. The
software supports tasks that provide opportunities for the student to make mathe-
matical choices and reflect on what happens because of those choices. The next
section addresses the approach to content in Building Concepts and how it
embodies the action consequence principle.
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3 Building Conceptual Understanding

3.1 A Coherent Development of Concepts

The content in the K-8 CCSSM is designed to be focused and coherent within and
across grades with an emphasis on conceptual understanding that lays the foun-
dation for procedural fluency. Many traditional current materials in the U.S. cov-
ered a plethora of ideas in two textbook pages, giving students little opportunity to
develop any one idea fully let alone make connections among ideas. Building
Concepts is designed to thoughtfully consider the key ideas in building conceptual
understanding of important mathematical concepts. Thus, the activities focus on
fundamental concepts, typically one per activity, in a carefully developed sequence
of explorations aligned with the progressions documents. For example, the pro-
gression for ratio and proportional relationships defines a ratio as a pair of
non-negative quantities both of which are not 0, emphasizes equivalent ratios and
suggests that pairs of quantities in equivalent ratios be recorded in a table. Figure 1
displays the screen from What is a Ratio?, the first activity in Building Concepts:
Ratios and Proportional Reasoning, where the concept of ratio is introduced.
Students see a physical representation of this pairing, two circles to three rectangles,
and generate representations of equivalent ratios (action/consequence). They
observe patterns in the rectangular array, noticing the “pairing” as each row is
added to the representation and think about the numbers involved, initially addi-
tively—adding two blue circles and three green squares each time, but the multi-
plicative interpretation is also visible in the total number of circles and squares. The
arrow keys at the top allow students to change the original ratio to verify their
observations and conjectures with different numbers.

Figure 2, from Building a Table of Ratios, displays an original ratio, its physical
representation and a table of the numbers that compose equivalent ratios. Now
students are expected to reason about relationships among the numbers they see in

Fig. 1 Equivalent ratios
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the table, as well as the physical pattern, and observe the multiplicative relationship
between equivalent ratios. In Ratio Tables (Fig. 3), students move to the abstract,
where the physical representation of squares and circles is absent but can be recalled
as a basis for thinking about the ratios in the table. The next page in the file moves
one step farther, allowing students to generate equivalent ratios in any order,
building multiplicative understanding of equivalent ratios.

Another activity in Ratios and Proportional Relationships focuses on develop-
ing understanding of how to compare ratios and strategies for doing so. Figure 4
displays a problem posed in the progressions document about mixing cans of
yellow and red paint. The activity, Comparing Ratios, allows students to associate
visual representations of cans of paint with equivalent ratios displayed numerically
in a table (Fig. 5). Students refer to earlier work with equivalent ratios to answer
questions such as: Is a mixture of 2 red to 6 yellow a different shade than a mixture
of 5 red and 15 yellow? In considering different approaches for comparing the two

Fig. 2 Associating numbers
and ratios

Fig. 3 Ratio table
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mixtures, students investigate whether any of the equivalent ratios can be useful in
deciding which mixture would be more yellow.

When students select pairs of ratios with a common unit, such as 6 cans of red
paint (Fig. 6), the “action/consequence” move produces a visual representation of
the ratios that helps them make the comparison with respect to cans of yellow paint.
They confront misconceptions such as pairing cans of red and yellow and counting
the number of left over cans of yellow paint to determine the mixture that will have
the most yellow as well as consider what other pairs of ratios might also be used to
make the comparison.

Fig. 4 Mixture problem
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A third example from Ratios and Proportional Relationships illustrates how
static diagrams in the progressions documents (Fig. 7) were made interactive. In
Fig. 8, students repeatedly generate a horizontal and then vertical change associated
with a collection of equivalent ratios, observe the corresponding table and consider
the slope triangles and their relationship to each other and the line from the per-
spective of repeated addition. In Fig. 9, students enter values in the table to generate
equivalent ratios by multiplication, and the resulting pair is graphed leading to the
notion of scaling and similarity.

Because the activities within a content strand are based on the progressions for
that content area, they are sequenced in a developmental order, beginning in middle
grades and extending into high school. Figure 10 shows the progression of ratio
concepts from the initial concept of ratio as pairings of quantities through a tra-
jectory that leads to proportions to slope to functions and a parallel trajectory that
leads to geometric ideas of scaling, similarity and trigonometric ratios. Similar

Fig. 5 Visualizing ratios

Fig. 6 Equivalent ratios
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progression maps describe other content strands. While some of the activities can be
used “out of sequence”, the cumulative learning built into the complete set for a
strand will not happen if the activities are used without regard to the progression.
The activities can be associated with a grade level in the CCSSM but could be used
at any grade level as long as the sequence of ideas is maintained.

Fig. 8 Additive structure

Fig. 7 Graphing ratios
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3.2 The Tasks

The tasks in each activity were constructed following the advice of Black and
William (1998) with respect to formative assessment: “Tasks have to be justified in
terms of the learning aims that they serve, and they can work well only if oppor-
tunities for pupils to communicate their evolving understanding are built into the
planning (p. 143).” Thompson (2002) argued that the goal of a task is to have
students participating in conversations that foster reflection on some mathematical
“thing”. Thus, the majority of tasks in the activities create opportunities to discuss

Fig. 9 Multiplicative structure
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particular mathematical objects or ideas that need to be understood and to ensure
that specific conceptual issues and misconceptions will arise for students as they
engage in discussions.

Misconceptions: The tasks in the activities have been designed in light of the
research related to student learning, challenges and misconceptions (e.g., Zehavi
and Mann 2003). The well documented misconception that ðaþ bÞ2 ¼ a2 þ b2 is
deliberately addressed in the first activity,What is an Exponent?, in the Expressions
and Equations strand, where students experiment with “distributing” exponents
over all four operations, using the definition of exponents to examine expressions
and, as is done in much of this CCSSM strand, making connections back to
arithmetic to help their thinking. The misconception is confronted again in later
activities in Building Concepts: Expressions and Equations.

A common misconception in the statistics and probability strand relates to box
plots: the longer the section, the more data in that section. To build understanding
of the connection between the data and a box plot, a dot plot “morphs” into the box
plot, and students compare the number of data values in each section of the box plot
(Fig. 11). Moving points in the dot plot immediately displays the effect on the
corresponding box plot (Fig. 12), reinforcing the fact that medians and quartiles are
summary measures based on counting.

Tough to teach/tough to learn concepts: Many students struggle with adding
fractions, where they typically follow an algorithm they do not understand.
The CCSS stress the number line as a representation for fractions and the unit
fraction as a building block for developing operations with fractions. Figure 13
displays a screen from the activity on adding fractions with a common denominator,
where students visibly see how addition is the concatenation of two fractions both
multiples of the same unit fraction. They explicitly change the denominator of the
fractions and observe the results, giving them a physical model for the algebraic
formula, a/b + c/b = (a + c)/b. Students consider the number of unit fractions in
each of the two fractions and justify why the sum of the two fractions is the total

Fig. 11 Highlighting values
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number of unit fractions. Reflecting on the process of adding fractions with unlike
denominators in light of the visual representation of the sum of unit fractions,
students recognize that to add they must find equivalent fractions based on a
common unit fraction.

A second example of fragile conceptual understanding with respect to fractions
is the fact that a fraction has meaning only when the unit related to the fraction is
known. Figure 14 illustrates an activity in which students use geometric models to
create equivalent fractions and compare their work with others to make sense of a
“unit” using a visual model of equivalence.

In statistics, the conceptual transition from data represented in bar graphs to
plotting data on a number line has long been problematic. One consequence is the
fragile understanding of histograms, and another is the “make everything into a bar
graph” approach to graphical representations. In the activity Mean as Fair Share
students explore giving dogs “fair shares” of bags of dog food, first using a “take

Fig. 12 Moving points

Fig. 13 Adding fractions
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from the most and give to the least” strategy and then using a pooling strategy. At
the end of the activity students return to the first strategy, but this time the display
includes a number line (Fig. 15) where each dot represents a dog and its position on
the number line indicates the number of bags of dog food assigned to that dog.
Selecting a dot highlights the dog in the pictograph and vice versa. As students
move the bags from dog to dog, the corresponding points move. When each dog has
its “fair share”, the points are stacked at the mean number of bags of dog food per
dog. This lays the foundation for the next activity, which extends the definition of
mean as fair share to mean as the balance point of a distribution of data.

Note that the nature of the activities indicates they are not intended to be used for
“doing” mathematical procedures but rather provide a foundation for reasoning
about the mathematics that can support the transition to procedural fluency. When
students have a solid conceptual foundation, they can reason about the mathematics,

Fig. 14 Different size units

Fig. 15 Fair shares
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are less susceptible to common errors, less prone to forgetting and are able to see
connections and build relationships among ideas (NRC 1999).

3.3 Posing Questions

In addition to making sure that the tasks surface misconceptions and develop
conceptual understanding of “tough to teach/tough to learn” concepts, the questions
for each of the activities are created using some general guidelines below:

1. Activate prerequisite knowledge before it is used: e.g., Remember what the
solution to an equation represents. How is the solution to the equation reflected
in the picture on the screen? How do you know? (Equations and Operations)

2. Point out things to notice so students focus on what is important to observe; e.g.,
When you increase the value of the denominator of a unit fraction, how does the
number of equal parts in the interval from 0 to 1 change? What happens to the
length of those parts? (What is a Fraction?)

3. Ask for justifications and explanations; e.g., Make a conjecture about which data
set will have the largest mean. Explain why you think your conjecture might be
correct. Use the file to check your thinking (Mean as Balance Point).

4. Make connections to earlier tasks or to an immediately previous action taken by
the student. (Questions should not come out of the blue.); e.g., Look at your
answers for question 2 and see if you want to change them now that you have
looked at the values when they are ordered (Median and Interquartile Range).

5. Include both positive and negative examples in developing understanding of
definitions, theorems and rules; e.g., Which of the following seems like the best
definition of an exponent? Explain your reasoning. An exponent a) is a multi-
plier; b) is a factor, c) tells how many times a number is used as a factor; d) tells
you to multiply a number by another number (What is an Exponent?).

6. Have students consider the advantages/disadvantages of each approach when it
is possible to carry out a task using multiple strategies; e.g., Petra claims you
should always use a unit fraction or a unit rate for solving missing value ratio
problems. Do you agree? Give an example to support your thinking? (Double
Number Line)

7. Be explicit about possible misconceptions: e.g., Decide whether the following
statements are true or false. Give an example to support your thinking.
(a) Some equations have more than one solution. (b) Some equations do not
have any solutions. (c) Some equations have an infinite number of solutions.
(d) Some expressions always have even numbers as outputs (What is an
Equation?).

Choosing good tasks, paying attention to cognitive demand and to student
misconceptions, and asking the right questions are not the whole story. When a
dynamic interactive platform is integral to the development of ideas, the platform
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must support both the mathematics and the user as a learner, i.e., careful attention
must be paid to the design of the activities. The next section describes the principles
used in designing Building Concepts interactive activities.

4 Design Principles for Building Concepts Activities

4.1 Mathematical Fidelity

To have mathematical fidelity, the software should be mathematically correct; for
example, the boundary line for the graph of y\2xþ 3 should not be solid; a side of
a triangle in the Euclidean plane should not be associated with a negative slope
without reference to a coordinate system. To maintain mathematical fidelity, what
students view onscreen should always be mathematically acceptable, i.e., two box
plots on the same screen should refer to the same scale. Some technologies have
serious flaws in their ability to be mathematical faithful (for example, round off
error and limited precision can result in bizarre graphs in given situations). This
suggests that the design of activities using the software should consider the context
and the mathematical behaviours of objects on screen.

4.2 User Experience

To support the action/consequence principle, the user interface should eliminate
obstacles that get in the way or distract the user from easily and immediately being
able to attach meaning to both the action and the consequence. The design of the
tool should pay attention to cognitive processes appropriate for students’ reasoning
and knowledge base. A decimal scale on the horizontal axis of a dot plot of data
such as that in Fig. 16 (Statkey 2012), which might be appropriate for upper level
students, would be conceptually difficult for younger students to interpret. They
would typically struggle with why three of the dots are colored and what 0.025 on
the right side of the screen represents. The aim should be to support mathematical
thinking as opposed to finding results efficiently (the shortest way to a solution) or a
“showy” illustration with little mathematical substance. Students should not be
asked to spend time sorting out the actions on the screen but rather on making sense
of the mathematics they can observe. (For example, in Fig. 17, dragging the point L
changes measures on the screen, but the display is cluttered and does not help
students see the connections between the sides, angles and proportions.)

Even the location of plots within a panel can make a difference in student
understanding. Budgett and colleagues (2013) hypothesized that the vertical
arrangement of the graphics panel within the dynamic visualization tool
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(http://www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/*wild/VIT/) used in their study of randomization
in statistics made a difference in what students took from the activities.

Design principles used for creating websites can be useful in thinking about the
user interface when designing interactive applets. Visual design guidelines advo-
cated by the US Department of Health and Human Services (http://www.usability.
gov/what-and-why/visual-design.html) include:

Fig. 16 Sampling proportions

Fig. 17 Similarity
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• Unity: everything on a page visually and conceptually belongs together; e.g., an
image must relate to the text it is next to, for the overall message to make sense.

• Gestalt: users perceive the overall design as opposed to individual elements.
• Space: placement of objects reduces noise and increases readability. Simple

designs are best.
• Hierarchy: difference in importance of items is conveyed using font sizes,

colors, and placement on the page. Usually, items at the top are perceived as
most important.

• Contrast: some items stand out because of differences in size, color, direction,
and other characteristics.

• Consistency: continuity is maintained throughout a design where pieces work
together over an interface. This simplifies learning the interface for the user.

Implicit in these principles is the notion of clarity, (Schwier and Misanchuk
1993) where the meaning of an image is readily apparent to the viewer and the
message is reduced to the absolute essentials.

In Building Concepts, these guidelines from web design were adapted to ensure
that the experience would maximize learning opportunities for students by creating
interactive files that:

• Use simple but mathematically meaningful actions (examples: entering a value,
changing a parameter by clicking on a directional arrow, dragging a point on a
number line) (gestalt);

• Have visible cues for actions students can take and for the consequences stu-
dents should be noticing or thinking about (space);

• Minimize use of text on screen (clarity);
• Use color only to make connections and enhance understanding (contrast);
• Locate changing quantities as close together as possible (proximity/unity);
• Display information in order of importance, in terms of position, font size

(contrast);
• Use same core design features within and across the files (reset, representation

of moveable dots, behaviour of arrow keys, etc.) (consistency).

Color is often misused in creating visual representations. If objects and text are
colored gratuitously, the color can introduce unnecessary distractions rather than
suggesting important connections. Figure 18 shows the color wheel (invented by
Newton in 1666 when he transformed the bar of colors created by light passing
through a prism into a segmented circle, where the size of segment differed
according to wavelength and width in the spectrum) can help designers choose
effective color combinations. To find a harmonious color scheme, use any two
colors straight across from each other on the wheel, any three colors that are the
vertices of an equilateral triangle or of an isosceles triangle or any four colors that
are the vertices of a rectangle. Thus, blue and orange or purple, red-orange and
yellow-green could be used to enhance visual images.
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One facet of hierarchy or emphasis is sometimes not obvious; displaying
information in order of importance has relevance for the location of buttons and
elements that change. Eye tracking studies suggest that people scan computer
screens in an “F” pattern, starting from the top and left of the screen. The right side
of the screen is rarely seen. This suggests the design of interactive files should
position important interactions or information at the top or left of the screen. http://
shortiedesigns.com/2014/03/10-top-principles-effective-web-design/.

Figures 19 and 20 from Building Concepts: Equations and Operations illustrate
the use of both color and emphasis. The additive change is colored green in both
files (+10 and +4), a purplish pink color is used for the variable, and blue is used for
the constant on the right. A violet color, complementary to the pinkish color,
represents the multiplicative factor on Sect. 2.2. The arrow buttons and the
important things to observe, the changing equation, are at the top. The cues sig-
naling which objects are moveable are given by the handles on the line segments.

Designing technology interfaces should be attentive to user interface issues to
fully exploit the action consequence principle, making both the action and conse-
quences transparent and immediate. The next section describes TI Nspire software
as a choice for the interactive dynamic documents.

Fig. 18 Color wheel (sustland.umn.edu)
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5 Use of TI Nspire Platform

The TI Nspire platform easily lends itself to the construction of the interactive
documents, which are related to the applet-family concept (Dick and Burrill 2009).
The documents are written in Lua and can be used on handhelds, computers or
iPads. The developer has devised several “meta” programs, such as an interactive
number line, buttons, and clickers that are used frequently in creating the files. Lua
allows the creator to program behaviors using the infrastructure of the Nspire, but
the end product restricts the user from interacting with any of the Nspire applica-
tions (spreadsheet, graphs, geometry, data collection). This has two advantages.
First, the documents provide “safe” environments in which students can play with a
mathematical idea in a variety of ways but where the opportunity to go astray is

Fig. 20 Equation cx ¼ b

Fig. 19 Equation xþ a ¼ b
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limited (Dick 2008). Second, the technology learning curve is short. The user needs
only to know how to get the files on their device, find and open them, and turn
pages. The interactivity is restricted to dragging, clicking or selecting an object, and
entering numerical values.

Challenges to using the documents vary with the hardware platform. A user
might experience some frustration due to lack of familiarity with the touchpad on
the handheld device. To address this, when possible, the movements are enabled by
using the arrows and tab keys on the handheld keyboard. In some instances, such as
changing the factor in a multiplication problem, the user can select the handheld
Menu and use the document specific options given there instead of moving the
cursor over the number and making the change directly. Entering numerical values
poses a problem on the iPad with its touchscreen interface. This was addressed by
building a keypad into the document when it was necessary (See Fig. 3). Screen
size, especially on the handheld, limits the use of multiple displays.

One challenge related to the computer software and displaying the documents on
LCD projectors is the diffusion of color; projectors have various interfaces that
change, mute or enhance certain colors in ways that vary from machine to machine.
This makes testing the colors a time consuming task, and one that still may not
produce effective results for some projectors.

Building Concepts is intended to serve each of the content strands in the
CCSSM. The next section describes the activities in three of those strands.

6 Building Concepts Content Strands

6.1 Building Concepts: Fractions

Building Concepts: Fractions (2014) consists of a series of 15 interactive dynamic
files designed to develop concepts related to fractions and operations with fractions.
The development, based on the approach advocated by Wu (2011) and aligned with
the CCSSM, uses number lines and area models to help students visualize a fraction
as a number (Mack 1995) and develop the arithmetic operations and concepts
related to the meaning of fraction, with a particular emphasis on equivalent fractions
and their role in fraction operations. A strong emphasis is placed on the notion of a
unit fraction and the role of unit in interpreting fraction relationships (Clark and
Roche 2009; Lamon 1999). The file and questions are intended to support the
transition from words to symbols (Sowder 1992), and enable students to recognize
that fractions can be larger than 1, understand that whole numbers can be repre-
sented as fractions (Siegler and Pyke 2012), and recognize a larger denominator
does not determine the larger fraction (Fazio et al. 2012).
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6.2 Building Concepts: Ratios and Proportions

The 15 activities in Building Concepts: Ratios and Proportions (2015) develop
ratio as pairings of quantities that vary together. Consistent with the CCSSM and
countries such as Japan (Ministry of Education 2008), while a fraction such as a
unit rate can be associated with a ratio, ratio as a concept is broader than fraction.
Students engage in visual and interactive strategies (i.e., double number lines, ratio
tables) for solving problems involving ratios and proportion to overcome the dif-
ficulty they typically have using algorithms (Lamon 2007; Singh 2000), where they
often think any problem with three values and one unknown is a proportional
relationship. The activities provide a deliberate and careful investigation into the
difference between multiplicative and additive situations (Lamon 1999). A major
focus is on equivalent ratios. Research suggests students can create equivalent ratios
using simple numbers such as doubling and halving (Empson and Knudsen 2003)
but have trouble with more complicated situations. The activities relate collections
of equivalent ratios to ordered pairs in a coordinate grid, develop the notion of
a slope triangle and the relation of slope to unit rates, introduce proportional
relationships and connect them to graphs, and relate proportional reasoning to scale
factors.

6.3 Building Concepts: Statistics and Probability

The activities in Building Concepts: Statistics and Probability (2016) are closely
aligned with the CCSSM and also with the Guidelines for Assessment and
Instruction in Statistics Education (Franklin et al. 2007), which describe the sta-
tistical process as consisting of four parts: formulating a question, collecting data,
analyzing data and interpreting results. All of these are enacted in the presence of
variability, a recurring theme in the statistics and probability progression. The
activities begin with a focus on asking a statistical question and looking at distri-
butions of life spans and maximum speed of animals. Measures of center and spread
are introduced together, recognizing that either measure alone tells a very incom-
plete story about the distribution of the data. This helps students take both center
and spread into account when reasoning about variation in a variety of situations
(Shaughnessy et al. 1999). When appropriate, data points are moveable to call
attention to features of the data and of the different plots. Probability is introduced
through games, and a choice of simulation models such as coins and spinners
allows students to simulate probability distributions and sampling distributions. The
activities enable students to experience variability by comparing random samples,
generating simulated distributions of sample statistics, and observing the effect of
sample size on sampling distributions (Hodgson 1996; del Mas et al. 1999). The
middle grade activities end with an investigation fitting models to data sets and
examining the error in various models.
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Each file is accompanied by supporting materials that include (1) a description of
the mathematics that underlies the file; (2) a description of the file and how to use it;
(3) possible mathematical objectives for student learning; (4) sample questions for
student investigation; and (5) a set of typical assessment tasks.

7 Issues and Potential Pitfalls

7.1 Potential Pitfalls in Designing Activities

The platform affords a vast number of opportunities to enact the action/consequence
principle by exploiting the dynamic linkages that can be created between virtually
any two objects (where an object is a number, or an expression, or a graph, or a
point, or a geometric figure, or a spreadsheet cell, or …). Using this feature allows
for the creation of mathematical scenarios or “microworlds” where a student can
take an action on at least one of the objects and immediately see a change in the
linked object(s). But it is also very easy to create a microworld that leaves the
student as a passive observer where the “consequence” may be simply an animation
triggered by pushing a button. Design decisions must be made as to what conse-
quences are supplied by the device and which must be supplied by the student. For
example, in a probability simulation, should the student or the device record the
outcomes of tossing a coin until you have four heads? When should the process be
automated with the number of successes being plotted for 500 repetitions of the
simulation? The challenge is to design the interaction in ways that engage students
in thinking about the mathematics and not just observing an outcome. Without
careful guidance and questioning, this can too easily happen when students use a
computer algebra system (CAS), where they turn over the mechanics to the device
but are not engaged in reasoning about the process.

Another potential pitfall is to ensure that the focus of the activities is on
developing conceptual understanding and not just “doing” the mathematics.
Essential to the action/consequence principle is the notion that the action taken by
the student is a purposeful choice that has mathematical meaning for the student.
When the action is pushing a button and the consequence is the graph of a large
data set, the action itself may not be perceived by the student as mathematically
meaningful; the interaction between mathematical objects is missing, and the same
results could have been achieved with simple graphing software. Such results, while
obviously very useful, do not push students to reflect on connections to underlying
concepts. In contrast, moving a point and observing no change in the interquartile
range for a distribution of data provokes the opportunity to reflect on what an
interquartile range is and how one is constructed. The challenge is to focus some of
these output driven procedures in a more conceptual direction.
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7.2 The Role of the Teacher

Technology alone will not make a difference in student learning. The teacher is the
mediator of the interaction between the students, the technology and the learning
(Drijvers 2012; Laborde 2001; Roschelle et al. 2010; Suh 2010). Research about
effective use of interactive applets in learning statistical concepts suggests teachers
should engage students in activities that not only help them confront their mis-
conceptions but also provide them with feedback (del Mas et al. 1999). Allowing
students to engage in unfettered “play” with interactive technology is appealing but
by itself will not maximize learning opportunities; even a well-designed interactive
activity is unlikely to be effective unless students’ interaction with it is carefully
structured by the teacher (Lane and Peres 2006). Managing classrooms to effec-
tively use technology means involving students in discussing observations after an
activity to focus on important observations, helping them become aware of missed
observations, and engaging them in reflecting on how important observations are
connected (Chance et al. 2007).

The teacher notes offer potential questions for the activities, suggestions for
structuring lessons and for managing discussions in ways that support learning. But
implementing the activities requires that teachers have confidence in their content
knowledge and an understanding of what it means to teach, something not all
school teachers in the U.S. are prepared to do.

7.3 Changes in Content

Perhaps the biggest challenge to the CCSSM and to Building Concepts is that
“teachers prefer to teach as they were taught” (Cheek and Castle 1981; Kennedy
1991). The CCSSM advocates for coherent and consistent mathematical stories
across the grades and not only organizes but presents mathematics from a different
perspective. Unfortunately, many teachers work new ideas into their old curriculum
and traditional practice rather than accepting an entirely new approach.

8 Conclusion

Very preliminary results from piloting seem promising. Initial results of a study
using Building Concepts: Fractions (2014) with teachers in a preservice methods
course for elementary teachers suggest that the activities made a difference for
teachers’ understanding of and ability to use fractions. Pre and posttest scores were
compared for those who used the technology based activities with those who
received instruction in use of concrete manipulatives, such as Cuisenaire rods and
fraction strips. Evidence from a school test site suggests that students struggling
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with mathematical concepts outperformed other students on the state assessment
after using Building Concepts: Ratios and Proportional Reasoning (2015). Other
pilot sites are currently being established for the materials as they are being
developed.

In Ben-Zvi and Friedland (1997) noted that technology for teaching and learning
has evolved over the years, progressively allowing the work to shift to a higher
cognitive level enabling a focus on planning and anticipating results rather than on
carrying out procedures. Since then technology has provided powerful new ways to
assist students in exploring and thinking about ideas, allowing them to focus on
interpretation of results and understanding concepts rather than on computational
mechanics. And technology continues to change and offers opportunity to rethink
what and how we operate in our classrooms and how that is related to the world
outside of the classrooms (Gould 2011). If we use technology to do what we have
been doing, we will get the same results (Ehrmann 1995). This paper proposes a
program based on an action consequence principle to add new thinking to new
technology to enhance mathematics teaching and learning for all students.
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Tensions in the Design of Mathematical
Technological Environments: Tools
and Tasks for the Teaching of Linear
Functions

Alison Clark-Wilson

Abstract The design of tasks for the exploration of mathematical concepts
involving technology can take several starting points. In many cases the ‘tool’ is
predefined as an existing mathematics application with an embedded set of design
principles that shape the mathematical tasks that are possible. In other cases, the
tool and tasks are designed through a more dynamic process whereby designers and
educators engage in a discourse that influences the resulting tasks. The chapter will
begin with a brief description of a longitudinal study, and its theoretical framework
that resulted in a rubric to inform the design of tasks that privilege the exploration
of mathematical variants and invariants (Clark-Wilson and Timotheus in ICMI
study 22 task design in mathematics education, UK: Oxford, 2013; Clark-Wilson in
How does a multi-representational mathematical ICT tool mediate teachers’
mathematical and pedagogical knowledge concerning variance and invariance?
2010). This rubric is then used as a construct for the post-priori analysis of two
tasks that introduced the concept of linear functions and that use different tech-
nologies. Conclusions will be drawn that highlight subtle tensions that relate to the
mathematical knowledge at stake and to the design principles of the underlying
technology and task.

Keywords Mathematics � Digital technology � Task design � Linear functions

1 Introduction

An important premise for the design of any task in mathematics education concerns
the very nature of the mathematical knowledge that the task is intended to develop,
which might encompass facts, skills, algorithms, relationships, notations etc. that
are all situated within the particular mathematical culture. Alongside this, the
diversity of the mathematical processes through which users engaged in the task
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might construct their mathematical knowledge could require her to represent,
visualise, conjecture, notate, estimate, reason, justify, generalise and so on. I am in
strong agreement with Mason, Graham and Johnston-Wilder’s premise that ‘a
lesson without the opportunity for learners to express a generality is not in fact a
mathematics lesson’ (Mason et al. 2005, p. 297). That is, the core purpose of the
tasks that we offer to learners of mathematics is to expand their frame of mind
through an ongoing process of validating or refuting mathematical knowledge.
Consequently, the work described in this chapter has emanated from two projects in
which tasks have been designed within technology-mediated environments to
privilege learners’ first-hand dynamic exploration of mathematical variants and
invariants within English mathematics classroom settings (11–16 years).

2 Theoretical Framework

A longitudinal study that involved 15 English teachers of secondary school
mathematics in the design, teaching and evaluation of 75 lesson activities resulted
in a rubric for mathematical task design within dynamic multi-representational
digital environments (Clark-Wilson 2010; Clark-Wilson and Timotheus 2013). In
this study the teachers were designing tasks that required students to use the
TI-Nspire v1.8 handheld device or computer software (Texas Instruments 2007b),
which at that time was a new digital environment for all concerned.

This research was framed within an activity-theoretic approach that interprets the
Vygotskian notion of activity as a ‘unit of analysis that included both the individual
and his/her culturally defined environment’ (Wertsch 1981). Verillon and Rabardel
elaborated this earlier theory to develop the instrumental approach within tech-
nological environments (Verillon and Rabardel 1995). This construct has been
further expanded by the mathematics education research community to include the
notions: instrumentation; instrumentalisation; instrumental genesis; instrumental
orchestration and documentational genesis. (Drijvers and Trouche 2008; Guin and
Trouche 1999; Trouche 2004; Gueudet and Trouche 2009; Drijvers 2012;
Haspekian 2014). These ideas concern the complex and interrelated processes of:

• Learning to use a new technology for purposeful mathematical activity;
• Designing tasks for students to initiate purposeful mathematical activity;
• Collating the various artifacts that comprise the ‘document system’ for the

activity;
• Supporting students to learn to use technology for purposeful mathematical

activity;
• Articulating the teacher’s role in supporting the students to navigate their

respective routes through the various artifacts that comprise the activity to
include interaction with the technology.
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It is important to comment that within the research contexts from which these
notions have emanated, the chosen technologies fit Pierce and Stacey’s description
of ‘mathematical analysis tools’ (Pierce and Stacey 2008), which include tech-
nologies such as computer algebra software (CAS), dynamic geometry software
(DGS), graphing software and spreadsheet software. The TI-Nspire technology
used within my earlier research afforded a range of ‘applications’ that included:
calculator; spreadsheet; dynamic geometry; function graphing; statistical calcula-
tion and graphing; built in commands i.e. factor(n); and text editing. In all of these
environments, the facility to save numeric outputs as variables supported the linking
of variables within and between these different representations.

A second important theoretical construct of significance to the study was that of
a multiple representational environment, which was postulated initially by Kaput
(1986) in his vision for the way in which technology might support higher–level
engagement with mathematics. In the intervening years, different genres of tech-
nologies have afforded opportunities to engage with mathematics dynamically by
observing the simultaneous views of different representations, for example, the
representations of a function, its graph and a table of its associated coordinate
values. The development of ‘dragging’ an image through the interface of a mouse
(or pen or finger) has afforded further forms of mathematical interaction.

As the study progressed, an element of the teachers’ epistemological develop-
ment was related to their realisation that expressing generality was a very important
aspect of the tasks that they went on to design, although this was not necessarily
realised at the time. Other elements of the teachers’ professional learning concerned
increasing attention to the way that the digital environment supported or hindered
the expression of generality, the design of the associated supporting resources, and
the teacher’s role in mediating the associated classroom discourse. The evidence
from the study suggested that the process of designing tasks that utilise such
environments to privilege explorations of variance and invariance is a highly
complex process, which requires teachers to carefully consider how variance and
invariance might be manifested within any given mathematical topic. The relevance
and importance of the initial example space and how this might be productively
expanded to support learners towards the desired generalisation is a crucial aspect
of task design. For example, the example space might need to be flexible enough to
enable the students to explore and generate different example sets, which might be
accomplished by dragging an on-screen object that drives a variant property.

The starting point for any classroom task is its initial design, and the following
set of questions, generated as a result of this study, offer a research-informed
approach to the design process:

• What is the generalisable property within the mathematics topic under
investigation?

• How might this property manifest itself within the multi-representational tech-
nological environment—and which of these manifestations is at an accessible
level for the students concerned?
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• What forms of interaction with the multi-representational technology will reveal
the desired manifestation?

• What labelling and referencing notations will support the articulation and
communication of the generalisation that is being sought?

• What might the ‘flow’ of mathematical representations (with and without
technology) look like as a means to illuminate and make sense of the
generalisation?

• What forms of interaction between the students and teacher will support the
generalisation to be more widely communicated?

• How might the original example space be expanded to incorporate broader
related generalisations? (Clark-Wilson 2010, p. 242-3)

These questions will be used as a rubric later in this chapter.
Discussions during the ICMI Study Conference 22 on Task Design (Margolinas

2013) led Paul Drijvers to contribute a further question: How do you know that this
generalisation is true for all cases? (Can it be proved?) However, these questions
only become useful as one begins to consider the study of a particular mathematical
topic in relation to the teaching context, that is the age, prior attainment and
prevalent teaching and learning culture for the students for whom a task is being
designed.

What follows are two examples of mathematical tasks that have been designed
as early introductions to linear functions within lower secondary mathematics. The
first example is a task designed by one of the participating teachers within the
original research study that used TI-Nspire computer software (the teacher) and
handheld technology (the teacher and students). The second task was designed to be
accessed within a web browser for the more recent Cornerstone Maths project
(Clark-Wilson et al. 2015b, a brief description of which is provided below). These
examples are used both to provide a deeper discussion of the task design rubric and
to highlight some of the tensions within the process of task design.

3 Task Examples: Introducing Linear Functions

When these tasks were designed, the English National Curriculum (Department for
Children Schools and Families 2007) stipulated the following content knowledge
related to linear functions for students aged 11–14 years1: The study of mathematics
should include linear equations, formulae, expressions and identities (2007 p. 145),
which was exemplified by the attainment target:

They [the students] formulate and solve linear equations with whole-number coefficients.
They represent mappings expressed algebraically, and use Cartesian coordinates for
graphical representation interpreting general features (2007, p. 150).

1This was replaced by a new National Curriculum in 2013 (Department of Education 2013).
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It is from this starting point that teachers make decisions about the tasks they
design and adapt, which requires a consideration of the particular mathematical and
pedagogic starting points alongside the finer mathematical progression of the
stipulated content knowledge.

3.1 Task 1—Investigating Straight Lines

The task that follows was designed by an experienced teacher who was confident
with a range of existing mathematical technologies and chose to use the TI-Nspire
PC software with a group of 11–12 year olds to meet her mathematical learning
objective ‘To be able to discover the gradient and intercept and how they connect to
the [linear] equation’. She displayed the task instructions as shown in Fig. 1 and
informed the students to: ‘work with a partner; be systematic; use lots of different
pages to record your findings; and experiment with different layouts’.

The students, a homogenous2 class of 30 boys and girls, worked in small groups
of twos and threes around laptop computers in their regular mathematics classroom.
During the one hour lesson, the teacher moved around the classroom, interacting
with groups of students to support them to: get started on the task; overcome
technological issues (how to input functions, how to split the page to enable them to
record their learning notes alongside their graphs, etc.); and to question them about
their choice of functions and provide motivational encouragement. The teacher did
not choose to convene a whole-class discussion at any point during this particular
lesson. Instead, the students posted their task conclusions to the school’s virtual
learning environment, which the teacher reviewed and responded to after the lesson.
In the subsequent lesson, the students worked further on the task before each group
presented their findings to the whole class.

The work of one pair of students (a boy and a girl), which is typical of the work
produced by the class in terms of its content, layout, and the informal language
within the learning notes, is shown below in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the order in
which they presented to the class.

In her detailed evaluation of the students’ activity during the lesson, the teacher
concluded the following:

Previously they had plotted coordinates and joined them up to make a straight line. They
were first of all quite amazed that they could just type in the equation and the line would
appear automatically. They began to realise that changing the equation affected the graph in
different ways, and that the number before the x affected it differently from changing the
number added on.

2The students in most English state schools are organised into setted mathematics classes,
according to their prior attainment.
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They first of all were very unsure about what to do and needed some prompting, especially
on how to fix one variable and alter the other so they did not end up with loads of random
looking lines on the page. Mostly it was just an idea of where to start and what equation to
type in initially, and then once they had told me what they wanted to fix and what they
wanted to change they were fine. Most students managed to reach the conclusion that as the
number before the x gets bigger the line gets steeper, and that the number on the end moves
the graph and you can make parallel lines. Hardly any had yet managed to generalise to
look at fractions or negatives.

Fig. 1 Task instructions as
displayed to the students

Fig. 2 Pupils’response:
Screen 1

Fig. 3 Pupils’response:
Screen 2
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This task design is highly typical of tasks that introduce the gradient and
intercept properties of linear functions using mathematical technologies, which
have prevailed in English classrooms since the late 1980s.3 Although the student
use of technology to explore mathematical concepts is still under-reported in
English secondary school practice (Office for Standards in Education 2008, 2012),
research continues to report similar approaches (Ruthven and Hennessy 2003;
Godwin and Sutherland 2004).

3.2 Task 2—Controlling Characters with Equations

The example that follows ‘Controlling characters with equations’ is a task from a
sequence of tasks focused on linear functions—one of three curriculum units
developed during the Cornerstone Maths project (2011–2014). Cornerstone Maths
(CM) is a collaborative design research project involving colleagues at the UCL

Fig. 4 Pupils’response:
Screen 3

Fig. 5 Pupils’response:
Screen 4

3From graphing calculators and software packages such as Mouseplotter (BBC Micro), Coypu
(Acorn/PC), Omnigraph (PC) and Autograph (PC/Mac/iPad).
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Knowledge Lab, University College London and SRI International, USA that has
the particular aim to widen student access to dynamic mathematical technology in
lower secondary classrooms across England to support the teaching of ‘hard to
teach topics’. (For a fuller description of this project and its research outcomes, see
(Clark-Wilson et al. 2015a; Hoyles et al. 2013). Central to its design is the ‘cur-
riculum activity system’, which incorporates digital resources, pupil workbooks,
teacher guides and teacher professional development (Vahey et al. 2013). The
digital resources for each of the curriculum units have been developed in html5 to
enable wider access by students through a web browser and so overcome the need
for software to be installed and maintained on school computer networks, a known
barrier to technology use in English mathematics classrooms. In each case a rapid
prototyping methodology was adopted to the design of the web-based software by
taking the desirable features of existing software that had already been shown to
enhance students’ mathematical learning. In the case of the CM curriculum unit on
linear functions, its software antecedent was SimCalc, for which a body of research
exists (Hegedus and Roschelle 2013; Kaput and Schorr 2008). The curriculum unit
includes 14 separate tasks for students, not all of which require access to tech-
nology. This particular task has been selected as its learning objectives most closely
align with those of the earlier example.

Equations are a form of mathematical representation. Graphs and tables are other forms.
Equations can be written based on tables or graphs. You can “translate” between graphs,
tables and equations. Time, distance and speed are represented differently in these three
representations. For equations of the form y = mx, in motion contexts, m is the speed of a
moving object. (SRI International & Institute of Education 2013, p. iv).

Figure 6 shows the digital resource that accompanies the task. When the play
button is activated, the character (Shakey the robot) moves along the horizontal
number line, and Shakey’s position and time are highlighted simultaneously on the
position-time graph and within the table (using colour). In Fig. 6. the animation has
been paused at t = 3 seconds.

In the task, the students adopt the role of a digital games designer. The task
narrative informs them that they are learning the underlying mathematics to enable
them to design interesting computer games for mobile devices. The pupils are asked
to edit4 the scenario in Fig. 6 to meet different mathematical constraints (i.e. to
make ‘Shakey’ move slower and faster) and to record the resulting graph, table of
values and equation in their workbooks. The process of editing the software, which
has the effect of altering the starting position, speed and overall travel time, is
accomplished in the following ways:

• The starting position of the character is varied by: dragging the character;
dragging the point representing t = 0 on the position-time graph in a vertical

4The pupils are not given guidance on how to do this in the pupil workbook. Also, during their
initial professional development teachers are discouraged from demonstrating the different ways to
edit the software to pupils before pupils have had an opportunity to explore the editing func-
tionality for themselves.
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direction; and/or inputting a numeric value representing ‘c’ in the equation
(Fig. 7).

• The gradient/speed is varied by: dragging the end-point of the line segment in a
vertical direction and/or inputting a numeric value representing ‘m’ in the
equation (Fig. 8).

Fig. 6 The dynamic digital environment that accompanies the task ‘Controlling characters with
equations’

Fig. 7 Varying the character’s start position
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• Dragging the position of the ‘hot spot’ on the x-axis in a horizontal direction
varies the overall travel time (Fig. 9).

Due to the scale of the CornerstoneMaths project, over 180 teachers have taught all
or some of the linear functions unit to approximately 6000 students. A scrutiny of the
pupil workbooks of one particular gender mixed class of twenty-eight 12–13 year

Fig. 8 Varying the speed/gradient

Fig. 9 Varying the travel time
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olds revealed that all of the students were able to edit the graph and sketch the graphs
to meet the given constraints (slower and faster). Furthermore, sixteen students gave a
written description of the mathematical differences between the two scenarios that
they had created, which used language such as ‘steeper’, ‘more shallow’, ‘more
gradient’ to explain the differences between the slower and faster scenarios. Therewas
also a great variety in the notations that pupils used to record the ‘equation’ and their
interpretations of the decimal notation that the software displayed. For example, most
students recorded the equation exactly as it was displayed, i.e. y = 8.0x + 0, whereas
others recorded it as y = 8x + 0 or y = 8x. One student represented the equation in a
way that was consistent with the table of values, recording the equation as 40x = y
(see Fig. 10).

The diversity of the students’ responses exemplifies the software tool’s role as a
semiotic mediator supporting the students’ personal constructions of meaning
related to linear functions and related notations (Bartolini Bussi and Mariotti 2008).

4 Post-priori Analysis

The task design rubric is now used to analyse the two tasks, paying attention to both
the designer’s perspective and the implications of this supported by the evidence of
the students’ responses to the tasks in the respective classrooms (Table 1).

Fig. 10 One student’s own graph of ‘Fast Shakey’
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5 Conclusions

The analysis of the two task examples, which had both been designed to introduce
the concept of linear functions to lower secondary students in a dynamic techno-
logical environment reveals subtle tensions that relate to the mathematical knowl-
edge that is being addressed by the task and aspects of the process of task design.

5.1 Mathematical Knowledge

It is clear that different aspects of mathematical knowledge concerning linear
functions were being addressed by the two tasks, with the first task adopting a pure
mathematical context whereas the second task involved a realistic motion context.
However, both tasks sought to involve students in explorations of the variant and
invariant properties of linear functions.

The analysis does indicate that the cognitive load for Task 1 is higher as it not
only requires the students to begin by choosing which variable they will focus on
but the task also relies on them making sense of:

• which line relates to which function;
• the particular notation adopted by the tool (i.e. f17(x) = 5�x + 2);
• and the range of values of x that is automatically plotted.

Consequently, although the task enables students to be ‘successful’ in that they can
notice the most obvious generalizations—that the value of ‘m’ controls the
appearance of the graph and that greater values of ‘m’ result in steeper lines—the
task did not provide opportunities for students to link this with other representations
in the technology, in particular the table of values, which would have enabled a
deeper justification.5

By contrast, even though Task 2 involved more representations on the screen
that were dynamically linked, each animation generated an example for which the
links between the representations had been made visually explicit. By looking at
fewer linear functions in a greater depth, it is possible for students to recognize key
features within each representation and, therefore be better placed to be able to see
the connections between them. This presents a tension for the designer. Does she
offer a task environment that gives a global view of the mathematical domain using
multiply-linked representations and then ‘zoom’ in on particular features to reveal
particular variant and invariant properties or does she offer a focused view and
subsequently ‘pan-out’ to support the student to connect the variant and invariant
properties within the dynamically connected representations?

5The teacher did begin the lesson by reminding the students that, in order to generate each graph,
the computer used a ‘function machine’—an idea and representation that was familiar to the
students.
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This highlights the complexity of the initial task design process in defining the
mathematical domain that a task is intended to address, the nature of the initial
example space and the intended user pathway through this space that incorporates
different ‘instrument utilization schema’ (Verillon and Rabardel 1995).
Increasingly, when designing tasks within dynamic mathematical environments,
designers are including follow-on tasks away from the technology that support
students to make more explicit links with the formal paper and pencil methods. For
example, in the technology-mediated aspects of Task 2, which emphasizes the
mathematical content of position-time graphs and the concept of speed, it was
necessary to provide accompanying tasks away from the computer. These tasks
required students to work flexibly from different mathematical starting points to
develop a complete set of mathematical representations and support them to work
fluently between these representations. For example, given some key values within
the table of values, could they construct the related equation and graph?

5.2 Design Principles—Technology and Tasks

It is important to (re)state that Task 1 was designed by a teacher for use in her own
classroom as part of her early experiences with a new software tool. This example
has been selected here as it typifies a genre of tasks that have been prevalent within
technology use in English classrooms. However, although prevalent, this task
approach has not been widely used and, on reflection, the post-priori analysis
provided by the task design rubric may offer some insight into why such tasks have
not become embedded within localised schemes of work. The very open nature of
the task coupled with the resulting display of the software may have been sufficient
for students to draw a broad conclusion, but there may have been insufficient
direction in the task design to draw students’ direct attention to key features, that is
to support them to ‘notice’ important aspects of the graph. Interestingly, the
functionality is present in the software to support this further work, for example, to
reveal the table of values. However, in the teacher’s early lesson design, she was
either unaware or chose not to use this representation within the task.

By comparison, Task 2 was designed by a team that involved software designers,
researchers and teachers over several years, and the task included multiple dynamic
representations of several particular functions. The analysis of Task 2 using the
design rubric, supported by evidence of students’ outcomes suggest that the cog-
nitive load of Task 2 was manageable for the students. In some ways this could be
seen as an example of discrepancy potential, as described by Leung and Bolite-Frant
(2015), whereby the limitations of one tool might be complemented by the affor-
dances of another. The more contained example space in Task 2 enabled students to
be successful in their early work, but it may also have constrained some students
from making other mathematical insights, for example exploring non-linear func-
tions. This highlights a tension when designers choose whether designing a task in
an existing mathematical technological environment or to create a completely new
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digital space that is wholly ‘bespoke’ for its intended mathematical purposes. Given
the multitude of existing tools that might be suited to early explorations of linear
functions (Graphing calculators, GeoGebra, Autograph, TI-Nspire, The Geometer’s
Sketchpad, SimCalc..), why create another environment?

The task design rubric includes an important consideration that seems critical to
this early consideration in the design process, ‘ascertaining the forms of interaction
with the tool that reveal the desired variant/invariant properties’. This requires a
deep knowledge of the tool’s mathematical affordances and constraints. For
example, if, as in Task 1, we choose to explore linear functions using TI-Nspire
handhelds, there are many alternative tasks that could be designed to explore
gradient and intercept properties. The software file could be pre-written with ‘m’
and ‘c’ predefined and the table of values visible. Students could have a more
directed task in which they are instructed to change particular values (i.e. vary the
value of ‘m’ by dragging an on-screen slider) to meet certain constraints and to
observe particular features.

The resolution of this dilemma involves many considerations that include the
need for the designer’s deep understanding of the mathematical content appropriate
to the students, its representations and connections alongside a level of familiarity
with affordances and constraints of existing software tools. However, repeated
research studies have shown over many years that, as it is a teacher’s principle role
to be a task designer, it is important that teachers have opportunities to work
alongside more experienced colleagues, researchers and task designers to develop
this aspect of their role (Noss et al. 1991; Clark-Wilson 2008; Artigue 1998).

5.3 Implications and Further Research

In concluding this chapter, it is important to highlight one aspect of the task design
rubric for which there was insufficient data from the post-priori analysis of the two
tasks to draw any substantial conclusions. This concerns the forms of interaction
between teacher and students to support mathematical generalizations. These
interactions might be evident in teachers’ lesson designs (i.e. a ‘lesson plan’), but
can only be robustly researched through lesson observations and interviews. Within
English teaching practices, it is most common for teachers to share teaching
resources with each other and, in the case of digital lesson resources this is usually
the software file and/or the task ‘idea’. It is far less common for these resources to
include the teacher’s narrative to accompany how a task is introduced, developed
and assessed. Hence the ‘blank’ page start with a digital tool adopted by the first
example is a common one. It required little advanced preparation, that is, the
software file did not need to be made available to students via the school network
for the beginning of the lesson.

Other studies have revealed the subtleties of the teacher’s role within
technology-mediated lessons of this type as it demands a high level of teacher
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interaction, not just with the students but also involving the software tool itself
(Aldon 2011; Clark-Wilson 2010). The teacher is required to have a depth of
instrumentalisation with the software such that she can select particular cases,
change and display key features in order to support the discourse such that gen-
eralizations can emerge, be formalised and ultimately proven.

The nature of teachers’ ‘mathematical pedagogic practices’ whilst designing and
teaching technology-mediated lessons is a research focus for a 3-year study in
England, funded by the Nuffield Foundation6 and co-directed by Celia Hoyles and
myself. Set in the context of the Cornerstone Maths project, we have a adopted a
lesson study approach to the design, implementation and evaluation of ‘landmark
activities’ (Clark-Wilson et al. 2015) within each curriculum unit that aims to
articulate teachers’ practices.
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